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ABSTRACT 

'Playing by the Rules' 
Environmentai Justice and Land Use Planning in Ontario 

The Lands for Life Case Study 

Global economic forces and neo-liberalism are transforming Ontario's political 

landscape, altering the relationship between citizens and their govenunem. Emphasis on the 

deregdation. privatiration, underfunding, and devolution of responsibilities since 1 995 has 

affected the way environmental issues are addressed. '4s conteaed perspectives over the 

allocation of Crown lands continue to define naturai resource politics, the Lands for Life 

planning initiative was introduced at a t h e  when nanird resource extraction is irreversibly 

damaging the province's ecosystems. Oaensibly intended to complete a provincially-protected 

natural areas and park system, Lands for Life also sought to enhance industrial and 

recreational uses in an effort to ensure economic certainty and investor confidence. M y  did 

Lands for Life move from a public consultatio.: process to closed door negotiations and what 

does this means for the future of environrnental justice in Ontano? This thesis analyzes the 

intersections between environrnental justice and naniral resource policy-making to understand 

the govemment's changing role in resource allocation and management. As long as 

sustainability discourses are set within an economic development context, questions ofjustice 

and equality will rernain at the penphery of decision-making. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction: Who ûwns the Natural Resources? 

In Canada, tensions over the ownership, accessibility, and management of naturd 

areas are on the rise. These so-caiied resource wars are being waged to determine who 

controls development discourses and how natural resources are to be allocated. Competing 

views. and oflen incompatible activities on naturai landscapes are set against a backdrop of 

rapidly declining renewable and finite resources as over-consumption and international 

economic demands continue to define society's relationship with nature. 

In Ontario, contested perspectives over the distribution of public lands recenrly came 

to the fore during the Lands for Life land use planning initiative. Intended to complete a 

provincidly-protected natural areas and park system, the program was launched by the 

Progressive Conservative Qovernment in Febmary 1997. Dunng a two-year process, the 

Lands for Life project revealed important questions pertaining to public involvement and 

represenration in a liberal democracy. Moa irnportantly, it dernonstrated how a presumably 

comprehensive strategy ended up excluding policy actors-rnost notably indiçenous 

iiiterests-previously involved during the first stages ofthe initiative. Heralded as an example 

of a successful public consultation, the Lands for Life outcornes were determined by poiicy 

instruments such as roundtabies? a public environmental review registry, and pnvate 

negotiations leading to a contractuai agreement and side deals with naturai resource 

industries. Public participation throughout the process was rnediated by inaccessibility to 

information, tight deadlines, and the presence of a strong bushess/iidustry lobby. In a 



province where political, economicai, and cuitural realities have been defined by naturd 

resource development, the Lands for Life exercise and its conclusive Ontario Living Legacy 

announcement confirmed induçtry's continuhg influence on land use policy-making. 

The central question of this thesis is based on discovenng why the Lands for Life 

process moved from a public sphere to private negotiations and secondly, what this means for 

the future of environmental justice in Ontario. Analyzing the intersections between land use 

planning and environmental justice is an innovative approach, increasingly relevant in the 

wake of the tense political ciimate enveloping the province regarding natural resource 

allocation. hs more i~terests are dernanding rights to participate in environmentai decision- 

making and resource management, exploring whether social. cultural. and ecologicd 

considerations are factored in policy-making processes is a pressing issue. 

Because the search to further exploit natural resources is currently being mitigated by 

looming supply crises. considering issues penaining to the representation, exclusion and 

accommodation of interests in environmental decision-making is critical to understanding the 

present and future health of ecosystems across the province. The emphasis on the economic 

contributions of productive forces in land use planning invites the need to integrate issues of 

equity and faimess to analytical frameworks. Policy-making, therefore, is more than "sirnply 

the stniggle over the distribution of costs and benefits involved in production. It also involves 

a related struggle in whch actors ... clash over the accumulation and application of 

knowledge."' Addressing non-material preferences and realities such as equality, quality of 

'Melody Hessing and Michael Howlett, Cmurdm Na~ural Resource mid 
Emironmental Pdzq: Political h o m y  and Public Poizcy (Vancouver: UBC Press, 
1997). 12. 



iife. and affirmation of civil rights-hcluding Abonginal and treaty rights-within a policy 

context helps to understand whether existing political structures and policy-making processes 

can respond io alternative and marginalized voices. For the purpose of this study, the role of 

public participation and the ability to articulate demands were ernployed as variables to 

mesure the existence social justice principles and environmental values in land use planning. 

L'sine the Lands for Life initiative as a case study highiights the contentious nature of 

ecological protection and the importance of citizen involvement in environmental decision- 

making. It provides an insight into the current political situation in Ontario; more specificdly. 

the changing relationship between the provincial govemment and Ontarians. 

Definitions of nature have been reduced to a polarized debate between ideas of nature 

as an exploitable resource venus nature possessing uiherent value. More recently however. 

there have been renewed discussions pertaining to the cuiturd constmction of the natural 

world. Questions dealing with the interaction berneen humans and nature, including what 

nature 1s. what it uughz to be. as well as whît nature w a .  have become more prominent as 

Canadian society attempts to deal with proliferating environmental problems. Issues ofcontrol 

and of power are increasingiy relevant as debates arise regarding which narratives count and 



who sets to reiate them. Consequently. there is a struggle over the definition and 

representation of nature; rnost importantly, this is a struggie over the possession of nature.' 

Discourses on the state of the natural environment have permeated the Canadian 

consciousness since the late 1960s. The iduence of environmentaikm is situated within a 

broader framework of social movements. entities questioning accepted social and cultural 

assumptions. Reacting againa the perceived post-World War 11 societal consensus. a mass 

movement of citizens began challenging the dominant scientific/technological paradigm 

pervading political decision-making structures. Within the context of environmental issues, 

an t hro p ocentric assumptions of nature-that ecosystems are subordinate and exkt for 

utilitarian purposes to rnaximize econornic weaith-were increasingly contested as the 

unabated exploitation of natural resources, dong with increasuig air and water pollution, 

hazardous waste. and nuclear marnent became a threat to the naîural environment. Although 

not a cohesive or homogenous entity, the environmental movement works on different ievels 

and in varied political realms articulating some of the links between adverse ecoio@cal 

impacts and health problems. social dislocation, and economic inequity. 

'Authors who have wrinen extensively on this matter are Neil Evemden nie 
Social CTeation of Narure (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1992); Arran Gare. 
Postmoderr~ism and the Ellvironrnental Crisis (London: Routledge, 1 995); Max 
Oelschlaeger. 7he ldea of Wildeniesr (New Haven: Yale University Press, 199 1 ). The 
anthologies by W. Cronon, ed., Uncornmon Ground Taward Reinventirg Nature (New 
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1995); 1. Bennett and W. Chaloupka, eds., In zhe 
Nature of Tliings: higuage,  Poiitics, ond the Environnient (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1993); B. Braun and N. Castree, eds., Remaking Realiry: Naliire ut the 
A4zllemiurn (London: Routledge, 1998); and M. Soulé and G. Lease, eds., Reinve~zttng 
~Vairrre? Respomes IO Postmodem Decomtnrction (Washington: Island Press, 1995), have 
also contributed to, and expanded, the debate regarding the consmaion, appropriation, 
and representation of nature. 



Expanding conventional definitions of the polirical, environmentalists and their social 

movement counterparts such as feminias, gays, peace activists. and Aboriginal n a t s  

proponents, have pushed for inclusiveness and added alternative voices to institutions 

previously believed to be in the realm of the pnvate. Largeiy based on integratine identity 

politics into the public fold, contemporq social movements are viewed as 'dernocratiring 

aeents' or 'asents of social change' cailing for more openness and accountability in decisions 

that personally d e n  citizens. Attempting to address the root causes of inequality. social 

movements contexniaiize and Iuik social, econornic, political, and cultural dimensions 

demanding a more democratic society. Attributhg the potentiai for injustice to decisions made 

in closed. élitist environs. social rnovements constmct new meanings, build networks. Frame 

issues, and take action.' New social movements, reflecting pan-materiaiist values. have "often 

been forced to operate on the margins of p~titics".~ Despite this, they have had a sigificant 

impact on a variety of political, regulatory, and legal decisions affecting public policies forcing 

tzovemments and private interests to acknowledge the benefits of consulting a wide range of - 
opinions in order for decisions to be legitirnized by the public. 

The environmental movement specifically, has been credited for dernocratizing 

decision-makino processes whereby "environmental issues in many jurisdictions have quite 

'Susan D. Philiips, 'New Social Movements in Canadian Politics: On Fighting and 
Starting Fires.' in Cmzadim Polztics, eds. J. P. Bickerton and A.-G. Gagnon 
(Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1994)' 196. 

'Iblbid., 189; and Claude Galipeau, 'Polirical Parties, Interest Groups, and New 
Social Movements: Toward New Representations?' in Cmtada Parties in Tra~ts~tio~~c 
D iscourse, O r g r a ~ ~ ~ z o n ,  Representation, eds. A -G. Gagnon and A. B. Tanguay 
(Scahorough: Nelson Canada, 1989), 405. 



consistently led to, or at least sought, an expansion of democratic opportunities and an 

opening of bureaucratic decision making to public participation. Environmentalists have 

highiy valued the protection and indeed the funher development ofdemocratic institutions."' 

This change however. is offset by the constant push toward the privatization of the public 

sphere. It has become increasingly clear that environrnentalism, regardless of its ideolo@cal 

and political variants, has been for the rnost part unable to "resist dominant ecocapitalist 

*technocratie' and market-oriented discourses.'* 

As political and economic issues are increasingly being framed within a neo-liberal 

capitalist paradigm, there is a p a t e r  opportunity for environmental interests to become CO- 

opred. While the transformative project of the movement has had an impact on political 

institutions, it has increasingly been forced to define and promote its objectives in an 

expanding private sphere. This became obvious in the late 1980s and early 1990s whereby 

renewed interest in the deteriorating state of the planet found its way into the corporate 

mainstream. reinforcing the "demise of the envionment as a site of genuinely political 

contesratisn."? Here, business has not ody appropriated the concept of sustainable 

development in an attempt to reconcile unfettered economic growth with ecological 

considerations, but it has tapped into a largely unexploited demand for environrnentally- 

'~obert  Paehlke, 'Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Environrnentalism,' 
Environrne~z~af Ezhics 1 0: 4 (Winter 1 988)' 3 04. 

'Catnona Sandilands, '1s the Penonal Always Political? Environrnentalism in 
Arendt ' s Age of 'the Social',' in Organizing Dissent: Contempormy Socid Movements in 
Theog7 and Practice. 2" Edition, ed. W~lliam K. Carroll (Toronto: Garamond Press, 
1997)- 78. 



hendly products. The result is the cornmodification of environmental a c t i o ~  or green 

comrmerism, where consumer insecurities and emotions are targeted by mass marketing 

strategies. In this way, the focus on individual action over corporate, govemmentai. and 

societal responsibifity diminishes and depoiiticizes environmental concerns as they are 

displaced tiom political, or public domains, to pnvate reairns. 

it is argued that some environmental interests have contributed to these 

circurnstances: in their attempt to find solutions within existing politicai and corporate 

bureaucraties. "environmentai issues - their abiiity to foster collective discussion and 

contestation over meanings and relations - are wailowed up by instrumental, t echnocratic 

orientations."' Critics contend that environmental activism is no longer posited as a viable 

opposition force to the domhant capitalist discourse. Relegated to the status of 'special 

interest'. enviromentalism, both as practice and ideology. is a contested term between those 

advocating a mainstream, more institutionalized approach to environmental politics and those 

opposing any fom of CO-option. The word enviro~~ment itself is being challenoed from within 

the movement since 

[il t constitutes nature as a terrain that simply reflects human interests and has 
already been colonized and routinized by the language of planning and impact 
assessment. In other words, the environment has ... corne to inhabit a murky 
realm of the social, of administration and bureaucracy, of markets, expens, 
and consumers, which narrows the possibility for both genuinely public. and 
genuinely private, appearances. The spaces of (public) politics and (private) 
wonder are both being col~nized.~ 



Socio-cultural stmggles over meanings oc and actions toward and on behalfoc the natural 

environment continue to be a source of contention between forces advocating restrictive 

versus expansionary visions of the political. 

While the environmental movement has widely contributed to the politicization of the 

environment by empioying a variety of rnechanisms 60m direct actiok research intervention 

in hearings, and effective use of the media, it has stmggled to have its voice heard within the 

policy-mahng arena. The movement's gains have partly been "proscnbed by fundamental 

features of Canadian political-economic reality, most notably the continuing economic 

importance of resource extraction, and the continuing political strength of concatenations of 

public-private power premised on 'business as usual' exploitation of narural resource 

wealth."" The fact that broad public support for environmental issues has not been directly 

translated into comprehensive policies is due to the nature of environrnentaiism; it has been 

difficult to convince and mobilize citizeris around issues where action does not necessarily 

brins direct and personal benefits. However, linklig the degradation of ecosystems with 

negative health impacts, and taking local action to address environmental problems, 

exempiified by the catch-phrase 'act iocally, think globaily', has made it easier for activists 

to bnng conceptuaiized issues into hition as concrete action. 

.4s a country whose cultural identity is characterized by the exploitation and export 

of naturai resources, Canada's political and economic mat+ is configured to support and 

rnaintain development rhetoric and practices. This reality has relegated environrnental 

1 O Jeremy Wilson, 'Green Lobbies: Pressure Groups and Environmental Policy,' in 
Canadia~z Environmenta/ Policy: Ecosystems, Politics, und Process, ed. R. Boardman 
(Toronto: M o r d  University Press, 1 PX), 1 10. 



discourses-emphasizing holistic approaches to management-as an appendaoe to the 

political agenda which is greaîiy iduenced by economic cycles and swaying public interest 

in ecologcai issues. " Moreover, government bureaucracies tend to define environmental and 

natural resource management according to rules and priorities which do not account for. and 

are ultimatel y undermined by, unpredictable environmental forces. l2 Rationaikat ion. as well 

as an irnpetus towards industnaiization essentially oppose environmental values. In other 

words, conventional politics is unresponsive to alternative ideas and foms of governine that 

might be beneficial to ecological sustainability-centralized and hierarchicd characteristics 

of bureaucracies are believed to be antithetical to effective solutions. l 3  Firn. centralization is 

at odds with local participation and local initiatives whereby the person or group and 

eeogaphical area become anonyrnous to administrators. And second, the detachment of 
C 

"See for example, R. Brian Woodrow, 'Resources and Environmental Policy- 
:Makine at the National Level: The Search for Focus,' in Resozrrces and the Ewzrurimenr: 
Polici Perspeciives for Cm&, ed d. O. P. Dwivedi (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Ltd., 
1980). 24-25: and Anthony Downs, 'Up and Down with Ecology-The 'Issue-Attention' 
Cycle.' n e  Public I ~ e r e s i  27 ( 1972): 38-50. 

"See for example, G. Bruce Doem and Thomas Conway, The Greening of 
( 'mada: Fcderul Irzsfirurzonî and Deciszons (Toronto: University of Toront O Press, 
1 994), 6-7. 

"Robert Paehlke and Dougias Torgerson, eds., 'Environmental Administration: 
Revising the Agenda of Inquiry and Practice', in Mar~agri~g Leviathan: Envzro~~meriial 
Polifics and the Administrative S~afe  (Peterborough: Broadview Press, IWO): 7- 16. 



bureaucrats ignores the need for regonal attention and consideration of local traditionai 

knowledge in poiicy development and implementation." The nanird environment then. is 

approached fiom a technical, reductionist manner, reflecting the prevailing paradigm in which 

"wiidemess in whatever guise is effectively reduced to an environment, a stockpile of maner- 

rnergy to be transformed through technology, itself guided by the market and theorerical 

economics, into the wants and needs of the consumer culture."t5 

Situating the State Within Policy Analyses- 

Current interpretations of the poiicy-rnaking system are challenging widely-held 

notions that economic growth and political stability are inherently positive elements. More 

specifically. the focus on nation-building, which in the Canadian context has ofien been 

associated with the role of natural resources, is facing opposition fiom both activists and 

academics cntiquing modemin assumptions of development. Among the most influentid 

theoreticai modes of inquiry questioning social democratic thought are post-modernism of 

"Douglas Torgerson, 'Obsolescent Leviathan: Problems of Order in 
Administrative Thought, ' in M m g i n g  Leviathan: Emironrnental Politics and the 
Ahirzistrative Sta~e eds. R Paehlke and D. Torgerson (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 
1990): 17-33. 



which post-stnicturalism is a prominent strearn as well as neo-institutionalism neo-Marxism 

and feminism. l6 

As an "interplay arnong ideas, structure, and process",17 public policy-making 

measures how the state priontizes its goals in relation to societal demands. The relationship 

between state and sociefy is largely gauged according to how ideas, perceived needs and 

demands are articulated and processed into a body of Iaws, regulations, guidelines. and 

policies. The weight put on various elements comprising the policy-rnaking syaem such as 

the actors. institutions. econornic and political realities, have b e n  at the center of theoretical 

debates vying to explain the complex node of social interactions in relation to culturally 

constructed institutions. New ways of thinking about power within the discipline of political 

science. m d y  exploring its foundations and expressions, have been influenced by 

postmodem responses to structural-functionalism. Based on descriptive analyses of functions 

and stnicnires of political systerns such as interest articulation and aggregation political 

socialization and recniitment, and communication, structural-fùnctionalist iheories have been 

widely perceived as being value-fiee and a "noncontentious analytical basis"'' for conducting 

political studies. This perspective however, has been chailenged by discourses on power 

% n e  Jenson, 'Al1 the Worid's a Stage: Ideas, Spaces and Times in Canadian 
Political Economy,' Studies in PolzticaI Ecmomy 36 (Fall 199 1 ), 43. Environmentalkm 
also challenges dominant worldviews and encompasses the foundations for an alternative 
ideoiogy. See Robert Paehlke, Environrne~~taiim and the Future of Progressive Politics 
Qiew Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 1- 10. 

"G. Bruce Doem and Richard W. Phidd, Canadian Picblic Poliy: Ideas. 
Smcrrrre. Process, 2& Edition (Scarborough: Nelson Canadq l992), 3. 

"Rand Dyck, Canadian Politics: Criticai Apprmches (Scarborough, Nelson 
Canada, 1993,6. 



unraveling how accepte4 so-called objective, worldviews actuaiiy perpetuate dominant and 

oflen privileged points of reference at the expense of voices that have been histoncally 

excluded fiom decision-making processes. In this way, post-positivism ?ends to unsettle 

policy discourse in prevailing technocratic and administrative foms while reinforcing policy 

discourse as a fom of commentq in broader social and political conte~ts."'~ The dispersion 

of power does not exclusively flow Eom existing political and economic institutions. but is 

also 

CO-extensive with the social body; there are no spaces of pnmal liberty 
between the meshes of the network; that relations of power are intenvoven 
with other kinds of relations . . . for which they play at once a conditioning and 
a conditioned role; that these relations don't take the sole form of prohibition 
and punisiment, but are of multiple form; that their interconnections delineate 
general conditions of domination, and.. . one should not assume a massive and 
pnmal condition of domination, a buiary structure with 'dominators on one 
side and 'dominated' on the other, but rather a multiform production of 
relations of domination which are partially susceptible of integration into 
overall strategies; that power relations do indeed 'serve', but not at al1 
because they are 'in the seMce of  an economic interest taken as prima-. 
rather because they are capable ofbeing utiiised in arategies; that there are no 
relations of power without resistances; the latter are al1 the more real and 
effective because they are formed right at the point where relations of power 
are e~ercised.'~ 

The anaiyticai framework has gradually expanded to posit critical questions related to the 

intersections of power, mainiy how it is distributed; how it is sought and maintained by 

'%ouglas Torgerson, 'Power and Insight in Poiicy Discoune: Post-Positivism and 
Problem Definition,' in Poiicy Studies in C d :  7he State of the Art, eds. L 
Dobuzinskis, M. Howlett, and D. Laycock (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 
267. 

'%fichel Foucault quoted in William Carroll and Robert Ratner, 'Master Frarnes 
and Counter-Hegemony: Political Sensibilities in Conternporary Social Movement.' 
CmICICiian Review of Sociology id Anfhropology 33:4 ( 1 !W6), 407-409. 



different actors; and how it is translated into political action, or lack thereof. While 

postmodem modes of inquiry have focused on the importance of language, texts, and 

discursive practices. theoretical policy orientations bas& on empirical research have tended 

to downplay the role of rhetoric emphasizing technocratie and organizational goals." 

Contemporary pluraiist, rationai, elitist. public choice, state-centered, and neo-Marxist 

approaches emphasize both institutional and human behaviour in policy-making 

processes-extemal rather than covert meanings have instructed these popular political 

science methodologies. 

Miroring the significant impact of social movements on the statu quo. theoretical 

models have focused on the role of societal players driving poiicy-rnaking processes. Here, 

the stare is defined as a neutral entity processing demands and releasing them as a series of 

regulatory, policy, and legislative outputs. As attention has tumed to studying the influence 

of power structures on the formulation and transfomation of ideas. there has been a 

reconceptualization of the role of ideology on the reproduction of social relations.^ By 

extension theoretical responses to the transfomative projects of social movements largely 

displaced the state as an important actor in policy-making processes. Recognizing the state 

as an autonomous body and reintegrating it in current policy analyses, therefore, is an integrai 

step to understanding the cornplex interaction between dinerent players in poiicy communities 

and networks. 

"Torgerson, 'Power and Insight in Policy Discourse', 267-268. 

"Jenson 'Ml the World's a Stage', 45. 
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Stmcturaliçt-functionaiist perspectives dong with pluralist interpretations have 

emphasized govenunent as an "arena within which economic interest groups or normative 

social rnovements contended or allied with one another to shape the making of public poticy 

decisions."" This rather sirnplistic view has given way to models aressing organizational and 

inst itutional differences among competing interests; their stmggle to acquire and maint ain 

access to decision-making power across space and time; and the consideration of hierarchical 

and pnvileged positions of certain interests within policy domains. Taking their cue fiom neo- 

institutionalism and its different political undercunents such as post-Man0sm a growing 

number of studies have reintroduced the state in policy analyses while simultaneously 

considering society's influence in political decision-making. Here, references to state 

autonomy and capacities have infonned how it relates to societal demands and perceived 

needs '' Autonomy is based on the degree of a nate's ability to generate policy objectives 

independent of societal interests. Capacity, on the other hand, refers to the availability of 

institutional resources for the state to implement policies. largely influenced b y bureaucratie 

goals and coordination skills. as well as accessibility to financial resources and h u m  - 

?-'Theda Skocpol, 'Bringing the State Back In: Strategies of Analysis in Current 
Research. ' in Bringing the State Back In, eds. P. Evans, D . Rueschemeyer, and T. 
S kocpol (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l985), 4. 

"The concept of stute and goveniment are interchangeable, though the tenn stute 
encompasses a "set of organkjngprincaples that give totality, or an underlying structural 
coherence (at an abaract level), to the myriad and diverse agencies and institutions of  
govemance." See, for example, R. Benjamin and R Duvall, 'The Capitaiia State in 
Context,' in n e  Dernocratjc State, eds. R Benjamin and S. L. Elkin (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1985),23. 



persomel.15 The role of the state then, becomes imperative to policy-mahg processes since 

"organizational configurations, dong with their overail patterns of activity, affect political 

culture, encourage some kinds of group formation and collective political actions (but not 

others), and rnake possible the raising of cenain political issues (but not others)."16 In many 

ways. the state has become 'ltbiquitous and activist, with the result that most aspects of daily 

life have become politicized."" 

The concept of 'embeddedness' suggesting that state and society are inextricably tied 

by virnie of past decisions and actions, is based on a b'simultaneous process wherein the state 

increasingly penetrates and organizes civil society, even while this penetration binds the wate 

ever more tightly and constrains its rnanoe~vrability."~~ In tum, this interplay has made the 

state a "sprawling difise assemblage of uncoordinated power and policies. while the society 

with which it interacts is increasingly plural, fragmented and multiple in its allegiances and 

identities."" It is important, therefore. to analyze how interests organize themselves in 

"William D. Coleman and Grace Skogaad, 'Policy Communities and Policy 
Ketworks: A S tnictural Approach, ' in Policy Commtinities and Public Poliq in ~btada:  
,4 Sfmctzrrai Apprmch, eds. W .  D. Coleman and G. Skogsrad (Mississauga: Copp Clark 
Pitman. Ltd., 1990), 15- 16. 

'TT. Skocpol, 'Bringing the State Back in', 21. 

"Michael M. Atkinson and William D. Colerna rite State. Busimss, unand 
Itrdustriai Change in C& (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989), 186. 

'8~eslie A. Pal, 'From Society to State: Evolving Approaches to the Study of 
Politics.' in Canadian Politics, eds. J. P .  Bickenon and A. G. Gagnon (Peterborough: 
Broadview Press. 2 994), 47. 

".4lan C. Cairns, 'The Embedded State: State-Society Relations in Canada' in 
State and Socieîy: Canada in Comparative Perspective, ed. K .  Banting (Toront O: 

University of Toronto Press, 1986), 55. 



relation to governmental and institutionai orientations. In this way, policy-makùig processes 

have been captured within the concepnial framework of policy communities and 

networks-the former generally referring to the wide range of actors with direct or indirect 

interest in a particular poticy field, while the latter appertains to the relationships arnong 

actors within the comrnunity.'" 

Finding the Links Behveen Public Policy and Environmental Justice- 

Providing a greater understanding of the matrices of power, policy analyses are 

essentially a 'kndow on poiitics."" The focus on the practical aspects of decision-making 

processes-finding ways to conceptuahe state-society orientations and explaining patterns 

of relationships between actors throughout the formulation and implementaion of 

programs-have been emphasized in these types of studies. Here. questions addressine how. 

and by whom, power and knowledge is used and rnaintained; who benefits and who pays; and 

how social relations are affected by policy-making development are becoming increasingly 

relevant. This is an Unponant starting point for studying environmental and natural resources 

management policies since the influence of business, or productive interests, dong with state 

'W. D. Coleman and G. Skogstad, 'Policy Communities and Policy Networks', 
25-26. See also. Michael M. Atkinson and William D. Coleman, 'Policy Networks, Policy 
Communities, and the Problems of Govemance,' in Policy Studies in Ccmado: The State 
of the Art, eds. L Dobuzinskis, M. Howlett, and D. Laycock (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1996): 193-2 1 8; A. Paul Pross, Group Politics and Public Poiicy 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1986), 84- 107; and Leslie A. Pal, Beyotd Policy 
A tdysis: Public Issue Management in Turbulent h e s  ( Scarborough : Nelson Canada, 
1997): 188-1 92, for a discussion of diierent discipiinary interpretations of these terrns. 

" ~ichae l  M. Atkinson, Governing C d :  Imtituiions and Public Policy 
(Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Canada Inc., 1993), 20. 



institutions. have been a defining force in both federal and provincial policy-making 

processes." 

haiytical  traditions informed by political economy have attempted to expiain how 

States and sub-states are effective instmments facilitating the accumulation of wealth- 

priviieging the natus of the business cornmunity. Acknowledging that political realities are 

forrned by econornic transactions, this lhe of inquiry situates the ''exploration of policy in a 

dynarnic context of evolving materiai and ideological interests."" Recognizing the rnultiplicity 

of actors within the policy field, both contradictory and complementary, this perspective 

reveals how interest articulation is not centered on equal oppominity, but that is rooted in 

potentidly antagonistic, even incompatible, demands. 

This study's premise recognizes the role of corporate and governmental connections 

that rnanifested themselves in Lands for Life, a reaiity largely contested &y protectionist and 

conservation advocates. In an era defined by an acute privatization of the public sphere. issues 

relating to justice in policy-making are becoming increasingly relevant. While lack of 

"It is important to keep in mind that business is a heterogeneous entity. For studies 
on industry as an environmental policy actor see, for example, M. Paul Brown. 'Target or 
Part ici pant? The Hatching of Environmental hdustry Po licy, ' in Canadian Environmenrai 
Poi iq:  Eco~szems. Politics ond Process, ed. R. Boardman (Toronto: Oxford University 
Press, 1 997): 164- 1 78; Doug Macdonald, 'Business as an Environmental Policy Actor,' 
Background paper (October 1999): 1-1 7; Jeremy Wilson, 'Wildemess Politics in BC: The 
Business Dorninated State and the Containment of Environmentalisrq ' in Poficy 
Communities m7d Public Policy in C e :  A Smcturui Apprwch, eds. W. D. Coleman 
and G. Skogstad (Mississauga: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd., 1990): 14 1 - 169; and Ted 
Schrecker, 'Resiaing Regulation: Environmental Policy and Corporate Power.' in 
Ai~enutives 13: 1 (December 1985): 9-19. 

" ~essing and Ho wlett, Cmdiirm Naturai Resoicrce and Environmenrd Policy , 
11. 



communication, prejudice. and racism defined interactions arnong interests in the Lands for 

Life policy networiq state initiatives aiso played an important role in detemiining the 

relationship between actors. The current provincial Progressive Conservative govemment 's 

adherence to neo-liberal convictions, particularly its lack of environmental consciousness and 

~eneral anti-Aboriginal stance, dong with the Ministry of Natural Resources' choice of 
I 

policy-maliing instruments, have iduenced the course of Lands for Life. leading it corn a 

public to pnvate process. Accordingly, in a political environment characterized by language 

evoking fear and ahenation, invariably relaying a sense of urgency to allocate rapidly 

dwindling naturd resources, players worked diligently to pursue their own demands within 

the policy game according to rules set up by a neo-liberal govemment-resulting in increased 

tensions between both divergent and complementary intereas. 

The pluralist system-encompassing the variations of pressure and clientele networks, 

and reco_pized as the dominant fonn of interea representation in Canada-ernphasizes the 

voluntary, cornpetitive, and relatively equd involvement of pressure groups vying for 

attention and influence in govermental institutions. Lands for Life illustrates a different 

redity: oniy the voices of a very narrow conaituency-both industriai and 

eniironmentai-were privileged, an approach reminiscent of a corporatist policy style 

whereby the stare invites divergent interests to formulate a policy compromise in a closed 

system." This, in light of the govemment's refusal to deal with indigenous concems on a 

nation-to-nation basis. The foUowing analysis will address issues surrounding accessibility to 

-- - - - - - 

YColeman and Skogaad, 'Policy Cornmunities and Policy Networks', 28. 
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decisionmaking processes and evaluate whether justice and equity are recognized within 

existing the policy design. 

Scope of Study, Methodology and Sources- 

The Lands for Life case study outlines a complex policy cornrnunity and network 

system characterired by layered, mmetimes overlapping, and confiiaing interests. Taking a 

critical analysis approach guided by theoreticai elements rooted in political economy. this 

thesis is an introductory research project into an evolving land use planning syaern set in the 

wake of growing supply shortages and rising tensions over land nghts. Providing a window 

on provincial environmentai policy-making with the objective of demonstrating whether 

principles ofjustice figured in the planning exercise, this project reveals how naniral resources 

are allocated and managed at the cusp of the 2 1" century. 

As a qualitative study-an "inquiry process of understanding a social or human 

probiem, based on building a cornplex holistic picture formed with words, repotting detailed 

views of informants, and conducted in a natural ~etting'~~~-background research was based 

on second. sources collected from Trent University, the University of Toronto. and the 

University of Guelph. Research was also done at the Northwatch resource centre in Nonh 

Bay. the Ministry of Natural Resources headquarters in Peterborough, and the Canadian 

Environmental Law Association office in Toronto. Sources included books, journal articles, 

media clippings, govenunent documents, academic and legai briefs, organizational minutes 

'$~ohn W. Cresweil, Research Desigh: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches 
(Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 1994), 1-2. 



and repons, position papers, newsletters, correspondence, and internet websites; aii used to 

recreate a sequence of events, to understand policy positions and directions. and also to 

provide a theoretical basis for analysis. For the purpose of onguial research the author 

attended an Ontario Environment Network conference in March and June 1999; a series of 

meetings dealing with provincial forestry issues throughout the latter pan of 1999. and a 

workshop on environmental deregulation in Ontario held in July 2000. InteMews were also 

conducted with participants and observers of the Lands for Life process, approved by both 

the Trent University Cornmittee on Human Research and the Trent University Abonsinal 

Education Council (Appendix A). 

The first part of the study lays out the conceptual Framework used to analyze land use 

planning in Ontario presentuig a litera~re review of the theory and practice of environmental 

justice, followed by an overview of theories and practices associated with public panicipation 

in Canada. Chapter two ends with a bief outline of strategic land use planning in Ontario 

dunng the 1970s. and 1980s. Chapter three contextualizes Lands for Life according to 

Ontario's position within the international economy in the 1990s. Outlining the current 

provincial govemment's approach to environmental and natural resource issues, reveals how 

neo-liberal policies promote deregulation, pnvatitation, and devolution of power. Chapter 

four describes the Lands for Life consultation process looking at the political and economic 

intersections between govemmentai, environmental, forestry, rnining, hunting and anghg 

interests. Following, chapter five details how the Ontario Living Legacy announcement came 

about and how it is being legitimized by the Harris govenunent and proponents of the 

agreement. The conclusion wdi ansver why a seerningly public exercise moved behind closed 



doors. anal~zing the irnp iications of private negotiations to the advancement of environmental 

justice in Ontario. Finally, chapter six will aiso include ideas for further research in the field 

of land use policy. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Situating E~lvironmental Justice Within the Praxis o f  
Land Use Planning 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the intersections between land use planning and 

environmental justice. Examining why the Lands for Life initiative moved behind closed doors 

provides a better understanding of environrnentdnatural resources policy-making in Ontario; 

a structure that, as will be shown, has changed considerably since 1995. Situating Lands for 

Life and Ontario's Living Legacy within Harris' Comrnoii Serise Revolution allows observers 

to understand how land use planning has been shaped by cument political and economic 

debates. More importantly, it unfolds questions related to environmentai policy-making 

processes in the province, mainly how decisions are made; what factors are taken into 

account; who is involved; and how policies are legitimized. These inquiries are al1 the more 

pertinent at a time when accountability, transparency, and accessibility in decision-making are 

demanded. and being scrutinized, by an attentive public. In a broader sense, the principal issue 

is one of faimess and equity-whether Ontario's policy-making sydem incorporates 

democratic principles in its allocation and management of natural resources. Within this 

framework then, values espousing environmentai justice-primarily openness and equity-are 

used as indicators to determine whether the Lands for Lifdiving Legacy program actually 

dictates that Crown lands are administered in the interest of the public good. 

This chapter introduces the conceptual foundations for analyzing land use planning 

according to environmental justice values. The first part is a literature review of the theory 



and practice of environmentai justke, locating it within schoiarly and activia circles. 

Following is an outhe explainhg how the concepts of environmental assessrnent and 

sustainable development, dthough both an outgrowth of economic theory, have influenced 

the course of citizen participation in natural resource policy-making. The last part describes 

Ontario's land use plannins histov, a point of cornparison for the recent Lands for Life 

process. 

Environmen ta1 Justice: Race, Class, and Democracy- 

Major inroads have been made by environmentalias since the firm Earth Day airnost 

thiny years ago. Despite this, it has becorne increasingly clear over the past fifieen years that 

new ways of thinkùig and resolving environmental problems are needed to offset further 

damage to the Eanh. Since the early 1 WOs, activists have tned, in one way or another. to 

raise awareness about the growing ecological crisis according to various philosophical and 

ideological interpretations. Whiie ecological activisrn has focused on the impacts of materialkt 

industrial society on endangered spaces and species, the plight of people within ecosystems 

has been reiatively ignored. Since the early 1980s, many activists concemed with the recuning 

trends of pollution affeaing racial minonties and the iower class in cities. as well as 

Aboriginal communities, began to draw attention to environmental racisrn and inequity as a 

source of ecological degradation. It is from this reality that a new environmental paradigm has 

taken hold, the idea of environmental justice. An important politicai force in the United 

States, the theory and practice of environmental justice is not ciearly defined in Canadian 



tems. This is in pan due to the different histonc and demographic contexts. though 

environrnental justice questions are just as pertinent in Canada. 

L o o b g  at environrnental justice as an emerging concept and practice, there are many 

interpretations circulating within the ecological movement and in acadernia but it is oeneraily 

understood to be an ethical idea that aims to incorporate social justice with environmental 

values. The realization that environmental issues can no longer be isolated fiorn realities such 

as racism, poveq, sexism, and other f o m  of discrimination has prornpted many advocates 

to cal1 for a redefinition of the ecological discourse which has been historically dominated by 

debates on industrial society's impact on nature. Fueled by grassroots activism environmental 

justice not only questions the impacts of ecological degradation on marginalized goups. it 

also attempts to anaiyze the root causes of inequitable decisions and practices motivated by 

exclusive political action and economic forces. 

The struggle for environmental justice is associated with environrnental racism and 

inequi ty. rems w hich have diverse connotations. Environmental inequity is considered to be 

the unequal enforcement of environmental laws and regulations. ultimately affecting those 

lacking political resources. Discrimination then, occurs "regardless ofthe racial and economic 

composition of the community."' Environmental racism, on the other hand, is generally 

referred to as the unequal protection against any fom of environmental degradation or 

1 Bunyan Bryant, ed., 'Introduction7 in Environmenrd Justice: Issues, Policies. 
and Pollution (Washington: Island Press, 1995),6. In 'Environmental Justice: Nomative 
Concerns and Empirical Evidence,' in EnMronmentaI Policy in the 1990s, 3d Edition, eds. 
Y. Vig and M. Kraft (Washington: CQ Press, 1997), Evan Ringquia argues convincingiy 
on the five causes of environmental inequity-scientific rationality, market rationaiity, 
neighbourhood transition, politicai power, and intentional discrimination-the lack of 
polit ical and social power being the principal factors explainhg environmentai inequality . 



pollution experienced by a racial minority.' It also encompasses the exclusion of rninorities 

to decision-making processes affecthg h u m  lives. While low incorne plays a major role in 

environmental rnargindization, race, irrespective of class is a major factor determinhg the 

siting of toxic products and other ecological destructive practices.' 

The circumstances surrounding the cd for environmental equity and justice arose 

from several incidents in the United States during the late 1970s and 1980s-Love Canal and 

Three Mile Island being the two prominent. While these events contnbuted to the awareness 

of dangerous chernicd and radioactive matenals, it was the controversy over toxic waste 

disposal in Warren County, Nonh Carohna, that propelled the issues of environmental racism 

and inequity at the forefront of public debate, warranting concrete action.* In 1982. it was 

discovered that polychlorinated biphenyis (PCBs) were slated to be dumped in the poorest 

area of the jurisdiction, a region with a predominantiy African American population. It 

'The tem environmental racism was coined in the late 1980s by Reverend 
Benjamin Chavis, Jr., member of the United Church of Chna Commission for Racial 
Justice. 

'Robert Bullard was instmmental in making this Link in Dumping b~ Dixie: Race. 
C'1a.w. and Envrror~mentui Quaiity (Boulder: W estview Press, 1 990) and later in 
' Anat omy of Environmental Racisrn and the Environmental Justice Movement. ' in 
Cor rfronting Environmental Racism: Voices from the Gras~oots, ed. R. Bull ard (Boston: 
South End Press, 1993), 2 1. Bob Edwards dso ties issues of class and race in 'With 
Liberty and Environmental Justice for All, ' in Ecotogical Resistant Movements: The 
Global Emrgeme of Radical m d  Popular Emironmerituiism, ed. B. Taylor (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 1995), 37. 

'Some scholars iden* the toxic waste incident at Love Canal as the culrninating 
event for environmental justice, introducing class issues into ecological discourses prior to 
Warren County in the early 1 980s. See, for example, Dolores Greenberg, 'Reconstructing 
Race and Protest: Environmental Justice in New York City,' Emiror~rnent~I History 5 2  
(Xpril ?OOO), 227-228. 



became increasingly clear that a recumng theme was taking placerace  and 

intentionally or not, became issues factored in environmental decision-making. 

A concept denoting moral and ecological values, environmentai justice has also 

evolved into a movement. Its defming moment was in 199 1 at a g a t h e ~ g  of the first National 

People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit where a "rainbow coalition of diverse 

people of color mobhed in a mass movement to remedy the deficits of dernocracy".' a 

meeting where activists began a process of addressing the impacts of environmental racism 

and inequity on communities and natural environments on both the domestic and international 

levels.' .4s a broadly based collective, activists not only formed alliances, but attracted 

anenrion to a problem that had not necessarily been of mainaream society's 

consciousness. While the movement generdy consists of individuals and groups facing racial 

and class alienation. it has expanded to include a host of social justice concerns inciuding 

sexism labour issues, and human rights, with the underlying premise that ecological 

sustainability cannot become a redity unless these matters are addressed. 

It is widely held that the movement's hiaorical roots can be traced to civil rights 

advocacy Two principal sources are described as influencing the evolution of the 

environmental justice rnovement; radicalism and the Arnerican civil nghts movernent. The first 

looks at the advent of radical populism as a force for mobilization. In this case, the ernphasis 

is on the struggle against toxic contamination such as lead and rnercury poisoning, pesticides, 

'?mdrew Szasz, paraphrased in Martir~ Melosi, 'Equity, Eco-racism and 
Environmental Hiaory,' Envzrot~rnenta~ History Review 1913 (Fd 1995), 5 .  



and hazardous waste-a movement mainiy led by women motivated to protect their families. 

.4s grassroots organizations having little expenence began networking during a period of 

heightened awareness in the 1970s and 1980s, the eco-populist approach is considered part 

of a broader, largely American, 'radical' movement which ultimately questions the source of 

political authority7 URfair legislation, as weii as exclusive econornic and political practices. 

became a rallying point for many individuals who realized that government was not on their 

side. Instead, it was irrevocably involved with the corporate sector. Some however. 

acknowledge that action was taken even earlier, since ecological problems. before the 1970s. 

were not expressed through an environmental framework, but rather a social one.' Focus on 

occupational hazards, for example, pointed to the impacts of industrial actiiities and 

urbanization on human health, an issue that came to prominence aarting in the late 19" 

century. 

Closely related is the impact of the civil rights movement on environmental justice 

activism. Mile  civil rights leaders did not h e  their arguments from an ecological 

standpoint. rhey did draw attention to the living conditions and health concerns of many 

.Afhcan Arnerican communities and neighbourhoods. Tactics based on action taken by civil 

ri&s leaders such as civil disobedience. iobbying, litigation, and appeals to basic human 

rights are used by those within the environmental justice movement to challenge ecological 

*Robert Gottlieb, 'Reconstructing Environrnentalisrn: Cornplex Movements. 
Diverse Roots.' Emironmental History Review 17:4 (Winter 1993), 13- 14; and Bullard, 
'Introduction', 9. 



injustices and systemic racism in the political çy~tern.~ By extension, it is argued that 

environmental justice is a way to promote Afncan Amencan civil rights issues which have 

b e n  largely ignored by dominant political and economic forces since its apex in the 1960s and 

1 970s. I o  Environmental justice then, uniike the broader ecological movernent, attempts to 

define environmental issues from an anthropocentric rather than an ecocentnc perspective. 

To hnher contextuaiize environmental justice, it is important to gauge its position vis 

a vis the broader ecological movement. Since its inception, activias have tried to differentiate 

thernseives from the more mainstream or traditional views of environmentalism. There are 

two different. yet complimentary, perspectives that explain this position. The first one deals 

with liberai environmentalism as a source oftension. Characterized by highly institutionalized, 

hierarchical organizations with access to steady funding sources, including from pnvate 

industry. this strearn works withùi existing political channels focusing on the preservation of 

wildlife and natural areas. Its nenuorking base is supported by established groups such as the 

Sierra Club (USA) and the National Audubon Society, dating back to the conservation 

movement. and others U e  Fnends of the Earth, Greenpeace, and the Wildemess Society. 

products ofthe first wave of environmentalism." Known for their influence in environmental 

'Edwards, 'With Liberty and Environmental Justice for AU7_ 4445. 

'9unya.n Bryant and Paul Mohai, eds., 'Introduction,' in Race and the Iricidence 
of Em~iro~imentul Ham&: A T ' e  for Discourse (Boulder: Wesîview Press, 1 992), 1 . 

"There are different interpretations on this matter. Some scholars have identified 
Earth Day 1970, to signai the beginnîng of the fim wave of environmentalism. 
Accordingiy, the nse of environmental concerns dunng the late 1980dearIy 1990s is 
considered to be the second wave. Others believe the conservation movement of the late 
nineteenthlearly twentieth century to be the first wave, and 22 April 1970 to be the start of 
the second wave of environmentalism. 



power brokering between govemment and business. these organizations have traditionally 

peared their attention on white, middldupper classes, largely ignoring the problems and + 

participation of marginalized groups." 

The second source of contention for environmental justice advocates are the 

philosop hical perspectives of deep ecology, considered a radical Stream of environmentalism. 

Similarly to liberal envkonmentalism, deep ecoiogy focuses on the protection ofgreen spaces 

and species-nature having intrinsic value, independent of human needs and desires-but 

espouses a new socio-political and economic paradigm that respects basic spiritual and human 

needs. Many environmental justice activists have been wary of such biocentnc stances which 

usually ignore cultural continuities and the realities facing oppressed individuals and 

collectivitiesL' This is manifested by deep ecology's position on the rights of species rather 

than individual members, as well as its stance on population and immigration controi methods 

to curb hrther  ecological degradation; views that threaten those already affected by racist 

policies l 4  

 orce ce ta Taylor, 'Environmentalism and the Politics of Inclusioq7 in C7or?frc~ntrng 
Lm?iro~tmrrtnl Racism: Voicesfrom the Grc~sstoois, ed. R. Bullard (Boston: South End 
Press, 1993, 53; Richard Hofichter, Toxic Snu&ges: Tne Theory and Practice of 
0zi.vroizme~ziat Issues (Philadelphia: New Society Publishers, 1 993), 7: and Melosi. 
' Equity, Eco-racism and Environmental History', 5. 

"Sheldon Kamienieclci, et ai., 'The Effectiveness of Radical Environmentalists,' in 
Ecologcal Resistame Movements: ne Global Emergence of Radical Popuiar 
Errvironmentulim, ed. B. Taylor (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), 
320. 

14 Eugene Hargrove, 'Fonvard,' in Faces of Em?omnentul Racim: Confror~ting 
lsmes of GlobalJkstice. eds. L. Westra and P. Wenz (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers, Inc., 1995), ix-xüi. 



Environmentalisrn then, has not been a promising alternative for many environmental 

justice activists. Instead, it is largely believed to be an oppressive agent which represents the 

system that environrnental justice challenges. Although the broader ecological movement has 

been forced to be more inclusive in both its ideas and practices, environrnental racism and 

inequity are not necessarily part of the agenda. This irnplies that the environmental rnovement 

has not effectively responded to the prevailing, and false notion that ethnic rninorities and 

those living in poveny are not interested in environmental issues and values. I 5  To cornpound 

this. the prevailing human versus nature rhetoric is formulated in a manner that does not 

explicitly link induarid pollution and urban issues to the environment. Rather. problerns are 

perceived "primarily or exclusively in the struggle to reserve or manage extra-urban 

Nature". '' It is this underlying theme that environmental justice challenges, thereby popularly 

designating ir as a radical Stream within the broader environrnental movement." 

Lookmg at the goals of the environmental justice rnovement, a distinction between 

philosophy and praaice is discemed. Three aspects will be analyzed accordingly-the need 

for sunival. the imponance of democratic values, and the struggle against racism. are dl 

underlying factors in the quest for justice. Framed in a manner that considers the well-being 

"~ingquia. 'Environmental Justice: Normative Concerns and Empirical Evidence,' 
234; Taylor. Tan the Environmental Movement Attract and Maintain the Support of 
Minorities? ' in Race und the Incidence of Environmenial Hm&: A Time for Discmrse, 
eds.. B. Bryant and P. Mohai Poulder: Westview Press, 1992), 29; and MeIosi, 'Equity, 
Eco-racism and Environmental History', 7. 

16Ro bert Gottiieb, Forcing the Spring: fie Trmsformution of the .4merican 
Oivironrnrn~al Movement (Washington: Island Press, 1993), 7. 

''This rnay be argued by many activias who do not consider themselves 
environmentaiists. This is a question that is still not cleariy dehed in academic literahsre. 



of humans, not only that of the natural world, environmental justice expresses basic aspects 

for survivd. Justice in this sense, is based on the ri@ to a healthy living ensured by a clean 

environment-an imperative emerguig f?om public health prevention models-as well as r d  

access to power in decision-making processes, not just token representation. In this way. 

environmental justice is based on individual and collective self-defence against a system which 

denies basic human rights; the daim to self-determination from negative ecological impacts 

is imbued with moral and spiritual values rather than hancial, ideological or aesrhetic 

motivations. '' 

Pnmarily aiming to safeguard the right and protection of individuals from harmful 

toxic substances and pollutants, activists have consistently cded for the reorgankation of a 

political sphere bent on market-driven economics, a system that disproportionateiy targets 

already discrirninated social groups. Acknowledging that democratic values have been 

perversely distoned, ensuring more power to the political élite, environmental justice seeks 

a redefinition of democracy inspired by the original meanhg and practice of the term.19 In 

ot her words, real democracy stems from the power of individuals and communities who have 

a stake in a particular issue to have a direct opportunity to decide their fate-environrnental 

justice empowers those lacking political clout to take action. Empowerment becomes the 

equal partnership between authorities and activists at every level of the planning stages 

"Bron Taylor, ed., 'Popular Ecological Resistance and Radical EnWonmentalism,' 
in Ecologrcal Resistant Movements: 7ne Global Emergence of Radical w d  Poprlar 
Environrnen~alism (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), 336; Edwards, 
'With Libew and Environmental Justice for AU', 38; Hofrichter, Toxic Sfruggles, 5; and 
Gottlieb, Forcing the Spring, 388. 

'%O fi cht er, Toxic Strüggies, 5 ;  and Gottiieb, Forcing the Spring, 1 70. 



including assessment, implementation and evaluation whereby local govemance is critical 

t O the process. Similarly, others look at participatory democracy as a tool not only to protect 

a comrnunity's interests, but a way to ensure the continuation of a culture.20 

While environmentai justice advocates a more inclusive form of decision-making, it 

also aims to explain the root causes of social injustice, including ecological degradation. 

Rather than looking at how regdation-a produa of the oppressor-can solve or atrempt to 

manage problems, activists iook for ways to eliminate cornpletely the source of pollution. 

Many view it as a pro-active approach that implicitly questions the accepted manners of 

production and management. Justice in this sense the& means that unwanted pollurion or 

locally undesirable land uses (LULUS), are not to be transferred to another site. The 

production of hazardous waste should not be considered in the fia place thereby eliminating 

the threat before it occurs. This perspective has evolved from a Not in My Baclyard 

'"This position is argued by Al Gedicks in 'International Native Resistance to the 
Xe w Resource Wars, ' in Ecologicd Resisiant Movemnts: The Globa I Emergence of 
Radical and Popular Emironmentaiism, ed. B.  Taylor (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1995). Gedicks also attributes direct democracy to the protection of 
indigenous lands which have been persistently under attack for the purpose of 
development. mostly benefitting nonoNatives at the expense of Aboriginal cultures. Other 
authors looking specifically at environmental justice and culture in North Arnenca are 
Tom Goldtooth, 'Indigenous Nations: Sumrnary of Sovereignty and its Implications for 
Environmentai Protection,' in Environmentai Justice: Issues, Policies, und Solutions, ed. 
B .  Bunyan (Washington: Island Press, 1995); and Jace Weaver, ed., Defendiing Mother 
Flarth: Natzve A meriean Perspee~bes on Environmental Jusrice (Mary knoll : Orbi s Books, 
1996). The study by Roy W. Perrett, 'Indigenous Rights and Environmental Justice,' 
Erivironmentaf Ethtcs 20:4 (Wkter 1 998): 377-3 9 1, addresses questions of environmental 
justice in relation to the Maori of New Zealand. 



CNIMBYist) approach to a Nowhere On Planet Earth (NOPE)" rallying point, situating 

environmental justice as a major challenge to the status quo. 

As the goals of environmental justice have become more prominent over the past 

decade, they have been a constant reminder of how power is distributed and managed in an 

affluent society. While the que* for survival and greater democratization are two important 

factors contributing to justice, the acknowledgrnent that the colonization process continues. 

expressed in the exploitation ofland and individuals, becomes the deftning idea explaining the 

perpetuation of injustice." Here, colonialism is understood to be the force behind racial 

discrimination as well as politideconomic domination both at the domestic and international 

levels. 

The question of race influencing environmental decision-making becomes clear when 

defining racism which is "racial prejudice plus power. Racism is the intentional and 

unintentional use of power to isolate, separate and exploit others. Racism is more than just 

"Concemed for groups lacking political power, not only at the domestic level but 
around the world. activias use the idea of NOPE to draw attention to projects that 
propose the expon of pollution to developing countnes. The controveny of the 199 1 
' Surnmers Memorandum7 is a case in point. Lawrence Summers, a chef economist at the 
World Bank, called for the dumping of toloc waste in poor countnes as an economic 
strategy to offset the cos of pollution of producer countries, mainly from the nonhern 
hemisphere. 

7-J -Bullard cites five principles explaining the process of colonization in Confronting 
Etzviromental Rucism: Voicesfrom the Grass~oots. They are the forced entrance of a 
group into a 'foreign7 economy; the destruction of native cultures; bureaucratie 
restrictions benefitting a specfic rninority; identifjmg the labour market based on race and 
ethrucity; and maintaining power through institutional racism. 



a personal attitude; it is the institutionalized fom of that attitude? The evidence suggesting 

a link between racisrn and environmental degradation has enticed activists to consider the real 

source. institutional racism. Many view political institutions, supported by the symboiic 

'neutrality' of the economic system, being used as a smokescreen to ensure the preservation 

of colonial thought and pra~tice.'~ The scientinc/capitalist paradigm pervading institutional 

and bureaucratie structures has not only been resistant to the concems of alienated groups, 

it has encouraged a fiagrnented and disjointed approach to environmental decision-making." 

Similarly, t his is also the case when considering the application of environmental laws which 

are stmcturally biased against those lacking political clout. In this way, arguing fiom a moral 

perspective. activins beiieve that laws should be applied unequally-even though the ided 

is equity-because disadvantaged communities already face greater environmental ri sks. ' 6  

Objective decision-making then, is not what it seems as it "operates at the juncture of science, 

"Rev. Benjamin Chavis, ir. quoted in Charles Lee. 'Beyond Toxic Wastes and 
Race. in Cor~fro,~ting Emiromentaf Racism: Chices from rte Grassroots, ed . R. Bullard 
(Boston: South End Press, 1993), 4 1.  Chavis, Jr., was the CO-author of Toxic Wa.ste.s attd 
Race. a report cornpleted in 1987 for the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial 
Justice. an organization studying the incidences between racial discrimination and 
environrnental problems in the United States. 

" ~ e s t r a  and Wenz, eds., 'Introduction,' and Builard, 'Decision-Making,' in Faces 
of Emimrtrnei~ral Racim: Confrntir~g Issues of Global Jusrice (Lanham: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1995), mi, 2-3; and David Harvey, Jusrice, Nature di 
Geography of Dzflerence (Cambridge: Blackwell Publishers, 1 996), 3 7 1-3 76. 

" ~ h i s  is especially evident in the United States where Bill Clinton's administration 
implemented an executive order in 1994 forcing federal agencies and departments to 
integrate environmental justice concems in their policies. Many activids believe this to be 
ineffective since the overall political structure is discriminatory 

'Troy Hardey, 'Environmental Justice: An Environmental Civil Rights Value 
Acceptable to Al1 World Views,' Eiwirortmental Ethics 17:3 (Fall 1995), 288. 



technolog. economics. politics. speciai intereas. and ethics and mirrors the larger social 

milieu where discriminarion is institutionalized."" It becornes clear to many activists that the 

priority is not the protection of the environment, nor the consideration of racial minorities and 

those living in poverty. 

The colonkation of the land too, is a concern for environmental justice. The 

exploitation of land by multinational corporations is considered to be a new fom of 

coionialism: geographical boundaries are no longer considered restrictions. Stolen land by 

outsiders. in this case transnational industries supported by the political élite. is cited as the 

prevailing source of ecological degradation." Both domeaically and internationally. the poor 

and disenFranchised groups becorne potential victims. In fact, they are the predictable victims 

of waste produced by affluent societies. Here, business and the political bureaucracy oflen 

"~ullard, 'Decision Making', 4; and Frederick Buael, 'Rethinking International 
Environmental Policy in the Late T wentiet h Cenniry, ' in Enviionmentai Justice: Issues, 
Policies. and Solutions, ed. B. Bryant (Washington: Island Press, 1995), 1 87-205. 

"~aylor, 'Popular Ecological Resiaance', 337-338; Gedicks, 'International Native 
Resistance', 106; and Hofichter, Toxic Struggh, 3. 



take advantage of the dire situation of many disadvantaged communities accentuating 

divisiveness between those who support and oppose a proposed land use p r ~ j e c t . ~  Bidding 

wars within and between communities occur as monetary and employment incentives offered 

by corporations or govemments become the source of contention? This fom of cultural 

imperialism tempered by the right to develop private and public property, has justified the 

continuation of ecological destruction distoning how Nonh Amencan society views the 

environment. Access to land, according to many activists, has been the propelling force for 

governent and business to enforce the colonial paradigm. The reaiity that those who own 

the capital are able to control land use practices has "always reflected class and racial bias"." 

'The Adams Mine controversy in northem Ontario is a case in point. For more 
than I O  yean there has been an ongoing debate regarding the disposal of Toronto's 
garbage as existing facilities are facing overflow capacity. Shipping the trash nonh by rail 
to the abandoned Adams Mine near filciand Lake was considered an ideai solution-not 
only would it create employment in an econornically depressed region, but it would 
address Toronto's sarbage problern. Despite concems regarding the technical aspects of 
leachate management, including possible ground water contamination, the project passed 
the province's environmental assessment. It was also approved by Kirkland Lake area 
municipalities and Toronto City council. However, the plan was canceled in the fall of 
2000 when the proponent, Rail Cycle North, refused to accept financial and environmental 
liability arnendments set by Toronto's municipal government. This proposal was mired in 
jurisdictiond wrangling between municipal, provincial, and even federal dornains, 
invariably exacerbating regional northfsouth cleavages. To ease pressure on Toronto's 
landfill site, the city has been exponing its garbage to Michigan since 1998, recently 
increasing its load to the state in the wake of the failed Adams Mine proposal. 

'%arvey, Justice, Nizture & the Geogrqhy of Difference, 369. See also, James K. 
Boyce, 'Equity and the Environment: Social Justice Today as a Prerequisite for 
Sustainability in the Future,' Altenutives 2 1 : 1 (1995): 12- 17. 

"Cynthia Hamilton, 'Coping With Industrial Exploitation,' in Confr~nting 
DniroBrneiital Racism: Voicesjrom the Gravrwts ed. R Buliard (Boston: South End 
Press, 1993)- 69; and Winona LaDuke in Toxic Struggfes: The Theory und Practice 01 
Dtvironmerirril Isszies (Philadelphia: New Society Pubiishers, 1993), 10 1. 



This is especially the case for indigenous peoples al1 over the world; the exploitation of their 

territorial land base ha always b e n  the focai point of demands for justice, central to the 

arguments of self-determination. 

h o t h e r  aspect of environmental racism is revealed through the patronizing attitudes 

toward minority comrn~nities~ especially Aboriginal ones in both Nonh Amenca and around 

the world. The various attempts to assimilate and represent indigenous societies have 

invariably undermhed their traditional foms of go~eniment.~' This is not only a result of 

transnational corporations exercising their power, but also foreign govemments and their 

development agencies supporthg institutions like the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), as well as non-governrnentd organizations mûOs)-including 

environmental ones-asserting their views on communities in 'need'. Clearly, not al1 foreign 

aid and environmental organktions have an agenda motivated by politicai or econornic 

interests, though many indigenous peoples have expressed concern about the imposition of 

mostly 'western' ideas that tend to disregard the cultural contexts of cornmunities. The notion 

" ~ a n y  Lo hmann, 'Visiton to the Cornons: Approaching Thailand's 
'Environmental' Stmggles from a Western Starting Point,' and Yash Tandon, 'Grassroots 
Resistance to Dominant Land-Use Patterns in Southem Africa,' in EcoIogicaI R e s i s t m  
hfuvrments: The Global Emerge~re of Radical und Popular Environmen~ulism, ed. B. 
Taylor (Albany: State University of New Press, 1995). 



t hat the 'west knows best' has proliferated in the attitudes and behaviours of rnany individuals 

working in international development." The lack ofrespect for traditionai knowledge systems 

has been a root cause of environmental racism and cultural impenalism. The racist history of 

North .4menca both abroad and internaily,Y continues today and must be acknowledged in 

order to hlly understand the present context of class and race relations. The mobilization 

against racial and class oppression becomes a fight against constniaed images and syrnbols 

creating false perceptions. The association of race and poverty with trash. and the resulting 

low self-esteem is a daunting task to reverse. Here, the course of research on environmentai 

justice must be analyzed to see how, and if, it answers some fundamentai questions. 

As a relatively new idea and movement, the literature in the field of environmental 

justice tends to focus on empincai, descriptive approaches to research explainine the 

phenornenon of injustice. Empirical evidence helps researchers make general observations and 

conclusions about environmental racism and inequity as it penains to marginalized groups and 

individuals. This rnethodologicd zpproach classifies the philosophicai and ethicai attributes 

33Comrnents made by Aidisson Anguita, coordinator generai. Consejo Inter- 
Resional Mapuche, Chile, and Bruno Barras, Chamacoco leader, Paraguay, at the 
co nference ln the Wuy of Development: Iitdigenous Peoples, Civil Society ami the 
Drvtrorlrnent held at McMaster University, 19-22 November 1998. This view is mirrored 
by Xavier Grijalva, Lnstitute Arnazangq Organization of Indigenous People of Pastaza 
(OPIP). Ecuador. who detailed how rnoney raised abroad for OPIP by development 
agencies, in the name of environmental protection and solidarity, has never gone to 
indigenous communities in his area. He gave a lecture at Trent University, 1 October 
1998. 

'"~ullard uses the t m  'intemal colonialisrn' to designate the "racial inequalities, 
po i i tical exploitation, and social isolation of Afncan Americans" in Confonthg 
D~viromne~irul Racism: hicesfrom the Grasmwts, 16. This can also be extended to 
other e t h c  minonties, .including Aboriginal peoples, but dso to those living in poverty. 



of ecological justice, explaining how its goals question modemist ideas, as well as the 

scientdïc/technical paradigm prevalent in North Amencan society. 

New social movements theory is another method used to explore the emergence and 

effectiveness of the environmental justice movement. Studying the various interrelated 

dynamics wit hin the movement and extemal factors influencing it, incidents occumng at both 

the macro- and micro-levels reveai the structural organizatiod, institutional. as well as 

cultural components of the movement. in this aspect, much of the focus has been on the 

variables contributing to the rise of the environmental justice movement and how itr ideas and 

philosophies have been maintained throughout the years. Models focusing on the rnovement 's 

collective actions3' have been used to explain its activities-as new ideas and challen_ees 

emerge From changing social, economic, and political contexts, the movement has had to 

adapt to remain a viable alternative. These frames, therefore, identi@ and ailow for the 

constant revision of goals and ideals to fit the existing reality. The tactics used to promote 

environmental justice have been also extensively analyzed to demonstrate the erowing 

matunty ofthe movement. These include direct action which is usually disruptive-a strategy 

resulting in extensive media coverage-as weil as refining research techniques by eaining 

access to information, litigation and lobbyng through existing regdatory ~hannels .~~ 

35~dwards in 'With Liberty and Environmental Justice for Ail,' expands on 
collective action M e s  as they penain to the emergence of the environmental justice 
movement. 

361bid, 47-50; and Kamieniecici, ü al., 'The Effectiveness of Radical 
Environrnentaiists' . 



While the impetus has been on empirical research demonstrating the urgency of the 

issues in question, there has not been much work done on the theoretical aspects of 

environmental justice per se. An attempt to demonstrate how justice is considered a 

fundamental value in al1 environmental worldviews is done by contrasting utilitarianisn 

Kantian. and Rawlsian views on social action.37 Here. the Kantian perspective prescribing 

morality as a guiding rule for action explains how environmental justice activists view the 

struggle for justice; a struggle based on fairness that ensures a "a safe and clean environment 

as a basic right for ail, regardless of race or c~lor."'~ This is compared to Jeremy Bentham's 

and John Stum Mill's utilitarian praxis; that the greatest happiness derives from the least 

avoidance of pain, which assumes that when the losses outweigh the benefits, compensation 

for ecologcal damage becomes a motivating factor. The Rawlsian view. on the other hand. 

shows how individuals are placed under a 'veil of ignorance', by not knowing their fate. This, 

therefore. entices them to act honorably and fairly towards others despite their personal 

interests. But it becomes problematic, especially as the gap between the poor and wealthy is 

on the increase. further threatening ecological justice. As such, an "ethical system is 

inadequate if it cannot demonstrate a moral bais for j~aice."-'~ It is clear that more research 

needs to be done in this field; some possible work may involve the constmction of images, 

37 See, for example, Troy Hadey, 'Environmental Justice: An Environmental Civil 
Rights Value Acceptable to Ail World Views,' Envirormerzial Ethics 17:3 (FaIl 1995): 
177-289. See a h ,  Andrew Dobson, Juslice and the Environment (Oxford: M o r d  
University Press, 1998). 



inciiiding nature as a social construct, and how this affects the goals of the movement, as well 

as studying the philosophical links with the ecofeminia movernent. 

There is no doubt that as an ethical concept environmental justice has the potential to 

influence a broad spectmm of political and economic, as well as social stmctures. Despite 

this, it faces some major cMenges f h m  a society p ~ c i p a l l y  espousing a pervading scientSc. 

market-oriented paradigm. This, coupled with the power of the state and business. is used to 

undermine local autonomy. Reuiforcing this overall framework is the rnainstrearn media." The 

biased methods used to report environmemai issues, in a fi-agmented and isolated marner. is 

also a problem for ethnic minorities, as weii as the poor. Here, the focus on ecolo@cal crises 

does not encompass the failure of society as a whole; inaead, issues are fiarned in a way that 

perpetuates the notion that disasters emerge from technologid or regulatory mishaps, even 

devi ant behaviour. Moreover, the emphasis on individuai rat her t han collective action. tends 

to misrepresent and divide the broader environmental movement. For aaivias who are heavily 

involved in direct action, the media tends to view opponents as either special interests or 

extremists. undennining ecologid values, especialiy those of the environmentai justice 

movernent. 

As a movement supported by activists as well as scholars advocating a new paradigm, 

it has become increashgly clear that ecological problems cannot be isolated f?om other multi- 

faceted social justice issues. Despite this, the purpose and tactics of the environmentaYsocial 

justice alliance are being questioned from both a sociological and political science perspective 

"See, for example, Hofichter, Toxic StnrggIes- There has been very little done on 
the interplay between the media and the environmental justice movement per se. 



sweesting that instmmentality plays a major role in the conversence of social and ecological 

activism. Moa of the Literature on environmental justice emphasues the positive aspects of 

the movement. However, its umfjmg project is graduaily being challenged since issue fiaming 

tends to reinforce the 'us' vernis 'them' dichotomy-struggles are not necessarily defined by 

' ~ h e  cornrnon man aoainst big industry and government; it is society itseif that is divided into 

the culprits and ~ict ims. '~ '  As one observer eloquently States, 

[i]n societies already severely divided on the basis of ethnicity, race, or other 
sub-group characteristics, reinforcement of fiagmentary tendencies may 
t hreaten both sociopolit ical stability and attempts to create a genuinely 
piuralistic society. Thus while utilisation of the environrnental and social 
justice frame may enhance mobilisation on both environmental and social 
justice platfoms, the possibility that the synthesis of the huo causes may 
exacerbate existing societal divisions and destabilise the system must also be 
c~nsidered.~' 

While the encompassing moral objectives of environrnental justice are ostensibly problematic. 

potentially enveloping or ignoring divergent voices, the movement has clarified links with 

hurnan rishts advocates. as well as the labour movement addressing occupational health 

issues-tics that invariably rnake the cal1 for justice an ethical imperative. 

Expanding the Policy Network: EA and Sustainable Development- 

In Canada, the concepts of environmental assessrnent and sustainable development 

have expanded environmental discourses, providing a forum for public participation in 

traditionally exclusionary decision-making processes. As seen in chapter one, 

"Jane 1. Dawson, 'The Two Faces of Environmental Justice: Lessons f h m  the 
Eco-Nationalist Phenornenon,' Environmental Politics 9:2 (Sumer 2000), 25. 



environmentalisrn sparked a new debate examinhg the ofken detrimentai relationship between 

humans and nature. Not only were groups popularly associated with mainstream 

environmentalism becoming important political forces within the Canadian poiity. radical 

entities too, vied for attention within the environmental movement itself as well as broader 

society. It was within this context that environmental activists attempted to open up a 

traditionally closed policy-making system, one associated with bipartite relations between 

business and government where ecological concems were often an offshoot, even an 

&en  hought, t O industrial policy . While govemrnents responded with new enviro nmental 

policies and agencies during the 1970s, this was done without any major changes to policy 

styles. Despite havhg greater legislative and bureaucratic authority to deal wit h environrnental 

rnatters. the state remained relatively weak due to a lack of resources, knowledge. and 

political will and industrial intereas held the balance of power. In fact. the govemment- 

industry axis remained intact since environmental organizations were not able to penetrate 

imer decision-making circles due to their lack of institutionalization-they did not have 

political and leyal clout or proper organizational and financial resources to influence the status 

quo-relegating environmental intereas to the periphery of the policy network." Devoid of 

a pluralist model, where private interest groups could lobby independently, ap p ropnate 

govemmental agencies indirectly represented environmental concems in a closed system. 

43 Wilson, 'Green Lobbies'. 1 10; and George Hoberg, 'Environmentai Policy: 
Aitemative Styles,' in Governing Cancrda: Illstitutions and Public Policy, ed. M. 
Atkinson (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Canada Inc., 1993), 3 14. See also, 
Tho mas Conway , ' Sustainable Development and the Challenges Facing Canadian 
Emhnrnental Groups in the 1 99Os,' in Demmracy with Jusrice: ESsoys in Honout- of 
Khqyam Zev Paitiel, eds. A. -G. Gagnon and A. B. Tanguay (Ottawa: Carleton 
University Press, 1992): 276-288. 



The quest for inclusion in decision-making became an integral part of 

environmentalism; the right-to-how and participate in decisions that affect the public could 

only strengthen the democratic process. Setting standards for consultation regarding a wide 

range of issues, environmentalists not only focused on environmental issues, but demanded 

the extension of democratic pnnciples and practice into economic decision 
making - the profoundly anti-democratic element within western liberal 
democracies - which includes both the general operation ofthe economy and 
specific private investment decisions with evident public implications. 
Moreover, they have begun to combine a queaionhg of how decisions are 
made, and who makes hem, with a questionhg of the taken-for-granted 
world. Already citizen pressure has forced an expansion of conventional 
assumptions about the natural world so that it now increasingly includes not 
only resources for human management and use, but dso a primordial nature 
with which we tamper at our perd? 

The cal1 for citizen participation must be placed within the context of a society increasingly 

being displaced by rapid technological transformations following Worid War II. The threat 

of nuclear war, dong with the expanding militq-industrial cornplex, as well as the rise of the 

automobile and urban sprawl, wce  increasingly being questioned for their effects on 

ecosystems. This, coupled with the failure of governments anc. corporations to integrate the 

environrnental concems of the public into decision-making fueled demands for inclusivity. 

Rejecting the notion that some decisions are, on one end of the spectrum purely political, and 

on the other, too techical or scientific to warrant public reviewYd5 environmental activists also 

questioned the accepted belief that the pubiic interest, considered a single, or homogenous 

UFrank J. Tester, 'Refiections on Tin WIS: Environrnentdism and the Evolution of 
Citizen Participation in Canada,' in Alternatives 1 9: 1 (1 992), 3 5 .  

"E. Paul Emond, 'Accountability and the Environmental Decision-Making 
Process: Some Suggestions for Refonn,' in Environmental Rights in Canada? ed. John 
Swaigen (Toronto: Buttenvorths, 198 1 ), 406. 



entity, could be objectively defined and enforced by bureaucrats and expens? The palpable 

discontentment experienced by a growing number of people actively demanding inclusion in 

a monopolized political domain4' forced governments to introduce participation mechanisms 

in policy-making processes, which some argue was also done to control growine social 

activisma8 

The advent of meaningful public participation is considered to be the apex of 

democracy, invoking full citizenship rights. Here, the redistribution of power to those 

traditionally excluded is seen as a way to 'Tnduce significant social reforrn which enables them 

to share in the benefits of the afnuent ~ociety."~ The idea that public involvement is based on 

an evolutionary process of social and political change ultimately leading to egalitarianism and 

by extension greater awareness, is seen as a mechanisrn for the reassenion of citizen power; 

a "systems transforming device that is regarded as revolutionary and potentially subversive 

"Richard Andrews, 'Class Politics or Democratic Reform: Environmentalism uid 
Amencan PoliticaI Institutions,' Naturai Resources Jo~maI 10 ( I 980)' 228; Robert 
Paehlke, 'Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Environmentalism' ,295; and Samuel P. Hays, 
'From Conservation to Environment: Environmental Politics in the United States Since 
World War Two,' Environmeniai Review, 6 (Fa11 l982), 16-17. See also, R. Paehlke, 
'Democracy and Environmentalism: Opening a Door to the Administrative State,' in 
Managng Leviathan: Ewironmental Politics and the Acbninistmtive Siaie, eds. R. 
Paehlke and D. Torgerson (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1 WO), 38-39. 

 ester, 'Reflections on Tin Wis', 3 8. 

48 See, for example, René Parenteau, Public Participation in Environmental 
Deczsio~i Mahng (Ottawa: Federal Environmental Assessrnent Review Office, 1 988), 63. 

"Sherry R. Amstein, 'A Ladder of Citizen Panicipation,' in Ameracm Imfiticte of 
Plumers (July 1969), 2 16. Amstein developed a typology explainhg the dEerent levels of 
participation fiom manipulation, or non-participation, to citizen control encompassing 
varying degrees of citizen power. 



by the elite."50 Questioning the exiaing distribution of power and wealth proponents of 

inclusivity suggest that participation is both an educative and expressive component fostering 

cooperation between public and private interests, but also an ideal that does not identify 

individuals solely as consumers." Believed to improve politid culture, 

in a pluralistic-eiitist-equilibrium-democratic political system public 
(involvement) is part of the 'market7 process whereby political goods are 
supplied by candidates for elective office and demanded by constituents ... 
Secondly, and d l  within the prevailing equilibrium democratic model, public 
involvement may help either to resoive conflias or to make difficult political 
decisions more acceptable by pointing out the conflicting public views about 
complex issues. Thirdly, if one preferred a more participatory framework for 
decision-making. .. the participation process (is) part of ongoing personal and 
community development (and) a means for b ~ g h g  about a more 
participatory democracy. Fourthly, to those who wish to abstain from the 
political-philosophical controversy but who wish to base policy decisions on 
better information, public (involvement) is one technique for improved 
planning." 

.As environmentalism became institutionalized within academia and political life during the 

1970s. critiques about ecological issues expanded to include ethical, social. political, 

'W. R. Derrick Seweii and Timothy O'Riordan, 'The Culture of Participation in 
Environmental Decisionmaking,' Natural Resources Journal 16: 1 (January 1 W6), 16. See 
also, Ierry Delli Priscoli and Peter Homenuck, 'Consulting the Publics,' in Iritegrated 
Approaches tu Resource Planning and Mmzagement, ed. R. Lang (Calgary: University of 
Calgary Press, 1986), 69-70. 

"~oben  Gibson, 'The Value of Participation,' in Environmenrai Mmogement and 
Public Partzciptior~, ed. P. S. Elder (Toronto: CERLF), 3 1 . 

"A. P. Grima, 'Panicipatory Rites: Integrating Public Involvement in 
Envi ronrnent al Impact Assessment, ' in Environmental Impcci Assessmei~I: 7?w Canadian 
F~perzence, eds. J.B .R Whitney and V. W. MacLaren (Toronto: Lnstitute for 
Environmental Studies, 1 %S), 36. 



economic. and cultural uiterpretations, gradudy rnovhg away €rom strictly 

scientific/technologid analyses." 

The introduction of environmentai assessment in policy-making processes relating to 

ecological issues, at least in theory, was designed to funher cernent citizen involvement. The 

first and probably the most comprehensive environmental assessment (EA) to date. was done 

through the auspices of the Berger inquiry. Mandated in 1974 to study the impacts of a 

proposed oil and gas pipeline from the Beaufort Sea through the Mackenzie River Valley in 

western Canada, the inquiry established precedent-setting guidelines for development impact 

assessment whereby a proposed project had to take into account not only environmental, but 

also socio-cultural perspectives. ûther proposais called for greater public participation in 

decision-making by promoting intervenor funding, use of different types of reglatory 

hearings, use of media for ditfusion of informatiob and validating personal expenence and 

concems by giving them equal consideration to scientific and technical information." 

'3~onald Chant, 'A Decade of Environmental Concem: Retrospect and Prospect,' 
A Itenlutives 1 O: 1 ( S  pring/Sumrner 1 98 1 ), 4. 

54 L. Graham Smith, Impact Assesment md Sustainable Resource Management 
(New York: Longman Scientific & Technical, 1993), 108- 109. Moa imponantly thou& 
Berger provided a forum for Aboriginal peoples to demyst* Iife in the north as being 
solely based on resource extraction. The inquiry offered Canadians "a glimpse of the 'land 
ethic' of [their] peoples, and by doing so helped M e r  develop their own." Macdonald, 
n>e Poliîics of Pollution: WS, Canadiam are Failing their Emironment (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart Inc., 199 l), 109. In his report, Berger concluded that there should 
be a ten-year moratorium on the pipeline project which was eventuaily shelved for 
econornic rûasons-although renewed interest in a nmilar project has been expressed 
recently by corporate proponents and some Aboriginal peoples. See, Thomas Berger, 
Nonhem Frontier, Northern Homelmid (Onawa: DIAND, 1977). 



Within this progressive fiamework, democratic values are enhanced since EA gives 

the public a voice in decision-making. Environmental assessment seeks to integrate scientific 

and social understandings regarchg decisions potentidy aft4ecting the naniral environmem. 

€A is broadiy dehed as being an auditing instrument used in the first levels of planning to 

measure the impacts of projects or policies on ecosystems; an instrument used to make 

informed decisions simultaneously anempting to mitigate negative environmental damage. It 

is essentially considered a "democratic planning tooi, [that] presents citizens with economic 

alternatives to the project. It aiso estimates costs and benefits. By its nature, an E.4 is both 

an evolMng science and a predictive art."" Because environmental assessment is based on 

measuring the costs and benefits of a project it is essentially an "outgrowth of economic 

decision-making the~ry."'~ Even though EA entails a detailed analysis of environmental 

considerations. it is stmcturally based to take into account the ments of a project measured 

against its economic viability. Indeed, the inherent development paradigm informing EA 

arguably serves the 'scientific economic modei7 as project approvd largely derives from 

scientific information which requires that "environmental costs be quantified and that 

development decisions be made on a rationai objective basis."" Mi le  in theory, 

environmental assessment calls for a holistic approach to development, in practice it tends to 

?4ndrew Nikiforuk The Nasty Gme: nie Failtire of Erwironmental Assrssment 
r j i  C'cnlda (Toronto: Walter & Duncan Gordon Fouodation, 2997), 2.  

%teven Pemey, 'Assessing CEAA: Environmental Assessrnent Theory and the 
C~a~~udiia,~ Erwirormenta/ Assement Act,' Jot~nza 1 of Envirmmen fa f Lmu cmd Practice 4 
( 1994). 250. 



ignore socio-cultural values attached to ecosy~tems.'~ Despite this. EA has provided an 

avenue for citizens to present theù concems over projects which have traditionally not been 

subject to public scmtinydecisions historically made behind closed doors between 

govermental and private proponents. 

ho ther  concept theoretically enhancing citizen pmicipation in environmental 

decision-rnakmg is sustainable developrnent. It emerged at a tirne when the existing policy 

bipanite bargaining process was being challenged as impasses between actors were 

consistently impeding cooperation effectively addressing environmental problems. Here. the 

notion t hat the state "could adequately represent environment ai intereas now appeared to be 

a cloak concealing a system dominateci by business inter est^."^^ Representation then. had 

becorne an important issue by the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  fueling debates over appropriate policy styles which 

led to the practice of rnultistakeholder consultations-sustainable development being the 

principal policy objective intended to accommodate a broad range of interests previousiy 

evcluded from the policy comrn~nity.~ 

58 There is a growing body of midies investigating the failure of environmental 
assessrnent in relation to Abonginal peoples. See, for example, Susan Wismer, 'The Nasty 
Game: How Environmental Assessrnent is Failing Abonsjnal Communities in Canada's 
North, ' A Itenta~ives 224 (October/November 1996): 1 0- 1 7; and Neil Burnham, 
'Environmental Assessrnent on the Canadian Frontier: Resource Decision-Making at Great 
Whale. Québec and Voisey's Bay, Labrador7 (M.A. diss., Trent University, 2000). 

*Ibzd.. 3 17. Hoberg notes that the rnultistakeholder process was fit inuoduced as 
a policy style at the federai level by the mediatiodnegotiation firm, the Niagara Institute. 
In 1984, it brought together govement, business, environmentalists, and labour to 
develop a new environmental policy process that largely remains in place today. 



Sustainable development, evolving from the notion of eco-development. was 

popularized lin Our Cornmon Future published in 1987 by the World Commission on 

Environment and Development (wCED).~' The Brundtland Commission attempted to 

reconcile econornic development and protection of the environment without questioning the 

present rate of resource consumption or attempting to limit econornic growth. The idea and 

practice of sustainable development considers technology to be the ultimate panacea to 

environrnental problems as it entails society to 'make more with less? As a popular and 

ambiguous concept, sustainable development was readily adopted by both federai and 

provincial governments as a convenient tool to formulate environmental policies including 

environrnental assessrnent legislatiod3 

The arnbiguity of the terni has appealed to a wide range of interests, and because of 

this, the concept of sustainable development becarne a policy objective relatively well 

accepted within the environrnental decision-making network. While it is argued that there is 

no direct correlation between the emergence of sustainable development as a viable policy 

tool and the opening up of the bipartite ~ysterxt,~ the "'constructively ambiguous' concept 

"Mchael Howlen, 'The Round Table Experience: Representation and Legitimacy 
in Canadian Environmental Policy-Making,' Queen 's Quarterly 97:4 (Winter 1 WO), 58 1. 

6'~ichael J. L. Clow, 'Sustainable Development Won't Be Enou&' Pol iq  
Oprions (November l99O), 7. 

63 See, for exampie, Rodney Northey and John Swaigen 'Environmentai 
Assessment. ' in Enviror~ment on Triai: A Guide to Oritario Environmental L m t p  arui 
Policy, eds. D. Estrin and J. Swaigen (Toronto: Emond Montgomery Publications Ltd., 
1993), 187. 

%oberg, 'Environmentai Policy', 3 18. 



provided an intellectual rationale or concepnial framework for much of this newfound 

discourse berneen old focs"? The aim to reconcile economic growth with ecoiogicd 

sustainability engendered cooperation and communication between traditionally opposed 

interests. -4s rnany environmentai groups had become institutionalized, they became a political 

force that business and government could no longer marginalize, thus the move toward a 

rnultistakeholder consultation policy style." 

Based on consensus. this type of bargaining was instrumental to the fornation of 

roundtables in response to the Brundtland Report. The creation of the National Task Force 

on Environment and Economy (MTEE) and provincial counterparts such as the Ontario 

Roundtable on the Environment and Economy (ORTEE), were conducive to the analysis and 

promotion of sustainable development integrating a variety of interests such as labour. 

environmentalists, business sectors, and acadernics into the govemental fold. Roundtables. 

as the primary vehicle for multipartite bargaining, are "expected to Qive a voice to previously 

disenfranchised groups and to secure the societal consensus required for the formulation and 

implementation of integrated, long-tem, environmental ~trategies.'~' Observers contend 

however. that structural problems tend to pervade roundtable processes. Fragmented societal 

actors, manipulations over nomination and selection of roundtable members, lack of 

65Glen Toner, quoted in ibid., 3 1 8. 

66 See, for example, Conway, 'Sustainable Development', 276-288; and E. W. 
Manning 'Conservation Strategies: Providing the Vision for Sustainable Development,' 
il 11ernative.s 16:4/17: 1 (1 990): 24-29. 

67Howlett, 'The Round Table Experience', 594. 



information exchange. as well as the persistent dominance of cenain interests during 

negotiations are obstacles in the wake of achieving cornmon policy goals." 

A tool used to consolidate public participation and legithkation of govemmental 

decisions. it is stipuiated that the multistakeholder consultation style does not threaten the 

status quo as much as emerging legaiist trends-an approach entailhg a new relationship 

between citizens and govenunents. Here, the Cmurdian Environmentu2 Protecfiori Act 

(CEPA) and the Canadimi Etwiror~me~ital Assement Act (CEAA), introduced in 1988 and 

1 993, respectively, dong with the Charter of Rzghts m2d Freedomr have contributed to a new 

fotm of environmental legalism in Canada. These statutes have brought about greater nghts 

awareness in Canadian society and have given individuais and groups an opponunity for 

increased participation in environmental policy-making and prote~tion."~ As opposed to 

bipartite and multipartite bargaining, legalisrn entails a policy process "built on openness, 

distrust. and the assurnption of c~nflict."'~ In many ways judicialization has benefitted 

environmental interests since it has arguably made governments more accountable. 

%rn Bruton and Michael Howlett, 'Differences of Opinion: Round Tables. Policy 
Networks, and the Failure of Canadian Environmental Strategy,' Altema~ives 19: 1 ( 1 W?), 
32-33. See also, David Bennett, 'Environmental Policy and the Failure of the Consultation 
Process,' Alrrrrla~ives 2 0 2  ( 1994): 47-49. 

69 Another example of the intersection between legal challenges and greater 
environmemal participation is Ontario's Environmental Bill of Righis introduced in 1994. 
Environmentai Cornmissioner of Ontario, Onturio 's Emirorrmentail Bill of fights and You 
(March 2000). See dso, Paul Muldoon, 'The Fight for an Environmental Bill of Rights: 
Legislating Public Involvernent in Environmental Decision Making,' Alternatives 15:2 
( 1988): 33-39; and Klaus Peter Rippe and Peter Schaber. 'Democracy and Environmental 
Decision-Making. ' Environmental Values 8: 1 ( 1999): 75-88. 

'Voberg, 'Environmentai Policy', 327 



Furthemore. considered an alternative to negotiation initiatives, legd action has been used 

by groups as a tactic against industry and governmental inaction in the bargainhg process." 

In contrast, the advent of legalism in Canada has given corporate interests the impetus to 

challenge legislation favouring ecologicai protection. It may also shifi policy-making 

responsibility to the judiciary, an appointed rather than elected body. FUially, not al1 citizens 

can have equai access to the legal syaem." 

Strategic Land Use Allocation and Provincial Park Planning in O n t a r i e  

Naniral resources have been an integral part of Canada's identity, not only cementing 

its image as a leading exporter of raw materials, but also contributing to nation building 

experiments. The subsidization of mega-development projects such as hydro-electric dams, 

laye-scale forenry initiatives, mining operations, and the trans-Canada railway system 

expanded markets while simultaneously attempted to tarne and conquer the western and 

nonhern fiontiers. As industrial development made its mark in the hinterland regions "[fJew 

Canadians doubted that the fiontier held the promise of potentidy rich agriculturd land, that 

it contained vast forests and mountain regions teeming with wildlife, cloaked in vduable 

" ~ e d  Schrecker, 'Resisting Environmental Regdation: The Cryptic Pattern of 
Business-Govenunent Relations, ' in Mmrogr>ig Leviatharr Ewironmental Politics and the 
Administrative State, eds. R. Paehlke and D. Torgerson (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 
1 990), 1 82; and Paul Muldoon, 'The Fight for an Environmental Bill of Rights,' 
Alternatives 152 (1998), 35-36. See also, Kemaghan Webb, 'Between the Rocks and 
Hard Places: Bureaucrats, the Law and Pollution ControI,' A [ternatives 14: 2 (MayIJune 
1987): 1 1. 

"Ted Schrecker, 'Of Invisible Beasts and the Public Interest,' in Canadion 
Environmental Poliq: Ecoqstems, Politics. md Processes, ed. R. Boardman (Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1 W2), 1 04- 1 05. 



timber stands, and concealing untapped mineral resources. The very presence of such fiontier 

instilled in Canadians, and in Canadian poiiticians, the belief in a great national destiny based 

on the riches of natural resources."" General assumptions that resources are abundant have 

become less pronounced as awareness about the negative ecological and economic impacts 

of unfettered development is increasingly chdenging iraditional land use praaices. Like in 

other pans of Canada debates surrounding the allocation and management of natural 

resources have defined environmental politics in the pr~vince.'~ A brief account of the 

Strategic Land Use Planning (SLUP) process demonstrates that the Lands for Life initiative 

was not formulated in a vacuum, but is firmly rooted in actions taken almost thirty years ago. 

Attention brought to ecological disasters stemrning from resource extraction. urban 

sprawl creeping into sensitive green spaces, increased air. soi1 and water contamination. and 

more recreational activities forced the Progressive Conservative govemment under Premier 

Bill Davis into action. Issues such as the mercury poisoninç of the English-Wabigoon 

wat erway adversely affect ing the Abonginal communities of Grassy Narrows and Whitedog, 

 anet et Foster, Workzng for Wifdlfe: The Begrimnztg of Preservatioa iti (knada. 
7" Edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998), 6. Foster quotes Lord Dufferin 
who eloquently reflected widely held nationalist sentiments declarhg that the Dominion of 
Canada is not a "mere settler dong the banks of a single river, but the owner of  half a 
continent - in the magnitude of her possessions, in the wealth of her resources, in the 
sinews of her nation might - the peer of any power on earth." 

ca and use debates are not recent occurrences, but have been ongoing throughout 
Ontario's history. For an environmental history account of the province, see H. V. Nelles, 
The Politics of Development: Forests, Mines & Hydm-EIectric Power in Ontario. 1849- 
19 1.l (Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada, Ltd., 1974); and Richard S. Lambert and 
A. Paul Pross, Renewing Nature 's Wealth: A CentennicaI History of the Public 
Matiagerneia of Laiuls, Forests & Wildlfe in Onturio, 1963-1967 (Toronto: Hunter Rose 
Company, 1967). 



as well as the displacement ofwildlife resulting f?om excessive logging and mining operations 

in areas such as Algonquin, Quetico, and Wamey were heraided by activists as examples of 

corporate and govermental irresponsibility. Focus on the negative aspects of resource 

consumption compelled the government to address looming shortage crises and increased 

tensions arnong cornpethg land users." More specifically, so-cded 'stakeholders' called for 

a policy which would accommodate multiple uses on Crown lands while minimizing user 

conflicts and mâuimizing econornic and recreational benefits." F i d y  in 1972. the Ministry 

of Natural Resources, the lead agency responsible for resource allocation introduced the 

Strategic Land Use Plarrning program, an exercise mandated to address comprehensively land 

use allocation, which until then, had been done in an ad hoc and disjointed manner. .A more 

systematic approach, it was believed, would not only improve incoherent policy formulation 

and implementation, but would faciiitate planning to meet the growing demands of an 

economy based on the export of nanird resour~es.~ 

"See Arlin Hackman, 'Shaping the Future of Ontario Parks: The Protagonists.' 
and 'Forum' Seusom (Summer 1 982), 28-33, for an outline of the interests involved. 
Sorne voices included the Ontario Forest Industries Association, the Prospectors and 
Developers Association, the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters, and the Northem 
Ontario Tourist Outfitters. 

i 6 ~  concept attempting to bridge economic and intrinsic interpretations of the land, 
multiple use was f o d y  integrated into the SLUP process. As divergent interests began 
asserting claims to Crown land including d i s  for preservation fiom a burgeoning 
environmental movement, accommodation through the form of multiple use theoretically 
reconciled fundamentally opposing land uses. Consecutive and even concurrent uses were 
promoted by actors such the forea and rnining industries for whom multiple use ensures 
access to natural resources in an increasing volatile market while allowing for recreational 
and protection interests to pursue their activities. 

n ~ h e  MM2 dso introduced the short-lived Design for Development econornic 
initiative during this tirne. 



An extensive land use planning project encompassing a twenty-year objective, SLUP 

covered 87 percent, or approximately 1 million km2, of Ontario's Crown lands. Originally 

intended to take £ive years to cornpiete, the program was extended several times until 198 1 

when it findly became a policy priority for the MML7* M e r  almost a decade of slow 

progress. primarily due to its magnitude and a lack of clear direction fiom senior 

bureau~rats.~~ the process was set on the fast track by the new MNR Muuster, Alan Pope. 

Credited with providing new incentives to complete the program he imposed strict deadlines 

aiming to complete the SLUP exercise in the space of two years. Under Pope, the Ministry's 

main goal was to integrate parks and protected areas planning with land use 

'"The initiative involved three p hases-preparation of background information to 
generate public discussion, public review and revision of proposed policy, and formulation 
C 

of Strategic Land Use and District Land Use pians. See John Marsh, 'CarWig up the 
Wilderness: Strategic Land Use Planning in Nonhem Ontario,' Alternatives 9:4 (Winter 
1981), 20. 

"The MNR took on a complex project, unprecedented in any provincial 
junsdiction. Done on an ad hoc basis. planning became contingent upon the availability of 
expertise in long term land use planning, as weli as the development of policies dealing 
with provincial parks, mineral Wegates ,  fisheries, and wildlife management. Moreover, 
the pressure to integrate public consultation throughout SLUP, and the need to manage 
resource conflicts in an increasingiy decentrabhg bureaucracy contributed to enormous 
delays. See Gerald Killan, Protected Places: A History of Ontarzo 's Provincial Park 
Sys~ern (Toronto: Dundum Press Ltd., 1993), 326. 



allocation strategiesgO The release of the Repon of the Tmk Force on Pmkr Svstem P h 1 6 i g .  

also known as the Monzon Report, in Mach 1982 provided additional leverage for action. 

An inventory of the provincial park system, the report adyzed the status of both established 

and proposed parks in accordance with the 1978 parks policy, and identified potential user 

conflicts associated with the implementation of candidate parks. Having denoted 245 

protected areas for consideration, the document becarne a vehicle for discussion. albeit a 

controversial one." The ensuing debate was waged through education and lobbying 

"The current configuration of the provincial park system dates back to the 
Provi~iciai Parks A d  of 1954, aithough the first piece of legislation alluding to land 
conservation was £ira enacted in 19 13 entrusting the provincial govemrnent to create 
parks From land deemed economicdy unviable. The 1954 Act consolidated the 
administration of parks under the Parks Branch of the Department of Lands and Forests. 
the MNR's predecessor. This new legislation also gave the impetus for the bureaucracy to 
integrate park planning which by 1959 was referred to as a system. The formalkation of 
language and intent to protect green spaces led to a classification syaem implemented in 
1967 and a comprehensive park policy in 1978. See Kevin McNamee, 'PreseMng 
On tan O ' s Nat ural Legacy, ' in Environment on Trial: A Guide to Ontario Ewirmmenioi 
L m  and Poftcy, eds. D. Estrin and J. Swaigen (Toronto: Emond Montgomery 
Publications Ltd., 1993), 280-292; and George Pnddle, 'The Ontario Park System: Policy 
and Planning, ' in Pa* and Profected Areas in Cam&: Planning and hfattagemer~t, eds. 
P .  Dearden and R. Rollins (Toronto: Odord University Press, 1993): 97- 1 10. 

"lt became clear that the Monzon Report and its related announcements were 
products of a highly volatile era in natural resource politics forcing the government to 
appease divergent interests. While the Progressive Conservatives were publicly commined 
to protect more Crown land, Alan Pope introduced policies considered a potential setback 
to environmental protection. Pnor to being regulated under the Provincial Parks Act, 
resource use within candidate protected areas would be subject to provisionary guidelines 
ensu ring the continuation of extractive and recreational activities, such as minhg and 
t ourism. Moreover, Minister Pope announced t hat the Ontmio Provincial Park Pkanning 
rmd Mmgemeni Policies, or the Blue Book would be subject to public review, 
providing the opportunity for more industrial and recreationai use within both new and 
existing parks. 



campaigns by various interests, invariably delineating the different positions vis à vis resource 

management in the province. 

Recognizing that they had to "play by Pope's d e s ,  or we don? play at dl"." 

environmental activists were set to begin an extensive public awareness campaign throughout 

the consultation process. The creation of public support for protected areas became an 

imponant turning point for the environmental movement in Ontario. Taking the Minister's 

word that "the additional weight of public support will ensure that parks considerations 

receive their full due",83 environmental groups organized themselves in a loose coalition 

di~wing up responsibilities to proceed efficiently and effectively in the Little time allocated for 

public participation. As wiii be demonstrated with the Lands for Life analysis, the same 

environmental actors played a major role in the SLUP process including the World Wildlife 

Fund, the Federation of Ontario Naturalists, the Wildlands League, and the Sierra Club. 

Working at the regional level to rnirror the MNR's administrative districts, the goups worked 

closely with local contacts to generate grassroots support; park advocates urged the public 

to attend open houses; wote briefs; circulated petitioos; organized letter writing, telephone, 

and media campaigns; and solicited funding to sustain action and employ staff' in a mostly 

volunteer-run endeavour. Activated by a sense of urgency, the race to mobilize citizen 

involvement was not only based on meeting imposed deadlines, but to offset the lobbying and 

media campaigns conducted by both the MNR and industrial interests, entities with large 

"Ron Reid, 'wIdemess Waltz,' in Seasorzs (Summer 1982)' 23. 

83 .4lan Pope, 'Fonim: Expansion proposed for Ontario's provincial parks.' in 
Seasorrs (Summer l982), 46. 



financial resources. It became evident throughout the review process, which generated 

approximately 10,000 written subrnissions, that public involvernent could not be ignored. 

As tensions flared, however, the SLUP process was in danger of falling apart. In 

response to the impasse, Minister Pope organized a two-day closed-door session in January 

1 983 wit h twenty-seven stakeholder groups in a iast ditch attempt to negotiate an agreement. 

A relatively informal gathering, it sought to integrate demands from a range of interests 

including mining and forestry companies, hunters and anglers. recreationists, consen>ationists. 

and environmentalists. Strong opposition to the designation of more protected spaces and 

pemitted uses in parks was a major obstacle to finding common ground among divergent 

interests. While unwilling to condone logging in provincial parks, environmentalists ended up 

making 'substantiai concessions' in what was heralded as a bold move to advance 

discussions." Ready to compromise on non-conforming activities in Wildemess parks. they 

conceded to allow 'controUed7 prospecting activities with the proviso that if a commercially 

viable mineral deposit was found on a site it would be swapped with land having similar 

ecological features. Sport hunting, as well as trapping and hunting by Aboriginal peoples 

would be determined according to a case-by-case bais, and commercial tounsm would also 

be allowed to continue, but without expansions to existing operations." W l e  no settlernent 

was reached in the end, the meeting did influence the MNR's final allocation plans. 

S'~rlin Hackman, 'Ontario's Park Synem Cornes of Age,' in Endangered Spaces: 
7he Fuitrrire for Catzdz's Wildernes, ed. M. Hummel (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 
1989), 177. 



The long awaited response fiom the MNR finally came in June 1983. Playing down 

the SLUP program as govemment policy, the proposed strategy was inaead emphasized as 

allocation guidelines." Facing opposition fiom within Cabinet-especially representatives 

frorn northern constituencies womed about the socio-economic impact of reducins tenure 

rights to industry-the govenunent had pared d o m  the List from 245 candidate areas to 155 

parks. protecting an estimated 1 .2  million hectares from industrial development . This 

however. was tempered by excluding protectionist measures as dehed  by existing provincial 

policy. sanctioning huntins, rnining, commercial tounsm, and trapping in parks where such 

uses had been previously banned. Stating that this new land use strategy was supponed by 

environrnentalists, the announcement did not make a major impact on the media mainly 

because 'ihe range of permitted uses in the new parks reflected the manner in which Crown 

land was already being u~ed."~' This enraged environmental groups labeling the S m ' s  

actions 'misleading and dishonest', fùeling another public debate on the rnerits of hunthg 

rights and other activities preventing the protection of ecological integrityg8 Considered as 

another turning point for the environmental movement, the resolve to change government 

policy directions would be done by lobbying park supporters at the local level where 

&Ministry of Naniral Resources 'Natural Resources Minister Announces Resource 
Land Use Guidelines.' news release. 2 June 1983, 1; and Hackrnan, 'Ontario's Park 
System', 177. 

"~i l lan,  Protected Places, 3 53. 

"See Federation of Ontario Namalias, 'A Subrnission to the Ministry of Naturd 
Resources Regarding the Announcenient of New Parks and Land Use Guidelines', July 
1983, 1-10. 



management plans were being reviewed and approved, M e r  establishg its roots across 

Ontario. 89 

Throughout the 1980s, environmental groups fought aga& non-codhning park 

uses, a campaign that came to fniition with the advent of sustained lobbying and information 

campaigns conducted throughout the final days of the Tory reign and well into the new 

Liberai administration. In 1988, MNR Minister Vincent Kemo announced that his 

govenunent was willing to favour ecological protectio~ reversing his predecessor's pro- 

deveiopment approach to provincial park management. He aiso prornised to regulate the last 

remaining provincial parks designated under Pope. Mthough more emphasis on protection 

was arguably aiso on the NDP's agenda, resource contlicts between productive and ecological 

interests defined environmental politics during the late 1980s and early 1990s-the blockades 

and protests in Temagarni over the logging old-growth forests being the rnost prominent 

hanle in the woods. For some, the SLUP process was largely perceived by MNR managers 

and industry as a major concession to ecoiogical intereas, thus it was a rare chance for 

environmentdists to participate in comprehensive land use planning despite making 

incremental gains throughout the past twenty years; an opportunity that would not corne 

along until 1997 with the am of Lands for Life. 

Having laid down the concephial framework through a review of the literature 

pertaining to environmental justice, as well as an outline of the contribution of environmental 

assessrnent and sustainable development to public participation mechanisrns provides the 

8 Wac~amee. 'Preserving Ontario's Natural Legacy', 292-294; and Killan. 
Pro~eczed Places, 3 54. 



necessary insight to analyze the role of citizen involvement in the Lands for Life and Ontario 

Living Legacy process. The bief oveMew of Ontario's Strategic Land Use Planning process 

shows t hat despite the implementation of a comprehensive strategy intended to formaiize the 

concept multiple use, conflicts among users endured. As wili be show in chapter three. new 

political and economic realities in Ontario only served to exacerbate tensions on Crown lands. 



CHAPTER THREE 

C hanging Political Reaiities in Ontario 

Debates over land use planning are cornmonplace throughout Canada. In Ontario. the 

issue has become increasingly pertinent since the introduction of the Lands for Life initiative. 

Pnor to an analysis of the intersections between environmental justice and provincial land use 

policy-making, it is important to descnbe and assess the curent political climate in the 

province. This chapter outlines the rise of neo-liberalism and its subsequent impacts on 

environmental and natural resource management. Land use planning during the late 1990s is 

best understood within the panuneters ofthe recent drive toward deregdation, defunding. and 

pnvatization of environmental institutions, as well as the devolution ofresponsibilities to non- 

governmental organizations. Within this context, changing political and econornic 

perspectives have determined how questions pertaîning to ecological protection were h e d  

during the Lands for Life and Living Legacy consultation processes. 

In 1995, a new yovemment elected under the banner of the Commot~ Seme 

Rei.olzrtivti came to power. The Progressive Conservatives led by Mike Harris proposed a 

new project, radicaily altenng the ways of rnanaging governrnent. More emphasis on the 

privatization of public services, tax cuts, deficit and debt elimination, increased reliance on 

market-based solutions, and promises of less bureaucratie hindrance, have ail characterized 

the Cornmon Sense Revolrrtion's principal goal-less govemrnent. The remchiring process 

has effectively relegated environmental issues to the bottom of the political agenda; 

dereguiation. voluntary initiatives for industry, reduced budgets and a& at the Ministry of 



Naturd Resources and the Ministry of Environment have had major wnsequences for 

ecolo_eical protection Yi Ontario.' Described as having a genuine lack of interest in 

environmentai issues,' the Harris administration has taken a blitzkrieg approach to 

deregulating and privatizing environmentai laws originally considered as some of the most 

progressive in the world. Critics contend that the unprecedented Pace of the changes 

irnplemented since 1995 have posed a challenge to progress made by the environmental 

movement over the past thirty yean, mainly in the legislative and legai fields. Consequentiy, 

they have threatened the rule of law, and the concept of responsible govemment, as well as 

the democratic process in Ontario.' 

The basis for the Commun Seme Revolr<tio~i, and later the Blueprini Plm-the 

electoral platform which gave the Progressive Conservatives another mandate in 1999-ca.n 

be rraced to neo-conservative and neo-liberal ideals which became politicaily viable dunng 

the 1970s and early 1 980s, most popularly adopted by the Thatcher govemment in the United 

I In May 2000, the Commission for Environmental Co-operation-established 

under the North American Free Trade Agreement-released its annual report revealing 
that Ontario is the third largest poiluter in North America by 1997 standards. 
Environrnentalists believe that the province needs to enforce and implement stricter 
regulations to reduce emissions and prevent the production of chernical and hazardous 
waste. San Grewal, 'Omario 3" worst polluter on continent,' Toronio Star, 3 1 May 2000, 
A2. 

'-4nita Krajnc, 'Wither Ontario's Environment? Neo-Conservatism and the Decline 
of the Environment Ministry,' in Canadm Public Policy 36: 1 (Winter 2000), 1 14. 

'Mark Winfield and Paul Muldoon, Democtuc): and Accounrability (April 1999), 
4. This paper was submitted as part of the Environmental Agenda for Ontario, a project 
jointly commissioned by the Canadian Institute for Environmental Law and Policy 
(CIELM) and the Ontario Environrnent Network (OEN) presenting an environmental 
vision for the province prior to the 1999 election. 



Kingdom and the Reagan administration in the United States. Moral conservatism 

emphasizing individual responsibility and family values, blended with monetaria critiques of 

welfare poiicies have permeated Ontario politics. In fact, evidence suggests that the Common 

Serzse Revoliition was fomulated with the input of Amencan political advisers partial to the 

values of the New Right.* 

The endorsement of the provincial govemment's platfom specifically the Ckmrno~~ 

Sense Revoltrtion, is partly artnbuted to the changing political culture in the province resulting 

from a rapidly integrating global economy. The push for a new political and social agenda was 

ripe as Ontarians had expenenced many transforming events during the decade pnor to 1995. 

Here. constitutional dilemmas, the ongoing decentralkation of the Canadian federation, high 

unempiopent rates and social dislocation due to the worst recession since the Great 

Depression, as well as the move towards a knowledge-based economy resulting from 

continental and global integration,' contributed to the emergence of a new political reality in 

Ontario The perception that "governent isn't working", that 'the system is brokenWq6 has 

tapped into the cynicism and distnist of the electorate which developed during previous 

administrations under the Liberals and the New Democratic Party. A clear-cut plan airning 

to reduce the role of govemment, and approaching "political issues using the language of 

'Peter Woolstencrofk, 'More Than a Guard Change: Poiitics in the New Ontario,' 
in Ersqs on Governing Ontario: Revohtiun at Queen 's Pur&? ed. Sid Noel (Toronto: 
James Lorimer & Company, 1997), 45. 

5 Sid Noel, ed., 'Ontario's Tory Revolution in Essclys on Goveming Ontario: 
Reïoliirion ar Queen S Park (Toronto: James Lorirner & Company, 1997), 1 1 - 12. 

"These are part of the opening statement in the Commun Scme Revohfion. See 
Woolstencrol?, 'More Than a Guard Change', 44. 



individualism and market-based economics and opposhg the political styles of post-World 

War LI Canada'',' became the antidote to confusing and chdenging times. 

Ontario and the International Economy- 

In effons to compete effectively in the international arena within the context of an 

incrrasingly integrating world economy, Canada's poiitical and social iandscape has 

undergone rnany changes over the past fifteen years. More and more, the viability of the 

nation-state as a source of economîc, technological, and political innovation is being 

questioned, even to the point of declaring its futility. Whether one subscribes to the 

gIobalization thesis and its difEerent variants or not,' there is no doubt that traditional views 

of the nation-state as regulator and (re)distributor of wealth are quickiy eroding in the face 

of increased adherence to market-based solutions used to address poiitical, economic. social. 

and environmentai problems. The post-war consensus. narnely that States could ably manage 

national economies and, by extension., the international economy, has given way to the notion 

thar global markets are ungovernable; a shifl which can ultirnately be attributed to the collapse 

of Keynesian ideais as well as "the failure of monetarism to provide an alternative route to 

broad-based prosperity and stable growth.'" 

'See for exarnple, Gordon Laxer, 'Social Solidarity, Dernocracy and Global 
Capitalism,' Cartadian Review ofSociology and Anthropolicy 32:3 (1995): 287-3 13: and 
David Held and Anthony McGrew, 'Globalization and the Liberal Democratic State,' 
Gortenmetii and Opposition 28: 2 (Spring 1993): 26 1-28 5 .  

Vau1 Hirst and Grahme Thompson, G l o b a f i ~ ~ o n  in Qtcestion: The Inlernational 
Ecomrny and fhr Possibilities of G o v e m c e  (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1 W6), 6 .  



The ascendancy of market-based re fom applied to many aspects of policy 

fomulation have transformed how Canadians perceive their political system. Competitiveness, 

comparative advantage, efficiency , maximal production, and restruchiring are realities t hat 

are now largely ingrained in the Canadian consciousness. Moreover, widespread concems 

over debt and deficit accumulation have b e n  accompanied by demands calling for less 

governrnent involvement in many areas of 'traditionai' public policy, including in 

environmental and land-use portfolios. This approach to govemance is widely believed to be 

dictated by an 'invisible hand', whereby the demands of a global economy are perceived to 

be a priority for many governments and business advocates. 

-4s substantiai economic restmctuhg is occurring across the country, the drive to 

transform Canada's economy to one predominantly based on knowledge/infomation 

technologies is overshadowed by a reliance on the exploitation of natural resources. Here. the 

staples theory, fonnulated by Harold Innis during the 1930s, continues to inforni Canadian 

political econorny. Although it has been expanded and revised by different schools of thought, 

the thesis purports that the exploitation and rnanufactunng of pnmary sector commodities has 

propelled the country's dependency on trade exports and as such, has defined its image in 

international affairs. Attempting to shake off the portrayai that it is essentidy at the mercy 

of fluctuating commodity prices, as well as foreign capital, the federal govenunent maintains 

that Canada's dependence on naturai resource products is on the wane-only 36 percent of 

the goods exported derive fkom the pnmary sector.1° This  statiçtic however, is particularly 

relevant for central Canada-Ontario and parts of Québec-where approximately 10 percent 

'('Naorni Klein, 'The Red APEC Scandai,' Saturday Night. Febmary 1999,4748. 
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of Ontario's expons denve from natural resources. In other regions, prirnary sector products, 

which include those from the agicultural industry, continue to comprise 80 percent of total 

exports " 

While Ontario may fare better than the rest of the country in terms of exporting 

manufactured goods, the recently formulated Lands for Life land use plan oversaw the 

allocation of a sigrilficant amount of natural resources in the province. It is essential then to 

consider the position of the sub-state in the international economy. As econornic power is 

increasingly shifiing upward to quasi-supranational structures and institutions, as evidenced 

in the World Trade Organization (WTO), the European Union (EU) and the North Amencan 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) arrangements, as well as to transnational organizations and 

multinational corporations, a downward, decentralizing, trend can also be discemed. The 

emphasis on the specialization of regional econornies, increasingly organized to meet global 

demands, has propelled regiondprovinces, and even cities, to transform themselves into 

sigificant centers or nodes of international cornpetition. Consequently, it is believed that the 

"policies of sub-national govemments will be geared more to the challenges emanating from 

the international sector than to the dictates of their national econ~mies."~' As Canadian trade 

patterns are no longer necessady defined by domestic east-west routes, but by 

intercontinental nort h-south ones, decentrhtion and devolution, with an emphasis on 

"Thomas J. Courchene, 'Glocalization: The Regional/Intemational Interface,' in 
Cunad~un Journa2 of Regzonrrl Science 1 8: 1 (Spring 1995),3. In 'DeCentring the State: 
Political Theory and Canadian Political Economy,' in SIudies in Politicai Economy 26 
(Sumrner 1988): 37-71, Warren Magnusson and Rob Walker make the link between 
increasing provincial powers and neo-conservatism. 



harmonizatiorq have characterized many national policies, including environmental ones. This 

development, therefore, has innigated a "resurgence of attention to subnational econornic 

units as substitutes for nation-level regdation"." 

As Canada's economic powerhouse, Ontario is transfonning itself into an important 

region-state whereby the focus on a national economic structure is gradudy shifting to a 

bregional-intemational interface'. Its position within an increasingly decentralizing federation 

ailows it to explore the interplay between region and international econorny. Consequently, 

Ontario not only "has the economidindustrial power and the cross-border economic 

hinterland, but it also has a degree of politicaVadministrative power7' " While the adjustment 

to a new global reality has given more flexibility to sub-states, the incursion of additional 

political leverage, however, does not necessarily guarantee the empowerment of its citizens. 

OAen argued that giobalization enhances 'citizen power' and 'consumer sovereignty ' whereby 

they can "access, sena and o t h d s e  manipulate information in ways and quantities that were 

undrearned of a few short years ago and in ways that governments of ail stnpes are powerless 

"~ane Jenson, 'Mapping, Naming, and Remembering: Globalization at the End of 
the T wentiet h Century ', in htegration mui Fragmentaiion: nie Paradox of the Late 
Twentieth Century, eds. Guy Laforest and Douglas Brown (Kingston: Instinite of 
[nt ergovemental Anairs, 1 994), 3 5 .  

'Thomas J. C ourchene and Colin R Telmer, F r m  Heartlmd IO North A mericm 
Rrpioti SW: The Social, Fiscal ami Fe&raI Evolurion of Ontario (Toronto: Centre for 
Public Management, 1998), 276. The authors argue that Ontario's position within the 
Canadian federation has changed over the past 30 years from headand region to an 
important economic region-state greatly influencing the country's social and political 
infrastructure. 



to prevent". " the Hams governrnent 's restnicturing agenda and more specifically, the Lands 

for Life initiative, point to a difYerent reality. 

Restructuring the Environmental and Natud  Resources Bureaucracy 

.As both the Commori Seme Revolzitson and the Bltrt'pri~~t Plun set out to reduce 

public spending, the Progressive Conservatives have responded to global pressures. Like 

other social portfolios such as health, welfare, and education, the govemment has centered 

its energy on dirninishing the importance of the environmental dossier, an area which already 

did not occupy a prominent stanis within the provincial bureaucratie structure. 

Budgetary reductions at both the Ministry of Environment (MoE) and the Ministry 

of Natural Resources (MNR) over the past five years provide some insight as to why citizen 

participation in environmental issues has been cunailed. Taking into account inflation rates, 

investment in the MoE operating and capital budget peaked at $824 miilion in 199293 under 

the NDP govemment rnaking a rapid decline ever since figures tumbled to $192 million in 

I998l99. with a projected increase to $210 million in 2OOO/O 1 .  More specifically. between 

1994/95 and 200010 1. the Ministry's operating expenditures deciined by 39 percent and its 

capital budset by 95 per~ent. '~ In tum, staff reductions at the MoE reflect the budgetary 

cutbacks. Data show that staff ievels fell by more than 50 percent to 1,277 from 2,450 

16 Karen Clark and James Yacoumidis, Ontario 's Environment and the Cornmon 
Seme Revoiution: A Fgth Yeur Report (Toronto: CIELAP, 2000), 12, 14; and Mark 
Winfield and Greg Jenish, Onfmio 's Environment and the Cornmon Senre Revohtion: A 
Four Yeur Report (Toronto: CIELAP, 1999), 1 4 .  See a h ,  Ian Urquhart, 'Eves still 
cutting spending in aii but a few key areas,' Toronto Sîm, 3 May 2000, A6. 



between 1 990/9 1 and 2000/0 I . '' Alt hough the NDP began instituting budgetary restrictions, 

unlike the Hanis yovernrnent, it did not target the Mininry's capital budget. The Muiiary of 

Natural Resources has experienced similar cutbacks. While there was a nine percent increase 

in its operating budget between 1994/95 and 1998/99, its capital budget fell by 44 percent 

during the sarne penod. Since the introduction of the Commun Setzse Revolutiot~, the MNRVs 

staffhas been cut by 50 percent from 6,639 in 1994195 to 3,380 in 1999100.'' Compared to 

other rninistries, both the MoE and MNR were targeted disproportionately, suggesting that 

the govermnent's emphasis is not on environmental protection; the operating expenditures of 

the Ministry of Northem Developrnent and Mining (MNDM), for example, hcreased by 92 

percent between 1995/96 and 1999/00,39 percent for the Ministry of .4griculture, Food and 

Rural Anairs, and 15 percent for the Ministry of Health.'g 

Diminishing both the staff  and budget of the enWonmental bureaucracy has affected 

the manner in which seMces are delivered to the public. The publication of a document 

entitled Operutiotn Division Delivery Srraiegres circulated within the Ministry of 

Environment in eariy 1999, was a aark reminder of this. Its contents encouraged staff to 

ignore cornplaints dealing with pollution emanating from the agriculturd and construction 

industries, industrial waste, illegal dumping, litter, pesticides use, and poor drinking water 

quality, among others, in order to "save ministry resources and focus on other, more senous 

"kajnc. 'Wither Ontario's Environment?', 144. 

"Clark and Yacournidis, Ontario 's Environment, 7. 

'Wajnc, 'Wither Ontario's Environment?', 1 14-1 15 
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t hreat s to the environment ."*O Enforcement of environmental regulations and legislation has 

also becorne problematic, a result of a Iack of personnel and financial resources. D ~ n n g  its 

first mandate, the governent fired 500 environmental inspectors during its first mandate, 

ody to introduce a SWAT team-a mobile cornpliance and inspection unit, in September 

2000." As branches and units within both the MoE and MNR have been either eliminated. 

merged, or dorvnsized, monitoring and reporting levels have decreased as a consequence of 

diminished staffing levels,- invariably aEecting the enforcement rights of goverment. Here. 

for example, fines levied by the Ministry of Environment against poliuters in 1998 were the 

lowest since the mid 1980s, totaling a sum of $863,840 d o m  from $3.6 million in 1993-a 

direct result of a 28 percent cut to the Investigation and Enforcement Branch undenaken 

between 1995 and 1998.~ More specifically, studies show that oniy three of 134 companies 

"Sec Ministry of Environment internet site: 
www ene.gov. on.~a/envision/news/0089. htm 

n 
-The consequences of bureaucratie transformations occurring in Ontario dunng 

the past five years have revealed how environmental degradation has afEected human 
health; the province's questionable water quaiity highlights the problems related to 
environmentai deregulation and privatization-an issue that has been at the forefront of 
public debate since the Walkerton water scandai. In May 2000, the town made news 
headlines as its wateworks system became infecteci primarily with e. coli bacteria 
afFecting the health of more than 2000 residents and killing seven people. A public inquiry 
is now underway to determine the rasons for contamination as well as an analysis of the 
actions taken by the ditferent actors involved. For an overview see, for example. Anita 
Krajnc, 'Neo-conservatism and Walkerton,' Toronto Star, 7 June 2000, A30; Thomas 
Walkom, 'Cornmon sense gave us Walkerton,' Toronto Stm, 30 May 2000, A25; and 
Bnan McAndrew, Theresa Boyle and Richard Breman, 'Tightening the tap on water 
safety,' Toronto SW, 8 July 2000, Kj. 

3Mc~ndrew, es al., 'Tightening the tap', K3; Wifield and Jenish, Ontario 's 
Em~irorrment, 2-24. . 



were convicted in 1996 for water pollution violations and that out of 3,354 violations against 

air pollution regulations in 1998, only two charges were laid? Similarly, out of a total of 

9.7 19 charges laid by the 5,390 of them led to convictions in 1999/00, the entire 

number of fines levying $1,125,18 1.62." 

Dismantling Environmental Rcgulations: Enabling Legislation- 

Soon &er its inauguration to power, the Harris government quickly moved to 

implement the Cornmon S m e  Revolurion agenda, establishg the Red Tape Commission and 

the Agencies, Boards and Commissions Review Commission to examine ways of reducing the 

bureaucracy-perceived in many business and political circies as an impediment to a proiince 

'open for business'. Established in December 1995, the mandate of the Red Tape Commission 

(RTC) was to review dl existing and proposed provincial regulations. SeMng as a screening 

mechanisrn, the Commission, composed of Tory Members of Provincial Parliameni, was 

insened within the bureaucratic structure and became inextricably linked to the executive 

power structure. Particularly involved in the Ministry of the Environment's regdatory 

portfolio, the RTC has been the primary vehicle promoting environmental deregulation and 

privatization. As a partisan entity, 

. . . the RTC performs an integral role in the Cabinet decision-making process 
in the area of regdatory review and reform. Cabinet has chosen to rely on the 
views and opinions of the RTC in considering refom, and has established a 
process which requires various Miniaers and Ministries to involve the RTC 
in certain rnatters prior to submitting them to Cabinet. Although the RTC is 

"Winfield and Jenish, Ontario S Environment, 2-24. 

7 < --Clark and Y acoumidis, Qittarïo 's Emironment, 80. 
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not a Cornmittee of Cabinet, in discharging its mandate it would fiequently 
deal with matters that are subsequently placed before Cabinet or one of its 
Committees for deliberatiod6 

Refiecting a pro-business approach, the Commission released a report in January 1997 

recomrnending, for example, that al1 proposed environmental regulations be subject to cost- 

benefit analyses, as well as emphasiting improved cuaomer service toward regulated, read 

polluting, entities.I7 

Endorsed by the Red Tape Commission, which provided the impetus to cam> out 

drastic regulatory refoms, the Harris government proceeded to implement the objectives 

outlined in the Commun Seme Revoiufion, ultimately changmg the environmental policy 

landscape in O nt ario. Here, the Emironmenral Approvais Proces lmprovement Act (Bill 5 7), 

enacted in 1997, was a cornmon type of legislation dealing with deregdation. Aiming to 

siandardize the approval process for any activities potentially endangering the environment. 

Bill 57 simultaneously arnended regulatory provisions within the Etivimirnen~uf Prorectioi~ 

'4 a and the Otzfario Water Rrsources Ac/, whereby it 

"Winfield and Jenish, Onlario 's Emironmenr, 2-28. 

"îhe Commission's report largely reiterated the contents of the July 1996 MoE 
document, Respo~zsive E~wironme~tral Protection (REP) which cailed for sweeping 
changes to regulations dd ing  with issues such as air and water pollution, waste 
management, spills, pesticides, and public participation as stipulated under the 
E~rvironrnentuf Protection Act, the Pesticides Act, and the Ontario Water Resources Act. 
Following intense negative reaction to both the REP and the restrictive tirnelines to review 
its proposais, the govemment was forced to concede its original position. This becarne 
evident in November 1997, with the Ministry's policy paper entitled, Better, Stronger. 
Clearer: EnvirometztaI Regulatons for Ontario. While addressing air quality controls, 
for example, it effectively weakened monitoring and reporting capacities relating to cenain 
spills, hazardous contamuiants, and industrial waste. Wdeld  and Jenish, Ontario 's 
EtNiratzment, 2-23. 



+ permiaed the Cabinet to 'deem' environmental approvals to exist without 
the actud review of applications by the Ministry; 
+ established a bar on ciMl lawsuits against the govenunent by individuals if 
their property is damaged as a result of exemptions fiom environmental laws 
pranted through the Bill; - + provided for the delegation to municipalities of the power to gant 
approvals under the Environmental Proteciiorr Act; 
+ permitted the Ministry of Environment and Energy to charge members of 
the public fees for access to documents and other materials reiated to 
proposed environmental approvals; 
+ dissolved the Environmental Compensation Corporation, which provided 
compensation to innocent victims of environmental 'spills' or individuais who 
have taken voluntary action to clean-up spills for which they were not 
responsible; and 
+ dissolved the Ontario Waste Management Corporation, origuially 
established in 1980 to constmct a hazardous waste treatment and disposal 
facility in the province.*' 

Environmental deregdation is being accompanied by a transfer of political and legal 

authonty to private kterests, generally reducing the government's power as an oversight 

body. By creating a voluntary, or self-regulatory regime, the Harris govemment has allowed 

the private sector to largely escape public scnitiny within such industries as rnining. forestry, 

commercial fisheries, aggregates and petroleum? This has also been demomtrated in the 

elactncity sector where new companies, formed as a result of the dissolution of the 

monopolistic Ontario Hydro following the enactment of the Energy Cornpetition Act 

introduced by the Ministry of Energy, Science and Technology, are no longer required to 

proiide data about their activities. Not obligating potentially polluting private to file 

'8Wmfield and Jenish, Ontario S Environmenf, - 1  8-1 9; and K. Cooper, 'A 
Chronological Guide to Environmentai Deregdation in Ontario,' in Intervenor 
( Se ptember-December 1 997): 3 -7. Reprînted as Trarhing EtrviromnentaI Prozectior~: 
Ontario 5 Fotir-Pmt Strategy for the Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA) 
intemet site: http://~ww.web.net/ceia/appendix~htm 

%infield and Muldoon, Democracy and Accountability, 10. 



information under statutes such as the Freedorn of ltfonnation cr»d Protec~ioti ofPriwcy 

A cl. the Environmental Bill of Rrghts, the Ornbzi&m Acr. and the EntVr011mental 

ilssessrnent ,4 a, causes "serious problems of non-enforceability"." Cntics argue t hat this is 

because the public "lacks the information, technical and legal advice, and funds necessary.. . 

to track Company actions. Without a legal standard there is nothing to enforce. Without 

mandatory reponing requirements, little relevant information will be accessible to the 

p u b i i ~ . " ~ ~  

Pnvatization initiatives were also evident in the government's approach to provincial 

parks. Budgetary cuts to operating and capital expenditures in the first two years of the 

(Ornmorz Seme Hevolzirioti have af'Fected the way parks are currently manaoed whereby 

maintenance services such as garbage disposai and snow rernoval are being contracted out. 

The goal to nin parks like a business became a realiry with the creation of Ontario Parks. 

Formed in accordance to amendments made to the Provincial Parks ricf and the 

(i»rsrn.utiott h d A c t ,  Ontario Parks' mandate is to "improve the delivery of programs and 

seMces in key parks to increase revenues and, in tum sustain other park~",~' the oreanization 

emphasizes cost recovery and econornic self-reiiance. This is being done through pannenhips 

with private groups such as Bell, Kodak Memll Lynch, and P e p ~ i . ~ ~  The pannership with the 

"Cooper, 'A Chronological Guide', 3 .  

"Winfield and Jenish, Otitmio 's Em~irotiment, 4- 17. 

"See Ministry of Natural Resources intemet site: 
w w .  ontarioparks.com/corp. htrnl 



Nature Conservancy of Canada. however. is a precedent-setting deal. Started in 1996, the 

Ministry of Naturd Resources and the Nature Conservancy began a fundraising campaign 

called Legacy 2000 to acquire new park land designated as nature reserves. The success of 

this program was announced recently-onginally intending to generate $4 million in four 

years, by June 2000 the conservation group had coiiected more than $10 million with an 

additional $1 3 million from the provincial government? As will be seen in the following 

pases, the focus on pamierships as a management tool is becoming a viable option for the 

Ministry of Narural Resources in the wake of staff and budgetary cutbacks resulting in 

reduced research and maintenance capacities. 

The omnibus Goveniment Smiags und Restnrcturing Act (Bill 26) also significantly 

advanced the erosion of environmental rights. Enacted in January 1996, this Bill gave the 

Proyressive Conservative govemment sweeping abilities to revise and alter existine legislation 

affectine the structure and style of govemance. Bill 26 amended 44 statutes. seven of which 

penain to the protection of the environment and public access to decision-making. including 

the Public LutltiS Acl. the Conservation Atl~horiries Act, the Forest Fire Preve~~tior~ Act, the 

Gume ami Fish Acr, the Mining Acr, and the L u k s  mld Rivers Improvemem AC!. '' The 

ErreJorn of lrrfomution and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA) was also subject to review 

"Clark and Y acoumidis, Ontario 's D~vito~~metit,  8 1 ; and M i n i v  of Naturd 
Resources intemet site: www.ontarioparks.com/legacy.html. The current president of the 
Nature Conservancy of Canada is Ted Boswell, a former president and CE0 of E.B. Eddy 
Forest Products Ltd.. See Richard Bingham, 'He's a Lumberjack and that's OK,' Report 
oii Busitzess Magazine, November 1999, 122- 126. 

35The Liberal and M>P Opposition parties protested Bili 26 by staging an all-night 
protest at Queen's Park demanding a public hearing into the proposed legislation. The 
governent granted 15 days to review the 800-page document. 



under Bill 26, arnending it to restrict access to information by introducing new fees for the 

first hvo hours of search time, as weii as a $25 for appeals of denied requests. Moreover, it 

ernpowers ci4 servants to arbitrarily deny requeas on the basis that they are 'frivolous and 

vexatious', a phrase subject to interpretation." In a similar move, the government enacted Bill 

25 .  7hr Red Tape Redzicfion Act, in 1998 without proper legislative approval. The omnibus 

B iii amended more statutes related t O natural resource management, granting '?the delegation 

of decision-making authority over a wide range of activities on public lands [sic] affecting 

iakes and rivers to 'any penon', removing requirements for conservation authority approvals 

of aggregates extraction, and facilitating the sale of public lands."37 

-4 fùnher obstacle to public participation in environmental decision-making was the 

int ent ional expiry of the Intemenor Futding Project in April 1996; a participatory mec hanism 

which had been in place since 1988. This major change has effectively lirnited. even silenced, 

public input as financial assistance is no longer available to research for, and meaningfully 

participate in. hearings such as those required by the Environmentai Assesment Board and 

the Ontario Municipal Board. Acwrding to the government, this action is "consistent with 

[its] commitment to make hearings more efficient and to reduce non-essential administrative 

processes. "" 

36Winfïeld and Jenish, Ontario '.s Environment, 2-19. Omnibus Bill 26 also 
amended the Mwiicipal Freedom of Injonatiotz and Protection of Privucy Act. 

"lbid.. 3-29. More deregulation in the natural resources sector was set to occur 
with The Red T q e  Reduction Act =2, but Bill 10 1 died on an Order Paper in 1998. 



Despite arnending and elirninating statutes protecting the environment and citizen 

participation, the govenunent has not been able to scrap the Environmentai BiU of Rights 

(EBR). Enacted in 1994, the EBR ensures greater public involvement with the objective of 

making governmentai institutions accountabie for decisions that might affect the environment. 

Emphasis on economic growth and restructuring however, have changed its mandate where 

in 1995 regdation 482/95 permanently exempted the Ministry of Finance fiom posting 

relevant information on the EBR, as weii as temporarily suspending notice requirements 

dealing wit h financial decisions with potential negative environmentai irnpacd9 By reducing 

the opportunities for the public to rnonitor govemrnental and corporate activities. especially 

in relation to the environment, secrecy becomes an instrument to control potential opposition 

and disruption to the political agenda. This, dong with the elimination of core funding to non- 

profit public interest organizations like the Ontario Environment Network (OEN). have 

seriously curtailed the flow of information vitai to effective citizen participation and by 

extension, t O the defense of environmental rights. 

Reducing Accountability: Removing lndependent Institutions- 

The right-to-know and opportunities to participate in decision-rnaking have been 

curtailed considerabiy since 1995. The govemment restmctured, merged, and even dissolved 

several entities responsible for ensuring public participation and independent research. Here. 

advisory cornminees such as the Environmental Assessrnent Advisory Cornmittee (EAAC) 

39.4veril Guiste, 'Ontario's Environmental Bill of Rights Weakened, But Still 
Viable, ' in Altenmives Jmnmi 22: 3 (July/August 1 W6),  9. 



and the Advisory Cornmittee on Environmental Standards (ACES)-bodies responsible for 

the integration of public input regarding environmental assessrnent and the formulation of 

standard guidelines, respectively-were disbanded in 1995 without proper consultation. The 

same vear, the multistakeholder Municipal-Industrial Strategy for Abatement (MISA) 

.4dvisory Cornmittee was also elirninated, effectively reducing oppominities to review and 

provide independent advice to the MoE Minister on pollution issues arising from industrial 

waste. 

Asserting that their work was 'completed' and that the Ministry "could receive public 

input on proposed standards and undenakings through other means, particularly the notice 

and comment process under the Emiromenfai Bill of Righrs"." the former Minister of the 

Environment. Brenda EUiott, replaced the independent bodies with the Policy Advisory 

Council on the Environment. Though largeiy composed of industry stakeholders." the body 

was identified as a 'grassroots' organization. Its aims included the "repeal of the ban on new 

municipal solid waste incineraton, the introduction of 'ngorous' environmental performance 

standards for incinerators and landfilis, 'improvements' in the approvals process, 

. streadining' the en Wonmental assessrnent process, and an 'overhaul of regdation' .'*' 

.Ut houeh its influence had diminished by 1996 as a result of N o m  Sterling's appointment to 

Minister of the Environment, the creation of a partisan council essentially demonstrated the 

'('Winfield and Jenisb., Orirario 's Environment, 2- 1 8. 

"The initial CO-chairs of the Council were a lawyer and the province's Tory Chair 
of the Environmental Policy Committee. 

'Winfieid and Jenish, O n ~ ~ o  's Envii.otnnent, 2- 1 8. 



Progressive Conservatives' lack of commitment to public participation in the development and 

implementation of environmental policies and legislation. 

Aiso in 1995, thegovernment abolished the Ontario Round Table on Environment and 

Economy (ORTEE). Created in 1989, this multistakeholder body attempted to reconcile 

economic priorities with environmental protection according to sustainable development 

principles as defined by international standards. Its elirnination effectively signaled how the 

goverment's neo-liberal emphasis on economic growth prevented the consideration of many 

ecological issues, not even within a moderate sustainability framework which has been 

legitirnized by business interests. 

Throughout a11 these challenges to independent environmental institutions critics have 

decried the govemment's efforts to consolidate and manage agencies, boards. and 

commissions "like private sector operations with business plans and quantified perfonnance 

rneasures. Continuing the trend, this time with the recomrnendations From the Agencies. 

Boards and Commissions Review Commission, the govenunent essentidly amalgamated the 

Environmental Assessment Board and the Environmental Appeal Board in 1997 by hiring the 

sarne person to chair both tribunais. In the past three years, the boards have emphasized 

"~enny Fomer, 'Doing Less With Less.' in Altemttves JmmaI 26: 1 (Winter 
1000), 5 .  The author writes that the recent appointments to the Niagara Escarpment 
Commission (NEC), the body responsible for the administration of the biosphere reserve 
in southem Ontario, have been based on employment performance indicators, rather than 
rnemben' views consistent with ecological conservation. in fact, some members of the 
NEC are known to be hostile towards environmental goals h a h g  promoted development 
projects on the escarprnent pnor to being appointed to the Commission. See Winfield and 
Jenish. Onrurio 's Environment, 2-3 0. 



efficiencv. fast-tracking h h n g  tirnelines? Here, the current mandate of both the 

Environmental Assessment and Appeals Board is not only to be accountable to the public, but 

to politicians-in "keeping with the preoccupation with minimizing 'red tape' and reducing 

the cost of doing business in This has undermined oppominities for the public to 

intervene and challenge the course of environmental assessments, especially since changes to 

the Dwironmerrtal Assesment Act have diminished its scope and effectiveness.16 

While it has not been able to eliminate the position of the Environmental 

Commissioner of Ontario (ECO), the Harris government did take steps to curtail its influence. 

As the provincial environmental watchdog, the commissioner and aaffanalyzed and provided 

extensive details in its annual and special reports on the quickly changing environmental 

landscape in the province. Impiemented under the NDP in 1994, the office's first 

comrnissioner, Eva Ligeti, was an outspoken cntic of the govement's environmental 

(in)actions, specifically renouncing Harris' preference for unfettered economic growth at the 

expense of ecological and human health, as weU as the govement's attempts to reduce 

public involvement in environmentai decision-making. In a highly controversial move. Ligeti's 

five-year term was not renewed in August 1999. Critics held that her abmpt dismissal was 

based on her fort hright stance to protect environmental rights suggesting that "[hler problem 

was that she did her job too well, speaking out fearle~sly.'~' Some even compared her finng 

- - - - 

l4 Clark and Yacoumidis, Ontario S Enviromneni, 32. 

''/6iJ.. 32. 

%5nfield and Jenish, Ontario 3 Enviroment, 2-29, A.4. 

47 Editorial, 'Forced fareweii,' Toronto Stm, 20 Augua 1999, A22 
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to a political payback and a witch hunt a waming to those who dare criticize the 

govemrnent's perf~rmance.~ Ligeti herself admitted that she had not '0een a cheerleader for 

this goverment. 1 have not pulled my punches (about) govenment shortcornings on the 

environmental f i ~ n t . ' ~ ~  

Her replacement, Gord Miller, on the other hand, has been closely associated with 

both the federal and provincial Progressive Conservative parties. An environmental consultant 

and former MoE bureaucrat, MiUer is also connected to the forest and waste management 

industries. Selected by an 'independent' review team dominated by Tory MPPs. he has been 

branded by critics as a governrnent 'lapdog7 and 'apologia' in light of his (in)actions and 

views on environmental problerns in Ontario including the suggestion that the Walkenon 

water scanda1 was not due to privatization initiatives taken by the govemment; ignoring the 

questionable quality of North Bay's water system; and not holding Gulf Canada legally 

responsible for an oil spill contaminating the water supply of Port Loring." However. 

catching opponents off guard, the Comrnissioner has spoken out against the government 's 

plans to allow spon hunting and angling in provincial parks and the continuation of urban 

"Joel Ruimy, 'Outspoken environmental watchdog fired.' Toronto Stm, 1 9 A~ugua 
1999, A4. 

'910el Ruimy, 'Heat's on over fired watchdog' Toronîo Stur, 20 August 1999, A8. 

'Olan Urquhart. 'Miller gives Tories a bad name on environment,' Toronto S m ,  19 
July 2000, A25 



spraw! on the Oak Ridges moraine. Miller also ended up renouncing his original position on 

Waikerton in a special report criticizing the governent for its role in the tragedy." 

Shortly d e r  Miller occupied the ECO chair, Hams named Dan Newmm a 

backbencher, as Minister of the Environment. A surprise appointment, Newman replaced 

Tony Clement who served paradoxicdy as Minister for both the Ministry ofEnvironment and 

the Ministry ofMunicipal Anairs and Housing, an agency promoting urban development ofien 

on sensitive agricultural and ecological areas." Inexperienced in environmental issues. 

observers note that Newman's selection to the executive post signais the govenunent3 

intention to fùrther relegate the environmental portfolio at the bottom of the political agenda. 

impiying that the MoE might become a junior rninistry. As one of his caucus colleagues 

observed. Newman "will do what he is told. That's the kind of people Mike likes."" Touted 

by critics as an 'environmental lightweight' and a 'puppet', the Miniaer's nomination 

confirms Harris' goal to centraiize the bureaucracy . As a Liberal opponent remarked. "[vlery 

" Bili Schiller. 'Environmental watchdog nays out of imer circle,' T m i t o  Star, 
29 July 2000, A21. The rnost recent annual ECO report was submitted to the provincial 
legislature on November 1, 2000. See Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Changing 
Perspectives - 1999 2000 Anmnml Report (Toronto: ECO, 2000). 

"This was a result of a govemment scandai invoiving the former Minister of 
Municipal Mairs, Steve Gilchrist, who is alleged to be involved in a conflict of interest 
regarding housing developrnent on the Oak Ridges moraine. 

53~ichard Breman and Bnan McAndrew, "Dan who' is swom in as environment 
rninister, ' Tormto S m ,  4 March 2000, A8. 



few ministers have any room to operate because the Premier's office is so oppressive, it's so 

overbearing, it ' s so consumed with central c~n t ro l . "~  

The Natural Resources Sector: A New Outlook on Management- 

Privatization and deregulation initiatives undmaken by the Harris govenunent have 

arguably benefitted the nanirai resources sector, specifically the 'troika' of forest, mining. and 

hunting and game intere~ts.'~ Changes to resource policies since 1995 have shown that these 

industries have been granted more political rights and legal privileges usually at the expense 

of citizens' right-to-know about decisions and activities affecting the environment; a reality 

t hat has exacerbated tensions among different resource usen. In this light, the "shift to private 

sector management of public resources represents a rernarkable ideological shifl in Ontario 

public policy-a shifl, and a process, that seems to be institutionalizing the industrial 

management and control of what remains of our natural lega~y."'~ 

* The Forest Industry: Les Regulation, iMore Wood 

Since its assention to power in 1995, the Tory goverment has transformed the 

marner in which Ontario's forests are managed. Restmctunng within the MNR has effectively 

"~ichard Bre~an ,  'Rookie miniaer anogles with a hot potato.' Toronto Star, 5 
Aupst 2000, K 1. 

  hom mas Walkom 'Not the pals they once were,' Toronto Star, 15 Apnl2000, 
K 1 Walkom argues that these three industries have been among the most powerful in 
provincial resource politics. 

%eWi Hanna, 'Politics, Privatization, and the Ministq of Naturd Resources,' 
speech delivered at the Second Annual Workshop on The Harris Agenda on Environment 
& Naturd Resources: From Public Goods to Privatization held in Toronto, 22 July 2000. 



influenced the way the forestry sector operates on Crown lands. However, changes must be 

contextualized acccrding to issues currently affecting the province's forests, mainly the crisis 

in timber supply, the mechankation of labour, as well as the consolidation of forestry 

industry-problems highligh~g Canadians' insatiable reliance on, and over-consumption of. 

natural resource products. 

Ontario has three forest regions: Boreal, Great Lakes-St. Lawrence. and 

Deciduous/Carolinian, each defined by dinerent flora and fauna species, climat es, 

geographical formations. soi1 composition, and growth rates. As human activities such as fire 

suppression and clearcuaing have changed the forests' composition over the years. successive 

eovemmental policies have contributed to both local and regional wood supply crises for both - 
conifers and hardwoods." In fact, it is suggested that overall shortages for conifers will occur 

by the year 20 1 5. " A recent goverment snidy released in 1997 under the Forest Resources 

Assessrnent Policy (FRAP) revealed that the timber supply will substantially decrease 

throughout the next 60 years outlining severai rnitigative options such as the "crearion of 

more replanted forest by dealing with the 'backlog' of harvested areas that have not been 

restocked; opening more Crown lands to timber harvests, including areas north of where 

timber hawesting are currently permitted; increasing investments in silviculture; improving 

"~rennain Lloyd and Catherine Daniel, A t  Work in the Namral Worid: Forestry 
a d  Mning (March L999), 14. This discussion paper was part of the Environmental 
Agenda for Ontario project. 

58Brennain Lloyd, Protected Naturai Heritage Areas in Borenl Eaîl: A Re3powve 
Strateg). (Timmins: 1 7 June 1 998), 3.  This paper was presented to the Boreai East 
Roundtable during the Lands for Life consultation process. 



forest management decision-making; and accepting limitations on timber s ~ p p l y . " ~ ~  Critics 

contend that timber availability estimates have been grossly exaggerated over the past 30 

years, and that even if an additional 10 percent of Crown lands are protected fiom industrial 

activities it will not improve the nate of the province's forests. Some forest management 

plans however, continue to cal1 for a 30 percent increase in loggllig despite a drop of 20 

percent in silviculture investments since 1994.~ 

The crisis in the forests is aggravated by the increased mechanization of the lumber 

industry. Here, major technological advances since the 1950s have displaced hurnan labour 

while wood harvesting and manufacturing has augmented. Statistics pub lished in fie Forest 

I d t m - y  in Oriiurio by Pnce Waterhouse, a report widely used by environmental activists, 

show that between 1989 and 1994, logging increased by 15 percent from 2 1.4 to 24.6 million 

m.'. Dunng the sarne tirne, direct employment in the industry has declined by 74 percent From 

83.500 to 63.300 jobs6' Highly rnechanized harvesting has invariably changed the way work 

is done in the forests having adverse effects on both the social and environmental aspects of 

forestry. On average, companies have replaced 12 workers with each new machine while 

cutting practices have increasingly focused on clearcutting which has increased by 70 percent 

since 1 970. amounting to 94 percent of ail harvesting." Moreover, capital intensive rnachinery 

'?Vinfield and Jenish, Onturio 's Erwirotzment, M. 

6'Partnership for Public Lands, If's Ymr h z d - L m &  for Lije: Whai 's ai Stuke, 
Bulletin. undated. 

6 ' ~ i m  Gray, 'Opportunity Knocks, But Is Anybody Listening?,' WzldZmdNews 
3 0 2  ( S u m e r  1998), 4. 



is forcing businesses to increase the Pace of cutting in order to recoup investments coas. 

Similar trends are also occumng in the pulp and paper sector where jobs have decreased by 

45 percent since the early 1990s- a result of a downturn in the commodities market, increased 

demand for recycled products, as well as rnill inefficiencies." 

Forced to respond to giobal economic demands, Ontario's forest industry has not only 

restmctured its workfiorce, it has had to re-examine its priorities. Arguing that it has to adapt 

to new international realities to remain cornpetitive, "[mlore and more fiequent mergers, 

takeovers and partnerships at the corporate level are one response to the need to reduce cost. 

improve efficiency, and increase access to bot h markets and capital.'* While independent 

logging and sawmill operations are still considered a viable force, the provincial landscape is 

increasin~ly being dominated by large multinational corporations, rnost of which have 

headquarters outside ofthe province. Corporate giants such as Abitibi-Consolidated. Tembec, 

Bowater. Buchanan Forest Products, Domtar, and Weyerhaueser have consolidated their 

holdings to increase profits within a highly volatile sector. This wps recently seen with the 

takeover of E.B. Eddy by Montreal-based Domtar in 1998, as well as the merger between 

McMillan Bloedel and Weyerhaueser in 1999, affecting the Bow of wood to southern 

markets. 

63Lloyd and Daniel A t  Work Ï n  the Nuturai World, 13. 

"<iLfiniary of Naniral Resources, Fores1 hfamgement Transition Team '6 Pack ' 
Fina! Report & Recomrnenctations (December 1996), 6. This document was a result of 
discussions dealing with the transfer of costs and responsibilities f?om the MMI to the 
forest industry. 



Spending cuts relating to forestry issues were initially associated with the NDP 

governrnent, though t hey were exacerbated by the implementation of the Comrnmi Seme 

l<ewhrfior~. By the year 1997/98, the operating budget reiated to forestry was reduced by 

$4 5.9 million. Staff reductions within daerent sections of the Forest Management Branch 

ranged anywhere fiom 27 percent to 68 percent flecting the monitoring, scientific. as well 

as technical and policy hnctions of the MNR? In fact, lack of personnel and financial 

resources have forced the Ministry to accept legal responsibility for non-cornpliance of its 

own Class D~vironmentai Assesment of Timber Mmgemenr on Crowrt b t &  and the 

!'r:.wi Forw Szisrainability Act? In 1998, environmentalists won a court challenge 

recognizing that the Ministry of Natural Resources was "approving work schedules without 

proof that the Forest would be rnanaged suaainably; approving pians which lacked any 

sustainability indicators; and arbitrady extending tirnetables for phasing in new standards?" 

Since then. there have been more studies demonstrating that the government's monitoring 

"Winfield and Jenish, OntWu S Emitottmenr, 4-2. See also, Kevin Hanna 
' Poiitics. Privatization, and the Ministry of Naturai Resources' . 

h6The Sitma Legal Defence Fund and the Wildlands League aarted a lawsuit 
against the MNR in 1996. In 1998, the Ontario Divisional Court ordered the Miniary to 
arnend the Elk Lake, Upper Spanish, and Temagarni forest management plans, a decision 
upheld by the Ontario Court of Appeal the same year. For an outline of alleged 
contraventions by foreary companies, see Environmentai Commissioner of Ontario, 
(7ha~~gig  Perspectives, 95 -99. 

"Winfield and Jenish, Ontario Iv E~tvitornne~~t, 4-5. 



capacities have drastically declined leading to more pollution and damaging cutting 

practices? 

In conjunction with the cost cutting measures taken by the Progressive Conservatives, 

there is an increasing trend toward the privatization and deregulation of forest management. 

Evidence points to an acute transfer of power away fiom the MNR over the past fifieen years. 

Uliile estimates show that in 1993,70 percent of Crown land was leased to forest companies. 

up fiom 12 percent in 1985, the current government 's goal is to delegate al1 decision-making 

aut hority to the forest industry." The privatization ofthe province's forests, primarily effected 

under Sustainable Forest Licenses (SFLs), is being facilitated by provisions in the ( r o ~ v r  

Fbresi Strstainobility Act (CFSA) enacted by the NDP goverment in 1995. .4s companies 

uement. are forced to take on a greater role in planning, monitoring, compliance, fire mana, 

silviculture. and data collection, SFLs have, on the other hand, allowed for more long-tem 

cenainty and enhanced tenure. Here, extended tenure rights entail the replacement of 

tradi tional 5-year cutting pemits, or Forest Management Agreements (FMk), with SFLs 

which cary 20-year licensing deals subject to automatic renewal on condition of compliance. 

Moreover. the development of a compensatory program redressing logging corporations in 

"See. for example, Sierra Legal Defence Fund and Wildlands League, Clitti~rg 
drozmd the Rzrles ( A p d  1 998): 1 -3 6. 

6%loyd and Daniel, At  Work in the NaturuZ WorId, 14. 



the event of lost revenue renilting frorn inaccessibility to Crown forests demonstrates the 

extent to which econornic senirity is a prevalent concern for the industry.'* 

While the CFSA paved the way for fkther corporate tenure rights, it is the so-called 

6 Pack report that has guided the MNR's forest policy direction since 1996. The result of 

private negotiations between Ministry and forestry representatives, the Forest Murragernetir 

ïiar~siiion Team '6 Pack ' Report & Recomrnendafions airned to "find a biend of program 

transfers, cost reductions and trade offs-quid pro quos-that would satisfy the imperatives 

of both govemment and industry withart compromising the high siu~iciards of fores1 

slrsrair~ubiiiy."" Arguing for more certainty in the wake of global economic pressures and 

changing social expectations relating to foreary practices, part of the report calied for 

strenghening the tenure structure designating 60 percent of the province's Crown lands for 

use in perpetuity by the forestry sector. Accordingly, it is acknowledged that implementing 

a comprehensive land use program would facilitate the acquisition of a secure land base 

'Were. the MM( becomes accountable to private interests, no longer acting as 
arbitrator between the fores industry and public interests. As such, citizens are now 
forced to interact with license holders as the govemment is hcreasingly divesting itself 
from resource management responsibilities. Wintield and Jenish, Otzfario 4 Enviruriment, 
4-3. See also, Thomas Walkom, 'Ontario's public land remains a cheap giveaway,' 
Torollto Star, 20 November 1998, A2. 

"~inistry of Nanird Resources, Forest Mmugemenr TrmuVfron T e m ,  5 .  
Emphasis mirie. The report highiights the concept of intensive forest management as a 
way to increase timber production. However, there are ongoing debates among industry, 
governrnent, environmentalists, and academics regardhg its definition and applicability to 
nahiral resource management. 



ensuring a long-tem supply of timber;" goals that would be fùlfilled by the Lands for Life 

initiative. 

+ Mining and Exploration: Paving the Road to Ontario's Precious Rocks 

Sirnilarly to the politics governing forest management, matters pertaining to rnining 

and exploration have been invariably transfonned since the implementation of the Ckrnrnori 

Seme Rr~du~ion.  Here, The Govemment Savings andResnuciuring ACZ played a major role 

by increasing the corporate leverage of the mining and prospecting sectors. enhancing 

economic security for an industry influenced by a highly volatile international commodiries 

market. Brietly. omnibus Bill 26 

+ weakened the [Mitting Act's] provisions for the approval of mine closure 
plans by the Ministry of Northem Development and Mines (MNDM); 
+ eliminated the requirernent that rnining companies post realizable financial 
securities to ensure that if'they go bankmpt the taxpayer does not have to pay 
for the closure of their mines; 
+ exempted information related to the financiai assurances for mine closures 
provided by rnining companies fiom fieedom of information requests; 
+ removed the requirements for the delivery of annual repons on 
implementation of closure plans to the MNDM by mining companies; 
+ exernpted holders of mining c l h s  From liability for pre-existing mine 
hazards; a,qd 
+ exempted proponents who voluntarily sunender rnining lands fiom any 
future environmental liabiiities even if they arise as a result of the proponent's 
actions. 73 

In an industry renowned for leaving behind a large ecological footprint, the move towards 

deregulat ion arguabl y has shut out citizens frorn partaking in decisions related to mining 

activities, decisions with potentially significant environmental consequences and health 

%id., 2 1; see a h ,  Bi t  Griffin, 'The Six Pack Report' Highgrader Mogazi~le, 
-clay/June 1997, 7-9. 

  infi field and lenish, Ontario S Envito~iment, 5- 1 . 



impact S .  This is particularly the case with mine closures where the MNDM has divested itself 

from irs responsibilities as regulator in the interest of the public good. Here, cenification for 

closures are no longer reviewed by Minidry staf f ,  instead plans will be approved by 

professional engineers from the private sector. Now the govemment is relegated to the 

position of auditor, preventing it from meaningfully intervening in the mine closure process. 

No longer requiring financial assurances from companies to ded with abandoned 

mines. the govemment has implemented the concept of self-assurance, eliminatin_e the 

industiy's responsibilities to deal with environmental problems arising From extractive 

activities. By relying on the past and current performance records of mining companies. as 

well as a financial means test, the goverment can now exempt corporations From paying or 

providing credit for costs associated with mine ciosures and remediation; a major gamble 

because the "nsk associated with granting self-assurance privileges to a mining Company is 

considerable as the Miniary will be effectively assuming the status of an unsecured creditor 

throughout the life of a pr~ject."~' Putting the onus on the govenunent. and by extension 

taxpayers. to foot the financial and environmentai costs demonstrates the extent to which the 

C'arnrnon S e w  Revolutzon has accommodated business interests. Bill 26 has also led to the 

reversion of ownership of depleted mines back to the public, in effea exempting companies 

fiorn liability. In a province where there are more than 6,000 abandoned mines and 

exploration sites. figures show that approximately 33 percent have fallen into public hands 

due to corporate defaults, costing an estimated $3 billion to cleanup." Under new provisions 

"Lloyd and Daniel, AI Work in the Namai WorId, 25. 

"lbid., X . 
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in the Mining Act, the 'exit ticket' for companies entails them to estimate the costs of site 

maintenance for perpetuiîy; and if this is inadequate, the govemment is responsible for the 

balance, a pian essentially changing the dynamics of the governing stmcture and promoting 

corporate irresponsibility. 

Aiready struggiing with a tamished environmental record, both abroad and 

d~rnestically,'~ the fact that the rnining industry is reluctant to implement rnechanisrns 

increasing public participation and monitoring of its activities does not improve its image. 

Citizens' right-to-know was curtailed considerably when the Harris govenunent scrapped an 

$8 million mine inventory program originally implemented in 199 1. Now funds are only 

allocated under emergencies to hire expens in order to assess environmental hazards and 

reclarnation costs associated with abandoned sites, suggesting the lack of a pro-active 

approach toward negative ecological realities resulting from mining aaivities. Eliminating 

requirements for companies to deliver annual repons regarding mine reclarnations. as well as 

exempting them from subrnitting financial assurances for mine closures as freedom of 

information requests, are other obstacles to public participation. While the govemment has 

ensured that corporate costs and transparency are no longer impedirnents to doing business, 

it has however engendered "less predictability, and certainiy Iess commonality in terms of 

'6Three recent high profile mining disasters invoiving Canadian 
companies-Boliden Ltd. blarned for a burst tailings dam in Spain (1997); Marcopper 
bfining Corporation, a Company partly owned by Placer Dorne, involved in a tailines 
disaster in the Philippines (1 996); and Cambior responsible for a cyanide spi11 in Guyana 
(1995)-point to the industry's lack of technologicai security. For an outline of negative 
environmental impacts caused by mining and exploration activities see, for example, 
Nonhwatch FKhu 's MitldiBg the Mines, Buletin, undated; and Lloyd and Daniel At  Work 
i l ,  rhe Natrmd World, 1-32. MiningWatch Canada is also a good resource, see intemet 
site: www. miningwatch. ca 



operating standards. For the public, it means increased nsk, decreased access to information 

about Company operations, and vanishing confidence in the ability of govemment to govern 

in the public interest."" 

Drastically weakening the Mining Act by reducing the role of govenunent as replator 

ailows the activities of the exploration and mining industry to be conducted with minimal 

constraint~.~' While the Ministry of Nonhem Development and Mines has seen a surge in its 

operat ing expenditures since the Harris govemment took power, sections within the Mnistry 

dealing with the environmentai consequences of mining nich as the Mine Rehabilitation 

Branch experienced both budgetary and staffcutbacks. In 1996197. its budget decreased by 

$1.3 million and founeen workers were dismissed leaiing only two mine inspectors in charge 

of monitoring mine reclamations througtiout the whole pro~ince.'~ On the other hand. the 

Progressive Conservative govenunent has continued to provide subsidies and tax incentives. 

demonstrating its commitrnent to the industry. Some examples include an annual $2 million 

"~loyd and Daniel, Al Work in the Nutwal World, 26. 

78Bill 16 also amended the Public La& Act redefining the way prospecting is 
done in Ontario. The push to designate more Crown land to mining exploration was 
confimed by removîng permit requirements for activities such as clearing, dnlling, 
blasting, stripping, moving heavy equipment, and building trails. The govemment's 
commitrnent to the exploration sector was particulariy seen in 1996 when it opened the 
Temagami region to prospecting activities. Rejecting recommendations made by the 
Temagami Community Comprehensive Planning Council, the govemment sanctioned the 
' b  igg est -and the last-st aking msh ever" . Wuifield and Jenish, Onmio 3 E ~ ~ r o n m e n t ,  
5-2. 

?Lloyd and Daniel, At Work in the Naturd World. 26. 



gant for prospectors under the Ontario Prospectors Assistance Program as well as a 5-vear 

fieeze on al1 mining taxes, fees and licenses relating to the Mit~ïtzg Act effective since 1996.~ 

* Hunting and Fishing Interests: Privatuing Wildlife 

The trend toward devolution of authority to private and non-govemmental entities is 

particulariy evident in the hunting and fishing sector. Since forming the govenunent in 1995. 

the Progressive Conservatives have brought about many administrative changes to the 

province3 fish and wildlife management plans- f ie  Gown~rnertt and Smirrgs  aixi 

Ilrsfrirc~wi,ig Ac! being largely responsible for amending this portfolio. 

Under Bill 26, the Game and Fish Act was amended creating a special account for 

income arising h m  imposed fees and licenses relating to recreational activities. The Fish and 

Game Fund. created in 1996. e a m k e d  monies to be spent solely on projects and actiblties 

directly relating to fish and wildlife population management, thus insulating the sector From 

the cutbacks and restructuring initiatives afFecting other areas of governent such as heaith 

care and educat ion." Control for the fund's administration was given to the Fish and Wildlife 

Advisory Board, primarily composed of anglers and hunters; a concem for critics who aryed 

that the cornmittee would potentially only deal with the management of game species instead 

of exarnining the overall health of ecosy~tems.~' In January 1999, the iïsh ami WiIdIrfe 

(b,srri.utiotr AC! (1 997) replaced the Game mtd Fish Acr, which led to further privatization 

allowing greater miristend discretion in the creation of regdations and application of 

">Winfield and ienish, Ontario 3 Environmit, 5 4 .  

" Walkom, 'Not the pals they once were', K I .  

"W~nfield and Jenish, Ontario 's Emiromnent, 4-13. 
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legislation. as well as encouraging management partnerships with the private sector. The 

nurturing of a 'client-centered' relationship, based on the notion that natural resource users 

are consumers. is especially evident through the govement's prerogative to devolve 

management responsibilities to organizations nich as the Ontario Federation of Anglers and 

Hunters (OFAH), Ducks Udirnited, the Ontario Commercial Fisheries Association. and the 

Bait Association of Ontario. 

The close ties between the Ministry 0fWatura.i Resources and Ducks Uniirnited as wefl 

as OF..W-both considered as hunting and conservation groups-indicate, for example. how 

these organizations have gained politicai and bureaucratic leverage in the provincial 

landscape. Ducks Unlimited, for example, was granted a 'perpetual' agreement to partake 

evclusively in policy forrnulation and monitoring of any prograrns related wetland ecosystems. 

As such the h c k i  Uniirnited WeYeilmak hfmragemerit Agreement signed in Apnl 1997, 

heralded a new approach to policy-making as it commits the MNR to hlfill a set of negotiated 

conditions." A similar developrnent is seen with OFAH whereby it has gradually become the 

central player in the province's wildlife management portfolio. As conservationkt goals were 

institutionalized in provincial politics due io pressing urban development and pollution 

threatening fish stocks and wildlife populations, and by extension hunting and fishing 

opportunities, the organization and the "governent bureaucracy it lobbied becarne so 

83 The tems agreed upon detail the roles and responsibiIities of both pmies within 
the policy-making domain, emphasizing the transfer of Uiformation including 
communication arategies the exchange of scientific knowledge, and the undertaking of 
environmentai reviews. 



entwined as to be vimiaiiy indi~tinguishable"~ suggesting "as much an entanglement as a 

relationship. "" OFAH'S influence is seen through its control over hunter training and licensing 

programs-originally administered by the MNR-as weii as its attempt to distnbute material 

promoting hunter education in hi& schools7 and its successfd lobbying carnpaign to reduce 

the huiiting age from 15 to 12 years. 

The entrenchment oflegal rights for hunters and anglers in the province is another step 

taken by govemment introducing opportunities for potential litigatiod6 The creation of a 

space fostering a reciprocal client/business relationship, ensunng political and legai 

accountability, is seen through the proposed Heritage Huriting onJ F~shztzg Act. With this 

Act. the govemment is ready 'Y0 legally recognize heritage hunting and fishing practices in 

Ontario and acknowledge the role anglers and huaers have played in environmental 

conservati~n."~~ Here. the premise of the Act purports that hunting and fishing is a 'heritage' 

activity infemng that it is a constitutional nght protected under section 2 of the ('limer of 

"Walkom 'Not the pals they once were,' KI. 

8 5  .4 senior civil servant quoted anonymousiy in ibid., K 1.  

'The legal challenge initiated by OFAH against the MNR regarding the Spnng 
bear hunt demonstrates how the govenunent is susceptible to liability despite having close 
ties ciith the plaintiff'. Having canceled the hunt in January 1999 to appease a volatile 
constituency in southem Ontario prior to an eleaion-ostensibly influenced by the sawy 
media tactics employed by the animal rights group International Fund for Animal Welfare 
whose campaign was funded by entrepreneur Robert Schad-the govemment prolonged 
the FalI bear hunt by two weeks as well as compensating hunten and ouffitters affectai by 
the termination. OFAH argues that the '%an on kilhg b a r s  each spring infMges the 
fkedorn of hunten to express themselves." Walkom, 'Not the pals they once were', KI.  

'7hiorth~at~h, ? l e  Environmental Boopmt: An Amipis of the b .  Harris P l m  
for Ontario, Bulletin, undated. See a h ,  letter to the Editor, Mark Holmes, 'Hunting is 
part of our heritage,' Toronfo Star, 6 September 2000, A24. 



lbghisand Freedoms. In a similar deveiopment, the MNR is working closely with the Ontario 

Federation of .4nglen and Hunters to drafl the C h e r  on North America's Hunting 

HeNtage-using Arnerican constitutional legislation as a model-an initiative bent on 

ensuring that hunting is recognized, and celebrated, as a traditional and cultural recreational 

experience. '* 

The discourse of rights based on tradition and ancestry is perceived to be analogous 

to Aboriginal and treaty rights recognized in the Canadian constitution. While not directly 

targeting Abonginal peoples, the govemment's intention to codify non-Natives' rights to hunt 

and fish, aiong with its downloading and pnvatization plans, has funher dienated indigenous 

interests since the province still does not a m  Aboriginal and Métis hunting and fishing 

rights, nor does it recognize treaty rights regarding natural resource management. In fact. the 

M?W has of-loaded responsibilities such as commercial fishing, wildlife management, 

forestry management, bait fish regdation, and hunter education to private user groups except 

Aboriginal peoples. " Disregard for treaty and Aboriginal rights reflects the opinion t hat 

indigenous concems are simply another special homogenous interest-a view that permeated 

'"The fontm for fonnulating the final version of the Charter was through the 
Premier's Symposium on North America7s Hunting Heritage held in Onawa, 23-27 
August 2000. An Arnerican expon, this conference was hoaed by Mike Harris and drew 
hunters, outfitters. and firearms exhibitors from dl over North America, inciuding Mexico. 
Critics hold that this meeting was a platform for the govemment to announce fùrther, if 
not full, privatiration plans of the fish and wildlife management sector. See, for example, 
Rosemary Speirs. 'Hunten angry as Harris prepares for summit,' Toronto Star, 22 August 
2000, A7. 

89Correspondence from David McLaren, Communications CO-ordinaror for the 
Chippewas of Nawash, to the Abonginal Rights Coalition, dated 28 April2000. 



the Lands for Life discussions which ended up i g n o ~ g  the existence of Aboriginal economic 

concems and cultural attachent to the land. 

This chapter has shown how neo-liberal perspectives have permeated the 

environmental and natural resource policy domains since the introduction of the Cornmon 

Sense Hr~?oltition in 1995. It has dernonstrated how citizen participation in environmental 

decision-making has become more limited in iight of bureaucratic and legislative changes 

instinited under the Progressive Conservatives. Budgetary and staff reductions at both the 

Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Natural Resources has affecteci the delivery of 

services to the public, as well as undermined ecologicai protection and human health. Diluting 

environmental aatutes and policies to reduce the cost of doing business in Ontario is 

attributed to both the govemment's concem to be a cornpetitive subnational state within the 

context of a rapidly integrating global economy, and to its ideological stance toward neo- 

liber al ism and neo-conservatism-interpretations that have informed its approach to 

environmental issues? While the Harris government has enhanced political rights for natural 

resource industries through means of deregulation and privatizatioh ultimately benefitting 

activities that have contributed to the cultural identity ofthe province, it has not accorded the 

same opponunities to the generai public which is expe~encing reduced access to decision- 

making processes. 

CK) Concem over the government7s handling of environmental problerns was 
confimed in a Ipsos-Reid poll conducted for the Progressive Conservatives. Released in 
January 200 1, results show that approximately 75 percent of Ontarians believe that the 
Hams govemment is failing to protect the environment. See Caroline Mailan, 'Pol1 rakes 
Tories on pollution,' Toronto Stur, 5 January 2001, Al ,  A6. 



The proposal to formulate a comprehensive land use plan is set within parameters that 

define the protection of the natural environment as a bureaucratie impediment. .As will be seen 

in chapter four, it is the pervasive neo-liberal political clirnate espousing eficiency and the 

privileging of specific interests that has provided a h e w o r k  for the Lands for Life 

consultation initiative-not oniy contextualizing the types of questions that were posited. but 

influencing the choice of poiicy-rnaking instruments used throughout the process. 



CHAPTER FOL% 

The Lands for Life Consultation: A Public Affair? 

The Lands for Life initiative has to be anaiyzed in the context of the current political 

and economic climate prevailing in Ontario. Like other environmental policies, land use 

planning issues were put into question by a govenunent intent on realigning provincial 

priorities according to neo-liberal themes. The action pian initiating Lands for Life derived 

from an electoral promise made by the leader of the Progressive Conservative Party. Mike 

Hams, in 1995. Making a personal pledge to complete the provincially protected naturai areas 

and park system the outcome of the land use program ended up being tied to the 

aovemment's political performance; Lands for Life became an indicator of the Tories' - 
cornmitment to the environmental portfolio, an a r a  under intense scmtiny in light of the 

eenerally dismal environmental record accumulated following Harris' ascendancy to power. - 
To this end, the following is a descriptive account of the Lands for Life framework with the 

intention of demonstrating how demands were articulated during the consultation phase. The 

o v e ~ e w  of the natural resources policy community identifies the key policy actors and their 

arguments as well as the policy instniments used to make decisions. Considering the events 

and issues that unfolded-rnaùily the exacerbation of regional cleavages, the prominence of 

the wise use movement, and the predominance of economic arguments in land use 

discourses-during the consultation process contributes to a clearer explanation as to why 

Lands for Life moved behind closed doors. 



Changing realities in ~tura.1 resource management provided the govenunent with the 

means to undertake a comprehensive review of land use plans affecthg 45 percent of the 

province's territory. In an attempt to keep in check the growing uneasiness emanating from 

competing interests in a landscape with decreasing naturai resources, the govemment sought 

a quick and effective solution to a problem perceived to be lirniting the province's economic 

output. Xccording to then MM1 Minister Chris Hodgson, prior to Lands for Life there was 

"no mechanism for the timely resolution of conflias. The dispute-resolution process is 

backlogged. Battles over land-use decisions are causing costly delays. Resource-users are 

uncertain about the funire."' New perspectives on ecological knowiedge and resource 

management. in conjunction with updated data on consumer demands for natural resource 

products and multiple uses of Crown lands such as tourism, recreation, and protected areas, 

have also given the impenis to renegotiate land use pians. The replacement of Strategic Land 

Use Plans (SLüPs) and District Land Use Guidelines @LU&), directing resource allocations 

for alrnosr twenty years, became the target of revision for a Fore inclusive and up-to-date 

planning program compatible with the present understanding, and projected future use, of 

natural resources. As transfoming consumption patterns and new information on ecosystems 

have necessitated a different outlook on natural resource management, the need to provide 

a conducive environment for economic growth is emphasized by the govenunent 's 

' ~ i n i s t r y  of Nanirai Resources, Lands for Llfe: A Cornmiment tu the Fufzïre 
(Toronto: Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1997), üi. 



understanding that "[n]atural resource industries require a stable and predictable land and 

resource base on whch to operate if they are to attract long-tmm investment."' 

As the provincial government considered the economic ramifications of a disjointed 

process, environrnental pressures were also part of the equation. Challenging the Progressive 

Conservatives' outlook on the environrnental ponfolio, ecological activists dernanded an 

increase in biodiversity protection in Ontario to meet international standards set by the United 

Nations' World Commission on Environment (WCED) and the International Union of 

Conservation and Nahire (IUCN). Calling for the minimum 12 percent required to maintain 

ecologicai features at a sustainable level. these organizations provided advocates a tangible 

figure for lobbying polititians and their constituents, as well as business. However, dissenting 

opinions argue that this is an inadequate measurement because it is a "misleading, highly 

publicized, and dangerous estimate, which was based on ignorance of the importance of 

ecoioçical processes"' noting that a benchmark ranging from 33 percent to 66 percent is more 

appropriate to ensure the protection of biodiversity at the provincial. national. and global 

Ievels. 

Aithough the repeal of many environmental laws and regdations has made it harder 

for environmentalists to successfully protect more green spaces fkom industrial aaivities, 

irrespective of their capacities or political approaches, a high profile campaign to protect more 

'Ministry of Namral Resources, A Lund Use Planning System for O~ztario S 
~Vatzrrai Resozrrces (Toronto: Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1997), 3. 

3 Ted Mosquin, Peter Whiting, and Don McAlister, Cm& 's Bidiversify 
(Ottawa: Canadian Museum of Nature, 1995), 130-13 1. See also, Stephen Bocking. ed. 
Biodiversit-y in Cm&: Ecologl,, I b ,  and Action (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 
2000). 



wilderness areas could not be ignored by the provincial government. Here. the Endangered 

Spaces Prograq introduced by the World Wddlife Fund in 1989, aimed to establish a 

network of protected ecologically signtficant areas across the country by the year 7000, and 

a system of protected marine areas by 20 1 O.* A national program endorsed by the federal and 

provincial eovemments, the Progressive Conservatives could not renege on a promise made 

by their Liberal and NDP predecessors without facing critical opposition from a public 

sensitized to the importance of protecting key ecological landscapes. It was in this context. 

that Lands for Life, a new land use process ostensibly designed to increase Ontario's 

protected spaces, becarne the govement's vehicle to trumpet its cornmitment to 

environmental issues. 

The Lands for Life Objectives- 

As Premier Harris stated, Lands for Life "is about long-tenn protection and 

conservation. It is (the governent 's] commitment to future generations. "' Publicly t outed 

as a program aiming to set aside more green spaces, Lands for Life was introduced with the 

desire to resolve land use conflicts among naturai resource users. The need, therefore, to deal 

with increasing multiple, ofien non-compatible activities on Crown lands, has forced the 

current government to sponsor a comprehensive land use planning program; an initiative that 

'It is instructive to note that the Endangered Spaces Program is also an initiative of 
the Canadian Parks and Wddemess Society (CPAWS) and the Canadian Nature 
Federation (CNF) of which the Wildlands League and the Federation of Ontario 
Naturalists (FON) are a a t e s ,  respectively-situating three principal actors in Lands for 
Life: the World Wildlife Fund, the Wildlands League and the FON. 

'Mnistry of Natural Resources, A Cornmitmeni tu the Future, i. 



would co-ordinate the integration of three components: the demand for additionai protected 

areas and parks, the development of a resource-based tourkm policy, and the creation of 

economic cenainty for the forest indu~try.~ 

The 'completion' of a protected areas and park system came under the banner of the 

Nature's Best Action Plan. Studying the feasibility of designating more Crown lands as 

protected spaces, the plan was to guide policy-makers to consider the ecological. social. and 

econornic impacts of land use planning and management.? Through gap analyses. used as 

identification tools, Nature's Best aimed to determine the most appropriate sites to represent 

currently non-protected ecological features to be added to the 265 existing provincial parks 

and four nature reserves. as well as the 37 parks and conservation areas that were at different 

stages of implementation in 1997, pnor to the introduction of Lands for Life. The aspiration 

was to "show how best to protect some of [the] landscapes and describe the processes that 

will lead to fast. fair and open decisions on land use."%aturere-s Best then was an blNR 

'~ inisuy of Natural Resources. Lands fur Llfe: Great Luhs-Si. h~murer~ce 
Plmuiitzg drea. Tabloid published by the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Planning Area 
(September 1997), 2. 

'Ibid. 4, Another part of the background literature introducing the Nature's Bea 
Action Plan however, acknowledges that "[i]denti£jmg, protecting and managing parks 
and protected areas takes tirne and requkes the consideration of many viewpoints", 7. 



policy directive inteaded for the selection and protection-as well as a edel ine for the 

regulation-of future p a r k ~ . ~  While the h e w o r k  acknowledgs the necessity for public 

involvemeni in the decision-making and management of green spaces, the MNR indicates the 

need for the creation of partnerships with the private sector under the pretea of 'shanng 

responsibility'; hinting that it is retreating from its role as environmental steward and reylator 

in the interest of the public good.1° 

Finding appropriate ways of enhancing tourism opportunities in the province was 

another stated goal ofthe Lands for Life project. Here, the integralion of the 1997 Resource- 

based Tourism Policy in land use planning-a policy recognizing the importance of the 

tourism industry in northem regions with the objective of promoting the economic and 

ecolo~cal aspects of the sectorl'-becarne an integral. albeit contentious issue during the 

Lands for Life consultation process. As the fastest growing industry in the world and 

Ontario's fourth largest industry, the benefits accrued by the tourism sector. which includes 

"For a detailed andysis of the Nature's Best Action Plan and its ecological 
implications. see Thomas D. Nudds, Chriaopher P. Henschel, et al. "Protected Area 
Networks: Assessment of Ontario's 'Nature's Best Action Plan and Recommendations,' in 
Parks ajrd Prorrcted Arem Research in Ontario, 1998 /Park Reseurch Fonim of 
Ot r mzo- PRFO) Anmal Gerierd Mrr iing Held in Peierboruugh, Ontario 5-6 Fèbniary 
1998. eds. J.G. Nelson and K. Van Osch with T. J. Beechey, W. R. Stephenson, and J .  
Marsh (Waterloo: PRFO, 1998): 363-372. An original version of this paper was subrnitted 
to the Lands for Life roundtables in Febmary 1998. 

'Winistry of Natural Resources, A Cornmitment ru the Fzitrcre, 7. In the article, 
'Comments on Parks and Protected Areas Research with Speciai Reference to Tounsm,' 
in Parks mlJ Proiected Areas Research in fitario, 1998, Patrick Lawrence notes that the 
prerogative for developing partnerships is partly attnbuted to the govemrnent's shrinking 
investrnent in the parks and protected areas portfolio, 105. 

"Ministry of Natural Resources? Orttcnio 's Living Legucy: Proposed Lmrd Use 
Slraiegy (Toronto: Queen's Pnnter for Ontario, 1999), 8. 



ecotounsm, adventure travel as well as hunting and angling expeditions, depend on a 

comprehensive land use poiicy aiming to reconde industriai versus recreationd uses of 

Crown lands, raising again the theme of access to the land and the need for the 

accommodation of multiple interests. 

The Lands for Life initiative dernonstrates how the govermnent's goal of protecting 

more Crown land is intirnately connected to industry's access to naturai resources. The 

M N R ' s  land use policy directive was based on studying the viability of extending a more 

secure land base, and by extension, creating economic certainty for the highly volatile forestry 

sector. As such, the project's intention was to provide the foreaq industry the opponunity 

to a "secure. sustainable land base on which to operate"" fostering an environment conducive 

to long-terni investment plans in both forest management and renewal. Charged with a 

mandate to ensure investor confidence, Lands for Life aiso had to address issues affecting the 

wood supply shonage and the declining quality of timber, dong with resource codicts 

perceived to threaten capital investment opportunities in Ontario's forestry sector Despite 

changes to forestry regulations resulting from the Commun Serw Revolir~ion, as outlined in 

chapter three, the govenunent notes that "it will make sure the forest industry meets its tough 

provincial standards for keeping forests heaithy. The forest industry is monitored and wili be 

audited. Companies that don? foUow the rules will be penalized"," this despite the MMt 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, L d  for Lrfe: Boreal East P h i i n g  Areo. 
Tabloid published by the Boreai East roundtable (November 1997), 2. 

"~inistry of Nahirai Resources, A Cornmintent to the Future, 10. 



being - held legally responsible for contravening its own Timber Class Environmental 

.&sessrnent and Crown Foresis Sustaillclbili~ Act. 

+ A closer look at the Lands Tor Life policy directives 

The MNR's outlook toward land use planning-airning for a more comprehensive and 

simpler approach-reflects its restructured bureaucratic organization. The government's neo- 

liberal perspective, emphasizing econornic efficiency while attempting to re-engineer the social 

and political fabric of the province, is visible in its land use policy goals. 

The contents of promotional materials introducing Lands for Life, dthough vague, 

seem to promote environmental objectives. A closer reading, however, reveals the 

government's econornic agenda. On one hand, the importance of a flexible approach to land 

use planning is acknowledged; a process ultimately influenced, and driven, by social and 

environmental concerns as opposed to a focus based on scientific and technical values. 

Conversely thou* it is implied that environmental decisionmaking mua conform to an 

economic. read business, rationale emphasizing order and rigidity, thus engendering 

predictability . This is particularly the case in A b z d  Use PlmNng S'stem fur Ot~tario S 

A'drrral Resources which outlines the desired outcornes of Lands for Life. Here, the first two 

of seven points expound the need for sustainability and protection of healthy ecosysterns, 

foliowed by the assurance that "land and natural resources are planned in an ordedv way; 

allocation of naturai resources is efficient and fair; economic development associated with 

nanirai resources i s s e w e d  mid enhced ;  meaningful op pominities for client involvement 

111 decision-makirig are provided; the Crown receives a farr retum for the use of natural 



reso~rces."~' This hi-ghly stmctured approach to policy-making suggeas that bureaucratic and 

corporate ideais take precedence over environmental values implying that land use planning 

can be itemiled, ignoring that it has to be dealt with in a holistic r n a ~ e r . ' ~  Defining ecological 

reaiities according to a rules and pnorities-based approach essentially undermines the 

unpredictable forces of nature! As econornic rationalizations accommodating industrial 

act ivit ies tend to pervade the politics of natural resource management, policy-rnakers tend to 

become unresponsive to alternative ideas and forms of goveming that promote ecological 

integrity. '' 

The sug_eestion that the Lands for Life project will be guided by principles of 

sustainability using an ecosystem-based approach, is confirmed by the Mm's  mission to 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, A Lmid Use PinaWlg Systern, 3. Emphasis mitre. 

''Similar conclusions were reached in an analysis of Beyoiid 2000, the MNR's 
strategic planning and decision-making direction document, made by Northwatch. 
Consumptive rather than conservationist approaches to natural resource management 
infonn the Ministry's desired objectives. Northwatch, 'Beyond 2000-Ministry of Fianira1 
Resources Strategic Directions,' EBR Regiary Number: PB9E4002. See a h .  Canadian 
Parks and W~ldemess Society, 'Revision of MNR's strategic directions (Beyond 2000),' 
EBR Registry Number: PB9E40002; and Clark and Yacoumidis, Ontario 's Eiiviroment. 
79. 

'"ee. for example, Torgerson, ' Obsolescent Leviathan'. 1 7-33; and Doem and 
Conway . fie Greening of Cm&, 6-7. 

171n his article analyzing the recent experiences of land use planning in British 
Columbia. 'Parks and Protected Areas - Integrating the Ecological, Social and Econornic 
Context in Land Use Planning - Lessons From Bntish Columbia,' in Parks and Protected 
Areus Research in Ontario, 1998, Derek Thompson notes that although the process was 
based within a strict framework, it became irnperative to 'tetain some flexibility", thus 
forcing policy-makers to senously respond to ecologicai, social, and cultural issues 
emerging dunng the consultation and implementation stages of the program. Protected 
areas in Bntish Columbia now make up 10.6 percent of the provincial landmass, 80-92. 



"contribute to the environmentai, social and economic weU-being of Ontario, through the 

sustainable development of natural resources."" This however. is another example 

demonstrating the ambiguity of Baintaining ecological protection and promoting the 

corporate agenda. An ill-defined concept, sustainable development is considered by some as 

a tool embraced by political institutions to conveniently rnask pro-development ideals.ln 

Looking at the MNR's role in land use policy-making, it is in a fundamentally contradictory 

position; not only is it the guarantor of Crown lands, the govemment is primarily committed 

to economic growth as evidenced by the Cornmon Seme Revoluiion mott-'Ontario is open 

for business'. Incorporating sustainabie development within the Lands for Life rhetonc helps 

provincial authonties to placate public concerns over the rate of natural resource exploitation. 

at the same tirne assuring the corporate sector that development c m  continue without major 

challenges. 

Sustainable development, as a popular concept addressing the news between 

industrial activiry and ecological concems, critics argue, has been eagerly appropriated by 

business as it "rejuvenates discredited neoliberal and technocratie clairns.. . that the inventive 

potential of capitalism, science, and technology and the supenor Iogic of the market [are] 

efficient rneans of allocating scarce resource~."~~ In this particular context, sustainable 

'%iiMiniary of Natural Resources, A Lmd Use Pimmiriig Sysrem, 2. 

19See, for example, Joel Novek and Karen Kampen, 'Sustainable or Unsunainable 
Development? An Analysis of an Environmental Controversy,' in Cmdli(R~ J m l d  cf 
Suciology 1 7: 3 ( 1  992), 263. 

'taurie E. Adkin, Tounter-Hegemony and Environmental Politics in Canada," in 
Urgimizz~~g Dissent: Contempormy Social Movements in 7heory and Practtce. znd 
edition, Wdliam K. Carroll, ed. (Victoria: Garamond Press, 1992), 137. 



developrnent justifies continued econornic growth as long as it takes into consideration 

ecological and social justice concerns. This position essentially assumes that scientSc and 

technological 'quick-fixes' can solve the contradictions between development and ecolo@cal 

protection. Creating a space for eco-friendly language, sustainable development tends to 

promote the privatization ofthe public sphere. Here, the drive to align environmental policies 

with econornic objectives, ultimately making "conservation more efficient and less heaw- 

handed"." is based on narrow and utilitarian perspectives of the political redm. Where 

environmental policy domains are subjected to the 'rationality' of the global economy. 

political power experiences a shift-the rights of govenunent are cunailed only to be 

increasingly ganted to the private seaor. 

The cal1 for a systematic, concise, and simpler approach to land use planning is 

consistent with the govemment's goal to mirror business objectives. The search for 

pannerships with the private sector, but also with the federal and municipal levels of 

govemrnent. indicates the retreat of provincial govermental responsibilities. Mile  the role 

of the 3OR as ailocator of natural resources within the province is established, it is noted that 

"[cllear planning direction aiiows the Miniary and its partners to make site-specific decisions 

about Crown lands and resources, to implement programs and to camy out specific projects 

in an integrated and efficient way."" Panners 

industries. conservation clubs, cornrnunities, First 

in this context include resource-based 

Nations, interest groups, al1 of whom are 

"Raymond A. Rogers, Solving History: The Challenge of Emironrneriial Activim 
/;Llontreal: Black Rose Books, 1998), ix. 

%inistry cf Namal Resources, A Lmtd Use Planning Sysm, 5 .  



entitled to provide advice, develop and negotiate planning recommendations, as well as 

partake in the various implementation stages of the process. By equating partners as 

consumers of naniral resources, there is an assumption that to be included in land use plannine 

only those with particuiar interests in resource management have a legitimate place at the 

neeotiating table; suggesting a shifi in the meaning of citizenship whereby citizens are 

increasingiy being identified as clients and consumers and govemrnentai progams such as 

Lands for Life yield 'planning products'. 

Stipulating the full inclusion and meaningful input of participants throushout the 

consultation process, conditions determining the extent of public participation are set 

nonetheless. While specific guidelines instmct the course of public involvement in 

environmental decision-making, the scope of participation in Lands for Life would be largely 

defined according to the "types of decisions to be made. the issues identified. the perceived 

interest and the potential impact of planning decisions"? Stressing the imponance of 

flexibility in an initiative with the potential to exacerbate tensions between different interests. 

the intention is to mitigate disputes by addressing them through interest-based negotiations. 

an approach that "encourages the parties to focus on their underlyins needs, wants and 

concems. rather than on predetemined positions."2' Clearly i d e n t w g  actors and their 

demands not only can lead to the tirnely resolution of critical disagreements, but most 

importantly, it enabies policy-rnakers to label different lobbying efforts according t O economic 

and political importance charac te~ng them eit her as key stakeholders or mere special 



interests." By delinea~g resource industries fYom other stakeholders and the public in the 

Lands for Life promotional documents demonstrates the governrnent's af3inity with the 

province's economic powerhouse. 

The key question here, however, is the proposed role of indigenous peoples in the 

consultation process. Lumping Abonginai concems as another special interest negates distinct 

hkt orical and ciilturd realities, ignoring ownership title to the land. Granted. introductory 

documents do mention the importance of rewgnizing treaty and Aboriginal rights within the 

different facets of land use planning, affinning that plans will not impede on existing land 

daims being negotiated with Canada and Ontario. Moreover, the context and scope of 

Abonginal involvemem is determined upon consultation with First Nation representatives. 

Despite t his, there are no clear provisions or proposed mechanisms guaranteeing pmicipation 

other than the invitation to panake in provincial fonims, regionai roundtables. and local 

citizens committees. This cal1 to participate is of no substance to rnany Aboriginal peoples 

since it ignores the systernic and institutional racisrn pervasive in decision-making stmctures. 

In the case of the Ministry of Nahiral Resources, for example, the lack of cultural. political, 

and legal understanding of indigenous realities, as well as difkrent interpretations of meanings 

prescribed to the land and its resources, are obstacles to participation despite bureaucrats' 

att empts to open the lines of communications with indigenous cornmunities. Funhemore. 

7 i 
--ln 1995, Mke Harris specifically campaigned on the platforni that if elected. his 

eovernrnent would not pander to special interest groups-in this case, any organkation 
Ci 

that did not side with the proposed deficit and tax reducing neo-liberal agenda. Teachers, 
labour unionias, environrnentalists, and welfare recipients, are considered to be special 
interest groups by the Progressive Conservatives. See, for example, D. Ralph, A. 
Regimbald. N . S t- Amand, eds, Mike Harris 's Ontario: Open for Business, CClosed 20 
People (Halifax: Fernwood hiblishing, 1997). 



First Nations and Métis participation in land use planning is rnitigated by the fact that many 

do not recognize the MNR as the steward of their traditional tenitories since such an 

acknowled-ment infiinges on their Aboriginal and treaty rights to the land. There is also the 

potentiai for cooption when integrated into a decision-making system which considers 

.4bori@nal concems as simply another interest group competing for access to natural resource 

management .16 

The imprecise references to Aboriginal involvement in Lands for Life is syrnptomatic 

of the Harris govemment's approach to indigenous issues. The ruling party's adherence to 

neo-liberalism have left First Nations and Métis even more politically rnarginalized as it 

refuses to recognize Abonginai sovereignty and treaty rights to the land." Lhwilling to CO- 

operate with First Nations according to a ~overnment-to-governrnent basis-in contras to 

the YDP's policy directives-relations between the province and Abonginal nations have 

drastically detenorated since the Progressive Conservatives came to power in 1995. the fatal 

shooting of A. Dudley George from .4azhoodena (Stoney Point First Nation) on September 

%ee. for example, Joe Radocchia, First Nations Righrs in Land Use m d  
Resoirrce Developme~u in Northenl Ontario (Toronto: York University, 1 993), 3 0-50. 

"See, for example, Government of Ontario, The Aboriginal Policy Frumework: 
Supportilzg Abori~nai Self-Reliance ir;hroirgh Ecoriomic Development (March 1 996). For 
an account of Harris' policy toward Abonginal peoples, see Tullia Marcolongo, 'No Place 
for Native Rights in Tory Agenda,' in Soitahité 6:3 (Fall 1996): 10-1 1. This article 
appeared in a newsletter published by the Abonginal Rights Coalition (Project North). 



6, 1995 by the paramilitary Tactical Response Unit of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) 

was the culminating factor," whereby recently released documents show that former MNR 

Mnister Chris Hodgson was directly involved? Skepticism and deep distrust in the Han% 

govemment 's rhetoric have defined Abonginal-provincial relations. And in a land use planning 

contea where the inclusion of Aboriginal peoples is ostensibly promoted. there are no 

provisions for the discussion or integration of traditional indigenous environmental knowledge 

in Lands for Life, suggesting that conventional scientific approaches and values continue to 

inform the M ' s  conservation strategies. 

This section has brought attention to the Lands for Life objectives. The languase used 

in the introductory documents serves as an indicator, a measurernent to gauge the 

 ovem ment's stated intentions to the actuaI outcumes. First, the MNR's move to increase - 
pannerships with public and private sector groups in the naturd resource management 

portfolio is in tune with the goals of the Cornmon Seme Revoiuti~n-the transforming 

"~udley George was among many activias that originaily re-occupied traditional 
Aazhoodena land in 1993, temtory seized by the federal government in 1942 to build 
Canadian Forces Base Ipperwash. The Aazhoodena Enijbaajig extended their land daim to 
neighbouring Ippemash Provincial Park in 1995 to protect a burial ground which Miniary 
of Natural Resources officials refùsed to recognize. Premier Hams still refuses to cal1 a 
public inquiry amid aiiegations that he, dong with fomer Solicitor- and Attorney- 
Generals. personally or as a team, gave orders to the OPP. Aboriginal rights advocates 
accuse the government of a cover-up and have brought the case to the attention of the 
United Nations Human Rights Coinmittee. For a hiaon~al perspective of the land claims, 
see Sharon 07Sullivan, ' Aazhoodena Not Yet Returned,' in Solidarie 8: 3 (Wtnter 1998- 
1999): 4-5. The article by Richard Brennan, Peter Edwards and Harold Levy, 'lppenvash: 
The death that won't stay buned,' Toronto Star. 2 September 2000, K1, K3, describes the 
most recent political and legal activities surrounding the George family's and human rights 
advocates' quest for justice. 

")Peter Edwards and Harold Levy, 'Minister 'not bit player' at Ipperwash.' 
7bronro S~ur 20 November 2000, A4. 



eovernance structure has affected the way seMces are delivered to the public as non- - 
govemmentai organizations are taking over responsibilities previously associated with 

eovernmentai institutions. Second, advocating a sustainable development approach to land 
C 

use planning potentially favours industrial preferences this set within the context of reducing 

the cost of doing business in the province, usually at the expense of the environment. Third, 

the Lands for Life documents purpon the importance of including ai1 'stakeholders' in the 

consultation process. This piuraiist perspective on interest articulation and representation 

perceives al1 groups as having an equal chance to participate in land use policy-making-a 

view which tends to ignore the power dynamics between established groups and the 

bureaucracy; For example, the historic and economic interconnections between the MM( and 

resource extraction industries. Most imponantly, this approach does not acknowledge ihat 

systernic and institutional racisrn are a bamier to Abonginal participation in environmental 

decision-making. Upon closer inspection then, the Lands for Life goals denoting inclusion 

may acnially complicitly prornote exclusion, factors that set the tone for the roundtable 

consultations. 

The Proposed Scope and Planning Stages of Lands for Lift- 

A geographical area encompassing approximately 46 million hectares, or 45 percent 

of the province-ranging fiom the Ontario-Manitoba border in the nonhwest to the 

Haliburton highlands in the central-eastem parts of the province-the Lands for Life 

boundaries spanned frorn the 45" to the 51" parallels containhg 58 percent of Ontario's 



forests and 1 1 percent of Canada's forestsN ( Appendix B). The replacement of the Strate@c 

Land Use Plans and the District Land Use Guidelines with a new planning system leading to 

a comprehensive land use policy was to be done in two phases: land use planning-which was 

hnher divided into regional planning and sub-regional planning-and operational planning. 

Both land use planning and operational planning were to incorporate provisions fiom 

existing legislation such as the Public Luridr Acr and the Mitring Act. as well as relevant 

Ministry ofNatUral Resources policy directions to ident*ng future land uses. From this. the 

MNR would derive strateges for specific resource sectors, such as forestry, mining. and 

tourism. Within the regional land use planning context. which was divided into three 

regions-Boreal West, BoreaI East, and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence-the objectives were to 

"identi. policy for al1 naturai resource sectors; establish the Framework for sustainable 

resource management; define sustainable resource supply; allocate resources and set land-use 

direction for forestry, naturd heritage and resource-based tourism; identify opportunities for 

huntiny and fishing; and consider compatible uses.'73' Consequently. three roundtables. one 

for each region were established to mess the ecological, social, and economic impacts of 

resource allocation. 

The second part of land use planning, the sub-regional level, never hlly matenalired. 

Background information suggested that the Boreai West, Boreal East, and Great Lakes-S t. 

Lawrence regions would be tiirther divided into nvelve to fifteen planning units examining and 

integrating detailed management plans and land use directions at the micro-level. Within this 

'"Partnership for Public Lands, It 's 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, A 



phase the MNR planned to establish sub-regional roundtables to ensure that local interests are 

represented in resource allocation. 

Operational planning, the final stage, is intended to deal with the impiementation of 

regional (and sub-regional) land use strategies at the local level conducted by the MbR and 

resource stakeholders, including the Ministry's partners; the administration would be done 

in accordance wit h policy guidelines such as the Forest Mmuzgemettt Plmmitig ~bfanîal and 

the Pro\*i,tcial Park Mmagernent P/m~nziigMam~a/. As plans vary in size and scope. ranging 

From forest management to individual projects requiring an environmental assessment, 

existing Local Citizens Cornmittees are expected to play an important advisory function. 

providing "advice on planning procedures, review and improve the local idormation base. 

assist in the development and review of management approaches, and resolve local issues."" 

It is expected that the negotiated outcornes of Lands for Life will take a few years to be fully 

implemented whereby both the SLUPs and DLUGs would be phased out to be replaced by 

the Regional Land Use Strategy and Sub-Regional Land Use Plans. 

+ The projected schedule for public consultation 

The Lands for Life public consultation and decision-making process was originally 

intended to last approxirnately one year, from July 1997 to the summer of 1998; a ngid time 

frame demonstrating the speed at which the governent wanted to complete the land use 

program. Proposing to convene the roundtables in June 1997 and aart public consultations 

in September and October, by November, the three cornmittees would present various land 

use options for public review. In tum, they were to be anaiyzed by the planning members 

"lhid., 9. 



throughout December and January to determine the preferred designations for each region. 

From this, three land use strategies would be submitted to the Minister in March. After 

responding by April, the draft strategy would be made public throughout May for appeals 

pnor to the approval of the finai strategy in the surnmer of 1998. 

With a tight deadline, the proposed schedule set in motion a flurry of activities. 

Staning with the establishment of the tems of reference dong with the identification of 

objectives, issues and background informatioc the roundtable consultation process was to 

provide four opponunities for public involvement to provide information and community 

perspectives, review land use options, and comment on the final land use strategy ( Appendix 

C). This however, was not to happen as it becarne apparent to the govemment that 

rneaningful public involvement is a complex and time consurning endeavour. Beginning in 

September and October 1997, the roundtables' public consultation segment consisted of 

integratinç concems, opinions, personai, and scientific evidence on the preferred allocation 

of natural resources from participating individuals and organizations. A second round of 

public input started in the winter and spnng of 1998, this time to review proposed land use 

options resulting from the public's input. Here, each roundtable released a different number 

of options. each with varying degrees of industrial use and protected areasJ3 

To arrive at the preferred land use option, the roundtables gathered information fkom 

an array of sources including presentations, questionnaires, work booklets, fmes, telep hone 

conversations, e-mails, leners, repons, scientific documents. as well as public meetings. 

33See, for example, the tabloid published by the Boreal East roundtable outlining 
ils five proposed land use options. Ministry of Naturd Resources, Preliminary Land Use 
Options (March 1998): 1-23. 



rermlar - roundtable meetings, provincial forums. and workshops. By the end of the process. 

more than 15,000 people had participatedY with the deadline extended twice for roundtable 

members to finish their work-first from April 1" to June 30" and finally until July 3 1". 

Ho wever. the Minister of Naturai Resources refused to aiiow a third extension. citing the 

"need for certainty - for a hasty conclusion to Lands for Life"." effectively cunailing the 

expected third round of public input intended to review the roundtables' draft 

recommendations prior to being submitted to the Muiister's office. As such, the final options 

from the regional roundtable were given to Snobelen in draft form resultiq in the 

Cotzsoiidazeii Recornmen&tiom of the Boreal West. Boreai and Great Laks-St. 

Lmrreme Roirrzd 7oble.s released in October 1998. Touted as a successful public exercise by 

the Harris government, critics contend that it was a race to came up the province's natural 

resources citing that a similar process in British Columbia under the auspices of the 

Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE), took three years to achieve j6 Not 

only did roundtable members not complete their mandate, the tight time fiame given to 

respond was considered to be inadequate. In a process characterized by difficult technical and 

scientific information-beyond the expertise of many participants-and extremeiy large 

3 4 ~ h e  MNR estimates that 7,000 of a total of 66,000 work booklets sent. or 10.6 
percent, were retumed with cornments. Moreover, by July 1998, the roundtables had 
compiled a mailing lia of 17,000 addresses. 

"Correspondence from MNR Mtnister John Snobelen to Bob Gray, Great Lakes- 
St. Lawrence roundtable chair, dated 28 April 1998. 

%Ky Ferguson, 'A great giveaway, but most Ontarians aren't invited,' The Globe 
a d  Mail. 9 March 1998, A 1 1 ; Correspondence from Bremain Lloyd, Northwatch co- 
ordinator, to members of the environmental coalition, dated 24 October 1997. 



regions of study encompassing different ecologid, econornic, and cultural realities. 

contributed to a sense of confusion and ultimately becarne obstacles to rneaningfùl 

discussions. As one A b o n e  participant noted, "IW]e hear about speedy deadlines and it 

seerns the province is in a rush to get things done before anyone finds out what is really soine 

on.'"" 

+ Lands for Life in action: The three regional roundtables 

The three regional roundtables, Boreal West, Boreal East, and Great Lakes-St. 

Lawrence. were the principal policy-making instrument set in place by the Ministry of Natural 

Resources to facilitate public participation in its new land ose planning system. Increasingly 

becorninç the policy style of choice, especially in the wake ofheightened public environmental 

awareness and calls for more inclusivity in decision-making processes, the 

rnultistakeholder/roundtable configuration arsably opened the negotiating landscape. Here. 

conflict resolution focuses on process building whereby environrnentalists. business. 

eovernment. and other interested parties participate in open, less formal fomms; multipartite 
Y 

bagaining theh has legitimized policy decisions "provid[ing] the state with excellent 

opportunities for claiming credit and avoiding blarne" and uses the "consultations as a way 

of mobilizing consent for poli~ies."~~ 

" ~ 0 ~  Michano, chief of the Pic River First Nation quoted in Doug Gale, 'Pic 
River chef c d s  Lands For Life 'camouflage, smokescreen,' 7he Murathon hfercur): 25 
November 1997, 1. 

"Hoberg, 'Environmental Policy', 339; and Howlett, 'The Round Table 
Experience', 580-60 1. 



Wit h the Lands for Life general policy framework set in place, the roundtables had the 

leverage to determine the direction of the consultation process albeit with guidance from 

loosely defined t e m s  of reference as outlined in Ihe Guidelires for the Prepara~ioir of 

Hegimzal Land Use Strutegies s p e c w g  the different stages of the planning process; the 

scope and approvai process of land use planning resulting in the Regional and Sub-Regional 

Land Use Strategies; the proposed timeiine; the extent of public participation; as well as the 

financial and human resources needed to undertake the p r o j e ~ t . ~ ~  hstructed by the MYR ro 

provide final recommendations for the proposed comprehensive land use plan. the 

roundtables' mandate to mdy the current and future uses of natural resources in Ontario-as 

projected for the next twenty years-was based on four issues: cornpleting the parks and 

prot ected areas syst em; integrating resource-based tourism in land use planning: ensunng 

ereater economic cenainty for natural resource industries, and improving hunting. fishng, and 
C 

other recreational opponunities in the provhce-of which hunting and fishing, as well as 

rnining objectives were later additions to the Lands for Life scope of study. Along with the 

aim of conducting wide-ranging public consultations, the roundtables were responsible for 

determining the best uses, targets, and strategies related to resource allocation including 

applying relevant policies and guidelines to affected planning areas. Being a multistakeholder 

3%niary of Natural Resources, A Lund Use Plm~zi~tg Systm, 13. The Guidelines 
were introduced after the three roundtables staned their mandate, and were ody in draft 
fom. See Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Open Doors, 123. 



process. roundtables were also to resolve codicts among different interests t hrough both 

traditional and alternative dispute resolution methods." 

..\nalvzing the roundtables' composition provides an insight into how the members 

camed out their mandate and how the three regional land use arategies. forming the basis of 

the Lands for Life recommendations, were fomulated. Each region was assigned 13 

cornmittee members and a chair, the overall makeup intended to coUectively represent the 

diverse interests and values found in each region of the province." Appointed by the blinister 

of Natural Resources, and convened in lune 1997, the members are from different 

professional bac kgrounds having specific interest in natural resource management. While the 

'standard list of interests' included foreary. rnining, trapping, hunting and angling, tourisrn. 

naturalists. environmentai consultants. municipalities, and First ~ations," the panels were 

dominated by me* reflecting the current gender imbalance in natural resource management 

sectors 

Concerns over the roundtables' configuration already emerged prior to the <tan of the 

consultation process. Evidence suggests that environmentalists were among the first to raise 

warnings 

'%id., 14: and Ministry of Natural Resources. Lands for Llfe: An Inn~t~crzon ro 
Regioiral Imrd Use Sfrate@es (Toronto: Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1997), 7. 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, A Lmd Use Planning System, 14. It is important 
to note that by the end of the consultation process each roundtable ended up with 12 
members as a result of resignations. 

"See. for example, the brochure Great Lukes-SI. Lowrence R d  Table hfernbers 
(Febmary 1998), providing biographies of the GLSL regional roundtable. 



about the roundtables. perceiving them to be skewed in favour of industrial interests. As one 

critic said, "1 would suggest that in their current composition, the roundtables probably will 

tell the minister exactly what he wants to hear," adding that "1 thinlc that's why t hese people 

were put in this position. It is no secret that the naturai predisposition of the Harris 

eovemrnent is in the direction of resource extraction? These comments are eenerally - 

representative of concems expressed by three regionai environmental coalitions, Nonhwatch. 

Environment North, and the Pamiership for Public Lands which, in order to counter potential 

bias toward industrial interests, urged their constituents to lobby roundtable members 

provid ing t hem wit h perspectives conforming to environmental values. While no t ovenly 

criticizing roundtable members, the Partnership, for exarnple. warned that "it is very. very 

important for anyone concemed about wild areas and the handing over of public lands to 

industrial uses to make your concerns known to the Round Tables during the nea few 

weeks. . because after that they will be sitting down with MNR staffto work on maps of who 

cets what."" This. and similar requests-consistently made by environmental groups - 
throuçhout Lands for Life-were aiso a way to raise awareness of the land use exercise. an 

4 3 ~ a n  McDemott, former executive director of Earihroots quoted in Jill Mahoney, 
-Entironmentaiists fear forest sellout in store for Ontario,' ? l e  GIobe artriMail, 13 
August 1997, AS. See also, Richard Mackie, 'Fi@ for Nonhem Ontario escaiating,' 77te 
Globe andMail, 5 Augus 1998, A5; and Northwatch, Laru& for Life - Onturio's 
I ~ n d -  bke Pianning Process, Bulletin, undat ed. 

UPartnership for Pub tic Lands intemet site: www.web.net/wild/latest. htm 



initiative that despite various media attention was still obscure to many Ontarians by the end 

of the public consultations." 

The sense of urgency emanating from environmental interests prodding the public to 

become involved in the roundtable initiative was aiso based on the understanding that political 

and personal relationships cm potentîally influence decision-making outcornes. Critics arped 

that with a majority of roundtable members having either direct or indirect connections to 

resource industries, personal sympathies effeaively outplayed the roundtables' goals of 

compromise, jeopardizing consultation since the beginning. The close ties between roundtable 

chairs and the Progressive Conservative par ty  were considered obstacles to fair land use 

negotiations. The chair ofthe Great Lakes-St. Lawrence roundtable, Bob Gray, for example. 

is a conservative supponer. being a Harris appointee to many organizations including member 

of t he Tory party and the forest industry funded Canadian Ecology Centre. Like. Gray. Boreal 

East roundtable chair Bettyanne Thib-Jeily is aiso a conservative, and both were advocates 

of the highly controversial Adams Mine waae management project. For his part. the former 

chair of the Boreal West roundtable, Leo Bernier-later replaced by Bob Michel. ais0 a Tory 

supporter-was Minister of Naturai Resources from 1972 until 1977 under the Bill Davis 

eovemment who? dunng the Strategic Land Use Planning (SLW) exercise in the early 1980s. 
Y 

was adarnantly opposed to the creation of additionai protected areas lobbying behind the 

scenes to scunle the land use program.16 In a process touted as a consensus-based decision- 

45See Thomas Walkom 'Ontario's public land remains a cheap giveaway.' Toronio 
S~ar. 10 November 1998, A2; and Ian Urquhart, 'Lots of trees under Tory wilderness 
plan?' Tomtro Star, 1 7 December 1998, A29. 

%erald W an, Proteczed Places, 3 47. 



making exercise. the politicai preference ofthe roundtable leaders. which essentially mirrored 

the Han-is government's utilitarian inclinations toward natural resources, was potentiaily seen 

as a deciding factor in the discussions whereby "a consensus at the round tables has corne to 

mean asking the mining and forest industry what public land they would be willing to let 

others use.'47 The reality of single-industry towns however, shows how penonal, 

professional, and kinship ties play an important role in community dynamics. While industries 

are of&en considered p i k s  of northern municipalities, a stable source of employrnent, they 

are also involved on a social level, contributing money and personnel to various charity, 

educational, health. and recreationai aspects of comrnunity life." It is this comples public- 

private interplay that is integral to consider when analyzing the outcornes of the Lands for 

Life roundtable process. 

The potential for prejudice against strong environmental considerations in land use 

planning was also a result of the lack of direction from the Ministry of Natural Resources. 

Critics blamed the MNR mininers, Chris Hodgson and John Snobeler~,'~ for providing 

conflicting directives throughout Lands for Life; while one of the original mandates was to 

'complete' the provincial park and proteaed areas system, Hodgson's personal preference 

for multiple use as a plausible land use designation, for example, was made public several 

"Richard Mackie, 'Last protected trees may be facing me,' The Globe mzd Mai(, 9 
June 1998, AS. 

"President, Environment North, interview by author, 2 1 October 2000. 

' 3 0 t h  Chris Hodgson and John Snobelen worked on the Lands for Life ponfolio 
dunng separate mandates as Miniaers of Natural Resources. 



times."' Hi& level bureaucratic involvement in the planning initiative was also evidenced in 

a letter fi-om John Snobelen encouraging cornmittee members to "stay largely within existing 

governrnent policy, but ... that they can recommend exemptions or modifications on a site- 

specific ba~is" .~~  suggesting that the govemrnent wanted to maintain the aatus quo as 

opposed to its public portrayai of Lands for Life as an innovative and dynamic land use 

program. That there was no clear indication hunting and angling or mining issues would be 

p a n  of the Lands for Life mandate-at least in publicly released background 

material-signaled that the process lacked clear and comprehensive organization. 

Contnbuting to the confusion was also the MNR's failure to devise a clear set of rules 

delineating the parameters of Lands for Life. Insteaci, each roundtable formulated the terms 

of reference that guided planning decisions at their own discretion which, critics argue, 

allowed them to "simply cave the Ontario landscape up according to dominant interests 

represented on each Round Table."" Discrepancies tended to define the consultation process 

as each roundtable used difkent approaches to fomuhte land use strategies. The Boreal 

West roundtable, for example, did not publicly release its objectives, while the Boreal East 

'% an effort to appease the mining community, Chns Hodgson wrote in the 
.Vorrhenz Mher that the MNR would give full consideration to the industty's coveted 
multiple land use concept. Chris Hodgson, 'Minister defends Lands for Life process.' 
.Vorthem Miner, 20-28 April 1 998. 

5'Ron Reid, 'GLSL Haliburton Meeting Resu1ts7, 12 December 1998. 1. In his 
memo to members of the environmental community, the author paraphrased 
correspondence from Minister John Snobelen to Great-Lakes-St. Lawrence roundtable 
members. 

"Partnership for Public Lands, 'Protected areas f d  off the table as Round Tables 
put logging and mining first'. Information presented at a press conf'erence in Toronto, 8 
June 1998,2. 



roundtable released detailed draft of its goals. but did not corne up with a conclusive version; 

as opposed to the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence roundtable which published its terms of 

reference d e r  public review. Inconsistencies resulting from varying roundtable planning 

interpretations were starkly made evident by the Boreal East roundtable which pnoritized its 

eoals by ranking ecologicai issues 15' and 16m, f i e r  the fira three which were employment. 
C 

mainraining mining extraction activities, and forea produ~tivity.~' The most disturbing 

development emerging from the MNR's lack of direction however, was the fact that some 

roundtable members proceeded to challenge existing land use policies, specifically those 

pertaining to the creation and protection of green spaces. In her annual repon. former 

Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Eva Ligeti, noted that the roundtables "implicitly 

recommended that MMX abandon its policy direction to complete a syaem of representative 

parks and protected areas. They have dso explicitly recornrnended changes to pemitted uses 

in parks and conservation reserves, to ailow for more commercial uses."" 

W' l e  econornic considerations were the pnmary objectives of the three roundtables, 

attention to Aboriginal interests also became secondary items during Lands for Li Fe. This 

became obvious to First Nations who originally participated in the consultation phase of 

Lands for Life. As the roundtables were determinhg the allocation of natural resources, read 

the privatization of traditional lands, without Aboriginal consent, there were dlusions to the 

importance of indigenous involvement. As the GLSL chair wrote: 

"Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Open Doors: Ontcrrio 's Enviror~rnerztai 
Bill of Rights, 1998 A n d  R e m  (Toronto: ECO, l998), 129. 



Round Table members have benefited from the perceptions of many people 
- none more than the words offered to us by Aboriginal participants who 
graciously took tirne for dialogue. And while it is clear that Lands for Life is 
subservient to the treaty, governance and land rights interests imponant to al1 
First Nations, we are now better able to offer recornrnendations on land use 
actiklties which take into account the social, cultural, economic, and spiritual 
needs of Abonginai people." 

For many Abonginal peoples howwer, it became clear that the roundtable discussions were 

not meaningful. While rnany cornmunities made presentations and provided written briefs, 

others. like nations part of the Grand Council Treaty #3, boycotted the process. .As one 

person noted, the roundtables are "just a camouflage and smokescreen for the continued 

pnvar kat ion of Ontario's lands and resources and the dismantling of the Mnistry of Xaturai 

Resource~."'~ Even though three Aboriginal people were roundtable panelists. it will becorne 

clear in the following pages that the government considered them token representatives. 

ignoring their economic, political, and cultural realities in the three planning regions. and 

lumping al1 Aboriginal views as special interests-this, in aark contrast to those groups 

recognized as key stakeholders such as resource extraction industries. 

The presence of a majority of roundtable members sympathetic to industrial and 

recreationaf interests was conducive to the acceptance of multiple land use as a planning 

strategy. Critics contend that there was a reluctance to oppose powefil industrial interests 

" ~ o b  Gray, 'Round Table Chaimian's Message', 21 January 1998. 

'6Gale, 'Pic River chief, 1. 
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which essentially led to a consensus during roundtable discussions." Corporate influence 

dictated that Lands for Life became an exercise in diwying up Crown land which business 

was willing ro give up or compromise for protected areas, whereby the onus was put on 

environmental int erests to wrestle pockets of green space fiom industrial activities. According 

to the Partnership, industry 'highjacked' the process by consistently refusing to seriousiy 

consider the possibility of creating new parks devoid of naniral resource extraction. It became 

obvious to them that an 'industrial veto' was at play, "dismissing one protected area after 

another. dismissing cornmunity and public aspirations, and bring[ing] the process down to the 

level of intimidation and misinformation."" This sentiment was conflrmed by Nonhwatch 

which noted that the roundtablesuare only too aware ofthe difficulties in their own processes. 

and have indicated.. . they recognize that a threatening environment has been created for some 

speakers"." On another note however. there are indications that some roundtable members 

were genuinely interested in arguments proposed by environmental interests such as the 

econoric benefits of ecorourism and leanhg about the impacts of Lands for Life on both a 

national and global scale, especially in relation to NAFTA, [UCN ecological definitions and 

"III the case of the GLSL roundtable, this was confirmed by the fact that 
dissenting information and views opposing industrial interests were not recorded, and 
roundtable members did not bother to correct misinformation. Environmental laver,  
i n t e ~ e w  by author, 3 February 2000. 

"Pmnership for Public Lands, intemet site: www.web.net/wild/prom2.htm 

'9Correspondence from Northwatch CO-ordinator. to members, dated 28 Apnl 
1 998. The author notes that as a result of the negative atmosphere pervasive during the 
consultation meetings, the roundtables would "pay close attention to the input they receive 
in writing and through the workbooks7', 1. 



classifications, international forest standards certification, and the 1992 Conventioti on 

Bioluflcal D i ~ e r s z t y . ~  

Holding information sessions, workshops, and open houses, the roundtables travelled 

across the province to integrate different perspectives and concerns on land use not oniy fiom 

their specific region, but also kom urban areas in southem Ontario, including London 

Kingston Toronto, and Ottawa. Although having a minimal role the Provincial Fomms. were 

also a vehicle used to collect input from provincial-level inter est^.^' As the roundtables 

members undertook their work, an elaborate structure was created to accommodate the 

idonnation gathered in what would be touted as a successful 'citizen driven' planning 

exercise. The roundtables' role of clearinghouse, facilitating communication and the exchange 

of information between sectors, interest groups, and Uidividuals, was enhanced by project 

teams employed by each regional roundtable as support mechanisms to deal with policy. 

planning, and administrative questions. Working closely with MNR staff and sub-cornmittees, 

roundtable rnembers assembled information tiom a variety of sources, mainly from written 

briefs and letters, as well as oral presentations from the public. Expressing a diversity of 

opinions, presenters talked about their personal and professional experience in different 

sectors related to naniral resources. At a roundtable public meeting held in Sudbury in 

%oreal West roundtable member, interview by author, 16 November 2000: 
Presiden. Environment North, i n t e ~ e w  by author. See also, Reid, 'GLSL Haliburton 
Meeting Results', 6; and Northwatch., 'Protected Areas Strategy Meeting - Boreal East 
Roundtable', June 17, 1998, 1. 

"The forums included a multitude of organizations ranghg from municipal, 
agricultural, mineral, energy, environmental, Aboriginal, conservation, tourism, 
recreationai, forestry, and hunting interests. 



October 1997. for example, the iist included a cross-section of interests including E.B. Eddy, 

Tembec, Carnbrian Coilege, Science North, the City of Sudbury, Laurentian University, 

Falconbridge Exploratio~ the Sudbury Chamber of Commerce. Friends of Killarney, 

Nonhwatch, as well as five tourist and lodge operators, two fly-in companies. one camping 

association. and three individuals." At another GLSL roundtable meeting in Haliburton in 

December 1997. presenters included members of the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile 

Clubs. the Haliburton Field Naturaiists, Orillia Naturalists Club, the Great Lakes Sea 

Kayaking Association, and representatives &om two forestry cornpanies Tembec and 

Westwind Forest Stewardship Company. AIso, a member of an environmental coalition 

composed of Earthroots, Animal Alliance, Sierra Club, and the Ontario Public lnterest 

Research Group (OPIRG j g roups  opposing the moderate stand and political strategy taken 

by the Partnership for Public Lands-gave a presentation on the need to fully protect old 

rrowth forests and wetlands, and restrict road access in wilderness areas." 
b 

To facilitate information gathering, sub-cornmittees were formed according to the 

different sectors encapsuiating Lands for Life. At the GLSL roundtable, the protected areas, 

forestry, and tourism sub-committees were three examples of specialized teams providing 

t ec hnical planning and administrative support to the roundtables. Through the analysis of 

rnaps. technical and scientific documents and public input, they assisted in the formulation of 

detailed land use options for s p d c  geographic locations encompassing the three planning 

6%orthwatch. 'Lands for Life: GLSL Public Meeting Working Notes', October 
2 5, 1997, 2-4. 

63~eid, 'GLSL Haliburton Meeting Renilts', 4-5. 



regions. N5le some sub-cornmittees conducted assessments using focus groups to get a 

better sense of a sector's views on the planning outcornes, an observer of the Great Lakes-St. 

Lawrence roundtable noted that the integration of al1 sectord interests was one of the major 

challenges facing the roundtables6> This was in part caused by the cornent and dispersion of 

information available. or lack thereof. to roundtable members. Although efforts were made 

by the MNR staff to provide the roundtables with background information in tep l  to 

decision-making, data was ofien unavailable-a fact hampered by a lack of integration 

stemming from "inadequate databases; outdated resource inventories; difficulty in companng 

or combining information from dinerent sources; and technical dficulties with new cornputer 

information systems.'"' The lack of current forestry information for example. was an obstacle 

to the roundtables' ability to make informed judgements regarding future forest management 

strategies Restrictions under the Freedom of Informution onriProfecrtotz of Pr~vuqv.4 cf. and 

the Mbii's reduced research capabilities resulting from funding and staff cutbacks 

undermined the Lands for Life objectives. Here, the results of Hams' Cornmuri Sense 

Rr~olcrrior~ came to light dunng this time, demonstrating how the role of the bureaucracy had 

become limited, More specifically, current wood supply assessrnent studies and detailed 

inventory data previously gathered by the Ministry ofNaturd Resources was now being done 

by the forest industry. ùi addition, this information was ofken withheld fiom members as a 

result of an MNR promise to the forest industry to keep such knowledge confidential. an issue 

6'~nvironmental Commissioner of Ontario, Open Doors, 134- 13 5 .  It is noted that 
various gap analyses techniques were used by the different roundtables contributine to 
inconsistent and disjointed planning. 



exacerbated bv the industry's unwiihgness to share information with the roundtables or the 

public? This in nirn, prevented the roundtables fiom adequately setting protection targets 

within the conte* of the wood crisis facing Ontario. 

+ The roundtables' d n f t  land use options 

Critics argue that the real intentions of Lands for Life were confirmed when the three 

roundtables released their dioerent land use options for public review in the spring and 

summer of 1998. Detailing the total amount of protected areas proposed by each region. the 

Pannership for Public Lands effectively demonstrated that the land use proposais proved their 

position: that the roundtables were greatly influenced by industrial interests ( Appendix D). 

Releasing a different number of preferences-both the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence and Boreal 

West cornmittees presented four land use possibilities and Boreal East submitted five 

options-the results pointed to a wide disparity regarding the allocation of protected areas. 

but a11 plans held the common theme of promoting the status quo vis a vis industrial uses of 

Crown lands. Based on caiculations using the land use option calling for the most protection. 

the Pannership showed that in the best case scenario the Boreai West roundtable added 1.8 

percent from 9.2 percent, Boreal East added 4.3 percent from 2.8 percent, and the GLSL 

region added 3.3 percent from 5.9 percent of already existing protected areas to their land 

base. a total of 9.4 percent?' For environmental interests, the land use options decisions were 

based on procedural flaws. The Partnership pointed out that in ali mes, mining and forestry 

interests either blocked serious discussion about sustainable practices or refused to consider 

G61bid., 136-137. 

"Partnership for Public Lands intemet site: http://www.web.net/wild/latest.htm 
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the possibility of protected areas. At the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence roundtable, for example. 

"most candidate protected areas have been rejected or deferred as a result of industry 

 objection^.'"^ In contravention of the roundtable mandate, Boreal West devised its land use 

options without consensus, but rather by a majority vote.69 

Langiage also played an important role in the development of land use preferences. 

Introducinç new terms nich as remote access area, specid management areas, provincial 

hen t age wat envay reserves, tourism stewards hip reserves, community stewards hip areas. 

wildlife stewardship areas, recreation stewardship areas, forea newardship areas, and general 

use areas gave a semblance of protection, but upon further inspection these designations 

ultimately promote multiple use." Critics believe that the iand use options "contain a 

conhsing array of 'pseudo-protected' areas that allow logging, mining or both. These new 

designations have attractive names Iike 'stewardship', 'reserve', and 'heritage'. but ment 

experiences in B.C. and Ontario show that these management prescriptions are temporary and 

lack enforcement. They are 'window dressing' and [there is] no substitute for real 

protection."" Despite the use of new temiinology dunng roundtable discussions. the lack of 

new wildemess parks, wetland and rare species protection, or the designation of large-scale 

"~artnership for Public Lands internet site: hnp://~ww. web.net/wiId/prod. htm 

"Ibid., 5 .  See also, Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Opm Doors. 129. 

" ~ e e  for example the Boreal West roundtable's tabloid detailing its land use 
options, Ministry of Naturai Resources, Boreal Wesi: Tawards a Regrom1 h z d  Use 
Strateg, June 1998: 1-44. AU three regional roundtable cornmittees also had to deai with 
subjective interpretations of concepts such as 'multiple use', 'wildemess', and 
'protection', often making communication difficult during discussions. 

i'~artnership for Public Lands internet site: http://www.~eb.net/wild/prorn2~htm 



protected areas (greater than 50,000 hectares) in the land use options ultimately showed the 

lack of depth of the Lands for Life planning exercise; a process, to quote the Ministry of 

Natural Resources, intended to "complete a system of parks and protected areas that will 

represent the full range of the province's natural and cultural fea ture~."~ 

While al1 land use draft recommendations were subrnitted to the MNR Minister by the 

July 3 1 .  1998 deadline, it was expected that public consultation would follow shortly afler to 

detemine the best option for each region. However, by the end of August there was no 

indication that citizens would have a chance to participate in the review of the best land use 

plan for their area. Facing pressure from concemed citizens made aware of the issues at stake 

by environmental groups like the Partnership for Public Lands who were certain that "'the 

approaches advocated by the Round Tables rnay well represent a big step backwards for 

conservation in Ontario"." there were s i g s  that Minister Snobelen was distanciny himself 

from the three regional repons. Noting that the roundtables did not reach a consensus and 

thar he would have to review the drafl land use plans to "act in the best interest of the public", 

Snobelen ended up meeting with roundtable chairs to harmonize and modiQ the reports, of 

which the consolidated version was finally released at the end of October 1 998. This approach 

signaled that public participation would be annulled in an attempt to keep the process on 

track but more importantly, it suggested that the governrnent was not ready to deal with the 

fallout of a process which clearly did not meet environmental objectives that Ontarians had 

corne to expect as part of a 1995 Harris electoral promise. In the end, many cntics viewed 

?Wnistry of Naturai Resources A Cornmitment to the Future, 4. 

'3Pannership for Public Lands intemet site: http:/Iwww. web.netiwiId/latest . htm 
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Lands for Life as a 'kery public process, but one which was cnppled by Tory mismanagement 

and mived messages 6om the Minister's office, and one which was terminated in July 1998, 

a full eight months before the 'Living Legacy' announcement."" 

DisiUusionment with the outcome of the process was also clearly stated by Aboriginal 

interests as they nmed boycotting the land use planning initiative. In July 1998, the 

Nishnawbe-Aski Nation, citing that they "will not accept 'special interest group' 

categori~ation".~' recalled the Aboriginal panelists from the Boreal West and Boreal East 

roundtables sending a message to govemment that it would not tolerate the allocation of 

traditional temtories to industry and other usen without their approval. M e r  conducting 

several unsuccessful lobbying attempts to am independent negotiations with govemment 

officials, including MNR Minister John Snobelen, First Nations chiefs formaily announced 

iheir withdrawal from Lands for Life. Demonstrating a show of unity among the major 

provincial political Aboriginal organizations, five chiefs representing the Union of Ontario 

Indians. the Nishawnabe-Aski Nation the Grand Council Treaty #3, the Association of 

lroquois and Allied Indians, and the Independent First Nations, as well as the Assembly of 

First Nations Ontario Regional chief, held a press conference at Queen's Park deplonng the 

eovernment for not acknowled&ng Aboriginal and treaty rights throughout the process. The 
C 

decision to boycott Lands for Life was taken as part of a resolution made at an Ail Ontario 

Chefs Conference in June 1998 which stated that the land use implementations will nor be 

honoured. The governrnent's stance was again demonstrated in a conference cal1 with 

"Northwatch, The EnvironmrntuZ Booprint, 1. 

7'Nishnawbe-~ski Nation, Press Statement, 9 July 1998. 
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Snobelen held in Aupst where there was no cornmitment to recognize the sovereipty of 

Aboriginal peoples in land use decision-rnaking." 

This section has s h o w  that the Pace of the consultation process dong with the 

constituency of the roundtables influenced the nature of the three draft regional land use 

recommendations. Miscalculating the time needed to formulate a cornprehensive land use 

strategy-in light of the arnount of temtory covered, as well as the diverse political. social. 

economic realities existing in the areas studied-was a major factor contributing to 

discrepancies between roundtables. Having devised different planning objectives. the 

roundtables each proceeded at their own pace. In the end though, they were constrained by 

the ultimate deadline set by the Miniaer of Natural Resources forcing them to present the 

preferred land use option for their region without the benefit of a final public review. 

.4lthough there was a high volume of information generated during the public consultation, 

ecological considerations seem to have taken a back seat to econornic concerns. The 

roundtable compositioq characterized by a majority of industrial interests and a lack of 

academic representatioqn did not allow for a detailed analysis regarding the value of 

protected areas. This was exacerbated by a majority of members with limited expertise on 

land use planning having to make decisions on incomplete and dated information, skewing the 

formulation of land use options. The exchange of data between the Ministry of Natural 

Resources staff and roundtable members, which was often inconsistent, was one problematic 

"Nishnawbe Aski-Natio~ intemet: http://www.chiefs-of- 
ontario.org/NAN/decl6b.htm 

"Executive Director, Wildlands League, i n t e ~ e w  by author, 3 1 October 1000 



aspect of the process. As will be seen in the following pages. the lack of information available 

to the public was also a decidhg factor influencing the outcorne of land use final 

recornrnendations. 

The Arguments Explered by Indristry and Environmental Interest+ 

As a multistakeholder process, the roundtables had to consider a variety of positions. 

most of them already deeply intluenced by the political and economic culture existing in 

Ontario. Accordingly, participants fiom al1 sides acquired evidence to present their arguments. 

Lands for Life then, becarne an important vehicle for the public expression of opinions 

regarding the controversial topic of resource allocation, inevitably fl aring tensions and 

exacerbating deep regional, cultural. and political divisions within the province. Here. natural 

resource industries, by nature of their political connections and economic weight. were one 

of the most vocal actors during the consultation phase. 

+ The forest industry objective: Enbancing tenure nghts 

Despite commitments to cooperate in the expansion of the protected areas system, 

evidence suggests that the forest industry was reluctant to make significant compromises 

throughout Ontario's Lands for Life planning process. According to the Partnenhip, positions 

taken by the forest industry contravened the Cmiada Forest Accord (1992) aating that "al1 

rnembers of the forest cornmunity will work towards completing, by the year 2000, a network 

of protected areas representative of Canada's forest, to protect ecologicd benchrnarks, 



protect areas of unique biological value and ensure wildemess experience."'* Six yean later, 

in 1998, the Ontario Forea Industries Association (OFIA), a signatory to the agreement, 

accused environmentalists of working wit h a restrictive meaning of protected areas. 0 F 1 . 4 ' ~  

president noted that "[tlheir definition is parks. And we7re saying, take a look at ail of the 

areas where the industry is not ailowed to harvea right now, be it for moose habitat. be it 

moose comdors. be it areas of protection around la l~es ."~~ According to the organizatioa 

Ontario's "forestry companies believe the amount of land available to them cm only shrink 

when Lands for Life has run its course" adding that "[w]e can't gain. We cm ody lose in this 

process."" Representing the provincial forest industry, the position taken by the Ontario 

Forest Industries Association reflected the rationale commonly used by logging cornpanies 

to justify opposition to designating new protected spaces. 

Resistance to the land use options protecting more Crown land was expressed by a 

representative of forestry gant Buchanan Forest Products Ltd.. who noted that "[elvery 

hectare of forested land in the Northwest MNR Region, md evexy tree on this land is needed 

to run our sawmills ... For this reason we are not in favour of establishing any hnher parks 

Ï8Cornmitment made by federal and provincial fore- ministers, the forest 
industry, and non-governmental organizations in 1992, outlined in Szistainable Foresrs: d 
CanCUJim Cornmitment. Quoted in the Partnership for Public Lands, II's  Your Land: 
Ckmpieti~~g Ontrio 's System of Pa& and Protected Areas, undated, 4. 

mOF1.4 president, Marie buter, quoted in Richard Mackie, 'Fight for Northern 
Ontario escalating,' Globe and Mail, 5 Augun 1998, A5. 

'Paul Bagneli, 'Fi&ting over the forest,' me Finmicial Pas, 1 1 April 1998,9. 



and any further areas where harvesting is allowed."" Similar positions were also taken 

by companies such as E. B. Eddy Forest Products Ltd. and the consortium of Clergue Forest 

Management Inc. whereby the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence land use scenarios proposing a 

minimum of increased protected areas were rehsed on the basis of employrnent reduction~.~' 

Advocating multiple use and an enhanced tenure system guaranteeing compensation in the 

advent of a decreased land base, the forest industry generally called for more governmental 

incentives during the Lands for Life process (Appendk E).To ensure that these objectives 

would be met Tembec, for example, cailed for more subsidies, deregulation, and changes to 

the taxation and stumpage ~yaem.~'  The paradox of resource management was reveaied 

during the Lands for Life process where demands for more financial breaks and programs to 

au-ment certainty within the forest sector were tempered by calls for greater deregulation of 

the industry. 

+ The mining and exploration industry: Prime advocates of  multiple use 

The mining industry's real intentions were also revealed dunng the Lands for Life 

enercise. Despite prornising to adhere to the Whitehorse hfiiiing Iiziriative ( 1994) that would 

"create and set aside from industrial development by the year 1000 those protected areas 

required to ac hieve representation of Canada's land-based natural regions. To ennire t hat the 

"Correspondence (registered letter) to Boreal West roundtable chair Bob Mïchels 
from Glen Swant, Vice-President, Fiber Supply for Buchanan Forest Produas Ltd.. dated 
20 November 1997. Swant's ern~hasis. 

" ~ e e  E. B. Eddy Forest Products Ltd., 'Lands for Life,' March 1998: and Clergue 
Forest Management hc., 'An Analysis of the Lands for Life Preliminary Land Use 
Scenarios: Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Planning Area,' 6 April 1998. 

83Frank Dottori, 'Tembec's Position on Lands for Life,' 3 November 1998.2. 



selection of protected areas is undertaken consiaentiy across al1 juridictions"." the minine 

and exploration sectors have consistently endorsed multiple use as a legitimate form of natural 

resource management. The Nonhwestem Ontario Prospecton' Associatioa for eurnple. 

considered the mixed-use model as a method not only e n s u ~ g  access to al1 land users. but 

a source of cenainty for an embattled industry, suggesting that the "mining is only a 

ternpor- use of the land."g% an industry composed of many junior companies tryiiing to 

make a start in Ontario, prospecting and mining cntics of Lands for Life pointed to the danger 

of a diminishing land base since they "cannot sel1 or rnake deals on these claims. or stake new 

claims under these conditions. Companies cannot raise money, privately or publicly. or spend 

investors' rnoney" where, on the other hand, the "green biobs [candidate parks and protected 

areas] can move any~here.'"~ 

Opposition to the desiqation of new green spaces was particularly evident in 

correspondence between governrnent replators and rnining officials. essentially 

demonstrating the ement to which the MNR and MNDM were ready to succumb to industry's 

demands. Womed that the various land use options being considered by the three regional 

roundtables would create economic uncenainty, the mininy lobby got assurances From the 

highest bureaucratic levels that its interests would be respected. Responding ro coocerns 

expressed by the president of the Prospectors anci Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) 

t hat potential roundtables decisions were jeo pardizing existing and future mining claims, the 

MQuoted in the Pmnership for Public Lands, b 's Yorrr Land, 4. 

"BagneIl, 'Fighting over the forea'. 9. 

861bid., 9. 
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MNDM Assistant Deputy Minister of Mines and Minerais Division stressed that prelirninary 

land use scenarios, with accompanying maps, only "represent unfiitered input that must be 

balanced and integrated with other values such as mineral potential before the Round Tables 

rnake any rec~mmendations."~~ The urgency to appease the mining sector was reiterated by 

both the ministers of Northern Development and Mines and Natural Resources in a letter to 

a PDAC representative stating that they "clearly understand the industry's need for cenainty 

and its need to have access to the largest possible land base in which to explore" adding that 

they "strongly believe in the ability of the Round Table mernbers to make final 

recommendations that will include the ongoing sustainability of rnining."8g This was actually 

confirmed in a letter to Aurogin Resources Ltd. from the chair of the Great Laites-St. 

Lawrence roundtable cladjmg its position on mining rights. Outlining the candidate 

protected areas evaluation process, Bob Gray noted that in the advent of overlapping daims. 

alternate natural hentage sites would be found, and that current mining and exploration 

activities wouid be recognized according to 'interim protection7 status. Moreover. in an effort 

to assuase the industry, the GLSL roundtable ' M l  follow a policy principle that existing 

mining lands (mining daims, leases, patents, and ELO's) will not be recommended to the 

Minister for regdation as parks or conservation reserves. Areas adjacent to the mining lands 

"Correspondence from John Gammon, MNDM Assistant Deputy Minister. Mines 
and Minerals Division, to John Heslop, president, Prospecton and Developers Association 
of Canada dated 21 April 1998. 

'8Correspondence from MNDM Minister Chris Hodgson and MNR Minister John 
Snobelen to Tony Andrews of the Prospecton and Developers Association of Canada, 
dated 14 April 1998. 



ma! be recommended, but an access route wiU be assureci in such area~."'~ While these 

assurances were made privately, blatant disregard for ecological consideration in relation to 

mining nghts was publicly shown by geologist and Boreal West roundtable member. David 

Christianson. Pitting environmental concems against the welfare of cornrnunities dependent 

on extraction activities, he is quoted saying that i f  ennvironmentalists don? wake up and smell 

the dogshit and realize where the winds are, they are the ones who are going to l ~ s e " . ~ ~  This 

statement. and others similar to it, reveaied how the Lands for Life process unleashed basic 

fears arnong participants, resulting in a binary discourse pitting protectionist interests against 

industriai ones, oniy having the effect of exacerbating tensions arnong resource users. 

+ Hunting and a n g h g  interests: Securing the right to hunt and fish 

-4 distinct outlook on multiple use is the one taken by hunting and anoling interests. 

Throuehout the Lands for Life, the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Bunters emphasized 

the potential loss of their 'naturd heritage' resulting From additional protected areas. Like the 

forest and mining industries, hunting and fishing advocates were preoccupied about a 

disintegrating land base on which to perform their activities. Warning that proposed land use 

plans are a real threat to their lifestyles, ultirnately 'displacing' them OFAH used an alarrnist 

approach to incite fear and uncertainty among its membership. Suggesting that "[m]assive 

new park systems that won? ailow fishing or hunting are on the drawing board". and that the 

"nightmare could become the reality if our memben don't speak up and send a strong 

u9Correspondence fiom Bob Gray, chair of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
roundtable to David Rogers, president and CEO, Aurogin Resources Ltd., dated 3 April 
1 998. [ELO's denote Explanatory Licences of Occupation]. 

qagnell, ' F i g h ~ g  over the forest', 9. 



message to the Round  table^",^' the federation ensured its membership that it was ready to 

fight bureaucrats and 'other vocal groups' to preserve their rights." 

By using conservation arguments, OFAH has been able to put a spin on its message 

intended for the roundtables. Noting that they are 'haniralias and wildemess users too". 

hunting and ang1ing interests stress that "[r]egulated angling and hunting is not an extractive 

resource industy.'"' High. opposed to the creation of new parks excluding hunting and 

fis hing. the organization cnticizes the protection of biodiversity, an indicator used as -7he 

justification for more parks, with no regard to the broader landscape, and the fact that habitats 

change with time.'*4 hstead, multiple use in the form of floating reserves has been OF.W's 

focus of attention. Touting advances in environmental science and technology amenable to 

the integration of different values and land use perspectives, floating reserves are considered 

to be the primary vehicle integrating industriai, recreational, and conservation uses of the land. 

Advocates believe that by emuiating natural phenornena a wide ranye of human 

disturbances-not necessady compatibledo not h m  the environment. Acknowledçing 

that 'Ihe effects of this new philosophy have yet to be seen in any meaningful way on the 

"Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters, 'Lands for Life maps a bleak future.' 
May 1998. 

''While cornmanding the govemment's attention, it became apparent during the 
Lands for Life process that OFAH was ready to publicly castigate MNR Ministers John 
Snobelen and his predecessor Chris Hodgson, dong with Premier Harris, in the event that 
a promise made to create multi-use provincial parks was not delivered. 

"Ontario Federation of Anders and Hunters, Key O.F.A.H. Positions on Lands 
for L&: Great Lakes-Si. Lmvrrnce Rrgiw~. Undated. Information found in the Share the 
Lands Ailiance of Algoma press package, 1. 



landscape or to be generdy appreciatod by the  public"^' OFAH is a strong proponent of 

floating reserves, comrnissioning technical papers on the wbject to buttress its views? 

+ Environmental participation: Converging interests? 

As the three regional roundtables began their tint round of public consultations, 

environrnental and conservation interests were among the most active participants in the 

process. However intense the skepticism toward the govemment's handling of the province's 

environment portfolio had grown since 1995, many environrnental groups took up Harris' 

challenge and personal promise to complete the parks and protected areas system. Some also 

saw it as an opponunity to participate in the formulation of a greatly needed comprehensive 

land use plan, "independent of the timber management planning process (which, at present, 

has become a 'de facto' land-use planning process. given the absence of any other vehicle).'*' 

The environmentai lobby, already working on land issues through the Endangered Spaces 

campaign, entered the Lands for Life process with the goal to either maintain or increase the 

95 Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters, Biodiversii)' Cmwrvufioti .Veeds. 
Lhdated. Presentation made at the annual meeting of the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada (PDAC) by Teny Quinney and Edward Hanna, 10. 

"See. for example, Edward Hanna and Mike Martel, 'The Practical Integration of 
Landscape Ecology Principies In An Operational Forest Management Plan'. Undated. This 
document was sent on 8 April 1998 to Bob Gray, chair of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
roundtable From Teny Quimey, OFAH Provincial Coordinator of Fish and Wildlife 
S e ~ c e s .  

'%art hwatc h Ontario 's N i w  Land- Use Planning Process, Bulletin, undat ed. This 
was also a concem for the Pmnership for Public Lands which believed that land use was 
not being properly addressed through forest planning. Executive Director, Wildlands 
League, interview by author. 



amount of green spaces protected nom industrial activities in the wake of a govenunent Uitent 

on demonstrating that the province is 'open for business'. 

The influence exened by industry on the roundtabtes became a major concern for 

ci t kens advocating more protected areas. With financial resources and personnel at t heir 

disposal, as weil as sympathetic roundtable members supporting their objectives, multiple use 

interests were able to influence the outcome of the land use initiative. Opposing corporate 

irresponsibility and narow utilitarian views of the land, many environrnental activists geared 

up to fight a carnpaign perceived to be a fait accompli in the wake ofthe Harris government's 

di smal environrnental track record. Aiready embattled by weak environmental standards, 

legislation, and regulations, the environmental movement in Ontario took up the Lands for 

Life challenge to lend alternative voices to natural resource management. 

Hacing different philosophicai and political perspectives directing their action agendas, 

groups panaking in the consultation process varied in organizational and institutional 

capaciries. Accessibility to financial resources, personnel dynamics including number of 

volunteers and professional aatf, technical and scientific expenise, strategies and priorities, 

size of membership, as weiI as access to media and political connections, determined the 

extent their involvement. Local, regional, provincial and even nationally-based environmental 

organizations rook part in Lands for Life at different levels; writing briefs and subrnissions7 

lobbying politicians, organizing writing and media campaigns, conducting poils. holding 

information sessions attending roundtable sessions and open houses, and organizing rallies 

were undertaken by various organizations to participate in land use planning. Most 

imponantly, however, these activities became integral to keeping citizens informed about the 



nature and outcome of the process, demonstrating that environmental values are conducive 

to creating a space for the sharùig of information vital to the meaningfid participation in the 

land use planning system. 

As roundtable discussions got undenway in the fdl of 1997, a grassroots and formal 

communications network was estabiished to ensure the inclusion of ecological perspectives 

t hroughout Lands for Life. For the most part organizations worked in their respective regions 

identifying needs and providing roundtables with information specific to their locality. Here. 

three coalitions were associated with each Lands for Life area of study: Environment Nonh. 

Nonhwatch and the Partnership for Public Lands were based in Boreal West. Boreal East, 

and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence, respectively. While individual environmental goups 

participated in the process, the presence of these regionai coalitions facilitated the 

management of information arnong environmental interests themselves. and arnong the 

roundtables, portraying an orgmized and strengthened rnovement. 

While participation included groups with the srnallest organizational capacities, it 

became apparent early on during the consultation discussions that elite-based and 

institutionalized organizations-recognized as legitimate political actors within the 

environmental policy community-were the ones exercising more clout throughout Lands for 

Life. In panicular, the influence of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the Wildlands League 

(WL), and the Federation of Ontario Naturalists ( F O N j t h e  three entities making up the 

Pannership for Public Lands-on the roundtable process itself, demonstrates how money and 

political connections played a major role in the power dynarnics of the environmental 



movement in Ontario. Access to hancial resources, technical and scientific kn~wledge,~~ 

political and bureaucratie inner cùcles, and the media were al1 factors that determineci the 

extent of the Partnership's involvement-situating it as the lead environmentai group during 

the consultation process, ultimately eciipsing the visibility of other ecological interests. 

Fomed in October 1997, the Partnenhip for Public Lands was an attempt at 

orçanizing a concerted effort promothg ecological principles throughout the consultation 

process. Created to " d e  the best use of resources, coordinate participation in the process, 

and provide analysis and communications for [their] combined membership as weil as the 

eeneral public",99 the coalition established three principal aims: to formulate a land use 
b 

planning system that promotes the economic viability and sustainability of cornmunities: to 

promote biodiversity by establishing a cornprehensive network of protected land in the 

province; and t O ensure proper land management maintaining ecological integrity . Out lined 

in a Chaner entitled 'A Public Response to Lands for Life', these objectives set out specific 

targets dealing with comrnunity employment and transition prograrns, forest stewardship. 

public accountability, and protected areas (Appendix F). It is in this document that the 

Partnership first publicly pledges to work toward protecting a minimum of 15 to 20 percent 

within the Lands for Life boundaries; a plan that contributes to the protection ofbiodiversity 

9 8 ~  data sharing agreement with the MNR allowed the Partnership access to digital 
databases providing detailed information for mapping. Research methodologies however, 
were not shared. Executive director, Wildlands League, i n t e ~ e w  by author. See also, 
John Riley, 'The Identification of Candidate Protected Areas for the Lands for Life 
Planning Process by the Partnershrp for Public b d r ,  in Parkç und Proteclrd Areus 
Research in Ontario, 1998, 287-291. 

Partnership for Public Lands, intemet site: http://www.web.net/wild/latea. htm 



with the intention to create more stable international commodity prkes and promotes the 

voluntary certification of forest p r o d u c t ~ . ~ ~  Endorsed by other environmental interests, the 

Charter became the vehicle for the Partnership to publicly c o n f h  that it was indeed a 

coalition of more than 40 groups as opposed to solely being the Worid Wildlife Fund. the 

Wildiands League. and the Federation of Ontario Naturalists.'" Among the signatones were 

Environment North and Nonhwatch, as well as a variety of naturalist, hiking, canoeing. and 

kayaking clubs. 

The Partnership's communications strategy indicates how it proceeded to fulfill i ts  

goals to collect and disseminate information, and educate the public about land use planning. 

Atternptiny to cover the three regions, the coalition funded three 'regional field coordinator' 

positions hiring both the coordinators from Environment North to work in nonhwestern 

Ontario and Nonhwatch to organize a base of supporters in the nonheastern pans of the 

province. in addition to employing an FON member in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence region. 

The rote of field coordinator was to ''identi- and engaqe supportive rnembers of the public; 

encourage and enable their effective participation in the Roundtable process; effectively 

interact with the Roundtable members, presenting and reuiforcing a message consistent with 

the Partnership's goals and objectives; and creating a pubiic ciirnate which is supportive that 

'a>Pmnership for Public Lands, 'A Public Response ro Lands for Life'. 28 May 
1998. The document focused on roadless areas, as weli as the protection of wetlands, old- 
gowth forests, and wildlife habitat as ccmponents needed for a cornprehensive system of 
protected areas. 

101 Partnership for Public Lands, intemet site: http://www. web. net/wild/latest. htm. 

See a h ,  for example, Richard Mackie, 'Last protected trees', A8. 



same rnes~age."~" To assist them local coordinaton were hired to provide behind-the-scenes 

support and administrative input including organizing workshops, compiling mailing 

addresses, phoning potential supporters, attending and presenting at roundtable meetings. and 

being a media liaison for their area.lo3 

-4s a Toronto-based group, the Partnership for Public Lands sought Environment 

Nonh and Northwatch as the main contact Qrassroots organizations to exert its presence in 

norihwestem and northeastern Ontario.'" Operating on a Lands for Life working budget 

nearing $1 million with fùnding provided by the Joyce Foundation, the Salamander 

Foundatioc the Charles S. Mott Foundation, the Richard Ivey Foundatio~ and the Roben 

Schad Foundation. along with personnel provided by Nortiwatch and Environment North, 

the Partnership had the means to become more visible in the nonh. 'O5  The contract between 

Xonhwatch and the Partnership, for example, was based on working 10 hours per month on 

'"~artnership for Public Lands. 'Lands for Life: Local Coordinators - W 
Ontario'. undated. 

" " ~ h e  Pannership's plan was to hire local coordinators from the Timmins. 
Englehart. ChapleaulWawa, North Shore, Sault Ste. Marie, Sudbury, North Bay/Sturgeon 
Falls. the Clay Belt and Marathon areas. The regional field coordinator for nonheastem 
Ontario was the Northwatch CO-ordinator. and for northweaem Ontario, the president of 
Environment North. 

'"%orthwatch, based in Nonh Bay, was created in 1988 to deai with a variety of 
interconnecting issues including forest and wild areas protection, energy use. mining, and 
rniiitarization. Environment Nonh, based in Thunder Bay was created in 1976 to address 
environmental matters in northweaern Ontario such as land use and waste management 
Issues. 

'O5sorne note that the cornpetition for funding was a factor that contributed to a rift 
within the environmental movernent in Ontario. President, Environment North. interview 
by author, 20 October 2000. 



Lands for Life issues and to hire local coordinators. While Northwatch was fùnded for one 

year. from September 1997 to 1998, its coordinator feels that the organization disappeared 

during Lands for Life; rhere was the perception that it was not a relationship based on mutual 

reco-miitioa that the coordinator was an employee of the coalition rather than an independent 

contractor. Not only feeling 3esieged eariy in the process in tems of power, infonnation and 

resources gap" there was an impression that the Partnership payed lip service to consultation 

From the northern regions. 'O6 While it secured ties with the two northem gassroots nerwork 

aroups, the Partnership for Public Lands had less of an impact in nonhem areas since it did 
C 

not have a permanent presence in the region; however, the southern pan of the Great Lakes- 

St. Lawrence region related completely with the Pmnership, suggesting that ~eographic 

divisions affect relationships arnong environmental interests within the province. 'O' 

Representing three of the most respected and publicly recognized environrnental 

woups in the province, the Partnership for Public Lands became known as the prima- vehicle 
Y 

for the creation of new parks and protected areas. Here, past experience in environrnental 

poiitics and various resources pooled together by the World W~ldlife Fund, the Wildlands 

Leaye, and the Federation of Ontario Naturalists explain the coalition's attempt ro have a 

province-wide presence. The ideological nature of the three organizations has undoubtedly 

106 Northwatch CO-ordinator, interview by author, 30 January 2000. Lloyd notes 
that in order to be part of the Partnership coalition, Northwatch had to sign the 'Public 
Response to Lands for Life' and include the Partnership for Public Lands logo on al1 of its 
media releases. 

1071bid., 1 . For practical purposes, the Great Lakes-St . Lawrence region was 
divided into two regions-the French River being the boundary line. Northwatch's 
energies were concentrated in the northem part. 



contnbuted to its widespread public appeal and politicai legitimacy. As groups adhering to 

refow or moderate, environmentalism, the WWF, WL, and FON tend not to question the 

current economic and social order affecthg ecosystems, preferring to work within the existing 

political structure. In fact, critics within the environmental movement argue that such groups 

tend to shy away from addressing issues of over-consumptioq corporate control. and social 

justice. The Partnership's philosophical and political tendencies lean toward conservatisrn 

when applied to the environmental spectrum; it does not want to risk its position within the 

environmental policy community, prefemng to work with business and CO-operate with 

goverment. Here? the connection between the World Wildlife Fund and business is seen - 
through its acquisition of corporate donations which include environmentaily irresponsibie 

companies such as Amoco CanadaPetroleum Company, Noranda Inc., Shell Canada Limited., 

and Laidlaw Foundation!" 

Like the WWF, the Federation of Ontario Naturalists also came to be recognized as 

a legitimate interest group. Founded in the eariy 1930s, the FON is a conservation group that 

has worked to maintain Bora and wildlife habitat al1 over the province. As an established 

orçanization and part of the Canadian Nature Federation. it has cultivated bureaucratie ties 

with the Ministry of Naturai Resources over the years becoming a voice for nature 

ent husiasts-arguably a consewative component of the environmental movement . 

'"Tony Weis and Anita Krajnc, 'Greenwashing Ontario's Lands for Life: Why 
some Environmental Groups are Complicit in the Tories' Disastrous Plan,' in Canadiun 
Dimeirsioi~ (Decernber 1999),37. See Elaine Dewar, CZwk of Green: me Links Rerween 
Key E~wirorimcntal Grmips, Govemmenr and Big Business (Toronto: James Lorimer & 
Company, 1995), 332-338 for a discussion reiating to the WWF's politicai and corporate 
connections. 



The Wildlands League on the other han4 was a product of the first environmental 

wave sweeping Nonh America during the 1 960s. Probably the more radical component within 

the Partnership for Public Lands, it was originaily known as the Algonquin Wildlands League 

(.4WL). .h organktion created in 1968 as a preservation group to protect Ngonquin 

Provincial Park fiom industrial activities, the AWL later expanded its lobbying campaigns to 

other wilderness regions such as Quetico and Killamey. Similarly to its Pannership 

counterparts, the group's founders were %el-educated, middle-class males, al1 canoeists 

familiar with [Algonquin] park and concemed about the threats to its wildemess values."'" 

Continuing its mandate to promote wildemess protection using various lobbying tactics such 

as media and letter writing carnpaigns, as weil as conducting research midies and working 

closely with Sovernment officials, the Wddlands League has emerged as an effective pressure 

croup over the pan 30 years, contributing its expertise on wildlife issues to the Pmnership. 
Y 

This part of the chapter has brought attention to the major arguments used by 

indust rial and environmental proponents during the Lands for Life consultation phase. The 

historic political and econornic ties ofbusiness to the natural resource bureaucracy has figured 

prorninently throughout land use discussions, lending it a strong voice which was largeiy 

perceived to take over the roundtabie agenda. It is important to aress that business interests 

are not hornogenous. Having said this however, the primary concem for the forest, mining, 

and wildlife industries throughout Lands for Life was increased access to the province's 

Crown lands. Advocating multiple use, including the concept of floating reserves, these 

lMGeraid Killan and George Warecki, 'The Algonquin Wddlands League and the 
Emergence of Environmental Politics in Ontario, 1965- 1974,' in Environmenrai History 
Heview (Winter 1992): 6. 



interests oAen presented a unified message to the public-questionhg the validity of 

protected areas. This position tended to contravene the public's ovewhelming support for 

protecting remaining wildemess, whereby 92 percent of Ontarians, and 9 1 percent nonh of 

the French River. believed it should be an important consideration in land use planning. In 

a highly cornpetitive market, industry did not necessarily consider the power of consumers. 

staunchly opposing the designation of more green spaces, a viewpoint which did not reflect 

social and en\lronmental corporate responsibility. The environmental perspective then was 

quickly identified as the counter-position, engendering a binary debate of protection versus 

development. -45 will be seen in the following section, this conceptualiration of the debate 

was f i d y  entrenched and was never really was displaced by alternative views o f  the land, 

views proposing a more holistic, ecosystem-based approach to land use. 

Like industry the Partnership for Public Lands was legitimized by the roundtables and 

the 4TiuR. Legitimation deriving From its rnoderate environmental voice. dong with its 

political connections, financiai resources, and access to the media, made the Partnership a 

respected group which, as will be seen in chapter five, is an entity that even business was 

ready to recognize. This privileged position within the land use poiicy community has ensured 

that ecological considerations were part of the planning process. Conversely, however, it can 

be argued that as the consultation process unfolded, the Partnership's powerful role 

effectively silenced smailer, more radical and grassroots groups, exacerbating tensions in an 

already fragrnented environmental movement . 

' 1°0racle Research, Aniiudes of Onimio Residents Tmmds Public Lands mzd 
Wddrn~ess Ismes. polling resuits prepared for the Federation of Ontario Naturalists 
(November 1997), 1. 



The North-South Dimension: Intensiwing Regionai Disparities- 

The initial exclusion of citizens living outside the Lands for Life boundaries from 

panicipating at the regiond roundtables was a major hint demonstrating the restrictive 

tendencies of the process. 

Here. the perception that land use planning is to be formulated solely with citizens that are 

directly affected by the outcorne, and in isolation from the rest of the population. suggests 

that current naniral resource management in Ontario is lirnited in scope. Failing to incorporate 

the southern Carolinian forests and the far nonh in the Lands for Life exercise largely ignores 

the complexity and intercomectedness of environmental issues affecting the whole province. 

Original residency requirements set by the MNR would have effectively elirninated 

input from people living in southern Ontario as well as those living north of the 50" parallel. 

.As specified in the introductory promotional materials, this is inconsistent with the roundtable 

mandate to sain rneaningful input not only From key stakeholders but also the general public. 

Prirnarily affecting concemed citizens in the province's southem urban centers-the 

constituency base for the Partnership for Public Lands-the coalition lobbied MNR 

bureaucrats during the s u m e r  of 1997 in order to be included in the roundtable consultations 

staning in the Ml. Along with a letter writing campaign directed to MPPs and the Minister 

of Nanird Resources, it was believed that urging members to appiy pressure at the political 

level would change the prerequisites for participation. Concem over the govement's non- 

cornrnittai stance to ward a more inclusive process extended until October; more specifically, 

10 days pnor to the first meeting which took place in Toronto."' 

"'Partnership for Public Lands, website: http://www.web.net/wiId/laten.htm 
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The integration of public input from the south transfonned the Lands for Life politicai 

landscape, exacerbating regionai tensions benveen northem and southern constituencies; a 

reality defining Ontario's political culture. Here, the mounting efforts by environmentalists 

to protect more Crown land from Uiduarial interests were considered a threat to nonhem 

econornies and an intrusion into nonhem political affairs. As such, the Lands for Life 

consultations seemed, on the outset, to be a process pitting pro- versus anti-industry forces 

compounding regional differences, mainly that 'nonhem' interests aligned wit h indust ry and 

'southem' interests were delineated by environmental concems. This was confirmed. more 

specifically. by the widely-held notion that people living in southem Ontario consider the 

nort h an aest hetic and recreational playground without fully comprehending the econornic 

impacts on a reoion dependent on the exploitation of natural resources. As one observer 

arped.  Lands for Life "is only being done to satisfy special interest yroups from Southem 

Ontario or international tourists who corne to this area once or twice in a lifetime."'" 

The interface between nonhem and southem realities then, became an integral point 

of reference throughout the process whereby a discourse ofrights and priviiege emeged over 

the preferred allocation of nanird resources. The emphasis on economic concerns permeated 

discussions dunng the consultation penod, debates that r e c o p e d  the necessity to secure a 

land base for industrial activities. Arguments resisting the creation of new parks suggested 

that it would unnecessarily, and unilaterally, revoke productive land fiom the foreary and 

rnining industry, causing bot h the reduction of wood fibre supply-compounded by a 

"'Doug Gale, 'Guidelines changes could impact mil1 operation' The Mara~hon 
.i/fercrq, 1 1 November 1997,3. 



projected shortage to occur within the next 20 or 30 years-and the ability to find minerai 

deposits. Considered unnaturd 'museum pieces' that only lead to the decay and waste of 

valuable wood"'" the prospect of additional protected green spaces particularly womed the 

forestry sector which tied dwindling access to timber to job losses and ultimately economic 

meltdown in the north. With an estimated 60 000 workers and a yearly corporate incorne of 

f 12.8 billioa making it the third largest industq in Ontario,"* both management and union 

representatives warned that Lands for Life would result in layoffs, as weli as mil1 and plant 

closures, causing a domino effect not oniy within the industry, but in nonhem regions on the 

whole. The Communications, Energy and Papenvorks Union., for example. estimated that 600 

of their workers would lose their jobs, with more at risk, as a direct consequence of the Lands 

for Life propos al^."^ This sentiment was echoed also by the president of a Local affiliated 

with the United Paperworkers International Union noting that performance is based on a 

predetemined wood supply and, therefore, "we can't simply shut down one day a week (to 

mzke up for less ~ o o d ) " . " ~  

"'This view was expressed at a Boreal East Round Table meeting by Laing 
Bennet. wood supply manager for Fort James-Marathon Ltd., a pulp and paper Company 
iocated in Marathon. Car1 Clutchey, 'Views clash at forestry forum' The Chrmick- 
,/otrn~d, November 24 1997. 

I I I  Brian McAndrew, 'Mock funerd held for wilderness,' Toronto Sm. Decernber 
1 1998. M; Thomas Walkom, 'Ontario's public land', A2. 

"'Richard Mackie, 'Wildemess big enough for everyone, says northemer.' The 
Giohe andMail. 1 December 1998, AIO. 

I l6  Car1 Clutchey, 'Park plans have sqpon,' l?ze Chronicle-Journal, 14 April 
1998, A4. 



The way in which economic concems relating to natural resources management were 

identifiai were, for the moa part, translateci into an 'us' versus 'thern' rhetonc; accusations 

abounded that planning decisions were being dictated by, and directed for, people living in 

the sout h-t he seat of ewnornic and political power. Media bylines such as '[florest workers 

fear for t heir future' and ' [eJnvironmentalist dismisses job loss wamings' only intensified 

resentment and anxiety arnong nonhem residents as exemplified by a person living in White 

River who decried, "[dlon't take this plan to Toronto, and then have them corne back and 

shove it down our throats".ll' Along with the prevailing opinion that roundtable members 

were more sympathetic to park interests, this worker's sentiment echoed the widespread 

perception that Lands for Life was another initiative emanating from politicians and MNR 

bureaucrats unaware of northem realities. But more importantly, there was an acute 

awareness that law-makers were eager to satise the massive voter pool in southem Ontario, 

considered the base of the environmental lobby. According to a northem newspaper editorial, 

this "could mean that the çovemment will let the southem-based environmentalists prevail. 

because that is the politically expedient thing to do."'" As a generai manager for the Timmins 

division of Tembec remarked, 'Tt is unfortunate the livelihood of Northern Ontario may be 

ihrown into doubt by the political pressures of Southem ~ntario.""~ In a Ietter appearing in 

northem newspapers and magazines, then Minister of Nonhern Development and Mines, 

"'Car1 Clutchey, 'Land plan shot dom' n e  Chronicle-Jcurnc~I~ 8 April 1998, 
A4. 

118Editonal, 'Don't allow a sell-out, Mike?' Thr Smdt Stmy 1 September 1998, A4. 

119 Canadian Press, 'Resource jobs threatened in Ontario land debate.' Thr Globe 
amiMaif, 14 January 1999, Ag. 



Chris Hodgso~ attempted to dispel the notion that the Lands for Life exercise was a 

bureaucratic endeavour, noting that the roundtable members were northem citizens. Resorthg 

to the north/south dichotomy in an effort to assuage the mining industry and its workers. the 

minister writes that the government has "put the people who case rnost about resources in the 

driver's seat. It will be people such as the prospectors, miners and others most directly 

involved in resource management who determine the future-and best-use of Ontario ' s 

resour~es.""~ Phrases denoting inclusivity such as 'we in the north' or identimng outsiders 

as 'special interest groups' perpetuated the growing sense of inequality amonç nonhem and 

sout hem residents. As an Abitibi-Consolidated employee noted, ". . . the south shouldn't wony 

about the north. We can take care of it ourselves.""' 

+ Undertones of violence: Cementing the wise use agenda in Ontario 

Particular mention of language used throughout Lands for Life indicates how different 

interests interpreted the process. In this case, language depicts the dichotomies present in 

Ontario3 land use planning and demonstrates h0.v divisions among competing interests 

became more acute as uncertainty over roundtable options and recornmendations increased. 

.As fora intended for the integration of ideas, the roundtable meetings were the primary 

mechanism for citizens to publicly voice their opinions, creating an opportunity for 

panicipants to debate their positions in the open. Mandated to examine the pulse of the 

province, the roundtable expenence explicitly exacerbated already existing tensions among 

"('Letter to the Editor written by Minister Chris Hodgson appeared both in 7he 
5tidbzir-y Stur on 20 May 1998 and Northern Miner, 20-28 April 1998. 

"'Brian Mchdrew, '400 northemers rdly for provincial fores plan,' Toronto 
Star, 1 7 December 1998, A4. 



land users. exemplified by a 'give me' approach as various interests demanded and assened 

their perspective on the moa appropriate allocations of Crown lands. Most dimirbing 

however. were the undertones of violence present at some meetings, suggesting that Lands 

for Life was perceived as a threat to northern values and ways of Me. 

A s  the northhouth and environmental versus industry dichotomies became firmly 

entrenched in the politics of land use planning, anger exhibited by some participants, 

especiaily against more green space designations, further renewed hostiiities beween 

divergent interests. Observers ofthe Great Lakes-St. Lawrence regional roundtable noted that 

angry energy. implying violence, was prominent at the meetings they attended. Similarly. 

at an Boreal West region open house in White River there was a arong police (OPP) presence 

as officiais anticipated trouble.l3 Moreover, there are allegations that some Lands for Life 

participants representing industrial interests were bribed and were given tirne off work to 

attend public meetings, dong with being provided bus transportation to various roundtable 

locales. 11' There are also allegations of sexism affecting consultation and decision-making: 

zender issues being a source of contention in the traditionally male-dominated natural - 

'"~nvironmental lawyer, Georgian Bay Land Trust, interview by author. 3 
Febmary 2000; and Lloyd, i n t e ~ e w  by author. 

"Correspondence fiom Environment North president to Nonhwatch CO-ordinator, 
dated 8 Apnl 1998. 

%id., 2: and Co-ordinator, Northwatch interview by author. In this case. 
incidents of stacking occurred in Timmins, and the Thunder Bay/Marathon areas. Also, in 
the spring of 1998 the Onturio To<kry show on CBC radio was flooded with pro-industry 
commentaries, at the request of the hon asking tisteners to participate in an informai poil 
on Lands for Life. 



resources sector. l3 The majority of speakers at the microphones, for example, were men, and 

in one incident at a meeting in Bancroft, the chair of the GLSL roundtable. Bob Gray made 

sexist remarks, leading a witness to remark that the process was designed to achieve a 

particular, exclusionary result . 

While the promotion of speci£ic agendas were inherent to roundtable discussions. 

intolerant attitudes threatened the Iegitimacy of the consultation process. At the same White 

River meeting, for example, the president of Environment North noted that the Boreai West 

panel "sweated a lot and more or less agreed with [industry proponents] also making 

disparaging remarks about southem folks as they tned to diffuse the intense atmosphere.""? 

Despite ofien being blurred, the lines between diEerent interests are usually classified 

according to the predominant stereotypes of pro-industry versus pro-parks lobby. a binary 

thar became the point of reference for participants. As anti-environmental sentiments 

expressed by industry workers and managers figured prorninently both dunng roundtable 

meetings and in the media, there was arguably a more insidious undemiinhg of environmental 

concems by organizations promoting the 'wise' use of naturd resources throughout Lands 

for Life. 

.h herican import, the wise-use movement aaned making inroads across the 

country during the late 1980s and early 1990s most notably in British Columbia and Ontario. 

"'Co-ordinator, Northwatch, interview by author. 

'26Environmental lawyer, Georgian Bay Land Trust. interview by author. 

127Correspondence from Environment North president to Northwatch co-ordinator, 
8 Apnl 1998. 



A presence in provincial environmentai politics suice the eariy 1980s, the ami-green lobby in 

Ontario was instigated by Ron Arnold, a prominent leader of the wise-use movement in the 

United States. '" With ties to the political and reiigious right including militia groups. . b o l d  

built a narne for himseif not only as an ardent organizer and astute political strategist. but as 

a consultant. While his skills undoubtedly have contributed to his success as an anti- 

environmentaiist, his intolerance for geen activists is however, most starkly seen through h s  

speeches and writings. His rabid excoriation of environmentalism hints at violence as 

esernplified in a disturbing quote, saying of en~ironmentdists that "[wle're out ro Ml the 

hckers; we're simply trying to eliminate them. Our goal is to destroy environmentalism once 

and for all."" Not isolated to one incident, or even to Arnold hirnselt this sentiment is 

prominent among many members of the wise-use movement. Likened to Nazis as weli as 

Communists. environrnentalists are considered the antithesis of the (North) American dream 

being "anti-farnily, anti-Christian, anti-Amencan, ami-people. anti-human ody interested in 

their own power and money and their ultimate agenda.""' 

While the rhetoric is oflen highly inflammatory, violent acts have increased tensions 

among wise-use and eco-activists. Dedaring waron eflvironmentalism, the Arnencan wise-use 

movement has been associated with bombings, physical assaults, harassments. and even 

murder, gaining international attention for the tactics used to promote its objectives. Attacks 

lZ8~or  a detailed analysis of Ron Arnold's activities and connections see Andrew 
Ro well. Green Backlash: G lobai Subversion of the Environment Movement (London: 
Routledge, 1996). 

'"Xim Goldberg, 'Who bombed Judi Bari?' This Maguzine, May/June 1997.27. 

13%owell, Green Backimh, 1 5 .  



on eco-activists has also been an issue in Canada as the fight over the forests gained 

prominence during the early 1990s, especially in British ~olumbia."' Conversely, it cannot 

be denied that sorne environmentaiists have resoned to violence to make their point aeainst 

the destruction of the environment. Dubbed eco-terronsts, some activists have spiked trees. 

nailed roads. and destroyed machinery to prevent workers fiom doing their jobs. This has 

undoubtedly Qiven more leeway to wise-use activists to justify violence perpetrated upon 

environmental sympathizers. 

The creation of a movement to counter the ecological movement is based on the 

eeneralization that al1 environmentai activism is unifom ignoring its different philosophical. 
C 

variations, and political and financial capacities. Taking its cue from prominent environmental 

moups. such as the Greenpeace, Fnends of the Earth, and Earth First !, the backlash a~ainst 
II 

environrnentalism tends to be based on the reticence of some groups-specifically mainstream 

refonn environmental organizations-to integrate econornic and social justice concerns in 

their mandates. Focusing instead on the preservation of wildlife and green spaces ofien at the 

expense of human comrnunities, these highly institutionalized groups, having access to the 

nodes of political, legai, and corporate power, inspired resentment among those most affected 

by conservation decisions that do not reflect their reality. Mainstream organizations, led by 

an upperhiddle class urban-based constituency, have emphasized litigation and legislative 

change wit hout consideration of the grassroots within the rnovement . This, coupled with the 

increasing trend toward cooption by industry, has caused disaffection among many 

" ' ~ n  the West Coast. for example, activists have experienced death threats. 
physical assaults with rocks and clubs, damage to property such as slashed tires, smashed 
windshields, destroyed tents, as weU as poisoned f m  animals and pets. 



activists-as seen thou& calls for environmental justice in the United States-discouraged 

by the inability to mount a successful challenge against the corporate lobby and its influentid 

public relations machine. The backiash from both outside and within then could have been 

prevented. to a certain exient, had the mainstrearn environmental movement considered 

concems from interests that do not reflect pnvileged positions and ideals. 

While wise-use ideas gained prominence in Canada during the 1980s through the 

intemediary of sectoral lobby groups such as the BC Professional Foresters Conference, the 

Ontario Agricultural Conference, and the Atlantic Vegetation Management Associatioh 

industry eventually becarne an active player in the movement. By 1989, wise-use objectives 

had made a considerable impression on key industries such as the Canadian Pulp and Paper 

.Association. the Prospectors and Developers of Canada, and the Ontario Forest Industries 

Association: as the second wave of environmentaiisrn emerged during the late 1980s. business 

was t ~ n g  to change its negative public image. Strategies employed by Ron . h o l d  and his 

allies were in demand-forest giant MacMillan Bloedel even hired Arnold as an advisor. 13' 

Here. the goal was to cultivate grassroots supponers and form coalitions to oppose the nse 

of environmentalism. By hiding behind front goups, industry is no longer publicly visible and, 

therefore. no longer a direct target of environmental backlash. This plan of action was 

prornoted by Arnold in a 1988 address to the Ontario Forest Industries Association: 

"'~owell notes that corporate giants MacMillan Bloedel- the Council of Forest 
Industries (COFI), Western Forest Products, and the Mining Association of BC were 
present at the 1988 founding conf'erence of the wise-use movement in Reno, Nevada. 
Entitled 'Multiple-Use Strategy Conference', the meeting was sponsored by the Center for 
the Defense of Free Enterprise. 



The public is completely convinced that when you speak as an industry you 
are speaking out of nothing but self-interest. The public will never love big 
business. The pro-industry citizen activin group is the answer to these 
problems. It cm speak as public-spirited people who suppon the communities 
and the families af5ected by the local issue. It can speak as a group of people 
who live close to nature and have more natural wisdom than city people.. . It 
can fom coalitions to build real political clout. It can be an effective and 
convincing advocate for your industry. It cm evoke powerfùl archetypes such 
as the sanctity of farnily, the vinue of the close-knit comrnunitv, the natural 
wisdom of the rural dweiler.. . it cm use the tactic of intelligent attack against 
environmentalists and take the battle to them ... and it can turn the public 
against your enemies. 13' 

Having injected new life in the public relations banle against environmentalism. the 

network of 'citizen-led' groups began making adent in environmental politics. In Ontario. one 

of the first share groups was NonhCare (Nonhem Community Advocates for Resource 

Equity). Like sirnilar organizations, it advocates multiple use through mottos such as 'We 

care' and 'Shanng our resources for enjoyment and employment'. as well as employine tems 

such as 'beauty'. 'sharing', 'vibrant communities', and 'futuregenerations' to evoke sympathy 

and provide a semblance of environmental concem. Founded in 1987, NorthCare was closely 

tied to Ron Amold demonstrating that 'bise-use is not a homegrown phenornenon. making 

it is much easier to pasp where anti-environrnentalisrn cornes fkorn.""' At the outset. the 

membership of hunters, trappers, forea and sawmill workers, municipalities dependent on 

forestry. and several Chambers of Commerce, implies a grassroots-based organization 

workinç to protect socio-economic interests in the region. However, it is the multinational 

' 3 3 ~ o ~ e l l .  13. 

134 Co-ordinator, Northwatch, i n t e ~ e w  by author. 
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corporate sponsorship from companies such as E.B. Edd ylDomtar, Falconbridge, and Red 

Path that shows a somewhat covert involvement of industry in the wise-use movement. 

The creation of institutes and think-tanks is another rnethod employed to legitimize 

wise-use ideas Here, the Alliance for Responsible Action the McLeod Institute. and the 

Centre patrimonial de l'environnement are organizations fonned for the specific purpose of 

questioning as well as underminhg environmental policies and legislation. The Canadian 

Ecoloçy Centre. the brainchild of multiple use advocate Bill Steer. is one such organization 

based in Ontario's Samuel de Champlain Provincial Park. Building "a bridge between 

environrnentally conscious people and the forestry sector"."' the Centre is a front group for 

the forest industry. funded by companies such as Tembec and Columbia Forest Products Ltd.. 

H a ~ i n g  ties to academe through Nipissing University and Sir Sanford Fleming College. the 

Canadian Ecology Centre focuses on eco-tourism and entrepreneurship research as a tool to 

integrate both industrial and recreational uses of the land. More instructive however. is the 

provincial govemment's financial involvement with the Centre. The comection with the 

Progressive Conservative government was cemented by a major funding initiative through the 

izovemment 's Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation. The $3 million announcement - 
for the constmction of the Centre in February 1998 by then Minister of Nonhem 

Development and Mines, Chns Hodgson, flanked by Finance Minîster and local iMPP Emie 

135 Canadian Ecology Centre, Ine Forest, newsletter, 22 December 1997. 1 
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Eves. and Premier Mike Harris can be interpreted as a personal cornmitment to the 

advancement of wise-use goals. 136 

.4s the growing popularity of environmentalism at the grassroots levei cornmanded 

attention fiom decision-makers, forcing a gradua1 shift in policy-making mechanisms to 

include ecological concems, pro-industry advocates felt increasingly threatened. No longer 

deeming the traditional élite accommodation mode1 as the sole viable option to promote its 

interests. industry resoned to indirect lobbying tactics mainly through public relations 

~activism'. Whde the exercise of public relations encompasses many different ways of 

promotin9 an image and attempting to change public perception, the option favoured by 

industry in the fight over the 'proper' docation of natural resources in Ontario was the 

creation of oreanizations advocating 'responsible' land use groups such as Share the Land 

.Alliance of Algoma, the Bored East Alliance for Responsible Land Use (BEARLU). and the 

Xorthwest Forest Network, based in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence. Boreal East. and Boreal 

West reçions, respecrively. 

lnjected with corporate rnoney. these three groups appear at first glance to be citizen- 

led organizations. Collectively, their membership includes trappers, hunters, fishers, 

prospectors. miners, loggers, çawmill workers. steel workers, construction companies, 

camping associations, and off-road vehicle usen. Encompassing a diversity of interests. these 

coalitions became the prirnary advocates of multiple use throughout the planning exercise. 

While the cal1 for "responsible land use, which respects al1 users" can be construed as eco- 

"'The chair of the Northern Ontario Hentage Fund Corporation is Chris Hodgson. 
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hendly. in this context it implies that Crown land must be s h e d  to yield maximal use. 

Accordingly, rather than expanding the protected areas uifrastructure, already existing parks 

should be exploited to their full ~otent ia l . '~~ As one observer noted. ". . . if new parks are going 

to be created. let's rnake sure they will be used. The existing ones are not being used 100 

percent now so why do we need more."138 This, therefore. suggests that multiple use can be 

an asset to diversieng northern economies mostly dependent on natural resource exploitation 

and manufactunng. 

The principie of local decision-making is another wise-use objective mirroring 

environmental values. In this discourse however. it is used to intensify northkouth divisions 

wherebv decisions regarding lands in northern Ontario should be solely made by nonherners; 

rhetoric emphasinng, for exarnple. that "dienation of lands from the North will have severe 

social and econornic ~onse~uences." '~~ Cynicism over planning decisions seemingly dictated 

bu powerful political and economic interests based in southem Ontario has cultivated an 

atmosphere of distrust which translated into an anti-regdatory stance toward govemment 

policies. .As such. in an effort to preserve what is considered an 'endangered' lifestyle. wise- 

use groups emphasize the need for socio-economic reviews of ail decisions prior to their 

implementation. These groups however. do not acknowledge that socio-economic 

measurements are key environmental indicators. Here then, the discussion transforms itself 

I%orthwest Forest Network, L a d  fur Life program pases threur to forest 
I ~ ~ S Q ,  workers. and commiinities, Press Release, 1 7 February 1 998. 

' %ale, 'Guidelines Changesy. 3. 

'3%oreal East Wiance for Responsible Land Use, Press Release, 14 Apnl 1998. 



int O a debate based on rights as exemplified by the apped: "Our Nonhem Ontario lifestyle 

and values are a core part of our heritage and will be a fundamental part of Our future."LM 

+ Environmental voices: Pmenting eeonomic arguments 

Environment alists argue that anger and fear experienced by workers is misdirected 

since econornic uncenainty deriving from decreasing wood supply does not result from the 

creation of more protected spaces, but from advancements in technology which have 

effectively rendered human labour increasingly redundant. 

At the forefront ofthe environmental movernent'sagenda has been the deconstniction 

of myths associated with the 'jobs versus environment' dichotomy that publicly resurfaced 

tensions during Lands for Life. Awareness that the planning exercise would ensender a 

struggle between competing interests vying for the public's attention. groups such as the 

Pannership for Public Lands began promoting alternative views to the accepted wisdom that 

environmental protection is anathema to the socio-econornic well-being of nonhem 

communities. Focusing on forestry, the Partnership developed an extensive outreach 

campaign linking the industry's unsustainable practices to the econornic uncertainty 

expenenced by many municipalities. Adapting the Wildlands League education program that 

produced a series of fact sheets entitled 'Forest Diversity-Comrnunity Survival'. resulting 

tiorn extensive economic research; partaking in the Wood, Wildemess and Work Tour of 

central and northem regions; and organiring a conference on forestry issues entitled 'Our 

Forest Future' held in Sault Ste. Marie during the fa11 of 1997, were activities that sought to 

transform the 'jobs vernis environment' rhetoric into a 'jobs unci environment' slogan. 

"'Share the Land Ailiance of Alsoma, S h e d  Principles, undated. 
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Publishing leaflets, bulletins, and a report entitled Plminingjor Proqerity,'" dernonstrating 

how economic benefits c m  denve from increasùig protected areas. the Pmership sought a 

solution based on "shifting [the] forest economy to one which Lives off the interest of [the] 

forests rather than the capital."'" Accordingly, the diversification of the northem economy 

depends on reforming the tax and stumpage fee system as well as putting emphasis on value- 

added wood products.'43 not only putting less stress on the forests. but contnbuting to a more 

stable and skilied workforce. This is in stark contrast to the current situation in Ontario: here, 

the supply-demand cycle encourages the overexploitation of natural resources in general. 

where raw materials are harvested at a cheap rate. sent elsewhere to be processed. and 

brouçht back to cornmunities as expensive manufactured goods. The race to keep up with 

demand then. precipitates a rapid decline in natural resources creating borh econornic and 

ecological uncertainty. By extension, long-tenn employment, which for the most pan derives 

from the pnmary sector, and is of low value,'" is also at risk since corporate profit margins 

are a principal concern in a highly volatile cornmodity market. 

"' Partnership for Public Lands, Piambig for Prospenry (November 1998): 1-9. 
This document outlines how land use planning c m  protect approximately 15-20 percent of 
the Lands for Life landmass while maintainhg current logging operations and creating new 
jobs. See also, Wildlands League, A Seme of Place: People und Cornrnzoiiries or, the 
Road io a New Northem Ecommy ( 1998): 1 - 16. 

14?annership for Public Lands, internet: http://www. web.net/wild/jan98. htrn 

i43Wildlands League, f i t  mua Lands for L@ do for Ontario's wildplacrs?, 
Bulletin. undated. 

'"Wildlands League, New Direciiotts for Otztario 's Forests, Fact Sheets $7 and 
+ 10. undated. These documents are part of the Forest Diversity-Community Survival 
information kit. 



The sense of attachent and ownership toward natural resources resulting frorn the 

reinvestment of profits in northem communities is a catalyst engendering new ways of using 

the natura! environment for econornic benefits. Here, the expansion of the park and protected 

areas system is considered to be cornplimentary to tourism oppominities. the fastest g r o ~ l n g  

industry in the world. M e r  forestry, tourism is the fourth largest industry in Ontario bringing 

in an estimated five million visitors and an income of approximately $1 10 million to the 

province's parks eveq year.'15 In northem Ontario, for example, tourism has played an 

important role in the region's economy whereas in 1996. more than 9 million visitors spent 

approxirnately $860 million generating more than 30,000 jobs-a number that has jurnped 

34000 jobs in recent y e a d M  As such. advocating remote- and eco-tourism 

possibiiities-the fastest growing sector within the tounsm industry-became a strategic 

device used throughout the Lands for Life debate to promote the conservation and protection 

of natural resources in the north. 

Pro-tourism arguments, juxtaposed with the urgency for econornic vitaliry in the 

nonh were framed in a manner that comected them with the preservation of natural features. 

Throuehout Lands for Life however, this stance was channeled through a discussion centered 

around the lack of a secure land base afforded to tourist operators as a result of naturd 

resource emaction activities. Loggng and rnining, for example, have instigated the rapid 

expansion of pnrnary, secondary, and teniary road networks in wildemess areas. A threat to 

"5~artnership for hb l ic  Lands, Qziick fucts about the Latitis for Lrfe procrss; and 
Ir S Yoirr Lmtd, Bulletin, undated. 

'*Partnership for Public Lands, PIant~itzg for Prosperiry, 2,4. 



remote- and eco-tourism road construction is the first step justifymg full capacity resource 

extraction. Defined as areas accessible by air, water. or rail, landscapes ideal for this type of 

tourism are devoid of permanent settlements situated more than two kilometers from existing 

roads. and are absent from mining or forestry activities.14' As there are currentiy seven 

roadless wildemess areas larger than 100.000 hectares and 40 roadless wildemess area 

encompassing more than 20,000 hectares, no~hern tourism opportunities, environmentalists 

argue. are quickly de~lining."~ By promoting the value of roadless areas. environrnentalists 

allied themselves with tourkm interests arguing that protecting land concurrently benefits the 

industry and protects ecological biodiversity. Moreover, environmental tourism in the nonh 

not only %as the potential to facilitate community diversificatioh economic stability and job 

creation" but "provides a vital mechanism that allows those in urban centres to understand 

and appreciate wilderness and park resources.""' 

This section has demonstrated that the discourse surrounding protected areas was 

confined within the context of protecting existing econornic interests. This was done by 

highlighting regional nonh-south politicai, economic, and cultural divisions. The creation of 

wise-use groups funded by industry, giving a semblance of grassroots activism, was another 

tactic used to undemine the govemment's goal to 'complete' the parks and protected areas 

system in Ontario. As the binary opposition of jobs versus environment, protection versus 

""~ederation of Ontario Naturaiias, E~ld of the R d :  Ontario 's Roadlrss 
Wildtrnzrss, bulletin, undated, 7. 

'49Canadian Environmental Law Association, The Lm~ukfor LIfe Propo.sdsv. Brief 
No. 373 (Toronto: CELq  2 1 May 1999),20. 



development, becarne the standard indicator for discussions during the consultation process. 

environmentai interests responded by introducing e c o n o ~ c  arguments to vaiidate their 

perspective. Thus the debate remained within the parameters of economic priorities rather 

than situating it according to more innovative and sustainable resource extraction practices. 

The Consolidated Recommendations: Exacerbatiog tensions- 

The release of the amalgamated regional land use strategies on October 30. 1998 can 

be described as a turning point in the Lands for Life process. Published three months afier the 

roundtables submitted their regional land use options to the Minister of Naturai Resources. 

the consolidated report, which inciuded 242 recommendations, attempted to integrate the 

designation of more protected areas while ensunng enhanced tourism and industrial activities. 

as well as hunting and fishing opportunities. The task of incorporating seeminely diversent 

land uses into a comprehensive pian contributed to the delayed publication of the report as 

roundtable chairs along with MNR staff and a private consultant sifted through dissenting 

opinions. complex terminology, and contradicting information to arrive at a simplified 

document ready for public consumption. 

Onginally expected to be released shortly after July 3 1" when the roundtables 

submitted their preferred options there was pressure on the MNR to corne up with a plan that 

would encompass more protected wild spaces and tourism objectives. Conscious that 

environmental interests were highiy cntical of the three regional land use strategies, and that 

Premier Mike Hams wanted a conclusion to the process prior to calling an election, MbR 

senior bureaucrats along with then Miniaer John Snobelen and former MNDM Minister Chns 



Hodgson started discussions at the beginning of September with the Pannenhip for Public 

Lands in a "last-ditch effort to rescue the govemment's troubled Crown lands plan".'50 

Considered an opportunity to iduence the outcorne of the yet-to-be-released 

recornmendations, the Partnership had a list of demands intended to steer away from the 

dominant rhrtoric of whether green spaces should be protected to how and rhere: t hese 

included a cornmitment to fulfill the promise to complete the park and protected areas system: 

exclude development from al1 candidate areas outline the proposed stages of the Lands for 

Life process; and release the roundtables' draft land use planning recommendations for public 

rrview "' For their part. the Pannership promised to provide assistance and share their 

resources in order to achieve expanded protection of Crown land. Moreover. there are 

indications that the environmentai coalition was ready to lower its percenta- of protected 

areas to 12 percent from the original demand of 15-20 percent as well as aliowing hunting and 

fishins in parks in retum for banning logging activities in al1 candidate sites."' 

Aware that the environmental lobby held the balance of public opinion. able to sway 

support for or against any finalized deal, the Harris goverment proceeded to maintain the 

starus quo rather than acceding to environmental requests. This became evident by late 

October when the Partnership leaked a confidentid map to the media showing that the MNR 

intended to protect an additional 3 percent: while more than what the roundtables had 

"*.John Ibbitson, 'Environrnentalists. Tories look for Crown lands deai,' ThL. North 
B q  Nzrgger, 13 August 998. Al.  

"'Partnership for Public Lands, intemet: www.web.ner/wild/latesthtm 

' "Ibbitso~ 'Enviromentalists, Tories', A2. 



suggested in their separate regional reports. the land use map displayed isolated, postage 

stamp-like pockets of protected green spaces arguably faliing short of international 

environmental  standard^."^ Released to the public attesting the governrnent's planning 

agenda. the aim was to pressure Harris to uphold his 1995 electoral promise. For critics. the 

leaked document labeled 'Confidential Advice to Govemrnent', confirmed the "forest and 

mining industries' dominant position on the Round Tables"'" contending that Lands for Life 

was a fait accornpii. To the contrary, the MNR argued, the map was an informa1 document 

only used for planning purposes, not for policy formulation. 15' 

Three days after the revelation of the secret map, the C o t m ~ i d ~ ~ e d ~ ~ c ~ m m e ~ ~ d ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

of the B o r d  West. Boreal Easr and Great Lakes-3. Luwrettce R M I I I ~  Tables was pub lished 

amid much awaited expectations. Any optimism that environmental interests rnight have had 

regardi ng the govenunent 's intentions quickly disappeared as the principal t h s t  of t he report 

recommended that 1.6 percent of the Crown land in question be set aside fiom development 

for a total of 7.6 percent of Ontario's land base, significantly less than the leaked map had 

proposed. Reaction to the report was swift. One of the most vocal cntics of the Lands for 

Life process. the executive director of Earthroots attributed the recommendations as the 

'"~artnership for Public Lands. 'Leaked Confidential Lands for L,fe Map Lacks 
the Right Stuff.' Press release, 28 October 1998. 

"'Canadian Press, 'Report okays logging of most wildemess.' The Giohe attd 
.Liai/. 3 1 October 1998, Al 1; and Brian McAndrew, 'Plan for Ontario parks fdls far short, 
say critics,' Toronto S m ,  28 October 1998, Ag. 



justification for the "corporate takeover of public land in Ontario".156 proving that the 

consultation process was rendered meaningless as environmental concerns were vinually 

ignored. Many environmental groups submitted analyses in response to the Consoiicia~ed 

Rrcommerzhrioin. The Pmnership for hblic Lands for example, included a detailed outline 

of ali the problems associated with the repon, explicitly noting that the Lands for Life 

objectives were changed in the midst of the process-hunting and fishing rights and rnining 

opponunities were added without proper notice. Moreover, it remarked that the biggest 

shoncoming of the recommendation is that "no vision is provided of what our public lands 

should look like, and how Our natural resources should be used, twenty or fony years from 

now."' For the coalition, it became "absolutely clear that the Round Table process has failed 

~ornpletely."~" Once again the Pannership went into action urging its membership and 

concemed citizens to flood the Premier's office with phone calls, faxes, e-mails. and letters 

forcing the government not to accept the repon. Other actions included a protest at Queen's 

Park organized wit h other environmental groups such as Emhroots. "' Northwatch also 

'"Denis S t  Pierre, 'Expect a backlash over Lands for Life report-Martel.' The 
Szrdhrrn Star, 1 November 1998. A l  . 

"'See Partnership for Public Lands, Oficiai Resporise of the Parttzership For 
Pithiic L m &  to 'Comoiihted Recomrnemàtiorzs of the Boreai Wesi, Boreai East and 
Great Lakes-SI. Lawrence Rmmd Tables,' 16 November 1998, Document submitted to 
the EBR Regktry Number: PB7E400 1. 

'"~artnership for hiblic Lands, internet: http://wmv. web.net/wiId/latest. htm 

''%rian McAndrew, 'Mock hneral', A4. The protest, in the form of a mock 
funeral. was held on 30 November 1998. A counter raily attended by forest industry 
workers and municipal officiais from northem Ontario was held at Queen's Park on 16 
December 1 998. 



submitr ed a comprehensive analysis denouncing the roundtables' recommendations. It sighted 

nine major concems: 

+the designation of ody 1.6% additional areas as new protected areas: 
+the failure to meet provincial parks targets in the thee planning areas; 
+ expanding penniaed uses in protected areas, including trapping, hunting. 
and sno wmobiling; 
+allowing mineral exploration in protected areas. even under so-called 
' special management' ; 
+ failing to create roadless areas designation; or to capture roadless areas 
in new protected areas; 
+intensively managing lakes in parks to produce more fish for anglers; 
+increased hunting in Conservation Reserves through vjildlife manasement; 
+expanding high profile programs to promote fishing, including license-free 
fishine weekends; and 
+ increasing industrial control over public lands. la 

From a different perspective, arnidst strong criticism from the environmental 

community. Mnister John Snobelen denied that the consultation process was flawed saying 

that al1 the Lands for Life proposais "restnct forestry practices. rather than enhance them.. -9161 

Sensing the unpopularity of the CorcsolidatedReport, Snobeien later tned to distance himself 

saying the "~ovemrnent is not necessarily bound by those recomrnendations given to us. They 

make a very valuable contribution to the govement with regards to its plans for a land-use 

strateg. but ihey don't necessarily tie the govemment ' s hands". 16'0n another front. industrial 

users criticized the recommendations arguing that if irnplemented, Lands for Life would 

160 See Brennain Lloyd, Northatch Comments o!l Lan& for Llfe Curtsoliuatrd 
Rrcommerrhtiorls. 30 November 1 998. This correspondence was sent to MNR Minister 
John Snobelen. 

'6'Richard Mackie. ' Wildemess areas' fate decided by Dec. 25,' nie Globe mld 
Mail. 9 December 1998, A7. 

'"Richard Mackie. 'Ontario working to protect more Crown land,' nie Gbric and 
Maai/? 12 January 1999, Ag. 



decrease the rate of resource extraction. The forest indunry, for example. suggested that the 

Lands for Life proposais were too vage, providing unclear designations as to how Crown 

lands should be managed, resultine in job losses and econornic uncertainty. 16' 

While the contents of the recommendations were criticized by both sides. a eeneral 

cornplaint was the 30-day response penod accorded to the public to comment on the 

report-an argument specifically picked up by the Liberal and NDP opposition  partie^.'^ 

.Ureadv quietly released on a Friday aftemoonI6' when media attention is at its lowest point 

dunng the week, the proposed deadline was seen as another impediment to public 

involvement, which critics believed, would ultimately affect land use policy direction in a 

process where the roundtables were heavily influenced by industrial interests. Not only unable 

to  properly analyze the 242 recommendations and provide detailed comments. the shon 

timeline did not aliow concemed citizens and groups to do an in-depth cross referencing of 

the (h~solidared Report with the three regional roundtable reports.166 In some cases. people 

had difficulty obtainine the document since the MNR District Offices required a signature and 

' 6 3 ~ c ~ n d r e w .  'Mock fùneral', A4; and Richard Mackie, 'Wildemess big enou&'. 
1 O In his article. 'Lots of trees under Tory wildeness plan', Ian Urquhart notes that 
opposition parties did not demonstrate any real interest in Lands for Life, which is " p d y  
a reflection of the split in both panies between nonhem and southem members". M 9 .  

"?St. Pierre, 'Expect a backlash', Al; and Mackie, 'Wilderness big enough'. A10. 

'''Amie Hakala, 'Lands for Life draws quick fire,' f ie  Norrh B q  Ntigget. 3 1 
October 1998. .Al. 

'66Correspondence from Northwatch to MNR Minister John Snobelen regarding 
cornrnents on the Lands for Life consolidated recommendations, dated 30 November 
1998. 



personal address for each copy of the report controiiing the outflow of In 

additioq the regional repons, previously unavailable to the public, were released 

simultaneously with the Cot~sofidaedRecommendatiom-three months d e r  being submirted 

to the Minister-at a cost of $35.95 per copy through special order or viewing at District 

Office readinç r~orns.'~' The tight deadline and access to information obstacles-a source of 

concem for the Environmental Comrnissioner of Ontari~'~~-essentially became a strong 

catalyst inciting environmental groups to up the ante in their lobby campaigns. Flooded with 

more than 12.000 responses showed in part that the environmental lobby had effectively 

mobilized citizens warning that "Lands for Life will become a huge election issue for the 

Tories if the government does not step in now and create [sic] a real protected area system 

in ~ n t a r i o . " ' ~ ~  

Opposition to the report by the scientific cornmunity aiso strengthened en\lronmental 

arguments. .A month after the consolidated report was published, the World Wldlife Fund 

released the Staternen~ of Crn~sematiot~ Cut~cem a petition listing 1,252 scientists frorn 

around the world concerned over the fate of Ontario's biodiversity. The siynatones. taken 

'67North~at~h, Lm& for Lrfe Report Rrfeased. Bulletin. undated. It is noted that 
the intemet ofien did not facilitate access to the consoiidated report since it was 
'frequently inaccessible'. 

'68Roundtable members mith the exception of the three chairs did not have access 
to the regional reports until their publication on October 30, 1998. Brian McAndrew. 
'Plan for Ontario', A9; and Northwatch, Landr for LIfe Repon Released, Newslener, 
undated. 1 .  

16'See Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Open Doors, 124- 127. 

17@Lea Ann Mailen. Earthroots executive director quoted in Claire Stirlins 'Land 
use report released,' The Chronicle Jminmi, 3 1 October 1998. 



from a cross-section of academics including zoologists, ecologias, and biologists, called upon 

the Haris govenunent to ensure that at least 20 percent of the Crown lands in northem and 

central Ontario be left as wiiderness areas. With their support, the Partnership was able to use 

the petition to show how the province's land use planning is contnbuting to the overail loss 

of ecologicai features worldwide suggesting that the recommendations were a "definite recipe 

for continued loss of wildlife species and continued degradation of the natural functioning of 

the natural landscape. of the forests that are out there.""' 

Lesal action was another means used by environmentalists in an attempt to scunle the 

implementation of Lands for Life as stipulated in the Cot~~oiidated Recornmriidlrt~om 

Arguing that the proposed land use plan must be subject to an environmental assessment. 

Earthroots and the animal rights group, .Animal Alliance, teamed up to force the Ministry of 

Xatural Resources to reco-e not only the ecological, but also the socio-economic and 

cultural implications ot the Lands for Life plan. Considering it a proposed poiicy. cntics 

argued that the land use prograrn warrants a review under the Envrroi~rnetituf cisressrnuit Acf. 

opposing Snobelen's view that Lands for Life fell under provincial guidelines with no specific 

plans to directly affect ecosystems.'~ In addition, he is noted as saying that an assessrnent is 

'"Kevin Kavanagh, senior manager of conservation science at the World Wildlife 
Fund quoted in Richard Mackie. 'Scientins urge Ontario to protect wildemess.' 7he 
Wobr utlJMizii. 2 December 1998, AI5. 

"'~ichard Mackie, 'Land-use plan may end up in court,' The Globe midMatl. 8 
December 1998, A9. . 



not needed because the recommefidations permit less resource extraction activities. '" In the 

end however. the groups were not granted a court order to proceed with theu case. 

A second legal challenge to Lands for Life was initiated by Abonginai interests. W d e  

the Comlidared Report included nine specific recornmendations dealing with .4bori$nal 

issues, ostensibly acknowledging the imponance of Aboriginal and treaty rights, as well as 

their inclusion in natural resource management decision-makinpl" many First Nations and 

Métis denounced the goverment's prerogative not to deal with them on a nation-to-nation 

basis. To this end, in December 1998, the Nkhawnabe-Aski Nation got a couri application 

to halt the controversiai land use planning process, citing their involvement in the program 

to work in good faith with the govemment was impeded by their concems being vinually 

ignored by the roundtables. According to them the panels did not properly "meet the level 

of consultation dernanded by landmark Supreme Coun decisions which require aboriginal 

consent especially where our rights are profoundly i~npacted."~" Sanctioned by the proMnciai 

zovernment. Aboriginal lands are being pnvatized at an alarming rate whereby the benefits 
Ci 

deriçing from natural resource extraction are for the most part, not enjoyed by First Nations 

since products are destined for southem markets. Facing systemic racism in both private and 

'73~ackie .  'Wildemess areas'. A7 

17%e Miniary of Natural Resources, ConsoZidated Recommetidcitiot~s, 10- 1 1 

"'Nshnawbe- ski Nation, Ow Lands, Ozcr Resmcrces, Our Fitrure. Press 
Statement. 15 December 1998. One of these legal decisions was the Delgamuukw ruling 
of December 1 1, 1997 acknowledging the existence of Abonginal title to the land. 
Aithough this decision dealt with questions regarding the ownership, juridiction, and self- 
govemment affecting G i e  and Wet'suwet'en territories in British Columbia, many 
Aboriginal communities across the country have taken note of its implications, especially 
in matters of nahiral resource development and management. 



public institutions, Aboriginal peoples in Ontario are attemptine to be included in dl ficets 

of naturai resource management planning but, as the Lands for Life process has indicated, 

there is a relucrance to yield power From a sector which has brou@ about econornic 

prosperity to the province. As the resource wars continue on traditionai temtories. access to 

decision-making processes becomes an integral issue to the recognition of Abonginai and 

treaty nghts. 

This chapter described the Lands for Life policy community identifying the objectives, 

the key actors, the policy instruments, and the main issues that emerged during public 

consultations. Ideally intended to allow alternative voices the oppominity to actively 

participate in land use decision-making, it became clear fiom the outset that the Lands for Life 

initiative was framed in a manner that would privilege economic considerations. The language 

used in the program's directives, for example, iden  that land use planning was slanted 

toward a narrow definition of environmental protection. Promoting sustainable development 

imperatives throughout the process pointed to the increasing pnvatization of the public 

sphere. Not only were private interests able to dictate the tems of the game, but the Ministry 

of Natural was willing to reduce its political daim and intervene on behalf of corporate nghts 

functioning more like a private rather than public agen~y.' '~ As seen in chapter three. when 

environmental and natural resource policies are subjected to the 'rationality' of the global 

economy, political power experiences a SM-the rights of govemment are curtailed ody to 

'76Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, 'Justice: On Relating Private and Public,' Politiccil 
Thron 9: 3 ( August 198 1 ), 3 30. See dso, Raymond Rogen, Solving History: 7 k  
Chaiferrge of Environmentai Activism (Montréal: Blac k Rose Books, 1 998). 



be adrninistered by the private sector. Reflecting business objectives, Lands for Life became 

the govemment's solution to addressing uncertainty in natural resource sectors; a 

cornprehensive land use program, it was believed, would provide definite and clear cut 

answers settling the crises on Crown lands. 

Set wit hin a rnultistakeholder policy style, roundtables became the dominant decision- 

making instniment used throughout Lands for Life. Providing an rrenue for citizens to 

participate in the formulation of land use options, the three regional roundtables operated 

accordinç to minimal conditions set by the Minister of Natural Resources. However. their 

composition, leaning toward corporate and recreational interests, largely defined the structure 

and outcome of the public consultation process. Preferences for multiple land uses tended to 

dominate the planning discourse, ultimately reveaied in the three land use options and the final 

consolidated recomrnendations. It becarne evident that the choice of roundtable rnembers, 

problems related to information exchange and research capacity, short tirnelines, and a lack 

of clear direction fiom the MM infiuenced the way questions were raised and decisions were 

taken. 

Lands for Life publicly reinforced the traditional corporate and govemmental 

connections, ties t hat figured prominent ly dunng the consultations. The voice of industry held 

sway throughout the planning. This was particularly seen by its support of wise use coalitions 

intended to distract the environmental movement. Mounting a conceried public relations 

carnpaign based on expounding the benefits of multiple use, the wise use movement in Ontario 

used cornmon techniques to undermine ecological arguments. In fact, the Lands for Life 

exemplified t hese by the 



use of experts to contest scientific evidence; [the] creation of front groups so 
that the interest of the firm is not immediatety apparent in the public debated; 
[the] creation of 'false' grass-roots campaips, known as 'astrotuff; 'grass 
tops' carnpaigns, in which the politician or other decision maker is 
surrounded. ideaiiy, by those favourable to the business position; and divide 
and conquer campaigns, in which firms fûnd environrnentalists who have taken 
a public positions favourable to their interests.'" 

This approach only exacerbated regional nonh/south divisions, but it also forced 

enviro mental interests to formulate t heir positions according to economic benefit anaivses. 

Mile  environmental groups succesçfully lobbied their constituents raising awareness of the 

issues at stake, it was the more moderate voices that dorninated the planning discourse-a 

result of being recognized and legitirnized by govemment and industry. -4s will be seen in 

chapter five, this was hrther proven during the private negotiations leading to Ontario's 

Livins Legacy, a deal that further cemented the exclusion of Aboriginal peoples and interests 

calline for alternative land uses. 

17' .G ta  Krajnc, 'Prepared Remarks.' presentation given to the Bzisiness as mi 
Emironme~ital Poliq Actor conference, held at Trent University, Peterborough 29-30 
October 1999. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

From Open to Closed Doors: Taming Ontario's Resource Battles 

The tuming point in the Lands for Life initiative was the move from a public exercise 

to a closed-door process. The events leading up to the Ontario Living Legacy agreement 

demo nst rate how an image-conscious governrnent rallied divergent interests to participate in 

private negotiations. More specifically however, the post-Lands for Life period confimed the 

Parrnership for Public Lands' privileged status within the political realm in which 

environmentai interests becarne synonymously tied with the three moderate pmners. the 

World Wildlife Fund, the Wildlands League, and the Federation ofontario Naturalias. While 

these groups were comected and dependent on public support duhg the consultation stages. 

makine a concerted effort to increase environmental awareness. they got involved in an closed 

land use planning initiative,' arguably putting into question environmental values promoting 

openness in decision-making and strengthening democracy.' Whilr the pro-development 

recornmendations fùeling public outrage explain why the Lands for Life recommendations 

moved behind closed doors, a description and anaiysis Ontario's Living Leoacy serves to 

clan& the current state of natural resource policy-makino in the province. This chapter airns 

to demonstrate whether the variables of justice and equality were factored in the final 

decision-making stages of Lands for Life. 

'Environmentai lawyer, Georgian Bay Land Trust, i n t e ~ e w  by author. This 
observer argues that partaking in private negotiations was a fairly new process to the 
Partnership. 

'~ctivist, Peaceful Parks Coalition, i n t e ~ e w  by author, 10 December 1999 



For t w ~  month following the end of the public review stage at the end of November 

1998, the govemment struggled with the contents of the CoiisoIidatedReporr, although it did 

not organize public reviews. This, despite promising that the recommendations would not be 

accepted without a 'vigorous' public debate.' The outrage generated by the roundtables 

recommendations was regarded as a political liability, especially in the wake of an mticipated 

spring election caii. Negative public reaction to the Lands for Life exercise only served to 

fimher darken the govemment's already tamished image penaining to environmental issues. 

.And in the midst of a pre-election spending period, the need to announce an environmental 

-good - news' story was ail the more pressing. In fact, the results of the ComoltdnredRepurt 

confirmeci what environmental groups had long suspected: that 'lands for Life was little 

more than the Progressive Conservative govement's secret agenda to allow forestry and 

mining companies to run roughshod over the province." 

Womed that it could not saive its reputation in light of the adversity generaied by an 

obvious pro-industry Cortsoiidz~ed Report, there are indications that by the beginning of 

December 1998, the government was ready to terminate the Lands for Life program. Only 

as a last resort was an ovemire made by govemment to undertake negotiations with key 

'Enc Re-@y. 'Ontario Crown land up for grabs,' Ihe Globe d M a i l .  3 1 October 
1998, B2. 



interests. Conversely, some critics believe that pressure emanating fiom the extensive 

environmental lobbying campaign was the catalyst to high-level disc~ssions.~ As accusations 

were leveled ar ail sides involved in the process-blaming uncompromising interests for the 

impasse, fufiher deepening rifts between resource users-an attempt at reconciliation was 

made in January 1999. Denying allegations that it was going to protect approximately 20 

percent ofthe Lands for Life planning are* the Minister ofNaturai Resources conceded that, 

in accordance with international standards, he was ready to designate 12 percent of Crown 

lands as protected spaces; the Partnenhip's Plani~ing for Prospenry ultimately beine the basis 

for discussion.~ith this change in direction the government was ready to negotiate privately 

the terms of discussions that would lead to the Ontario Living Legacy deal. 

The events leading up to the secret negotiations between the MNR the forest 

industrv, and the Partnership for Public Lands point to the intricate intercomection and power 

dpamics of private relationships within the political realrn. Here. the contact for the 

Partnership and govemment was David Lindsay. President of the Ontario Jobs and Investment 

Board. Lindsay is a close political and economic advisor to Mike Harris, but also a member 

'lan Urquhm, 'Behind the scenes of Lands for Life,' Toronzo Sfar. 2 April 1999. 
.A 1 9  The joumalist notes that govement officials did not acknowledge the impact of 
successful pressure tactics used by environmentalists, but instead believed them to be 
counterproductive to the Lands for Life process. 

60bserves say that the contents of the Partnership's document Plmni~rg for 
Prnspcrir): calling for the protection of 15-20 percent of the Lands for Life area was 
considered by senior bureaucrats and the Minister himself. Environmental lawyer, 
Georgan Bay Land Trust, interview by author, Executive director, Wildlands League, 
i n t e ~ e w  by author. See also, Brian McAndrew, 'Land use plan meets growing 
opposition,' T m i t o  Star, 13 January 1999, A4; and Richard Mackie, 'Ontario working to 
protect'. Ag. 



of the World Wddlife Fund board of directors-allowuig hirn to serve as a direct Link between 

the Partnership and the Premier. As Hamis' 'long-tirne confidant and chief political fixer', 

Lindsay's involvement in the Lands for Life fiay proved the importance of a successful 

outcome to the Conservative government. Convening a meeting with the environmental 

coalition to find common ground-mainly acknowledging that the 12 percent figure would 

be the basis for future discussion on land use Bameworks-Lindsay is credited for getting 

assurances from the Partnership that it was ready to tone d o m  its rhetoric providing the 

governrnent with more ~ e e w a ~ . ~  Mike Hamis' persona1 involvement is contirmed by his - 
instruction to govemment officials and MNR bureaucrats to rework the land use plan 

accommodating a higher percentage of the land base in question to parks and protected 

areas.' With a renewed mandate, MNR Minister John Snobelen met with representatives of 

the forestry industry, including the CEOs of Tembec and Domtar. giving them an ultimatum 

to panicipate in the talks with the newly defined condition at the risk of having to impose a 

land use plan. Having the forest industry on side, Snobelen met with Partnership members. 

including the president of the WWF and the executive director of the FON ascenainhg their 

involvement in the proposed negotiations. 

Begnning in early February 1999, the secret negotiations, commonly referred as the 

Fem discussions, were held at a reson on Lake Couchiching for five days and subsequently 

in Toronto for three days; meetings that were only publicly revealed d e r  reporters were 

'~irquhart, 'Behind the scenes', A19. 

8 In fact. reports suggest that Mike Harris was among those in Cabinet insisting for 
more protected land. Richard Macke, 'Ontario working to protect', Ag. 



informed anonymously. Along with the three Patnership groups, the forest industry was 

represented by Dorntar, Tembec, Abitibi-Consolidated, and Bowater while the MNR Deputy 

and Assistant Deputy Ministers as well as the director ofthe Land Use Planning Branch were 

the government's representatives, with John Snobelen serving as a fa~ilitator.~ While private 

discussions are common practice, the Fern negotiations marked a new direction for the 

Progressive Conservatives. By integrating the Partnership for Public Lands at the table. the 

Hams government. with close ties to the natural resources extraction industries as well as 

hunting and fishing interests, introduced new actors previously excluded from the inner 

political circle;1° a process reminiscent of a neo-corporatist approach to decision-making. 

Quoted as saying that the talks were 'constructive' and 'productive' the Partnership 

announced at the beginning of March that an agreement-in-principle had been reached 

between the parties citing that ''thanks to wood supply adjustments and other mechanisms. 

no mills will have to close" adding, "[the] agreement will be good for the Nonh and all of 

Ontario. "" Considered a breakthrough, the Ministry of Natural Resources spent time prior 

to the formal launch of the Ontario Living Legacy in late March "selling the deal to non- 

participants. so that Harris could make his dramatic announcement at a press conference.. . 

winistry of Natural Resources, Terns of Reference: Ontario Forest Accord 
64d!isor? Board (Appendix A), 1 November 1999. Alternates included MNR Assistant 
Deputy Ministers of Field Senices Division, Natural Resource Management Division and 
the Forests Division; and Richard Mackie, 'Ontario groups make progress on Lands for 
Life. ' The GIobe Lmd Mail, 5 February 1999, A 14. 

1 @Environmental lawyer, Georgian Bay Land Trust. interview by author. 

" Partnershp for Public Lands, internet: http://www. web.net/wiid/Iatest . htm 
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with a minimum of sideline sniping."" The exclusion of other kev stakeholders such as the 

mining and prospecting indumies, anglers and hunten, the tourism seaor. as well as First 

Nations and Métis peoples was a potential obstacle to legitimizing the deal. 

Ontario's Living Legacy Unveiled: The March 29 Announcement- 

Set at the Science Centre Nonh in Sudbury, the media conference announcing 

Ontano's Living Legacy was held by Premier Harris flanked by former MNR Minister John 

Snobelen and then MNDM Minister Chris Hodgson, with representatives kom mining, 

forest?. tounsrn and environmental groups in attendance. -4sserting the government's 

fulfillment of a 1995 electoral promise to complete the provincial protected areas and park 

svstem. Hams took personal credit 'Tor forcing the diverse interests to overcome their 

antipathy and work out a deal."" .enid great fanfare and a well organized photo-op. the 

Premier emphasized the international and dornestic significance of protecting 12 percent of 

the province's landscape, pointing out how the govemment signed a deal with standards 

recognized by the United Nations and the federal goverment, which according to him was 

a "standard achieved by few around the world."14 

"Urquhm. 'Behind the scenes'. A19 

I3Richard Mackie, 'Natives oppose plans for Northern Ontario,' Globe and Mail, 
30 March 1999, A13. 

"Brian McAndrew, 'Move to protect, expand Ontario's parks praised,' Turonio 
Star, 30 March 1999, A7. 



Coming at the heals of a highly contentious, expensive, and divisive exercise," the 

govenunent was eager to announce a positive news story related to the Lands for Life file. 

While the Ontario Living Legacj deai included several components-the Ontarzo Forest 

.-lccorJ, the $30 miliion Living Legacy Trust fund and new mining initiatives-the creation 

of more parks and protected areas, 378 to be exact, was greatly emphasized and tmmpeted 

as a victory For al1 Ontarians. Ostensibly addressing long-standing economic, environmental. 

and social issues Secting land use, the March 29" announcement was put fonh as a 'bold 

plan'. a major compromise between a broad spectmm of divergent interests: ultimately a 

move good for business since it was defended by major stakeholders in the natural resources 

sector. includinç the environmentalists who had engaged in the negotiations. .4ccording to 

the president of the World Wildlife Fund, the "province has made an unprecedented 

contribution to conservation on a global ~cale." '~ Not only endorsed by the Partnership for 

Public Lands, the deal was also praised by detractors of the Lands for Life process. The 

rxecutive director of Earthroots, for exarnple, said that "[wlhat the Tory government has 

done today is a big step fonvard in p r e s e ~ n g  old-growth forests. Credit is given where credit 

i s due. "" Other environmentai groups such as Northwatch were cautiously optimistic 

acknowledging the signifiant contnbution to the province's protected areas system. 

"Northwatch 'Ontario's Living Legacy - March 29 houncement  on Land Use 
Planning,' Comments subrnitted to MNR Miniaer J o h  Snobelen in response to the 
Ontario Living Legacy EBR posting, Registry Number PB7E4001, 28 April 1999. 

'6Monte Hummel quoted in McAndrew. 'Move to protect,' Toronto Star. .47 

"Lea Ann Malien quoted in ibtd., A7. 



Aithough the Ontario Living Legacy had a little bit of everything for everyone. 

including concessions to the forest industry, subsidies for the mining and exploration sectors, 

as well as a tmst fund for resource management projects. the contents of the deal quicklv 

began to unravel a different story than first announced amid the euphona of March 2Qh In 

fact. the details and potentially incriminating evidence were revealed throughout the following 

days. The blatant omission of First Nations' and Métis interests during the Sudbury press 

conference was one of the first items to bit the media circuit. 'Frozen out' of the Lands for 

Life process and the subsequent Living Legacy ded were more than 30,000 Aboriginal people 

rvho did not have a voice in land use planning, vowing to continue their Lands for Life court 

challenge." Reports suggest that representatives of the Métis were ody contacted by 

govemment officials the morning of the March 29" announcement promisine Future 

consultations and advising them that the deal was not final. but only a proposai." The 

eovernment's indifference to Abonginal demands was funher demonstrated by John - 
Snobelen's staternent "[nlow that we've got a solid foundation for the forest indusrry for the 

hture. and now that we've got a eood plan for public land use, we c m  now sit down and say. 

okay. how do we make the best use of this plan for the [Flirst Mations?'"' Treatine 

Aboriginal peoples as a mere special interest group and relegating their concems to the 

bottom of the politicai agenda arguably contravenes Canadian constitutional law which 

'"ackie. 'Natives oppose plans', A16; and Canadian Press, 'Natives vow to take 
lesal action to a o p  Ontario park plan,' Win,ttpeg Free Press, 1 April 1999. AS. 

'%ditorid, 'Lands for Life: a pood beginning,' Torotito Star, 30 March 1999. A16. 

'%chard Mackie, 'Native leaders invited to discuss Ontario parks paa.' Globe 
mid Mail, 2 Apd 1999, A7. 



reco-gnizes and aftims the right of Aboriginal peoples to self-determination. Moreover, it 

ignores the recent Supreme Court rulings of Delguntuukw (1997) and MmshaII (1999), 

declaring that no jurisdiction has the right to rescind Abonguiai rights and title to the land. 

Having major implications on the development and management of natural resources. these 

decisions imply that governments must negotiate with Abonginal peoples on a nation-to- 

nation basis. 

The lack of public consultation became a major issue affecthg the legitimacy of the 

Living Legacy land use plan, especially in light of the hclusion of issues that were not subject 

to broad scrutiny during the planning process-the promotion of industrial development nonh 

of the 5 1 parallel; proposed changes to forest management standards; allowing rnining and 

exploration activities in protected areas; and permitting hunting in wilderness parks. Despite 

the fact that the announcement was based on a mix of press releases. backgrounders. an 

accord. as well as the Proposed h d  Use Strategy accompanied by the Qrtario '.Y Liirzng 

Legocy: Goven~ment Response to the ConsoIidated RecommenJarions of the Boreal West, 

Horrul h s t  ami Great Lakes-St. h r e r ~ c e  Roiirai Tables, there is "[nlo single document 

[that] tells the full tale. and. indeed the story changes from one document to the next"." 

Wrought with conflicting messages between documents and imprecise information analyzing 

the deal was time consuming for many trying to meet the 30-day time limit @ven for public 

review .As seen with the protected areas, tounsm, foreary, rnining, as well as hunting and 

angling aspects of the deal, Ontario's Living Legacy entails more questions about the future 

of land use planning in the province than it provides answen. 

- - - - - - - - - - 

"~onhwatch, Tories UnleaFh Living Legacy, Bulletin, undated, 1. 
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Additions to the Ontario Protected Areas System: Changing the Rules- 

.Mer the euphona of the March Dm announcement proclaiming a victory for the 

environment died dowq  the details and fine print of the Living Legacy deal gradua& came 

out painting a different story than onginally expounded by Premier Harris. 

The principai component ofthe Living Legacy program dealt with the creation of 3 78 

new parks and conservation reserves adding 2.4 million hectares of protected green space for 

a total of 9.5 million hectares province-ide. More specifically, the plan envisioned the 

formation of 273 conservation reserves and 60 new parks, with 44 additions to exis~ing 

protected areas." Protected areas that were hi-dighted during the announcement were the 

Great Lakes Heritage Coast, Lake Nipigon Basin, Algoma Headwaters, Spanish River Valley, 

Kawartha Highlands, Killamey, St. Raphael, Nagagamisis Central Plateau Complex and 

Woodland Caribou; nine featured regions having significant ecological value that would not 

be affected by the industrial development. Amounting to approximately 12 percent of the 

province's water and landscape. the govenunent's approach to the management of newly 

designated protect ed spaces was outlined in Orztario S Living Legucy: Proposcd Lami Use 

Strarrgv. Released in conjunction with the March 29' announcement. the Propose J S ~ t e g y  

evolved into a final resource planning document &er public consultation based on the EBR 

Registry posting. The result was a document called the Onturio '.s Living Legacy: Land Use 

Strategy which was published in July 1999. 

3 7  --Ministry of Natural Resources. Backgrounder: Ontmzo 's Living Legacj-New 
Parks and Prorected Arear, 29 March 1999. A tiirther breakdown shows that provincial 
parks wilt increase to 334 from the existing 274, and conservation reserves will expand to 
505 from the curent 32. 



Accordin3 to the Mïnistry ofNaturai Resources, proposed protected green spaces will 

"address a range of objectives, including protection of naniral and cultural heritase values. 

and the provision of oppominities for outdoor recreation, heritage appreciation and 

to~risrn."~ Wlth the goal to represent a range of ecological features found in Ontario. newlv 

desiyated protected areas are subject to intenm MNR and MNDM protection policies prier 

to full regdation. While the Proposedhnd (Ise Stra~egy mentions that identification of more 

protected green spaces is to occur through a subsequent planning and consultation process. 

it notes funher on that "[pllanning pnorities will be established based on available hnding and 

an assessrnent of ecological significance, management issues. and public interest ."" .Ut hou& 

1 2 percent was lauded as a significant increase in the protection of Ontario3 Crown lands. 

critics argue that there is no scientific basis for this figure, but rather, 20 to 75 percent is a 

more adequate estimate ofwhat is necessary to ensure the regeneration of ecosy~terns.'~ The 

minimal requirement for biodiversity consewation as proposed in the Living Legacy strategy 

does not address industrial activities and mixed uses allowed in areas adjacent to parks. nor 

does it make provisions for buffer zones, ultimately creating isolated and fragmented pockets 

of _meen on the province's geographic landscape. The lack of precise quantitative goals. a set 

timeline. or selection criteria to achieve the increased protection26 points to the vaeue and 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, Ot~tario 's Livi,ig Legucy: Proposed Land (Ise 
Srrafegy (March 1999), 6. This was confirmed in the July 1999 h ~ d  Use Strateg),. 

7 6 --Canadian Environmental Law Association, 7he L A  for Lrfe Proposais. IO. 

'61blhid.. 10. See also, Peaceful Parks Coalition, Media Release, 'Activists Vow to 
Save Ontario's Forests and Wildlife', 28 April 1999. 



ambiguous rhetonc of the deal, implying that 12 percent is actually the hal goal 'completing' 

the parks and protected areas system. Moreover, with no specific intentions to consult 

.-\borieinal peoples regarding the creation of parks and determination of their boundaries. the 

MMX perpetuates the colonial paradigrn by expropriating and regulating traditional territories 

at the eapense of indigenous peoples ignoring their rights to self-determination. 

With the government's emphasis on improving the business climate in the province 

and it s rush to address definitively the uncertainty created by competing resource uses. C rown 

land management, as implied in the strategy has the potential to be influenced by a rigidly 

defined set of options that favour economic oppominities over ecological values. Suggestions 

that the Living Legacy deai will "improve planning and will offer more fl exibility in defining 

areas for recreationai. commercial and resource uses on Crown land"." essentially refl ects the 

Hams government's minimal interest in environmental protection. Uvenly stating that 

additional protected areas are intended to maintain Ontario's ecologicai integrity. ody two 

desipations in the new land use strategy-Provincial Parks and Conservation 

Reserves-actuaily fulfill, to a certain extent, this goal. .i\]ong with the two other land use 

designations (LUDs) of General Use Areas and Forest Reserves, Conservation Reserves and 

Provincial Parks, provide policy and guideline directions for natural resource manasement 

based on specific geographic realities. Taking into account the different intereas of naturai 

resource users the four designations attempt to ensure "ecologicai sustainability, protection 

of significant natural heritage and biologicai feahires, and continued availability of resources 

"Ministry of Natural Resources, Backgrounder, Onlurio 's Living Legacy-Lmd- 
(!se C%i~ceprs, 29 March 1999, 1 .  



for the long-term benefit of ~ntarians."~' As noted in the Ontario Living Legacy 's Proposed 

h z d  lise Snazegy, and later confirmed in the h d  Use Siraregy, existing conservation 

reserves and provincial parks-the latter falling under six diEerent classifications of 

wildemess, nature reserve, natural environment, recreation, historical, and waterway-are 

regulated by the Provi~zciol Porkr Act and the Public Lm& ACZ, respectively, legislating a 

ban on industrial activities such as Iogging, mining and hydro-electric development." While 

new protected areas will also be regulated by the sarne statutes, the Living Legacy program 

makes exceptions for mining and exploration activities, as well as hunting and angling, thus 

questioning the quality and permanence of protection. 

Unlike the Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves designations. both General 

Use Areas and Forest Reserves are oot regulated by any specific piece of legislation but 

rather by a mix of laws, policies, and guidelines. Although making up approxirnately 70 

percent of the Lands for Life planning region, the Sirutegy's proposals for General Use .4reas 

are vague. only denoting that a range of resource and recreational activities are permitted and 

that management will be based on ecologicaily sustainable principles with more rules to be 

decided during funher As for Forest Reserves, the designation applies to a 

relatively small area and ensures that the "protection of nanirai heritage and special landscapes 

18!Uinistry of Natural Resources, Proposed Lond Use Strategy. 1 6 .  

S ~ h e  exception is in Algonquin provincial park where induanal forestry is 
permitted as part of being designated a recreation-utilkation zone. 

3%stry of Natural Resources, Proposed h d  Use Strategy, 25. Ln the 
meantirne. General Use Areas d l  be subject to the current fores management planning 
process. 



is a prio*, but some resource use can take place with appropriate conditions."" M i n g  and 

aggregate extraction, for example, are permitted uses while commercial logguig and hydro- 

electric development are not. Ultimately encompassing the vision of floatins reserves. t his 

designation withholds land from industnal activity on an interim basis; that is. protecting it 

only if there is no daim from mining interests. Once it has been established that there is no 

significant economic justification to exploit an are% it will revert to being either a prokincial 

park or conservation reserve. 

In addition to introducing Forest Reserves as a new land use desigatioa the Liting 

Legacy deal also entrenched Enhancement Management keas (EM4s) as a new land use 

cateeory Encompassing a variety of resources uses, EMAs include natural heritage. remote 

access. recreation fish and wildlife, Great Lakes coastal areas. intensive forests and 

tounsm '' .As a category intended "20 provide more detailed land use direction in areas of 

special features or values"33 ERhanced Management Areas are the pnmary instrument used 

to put the multiple use concept into practice. In al1 instances, industrial activities such as 

forestry. mining and aggregate extraction, hydro-electric development, road constmctio~ 

hunt ing. and aquaculture. are pemiitted; t his however, is brac keted with general statements 

notins that these disturbances must be pursued in a manner that wiii maintain or enhance the 

"Minisu); of Naturd Resources, Onfario 's Livirtg Leguq: h t d  Use SPUIC'~Y 
(July 1999). 23.  

"The Lad Use Slrategy purports that tourism and intensive forestry EMAs 
require further study and consultation with appropriate stakeholders prior to being 
implemented. 

33~ininry of Naturd Resources, P roposed h d  Use Snategy, 22. 



rvilderness qualities and ecological integrity of the areas in question. While there is 

recognition that managing mked resource uses, ultimately benefitting resource industries, 

entails policy adaptations taking into account the location, timing, access. and method of 

enforcement, the new land use plan does not specify how public consultation will occur. only 

rnentioning that "[mlore detailed implementation strategies will be developed with the 

participation of ~takeholders."~ 

Perceived as a being in touch with environmentai issues. the govenunent got accolades 

From the World Wildlife Fund one month after the March 29" announcement. As ppan of its 

Endangered Species Campaign, the goup gave Ontario a B+ grade for its effort to enhance 

the parks and protected areas system, described as a 'bright light".35 This classification ranked 

Ontario first in Canada, up from eighth position with a D+ in 1998. For some cntics. this 

proved that the Partnership's endonement ofthe Living Legacy deal prevented the Wildlands 

League. the Federation of Ontario Naturalists. and the World Wildlife Fund from harshly 

cnticizing the Harris govemment; this despite obvious deficiencies in the land use program. 

including the fact that the agreement was "reached through a highly undemocratic 

process-one that excluded Natives. many environmental groups. and the public at laree. "'6 

.As dernonstrated in chapter t hree, by creating a 'two-tiered' park system-one increasingly 

"Brian McAndrew, 'Ontario green pian wins B+,' Toronto Smr. 28 Apnl 1999. 
A9. 

36Tony Weis and Anira Krajnc, 'Greenwashing Ontario's Lands for Life,' 
C1madra>t Dimension. December 1999,35. See also, Editonal, 'Risky pian for Ontario's 
North' Toronto Sfar, 24 May 1999, A14. 



lacking in funding and becoming open to natural resource and wildlife exploitation-the 

Harris government has divested itself fiom responsibilities to govem in the public trust. in the 

name of administrative efficiency. 

Enhanced Certainty for the Forest Industry: The Ontario Forest Accord 

The government's cornmitment to the forest industry is briefly outlined in the final 

L~~rl>rd I !se Strntegy . While the synopsis proposes that enhancing economic secunty and 

increasing access to Ontario's land base will occur through intensive forest management and 

the implementation of a compensation program, the basis for discussions relatine to forestry 

issues in Ontario's Living Legacy is the 1999 Ontario Forest Accord - A Forr,&tim for 

Profle-ss (OFA). For the forest industry, support for the new land use plan, was prirnarily 

chameled through the Ontario Forest Accord. an agreementJ7 between the MNR. the 

Pannership. and leading forestry interests. Aiming to increase wood production, the accord 

is considered as a truce to the 'war in the woods', a cooperative endeavour monitoring 

indust rial activities and forest management with the goal of designating more protected areas. 

For the president of forest giant Domtar, the agreement is unique since it brought together 

'-traditionally opposing forces to find common ground to meet each other's needs."" This 

37 There is an ongoing debate as to whether the Ontario Forest Accord is a 
contractual document. The Canadian Environrnental Law Association believes that the 
forest industry may have legal claims for compensation through the accord, while the 
Pannership prefers cailing it an agreement rather than a contract. Executive director, 
W~ldlands League, interview by author; and Canadian Environrnental Law Association, 
The La~zdr for Lrje Propods, 12. 

38Xaymond Royer quoted in McAndrew, 'Move to protect', A7. 



view was confirmed by the executive director of the Wildlands League who noted that "b]y 

reco-miizing the public's desire for more parks and sustainable foreary, the forest industry has 

improved the prospects for fùture cooperation and public suppon. I f s  a wise rno~e."'~ 

Ostensibly addressing the province's incapacitating resource wan. the forest accord is touted 

as a historic and precedent-setting document bnnging together and cementing a new working 

relationship between interests perceived as traditionai antagonists. Resulting from the private 

Fem tdks between the MNR, the Partnership for Public Lands, and the forest industry. the 

agreement formalizes discussions regarding provincial forest issues at the highest political 

level. According to the Partnership their "new working relationship with the forest industry 

bodes well for finding solutions in a world where local meets global through the 

marketplace.""' 

.A departure fiom existing policy styles, the Onturio Forest dccord commits the 

signatories to fulfill3 1 obligations, signaling a new approach to environmental policy-making; 

not only transforming the role of government as mediator of the public interest. but granting 

poli ticai authority to selected corporations and environmentai groups. This was entrenched 

with the formation of the Ontario Forest Accord Advisos, Board (OFAAB), a body with the 

mandate to oversee the irnplernentation and enforcement of the Ontario Foresi Accord 

Composed of actors who participated in the Fem discussions, the board includes three 

representatives, with aiternates, fiom each the fores industry, environmental interests, and 

3?artnership for Public Lands, 'Partnership for Public Lands Endones 
Govemment Land Use Strategy,' Official Media Release, 29 March 1999. 

'('Partnership for Public Lands, intemet site: 
http://www. web.net/wild/newway. html 



the MNR, the chair's position rotating beîween the former two interests and the latter taking 

on a facilit ation and advisory role.'" Answerable to the Minister of Naturd Resources. the 

board's hnaions range from ensuring adherence to the comrnitments outlined in the forest 

agreement. monitoring the creation of protected areas, to develo pins dispute resolution 

strategies.12 X relatively closed organization. the OFAAB instituted mechanisms to ensure 

more openness such as making meeting summaries publicly availabie, as weil as considering 

the expansion of the board's membership." However, its stmcnire and position within the 

MNR bureaucracy entails that community concems and public input to be considered by the 

board are routed first through the Minister's office, making it difficult for the process to be 

fully accessible. 

The entrenchment of rights and responsibilities in the Ormrio Foresr Accordcontract 

no t on1 y formalized the reiat ionship between traditionally divergent interests, it brought policy 

Formulation to another level, clearly defining the roles and responsibilities of the parties 

involved. Here. the signing of the accord suggests that changes and nuances associated to 

forest policy formulation and implementation will be harder to effect since signatories are now 

constricted to the terms of the agreement and its resultant negotiations. This is particularly 

"Ministry of Natural Resources T m s  of Reference, 1. The terms of reference 
also specifi that the MNR provide administrative support to the board. For a list of the 
current board members see the Partnership intemet site: www. web. net/wild/o faab. html. 
See also. the Ministry of Natural Resources intemet site: 
www. mnr.gov.on.ca/mnr/olYofaab/temsofref 

'31b~d-, 4. Updated meeting agendas and summary notes c m  be found at the MNR 
intemet site: www.mnr.gov.on.ca/mnr/o~ofaab/sumnotes/ 



seen with the issue of compensation intended to benefit the forest industry. Here, the 

implementation of a compensatory system highlights the extent of the MNR's commitment 

to protect forestry interests. In the event that the government, represented by the Ministq of 

Natural Resources, decides to revoke tenure nghts, it is responsible for compensatin_e 

proponents "for capital investments [regarding] permanent infrastructure and processing 

assets directly related to regulated land withdrawals as a result of the Lands for Life process 

and any future unilateral withdrawals.'" This commitment. unprecedented in Ontario land use 

policy-making," potentially restricts the flexibility of government in regards to the 

(re)allocation of natural resources. Setting itself up for the possibility of indemnification. the 

MNR, under current and future govenunents, is now obligated to consider the needs of the 

forest industry as a prerequisite to designating protected areas and other land uses. Not only 

has govemment jeopardized its role as active regulator and overseer of the public interest. it 

has granted political rights "to a selected group of companies, based on an arbitra-. ad hoc. 

and non-public process.'* 

UMinistry of Natural Resources. 1999 Orirario Forest Accord - A Forrndoriunfor 
Progms (March 1999): 4. Clause #19. 

" ~ h e  Partnership for Public Lands publicly argues that compensation for the loss 
of capital investments has occurred on a case-by-case basis. However. in an internai 
document to the environmental community, it noted that there are no requirements to 
compensate the forest industry for revoking tenure rights such as reducing the amount of 
annual allowable cuts. See Chns Hensc hel Intensive Forest Management m ~ d  Tentire 
R e f m  NI Ollimio: A Policy Optiom Pcrper for the EnviromnentaI Comrnrîniy (Dr&), 
26 January 2000, 2 1.  

"Canadian Environmental Law Association, îhe tarads for Lije Proposols. 13. 



While there are provisions to increase protected green spaces beyond 12 percent of 

the land base in queaion," the accord is intended to consider the present and future needs of 

the forest industry. Here, the preamble, which sets the tone for the agreement. notes that 

'~here would be no net increase in the cost of wood delivered to the mil1 and there would be 

no ions term reduction in the supply of fibre necessary for processing on both a planning area 

and region basis. as a result of the establishment of new parks and protected areas".'%'ith 

references to permanent and long term guarantees to the province's forests. the agreement 

not only aims to rnaintain current cutting quotas ensuring the rigbts of industry. it implicitly 

deals with tenure reform as seen through the discussion of intensive forest management. 

.4lthough vague, assenions refemng to intensive silviculture within the accord demonstrate 

the govemment's. and the Partnership's? willingness to address enhanced corporate tenure 

rights whereby govemrnent is to "assign a higher priority to forest protection measures 

necessary ro protect intensive forest management area~.'"'~ 

Part of forest? management discussions between key stakeholders prior ro the Lands 

for Life process. the concept of intensive forest management (FM) became inculcated in the 

forest accord-a vehicie used to publicly convey the controversial idea. tmprecisely defined. 

intensive forest management, synonymous with enhanced forestry, is based on the theory that 

"[bletter use of information, site selection. silviculture, and protection activities to restore 

" ~ h e  12 percent figure refers to both private and Crown land within the Lands for 
Life area of audy. Note that this percentage does not refer to the total provincial 
landmass. 

"Ministry of Naturd Resources, Ontario Forest Accord, 1 . 

'9/hid., Clause $1 7. 



degaded forest conditions, [ d l ]  increase hiaoric productivity and improve gualiq of trop 

trees in final harve~t . "~~ Increased production yields do not only rnaterialize from more 

investments in silviculturd research, but are generated by current forest practices such as 

herbicides and pesticides usage, thinning, stand improvement, better aocking, prescribed 

bumin-. fire suppression, clemtting, and selective harvesting. Lqtimately intended for 

commercial purposes, the quest to increase logging activities through IFM is spavining 

discussions and scientific research to find more ways to augment fiber harvesting including 

controversial methods such as fertilization, wetland drainage, plant ing exotic species, and 

using geneticaliy modified organisms (G~Os)~' -a .n  avenue promoted by the Oiirarro Forest 

.-lccorJ and partly fùnded by the Living Legacy Trust which earmarks approxirnately $22 

million for developing forestry practices in the far north, improving the access to. and quality 

of the wood supply, as well as compensatio~ for ioss of infrastmcture use such as roads and 

bridges use resulting From the creation of protected areas." In the contea of impending 

supply shonages. declining quality of tirnber, and a htghly volatile commodities market. 

intensive use is increasingly becoming a favoured application for the forest industry. 

'Wil dlands League, Tenure wid Intensive Forest Mmurgernent, Dr& (2 1 
Febmas 2000). Presentation to the Tenure Sub-Comminee of the MNR Provincial Forest 
Policy Cornmittee. 

" Henschel, Intensive Forest 11.fmzagement. 2 1 . 

"-4 further breakdown of the money allocated to foremy initiatives shows that $1 
million will be provided as compensation to the forest industry for the loss of existing 
logging infrastructure; $5 million to irnprove road access; $3 million to develop forest 
management projects in the far north; $7 million for scientific research; $5 million for 
ernployment through intensive forest management; and $0.5 million to enhance the 
creation of value-added wood products. See Living Legacy Trust intemet site: 
ivww . livinglegacytrust . org 



For the Pmnership, intensive forest management is also seen as a mitigating option 

to the crisis in Ontario's woods. White not aated in its Plmri~i~zg for Prosperih blueprint, 

there is an implicit assumption that IFM practices should be developed if the Partnership's 

proposais to increase protection within the Lands for Life region while maintaining. and even 

increasing. wood flow to mills, as well as creating new jobs. are to become a redity " -4s 

such. by forming areas specifically intended for production, or special supply zones-to be 

determined through a public forum yet it is unclear how-proponents argue that there will 

be less pressure on the remaining forens, thus creating opportunities for designating them to 

protected status. More specifically, the Pmnership notes that the Orirario Forcsr Accord 

**explici tly ties future increases in wood harvest/availability to the establishment of protected 

areas"." whereby any new wood supply surplus will be shared between protection and 

production initiatives. not only destined for sawmills, as currently is the practice. In this way. 

bv taking advantaçe of the ambiguous term, the coalition believes that the environmental 

comrnunity can .'[s]eize the agenda to define iFM as better fore~try."'~ 

Tied to tenure reform, intensive forest management is another mechanism used to 

enhance certainty in the realm of an international market dictated by fluctuating lumber pnces. 

"~artnership for Public Lands, Plaieihg for Prosperity (November 1998). 3. See 
al so. Part nership for Public Lands, 73e PPL Economic,-Social Strategy 'Makiig ir Work ' 
Drafl (3  1 January 1998), 5. 

'4Chris Henschel, Inirrzsiw Forest lLfmagement Notes ( 15 Decernber 1999). 1 ; and 
Partnership for Public Lands, 77re PPL Economic~Social Strategy, 5. 

"~artnership for Public Lands. internet site: http://www.web.net/wiId/accord.html. 
See also. Tirn Gray, 'Making Sense of Lands for Life,? Kajruwa, April-June 1999.62. 

'6Hensc hel, Intensive Forest Mmugemeni Notes, 1 .  



-2s there are no provisions for government to guarantee Sustainaùie Forest License ( S E )  

holders a minimum arnount of annual allowable cuts ( M C )  or compensation in the event of 

unilateral land withdrawals, there is evidence suggesting t hat the "current policv debate 

envisions tenure refonn as an avenue to improve forest management by altering the nature and 

tems of the [tenure] agreement between the Crown and the private interests that manage 

it . "Y B y ensuring consistent harvesting levels security is arguably enhanced. not only 

increasing predicrability and economic investment in the forest industry. but encouraging 

siivicultural research to improve logging practices. Here. the Oi~rario Forest .-lccord 

committed the govemment to ensure foren companies that there will be a return on 

investments in FM;  more specifically, that industry would be allowed to harvest from 

intensively managed areas. 

While formal discussions surrounding the enhancement of tenure and the viability of 

compensation are taking place through the Provincial Forest Policy Cornmittee. other motives 

to encourage IFM are also being reviewed. Here, economic incentives provided by 

government subsidies and the creation of tmst fiinds such as the Forest Renewai Fund and 
C 

the Forest Futures Fund. in addition to market-based solutions promoting the sale and 

division of SFLs, are suggested means encouraging intensive forest practices. Most 

imponantly however, funher deregdation is dso being considered as a possible policy 

instrument. highly regarded by the forest industry as a viable option to promote lFM. 

Athough the environmental cornrnunity has typically rejected the transfer of power to private 

interests, the Ot~rano Forest Accord stipulates that the implementation of intensive forest 

"~enschel, Inienrive Forest Mmgement, 3. 
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management practices, and by extension lengt hening tenure rights, necessitates potential 

amendments, even exemptions, from the Timber Class EA and the Crmw Foresr 

Srrstainahilir). Act. It is unclear which provisions will be arnended, and there is no statement 

as to how ecological sustainability pincipies, as defined by both the CFSA and the Timber 

Class E.4 will be protected through intensive forestry management-there is also speculation 

thai biodiversity requirernents will be watered dowd9 While the three signatones are 

committed to adopting changes, there is no indication of the citizen's role in the process. 

pot entiaily compromising public accountability Alt hough not strictly defined, the move to 

relax reguiatory frameworks facilitating tenure nghts is now legally entrenched in the Otitario 

Forest Accord, dislodging any opportunities for extensive public consultation. 

Another main and disnirbing, feature ofthe agreement is the cornmitment to open up 

development nonh of the 5015 l 0  parallels, an area excluded from the Lands for Life 

 discussion^.^' Here, the signatories are obligated to "support initiatives directed toward the 

or der!^ drwlopmenr of areas nonh of the undertaking . . . on a best effons basis and as qirickiy 

aspossible.. .'" The integration of this stipulation in the Living Legacy deal cleariy defied the 

spirit of public input in land use planning. What more, it overtly denied Aboriginal 

"Ministry of Natural Resources. Onrurio Fores Accord. 3. Clause # 1 5 .  

'%O rth wat ch, Tories Unieah Livi~zg Legacy, 2. 

%madian Environmental Law Association, The Lamisfor Life Proposais, 13- 14. 

"A region also referred to in the Ontario Forest Accord as nonh of the Area of 
Undenaking. 

62Mvliniary of Nahird Resources, Ontario Forest Accord, 5 .  Clause #24. Emphusis 
mir W .  



participation in the private negotiations that led to the fomulation of the Ontario Foresr 

.4ccord An area predominantly uihabited by indigenous peoples, the areas north of the 50/5 l0  

parallels have been relatively inaccessible to industrial activities prirnarily because of its 

rugged terrain which has beeq until recently, a disincentive for in~estrnent.~' .As the supply 

crisis looms. more players within the forest industry are eyeing the far nonh as a significant. 

and new source of fiber. The viability of logging further north, however, is put into question 

by elabal warming trends bringing drier weather patterns to the region which drastically 

increases the chance of fire, thus putting the onus on taxpayers, through the MhR to deal 

with costs for fire suppression. According to a forest fire research officer with the Canadian 

Forest SeMce at the federal Department ofNaturd Resources, "[tlhere's no way we should 

allow the industry to dump this cost on the public. We run the risk of spending huge amounts 

of money while having little effect. And when the suppression fails and the forest bums, the 

industry will ask for expanded logging Iimits? 

While the Onlario Forest Accord recognites that development can only take place 

with the full ageement from affected Abonginal cornmunities, discussions with First Nations 

have taken place individually with the MNR or with industry. Formaiizing the govemment's 

intentions to conduct logging activities in nonhem regions is currently being done through 

the Northem Boreal Initiative (NiBi). Airning to provide First Nations with the opportunity 

"3The push to develop Ontario's fiontier regions necessitates an environmental 
assessrnent done in accordance with the Environmer~tal Assessmertt Act and the Timber 
Class E A  

6LCorrespondence from Tim Lynham, Canadian Forest Service researcher. 
President. Environment Nonh, dated 19 Juiy 1999. 



to take a leading role in new commercial forestry ventures as well as forest management 

planning in the far north, the NB1 is a project uitegrating western scientific principles with 

indigenous ecologicai kn~wledge.~' Although the O~ztano Forest Accord is considered to be 

one of the driving forces behind the MI, talks concerning the development of an economic 

infrastructure predated the Ontario Living Legacy negotiati~ns.~~ P a r t ~ n g  in decision- 

making processes relating to forest management allows many isolated First Nations to become 

active participants in the allocation of naniral resources, an issue that has eluded many 

communities as corporations, sanctioned by govemrnental policies, have extracted wood 

mithout sharing the wealth taken from traditionai territories. The focus on deveioping 

'strategic action plans' and 'partnerships' with the forest industrf7 in the Nonhern Boreal 

Initiative has opened doon to include Abonginal interests ui the wake of the exclusionary 

Lands for Life/Ontario Living Legacy process. However, critics remark that "deep damage 

done to relationships between some aboriginal organizations and environmental non- 

governmental organizations as a result of the Accord and related announcements: and that - 

"'~inistry of Naturd Resources. 'Nonhem Boreal Initiative - Developine new, 
sustainable management opportunities with First Nation communities in the far nonh of 
Ontario.' EBR Registry Number: PBOOE1008, 19 July 2000. Three communities. 
Pikangikum First Nation, Moose Cree First Nation, and Constance Lake First Nation. are 
currently undertaking discussions with the Ministry of Natural Resources. as well as the 
forest industry. 

MBoreal West roundtable member, interview by author. 

67 Correspondence from President, Environment N o m  to selected environmental 
actinsts. dated 6 October 1999; and Boreal West roundtable member, interview by author. 
The Pikangikum Firn Nation, for example, created a pamiership with Timberline, an 
invent ory Company, to form White Feather Forest Management Corporation. 



there are big questions about how and where those relationships (between First Nations and 

ENGOs) fit in the future.'" 

+ Resource-based tourism: More rights for the forest industry? 

Another component of the March 29 announcement included a brief reference to 

resource-based tourism. Charged with integrating the values and interests of the resource- 

based tourism sector within the new land use policy, the Lands for LifdLiving Legacy 

exercise confirmed the importance of sunaining an economically and environmentally viable 

activity in Ontario's north. Developing tounsm opportunities in the nonhern parts of the 

province not only entails employment creation, but economic diversification in an area 

predominantiy based on single resource industries. Moreover, the increasing popularity of 

ecotourism and adventure travel, arguably instilling an environmental consciousness. are also 

factors leading to the potential invi_eoration of the sector. underscoring the ursency of 

protectine Crown land for that purpose. While accompanyng materials to the announcement 

affinn the need to protect nonhern tourism, the details in the strategy. although vape. 

sugçest t hat the governrnent 's Living Legacy ultimately promotes forestry interests. 

Growing demands on Ontario's natural resources from codicting interests is starkly 

demonstrated b y the O ften uneasy relationship between tounst operations and resource 

development companies. More specifically, the province's timber management plans are 

considered a threat to the vitality of the tourism industry since pressure to allocate Crown 

land to forestry-related activities is on the nse. As more and more tirnber harvesting is 

"Lands for Life/Living Legacy Debrief, Minutes h m  a meeting between the 
environmental community honed by the Canadian Environmental Law Association offices, 
Toronto, 1 1 June 1999. 



encroaching remote areas, several yidelines and policies have been approved in reco-gnition 

of protecting and promoting tourism in the north. The Timber Mrnqgemerit Guideiines for 

ihe Prorectio~r of Totkm Cblues (1987) calls for the consultation between forest 

management planners and tounst operators in an attempt to ''mirirnize h m  to tourist 

operations by protecting the visual appeal of forest land~capes.'~~ Similady, the Resoirrcr- 

bosed Totrrimt Poliq ( 1997) recognizes the significance of providing economic cenainty and 

promoting ecologically sustainable practices within the sector-goals achieved t hrough iand 

use planning. It is in ths comext that the outcornes laid out in the land use plan identifi four 

salient points that support tourism in northem Ontario: allowing existing tounsm operations 

in al1 iand use designations; updating guidelines and policies to improve the protection of 

tourism values; establishing dispute tesolution mechanisms; and creating new means for 

ne~otiating and implementing Resource Stewardship Agreements (RSAs)." 

-4 key factor of t he Living Legacy 's approach to northem tourism RS As are intended 

to reinforce the ties between forest companies and resource-based tounsm operations 

encoura-ing information sharing and cooperation throughout land use and forest management 

planning. While the scope and ternis of reference are still to be defined amongst stakeholders. 

Resource Stewardship Agreements entail the potentiai for compensation. Considered adjuncts 

to the already existing guidelines and policies designed to ensure the economic viability of the 

tourism industry, RSAs incorporate the notion of 'beneficiary pays', a stipulation intended to 

profit the forest industry. Acknowledged in the final land use plan and confirmed in the 

69Canadian Environmental Law Association, nie Lads for LIfe Proposais. 20. 

'%s~ry of Natural Resources. Proposed Lmid Use Strategy, 8- 
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O~zrario Forest Accord, the tourisrn industry. which is oaensibly intended to benefit From 

Resource Stewardship Agreements, is responsible for the compensation of any financial or 

tirnber volume iosses incurred by the forestry sector resulting from their implementation." 

Not oniy does this place the industry at a standail1 in terms of expanding operations. the 

"'beneficiary pays' principle sends a clear message that forestry industry interests are more 

important to promote than other economic interests. It wiii also present a significant chi11 to 

the tourist industry since any additional 'benefits' will be expensive to a sector that is not 

known for its high profit margins."" 

Recognizing Mining Contributions: More Access and Subsidies- 

The March 29" Ontario Living Legacy agreement was accompanied by 

announcements relating to the rnining industry. Alongside Premier H h s ,  the Minister of 

Nonhem Development and Mines, Chris Hodgson, focused on highlighting the governrnent's 

continued cornmitment to the mining industry. Intended to assuage a highly volatile sector. 

especially in iight of potential uncertainty resulting from the creation of more parks and 

protected areas, the MNDM not only emphasized that it would be 'business as usual'. but that 

it was ready to invest more than $20 million to promote exploration and minin3 activities. 

Having harmonized regulations, reduced bureaucratic restrictions and implemented 

a tax Freeze, the MNDM's contirmation of exploration subsidies demonarates how the mining 

"Ut~rurio Forest Accord (Clause #29). This is supported by tie Partnership for 
Public Lands which "will not oppose the beneficiary pay concept for resource stewardship 
agreements. " 

"C anadian Environment al Law Association, 7he Lmidsfor Life Proposais. 22 2. 



industv is considered to be a favoured component of the province's economy. The 

exploration subsidy 'Operation Treasure Hunt', an injection of $1 9 million over a two-year 

period. aims to create a program geared toward short and long-term exploration wit h the 

latest technolog; the collection of data through advanced mapping and surveying techniques 

are tools .'needed to accelerate exploration activities in On~ario."~ Here. the news release 

relating to the announcement emphaskes the opportunities for employment creation in the 

private sector and projected financial returns on investment." Furthemore. granting $4 

million to the Ontario Prospectors Assistance Program (OPAP) not only "encourages the 

discovery of new mineral deposits by aimulating grassroots exploration and prospecting in 

Ontario". it is considered an insurance against economic downturns ofien plaguine the 

industry ." 

Setting the tone for the govemment 's outlook on mining in the province. the P ropused 

lard Use Strufegy repoR briefly mentions the roie of prospecting activities calling for a 

*-flexible approach" and the need for "the maximum possible area open for exploration. "" The 

details however. are found in three separate press statements released on March 79; the 

-3Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, News Release: 'Hodgson 
.Announces S 19 Million for 'Operation Treasure Hunt," 19 March 1999. 

" ~ t  is suggested that the program will create more than 300 new jobs in the 
exploration and rnining sectors. Revenue renirns fiom the studies and subsequent ore 
discovery are projected to range anywhere fiom $3 to $250 for every dollar invested. 

7 5 Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, News Release: 'Hodgson 
Announces $4 Million for Ontario Prospecton7' 29 March 1999. It is not clear what 
-'erassroots b exploration and prospecting" means. 

"~inistry of Natural Resources, Proposed Land Use Strategy, 10. This was 
confirrned in the July 1999 Lad Use Sttategy. 



defining factor being the notion of multiple use. Wtthout compromising the changes made to 

the Mini~g Act. as weU as the Public h l d s  Act and the Provincial Purks Aci, which in theû 

current fom provide the uidustry with more financial stability and political leverage. the 

MNDM confirmed the introduction of floating reserves to offset the industry's concerns 

emanating From the designation of new conservation areas and park space. -4s such. 

'controlled' minera1 exploration could occur in or aroond parks and in the event of a 

substantial discovery. a land swap would take place in order not to jeopardize ensting mining 

tenu re rig hts, essentially confirming t hat "[a]ccess for environmentally sensitive mineral 

exploration is being protected in areas of provincially significant mineral potential. and it is 

business as usual for existing daim holders and rnining activity already undenvay."" 

The ascribed roles of both the govement and rnining comunity within the context 

of Ontario's Living Legacy is documented in a backgrounder accompanying the MM)M's 

press releases. Relegated to ensunng a pro-mining environment, government is not only 

responsible for ensuring 'low-impact staking and exploration' on newly proposed protected 

Crown lands. but is also to work cooperatively with the industry to formulate 'workable 

procedures' in areas such as monitoring, inspection, policy and regulation reviews. and 

restoration? The implementation of a contracnial agreement demonstrates the extent to 

which the MNDM is prepared to formalize its partnership with the minerd sector Seeking 

to ensure the industry's concerns over the abrogation of the natus quo in the wake of the 

7 Ministq of Nonhern Development and Mines. News Release. 'Hodgson says 
Liwrg Legacy Good News for Northern Ontario,' 29 March 1999. 

78Mnistq of Nonhem Development and Mines, Backgrounder. 'Ontario-s 
Commitments to the Minerals Industry.' 29 March 1999. 



W ' s  new land use plan, the government is legaily comrnitting itself to "respect the existing 

rights of aU forms of mining land tenure in new parks and conservation areas" whereby 

"[c]urrent niles, and access to these lands will be en~ured."'~ This pledge was confirmed in 

a letter sent out by Minister Hodgson to ai1 daim holders in the province asking those that 

were 'parked' or affecteci by the contents of Ontario's Living Legacy to sign a contract 

recognizing that the "proponent will be entitled to exercise the sarne minera1 rights as if its 

mining properties were located elsewhere in the Province ~fOntario."*~ The Prospectors and 

Developers .Association of Canada (PDAC) however, attempted to dissuade its membership 

tiom signing the document waming that it rnight endanger the right to future compensation 

in the advent of lost ownership to newly protected spaces." This. despite the fact that already 

1 1 percent of t he Crown land set aside from industrial development had been staked for future 

exploration. '' 

The fact that critical statements conceming the future of mining in Ontario were made 

throurh MNDM press releases 

that there was no proper public 

"Ihii.. 1 . 

")World Wildlife Fund, 

rather than within the Proposed Laild Use Stratea. suggests 

consultation, and that by extension the rnining component of 

News Release. 'WWF's Highest Grade for Ontario (B+) 
Lrnder Review Pending Clarification on Mining in Parks'. 27 ApFil 1999. The Partnership 
also wrote a letter to the MNDM Minister, demanding clarification on the Ministry's 
position regarding existing and future mining claims. Correspondence fiorn the Partnership 
for Public Land to Chris Hogdson, Minister of Nonhem Development and Mining, dated 
16 April 1999. 

R 1 This cautionary message was poaed on the PDAC web site at www.pdac.ca 

"Earthroots. Analyss of the hl& for Lije Agreement cmd Conctirreni 
Govenrrnenr Acnvities Related to thzs Agreement, Background Document, undated, 2. 



the Living Legacy initiative was an understanding solely between government and industry. 

This was confirmed by several environmental organizations who sounded the d m  following 

Chris Hodgson's announcement on mining incentives. Judging from their reaction in the 

media. it becarne clear that they were not made aware of unfolding developments between the 

industry and govemment priorto the Sudbury announcement. As support for Ontario's Living 

Legacy deal quickly unraveled, the Partnership for Public Lands anempted to clarify. and 

distance. itself fiom the govemment's position. Attempting to steer the coalition fiom 

controversy for allegedly endorsing a deal promoting exploration, as well as huntine and 

angling, the World Wildlife Fund's president noted that "[tlhere were ... aspects of the Living 

Legacy announcement that we did not negotiate or support. In fact, these aspects surprised 

us and disappointed us".g3 The assertion however, that the Pmnership for Public Lands was 

not alened to an imminent mining side-deal promoting floating reserves contradicts a 16 

March 1999 media report stating that "environmentalists say they will not publicly endorse 

the agreement if the province decides to adopt the mining pr~posal"~'-a statrment made two 

weeks 

"Monte Hummel quoted in Theresa Boyle, 'Parts of parkland deal bothered 
wildlife goup.' Toronto S m ,  5 October 1999, Ag. 

8 J ~ a r t i n  Mittelstaedt. 'Deal to expand Ontario parkland,' Îne Globe and Mail. 16 
March 1999, M .  



before the formal Living Legacy announcement.'% an effort to funher clarify the 

Partnership's position, Monte Hummel wrote that while mining was discussed on the bais 

that it would not be allowed in protected areas-as fomaiized in the Ontario Forest 

Accord-the three environmental groups did agree to ailow mining and staking activities 

already underway during pre-Lands for Life on space designated for future protection with 

the proviso that exploration would be environmentdly sensitive, and that in the event of a 

si-gificant discovery, there would be a land swap subject to an impartial environmental 

asse~srnent.'~ Opposed to the secret dealings enhancing mining rights, the Canadian 

Environmental Law Association pointed to the dangers of transfemng more power to mining 

and prospecting corporations noting that the "that mining initiatives can wipe-out any gains 

through the Lands for Life proposal. It is about time the government stopped candy-coating 

what is going on and tell the public that the proposal shouid be called Lands for the Mining 

C~rn~anies . "~ '  

Inconsistencies within the Living Legacy announcement are apparent when analyzing 

the announcements relating to mining and the O~rtario Forest Accord. While article one ofthe 

accord stipulates that newly protected spaces wiIl exclude mining, it is clear fiom Ministry of 

" ~ h i s  is also contrary to evidence showing that the Pax-tnership for Public Lands 
was in contact with the mining and prospecting sectors during the Lands for Life 
consultation period. See, for example, the tentative agenda for the Partnership's 'Concept 
Workshop' held on 19 February 1998. 

'%lente Hummel, 'Not perfect, but an hinoric deal,' Toronto Star, 26 A u p a  
1999, Al?. 

"Canadian Environmental Law Association, Media Release, 'Mining 'Side Deal' 
Undemines Lands for Life Proposal, Says Environmental Law Group', 21 May 1999. 



Nonhem Development and Mining media releases that the govement7s intentions are to 

maintain the status quo in relation to al1 mining activities including staking, exploration, and 

production: an affirmation to be enshrined in a binding contract. Provisions set in clause two 

of the accord proposing the interim protection of newly selected areas are incongruent with 

blNDM's declaration that the rnining industry wili have continued access to these lands pnor 

to their regdation. Moreover, the MNDM's guarantee that 'Ialny future expansion of parks 

and protected areas requires mutual agreement among the minerals industry. the forest 

indusrry and the Partnership for Public Lands"" contradicts section six of the accord since 

the Ontario Forest Accord Advisory Board (OFAAB), composed only of MNR bureaucrats, 

forestry representatives, and members of the Pmnership for Public Lands, is the sole body 

havin- the junsdiction over the future designation of protected Crown landsgg 

Extending the Right to Hunt and Fish through Ontario's Living Legacy- 

As demonstrated with the forestry and rnining sectors. the focus on the govenunent's 

achievernent protecting more Crown lands is mitigated by concessions given to long-standing 

and influentid interests existing in the province. This was dso the case for wildemess 

management; despite the praise and enthusiasm surrounding the Living Legacy deal. details 

conceming hunting and angling rights within the Lands for Life region slowly began to 

emerge. While the March 29 announcement provides an $8 million subsidy through the Living 

Legacy Tmst promoting scientific research purposes, as well as fish and wildlife planning and 

'8hlinistry of Northem Developrnent and Mining, 'Ontario's Cornrnitments'. 1. 

R9Canadian Environmental Law Association, me b z d s  for LIfe Proposais. 19. 
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management. its overall intent is to enhance access to fishing and hunring? Granting 

extended rights to a minority of interests became one of the most controversial aspects of the 

Ontario Living Legacy announcement, refueling a debate on animal rights, as well as 

questioning the preservation of ecological integrity within the province's protected areas 

system. 

Syrnbols of Canadian identity and personal enjoyment, provincial parks are generally 

not associated with hunting and fishing activities. This image is, however, radically altered by 

the fact that the new land use strategy encourages the killing of wildlife in designated 

protected areas. As public outrage instigated by both activists and media reports critical of 

Lands for Life began to mount, proponents of the Ontario's Living Legacy were forced to 

justi@ their positions. While the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters argued that the 

eovemment maintained the status quo:' many environmentalists and animal nghts activists - 
ended up denouncing the conditions, bolstered by a survey revealing that 77 percent of 

Ontarians polled arongiy agreed that sport hunting should not be allowed in provincial parks 

and protected areas9' While the Partnership for Public Lands did not publicly endorse sport 

hunting in newly designated parks, it acknowledged the Lands for Life objective related 

%king Legacy Trust interner site: www.livinglegacytmst.org. Approximately 
one-third of the fùnd is dedicated to the fish and wildlife management of which $3.5 
million is allocated to scientific research on habitat and populations; $0.2 to study fish and 
wildlife according to a holistic, ecologicd approach; and $1.5 to increase access to these 
resources and stimulate northern economies. 

"Bnan McAndrew, 'Move to protect', A7 

''Oracle Pol1 Research Limited, EÏrws on Co11~11mptive Acrivities in Oniario 's 
Parks mrdProtected Areas. Survey repon prepared for Earthroots (1 5 October 1999), 4. 



the enhancement of hunting and fishing opportunities. The Partnership, therefore, was ready 

to support hunting with exceptions such as in places where hunting is a way of Me. usudly 

in the far n~ r th .~ '  In a later statement, the president of the World Wildlife Fund attempted to 

dari@ his organization's position in relation to sport hunting noting that "[wle didn't agee  

with that. we didn't negotiate that, we didn't propose it.'" In the end however. it was 

uncovered that a secret arrangement improved hunting and angiing opponunities by allowing 

hunting in newly designated green spaces, in much the same way that logging and mining 

access was assured. 

Not pan of the original Lands for Life objectives, the Ministry of Naturai Resources 

uaduall y insened statements implying the need to study the feasibility of increasing hunting 
C 

and angling riehts within documents guiding the land use planning pro ces^.^' By the time the 

(hrrsolidared Rrcommendafiorts were released in October 1998. they had been f i d y  

entrenched within the public consultation Framework, becoming official planning goals as 

confirmed in the July 1999 Lmid Use Strarqp. Concessions to hunting interests were clearly 

demonstrated by the fact that sport hunting is allowed in al1 new parks and 

''3Hun~mel. 'Not perfect. but hq historic deal. ' Tormito S~ar, A 12. 

'"Boyle. 'Parts of parkland deal', A9. This article was spawned by a news 
conference held by WWF president Monte Hummel who defends his group's position 
throuehout the Lands for Life/Living Legacy process. There is no mention of the WWF7s 
seminai role in the Partnership for Public Lands. It is interesthg to note that the Hummel 
is a sportshunter. 

"This was confirmed in the endnotes of a letter sent by Jerry DeMarco. Sierra 
Legai Defence Fund staff lawyer, to Gord Miller, Environmental Commissioner of 
Ontario. dated 15 Mach 2000. 



additions-including in Wildemess park additions-except in Nature Reserves and zones? 

The key issue transfoming original park designations however, is the MNR's outlook on 

permitted uses in Wildemess parks. Considered ecologicaiiy significant areas, these parks are 

designated for enthusiasts seeking personal and recreational challenges set in natural 

landscapes. Banning motorized access, hunting, and fishing, and encompassing a minimum 

of 50.000 hectares (or 500 kmL), there are ei&t WWerness parks in Ontario, five of which 

are in the Lands for Life planning region-Killamey, Quetico, Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater. 

Woodland Caribou, and Opa~quia.~' Pemhting hunting in the two small land additions to 

Killarney and Woodland Caribou parks while disallowing hunting and fishing in Nature 

Reserves. which are much smaller in size than Wildemess areas, the govemment is 

compromising the ecologicai values of large natural systems in an effort to appease hunting 

and angling interests. as well as changing public expectations regarding their interaction with 

nature. 

The governrnent 's acquiescence to the gun lobby however. becarne clear in the months 

following the release of the Lailci Use Srrategy. In February 2000, it was revealed that the 

Slinistry of Yatural Resources made a secret cornmitment with the Ontario Federation of 

96 These provisions mark an important turning point to park and wildlife 
management which until the introduction of Ontario's Living Legacy, hunting and fishing 
opportunities within protected areas were considered on a case-by-case basis. 

" ~ h e  other three are Wabakimi, Polar B a r ,  and Kesagami Wilderness parks. As 
part of the Temagarni region, Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater provincial park was excluded 
from the Lands for Life discussions. Encompassing a separate land use planning arategy in 
light of the controversial political c h a t e  heied by natural resource extraction such as 
login_e and mining taking place on the unceded Terne-Augarna Anishabai temtory, the 
area is also clairned by environmentalias as an extrernely ecoIogicaHy sensitive site. 



.hglers and Hunters to open up al1 existing Wildemess Parks to sport hunting as part of the 

Ontario's Living Legacy. A leaked intemal OFAH document shows that Minister John 

Snobelen promised the federation that the MNR agrees to "amend the individual park plans. 

such that hunting c m  be allowed in wildemess parks where there is demonstrated local public 

support for it. and the recornrnendation cornes fonvard as part of a park planning process.'"' 

This was confirmed by an MNR policy briefing document noting that officials were working 

on a "proposed strategy to address Minister7s 99.03.29 commitment to OFAH re: hunting in 

exist ing wilderness parks.'* While the Land Use Snazrgy does stipulate t hat the 'Ministry 

will consider in future park management planning for existing provinciai parks. the 

oppominity to provide additional hunting oppomuiities. Where there is demonstrated local 

public support for hunting in existing wilderness parks, this wiii be addressed as pan of 

planning for individual parks",'" this statement was not included in the Proposedl.oi>J 1J.w 

Srraiegr. nor was it posted on the EBR Registry, thus escaping public scnitiny. Moreover. 

such a major policy change fundamentally contradicts section four of the O ~ a m  Eorest 

.-lccorJ which purpons that "si-dcant changes in parks and protected area policies, 

"8Comespondence to Herb Frost, presidem of the Sponsmans Conservation Club 
of Kenora from Rick Morgan, executive vice president, OFAH, dated 18 Augua 1999. 
The author implores his colleague to take nrong action nich as striking a cornmittee in 
order ro create local public suppon, as well as undenaking a writing carnpaign calling for 
a park plan review. 

~ ~ s t r y  of Nanird Resources, Confidentid Merno? 'Hunting in Provincial 
Parks'. 1.  See aiso. Brian McAndrew. 'Wildemess hunting ban to be lifked,' T m i r o  Sfm. 
8 Febmary 2000. M .  

'Wnistry of Natural Resources, L a d  Use Strategy, 14. 



le~islation and permitted uses would occur only after pnor public consultation and re~iew."'~* 

.Mer mounting pressure fiom a range of environmental, animai rights. and recreational 

interests. which included filing a formai complaint to the Environment Commissioner of 

Ontario, John Snobelen conceded that there will be province-wide public hearings on hunting 

in Wilderness parks. 'O2  This move however, does not negate the fact that most of the Crown 

land ostensibly protected by the Living Legacy program is open to hunting whereby only 

48.7 1 1 of 1.4 million hectares are actually off-limits to hunters and anglers. 'O3 The hunting 

issue has rernained on activists' agendas in an effort to educate Ontarians about the 

eovemment's connections with the hunting and fishing lobby. Here, the Peaceful Parks - 
Coalition has attempted to decode the govemment's Living Legacy 'good news' 

environmental item. Created in July 1999, this network of environmentalists, animal rights 

activists. and concerned citizens has provided a forum for advocates concemed about the 

privatization of public lands, questioning the role of the Parinership for Public Lands as well 

ss the C h m o n  S m  Rer.olrczion's impacts on the natural environment. 

'("~inistry of Natural Resources. Onturio Foresr Accord, 2. This was confirmed in 
a letter written to iMinisrer John Snobelen fkom the Ontario Forest Accord Advisory 
Board, dated 2 1 December 1999, expressing concern over the MNR's lack of intention to 
consult the public in li&t of proposals to change existing park policy. 

" '~he Sierra Legal Defence Fund filed the complaint on behalfof the Canadian 
Environmental Law Association, Wildlands League, Federation of Ontario Naturalists. 
Environment North, Earthroots, Animal Alliance, Thunder Bay Field Naturalists, and 
Ontario Recreationai Canoeing Association, on 15 March 2000. 

1"3Krajnc, 'The New Politics of Bloodsport in Ontario,' Cmudian Dimensiut,, 
Septernber/October 2000,44. 



Post-Living Legacy: The Promise of Political and Media Marketing- 

-4s the reality of the Lands for L M i W i g  Legacy program is senling ia almost four 

years after the initiative was fist announced, its implementation is being conducted behind 

the scenes with public consultation mostly occumng through the auspices of the 

DnWmner~zal Bill of Rights Registry. la The government has dso taken steps to announce 

its continued cornmitment to land use planning by broadcasting a television ad carnpaign and 

introducina a $10 million investment for youth employment related to the development of 

Ontario's Living ~egacy.'" An additional $10 million for youth job opportunities was 

announced bv the Premier in November 2000 as part of a cornmitment confiming that h s  

governent will spend more than $100 million to protect ecologically sensitive areas existing 

uithin the Living Legacy boundaries. Approximately $20 million of this will also be allocated 

to acquire land in southem Ontariwareas that were not part of the Lands for Life land use 

plannine program. Funhermore. the package earmarked funding for a variety of projects such 

as investing in the province's species at risk program; implementing the Outur~o Forest 

.-lccord. Resource Stewardship Agreements, and the Lands for Life roundtable 

recommendations; as well as spending money to undertalie consultations with Aboriginal 

'(USee EBR Registry Number: RB9E60 1 1, Establishing 5 1 conservation reserves 
identified in Ontario's Living Legacy, 23 August 2000. This is one example of many 
postings related to the creation of protected areas inviting public commentary. 

'*'Miiniary of Natural Resources, News Releases, 'Ontario to Promote Major New 
Parks Expansion,' 10 August 2000; and 'Ontario Invests % 10 Million for Youth 
Employment to Support Living Legacy,' 13 April2000. 



peoples regarding natural resource management. 1°" Observers maintah however, that this 

announcement was made shonly after the provincial auditor reieased a repon heavily 

criticizuig the govemment for not addressing bureaucratic misrnanagement. Cntics contend 

thar Hams' positive news story was a 'diversionary tactic', a means to deflect attention from 

the report which singled out the MNR for its poor forest management practi~es.'~' 

The Living Legacy deal also became an international marketing tool. In June 2000. 

MNR Minister John Snobelen participated in a tour of European cities which included 

London Berlin. Hamburg and The Hague, promoting the province's 'successful' approach 

to environmental disputes. Invited to present at a conference and trade fair entitled 'A Vision 

of the World's Forests', organized by the World WiIdlife Fund in London, England.'08 the 

%finister was accompanied by senior bureaucrats and representatives fiom the Ontario 

Lumber Manufacturers' Association and the Ontario Forest Industries Association 

representatives-conspicuously lacking from the Ontario delegation were environrnentaiists 

who endorsed the plan. Meeting with his Europem counterparts, parliamentarians. as well as 

forest industry yroups and trade media journalists to promote the Living Legacy model. 

Snobelen used the oppominity to declare that the agreement "demonstrates to the world that 

'<KMnîstry of Naniral Resources, Fact Sheet, 'Ontario's Living Legacy: Protecting 
Our Natural Environment for Future Generations,' November 2000, 1-3. 

'*'Richard Breman, '$1 00 million plan to create parks, protected areas,' Toronto 
Sfar, 24 November 2000, A4. 

lo8The two-day conference addressed issues dealing with the development of 
international certification standards for fores products the current state and future of the 
planet3 fixeas, as weii as trends and obstacles facing forest industries. 



Ontario's forest industry is environmentally responsible and committed to sustainable forest 

management",'* adding that "this province is a great place to invest and do bus in es^.""^ 

In  essence. Ontario's Living Legacy confirrns that Ontario is moving toward 

increasing the pace of deregdation and pnvatization of Crown lands. This was done by 

inviting a select group of intereas to participate in private ne_potiations signahg that natural 

resource planning is leaning toward a corporatist style of decision-making. A relativelv closed 

and hi-&y stnictured system, corporatism is based on 

interest representation in which the constituent units are organized into a 
limited number of single, compulsory, non-cornpetitive hierarchically ordered 
and hnctiondy dserentiated categories, recognized or licensed (if not 
created) by the state and granted a deliberate representationd monopoly 
within their respective categones in exchange for observing certain controls 
on their selection of leaders and articulation of demands and support."' 

The decision-making approach leading to Ontario's Living Legacy is reminiscent of this 

perspective. First, the Harris govemrnent imposed the terms of reference for pnvate 

negotiations sening the 12 percent planning goal. Second, it recognized the Pmnership for 

Public Lands and select forestry companies as legitimate entities-the Partixrship in particuiar 

'%inistry of Natural Resources. News Release, 6 June ZOO0 

"%nistry of Natural Resources, News Release, 2 June 2000. 

' ' 'Philippe Schmitter, ' Still the Century of Corporatism?' in Trends Tmwd 
ïorpororisr Inrermediatiotl, eds. P. C . Schrniaer and G. Lehrnbruch (Beverly Hills: Sage 
Pddications, 1979), 13. 



was perceived to be the leader in the environmental poiicy community. Finally, by 

"maintairing a degee of representativeness consistent with popular ideas of legitimacy,"'12 

along with media campaigns, the govenvnent is able to implement its land use initiative with 

minimal opposition. 

A s  pan of its implementation strategy, the govement is ensunng that the Living 

Legacy deal is visible. a move arguably faciiitating the legitimation ofthe new land use policy. 

Giving ofthe impression that the agreement was reached with the approvai of a broad cross- 

section of interests. negates the fact that both Lands for Life and Ontario's Living Legacy 

rernain controversial. By suggesting that there was wide consensus in the decision-making 

process. the Hams govement is able to muiimize any latent dissension. This, despite 

on-oins struggles to resolve land c l h s  in light of continued pnvatization of traditional 

Aboriginal temtory,"' and the continued quest to protect the province's biodiversiry. While 

the latest atrempt at land use planning has increased the protection of green spaces. including 

enhancing logginç, rnining and hunting rights-essentially fulfiliing the Lands for Life 

objectives-it is the process in which this was mived at that is problematic. Although 

' ".4. Paul Pross, Grmrp Politics and Public Policy (Toronto: Oxford University 
Press. 1986). 2 14. See dso, Alan Cawson, Corporatim and Political 7heot-y (Odord: 
Basil Blackwell Ltd. I986), 23-44; and Joseph Szarka, 'Environmental Policy and Neo- 
Corporatism in France,' Eliviro~zrne~~tal Politics 9:3 (Autumn 2000): 89- 108. 

"'The Wahgoshig First Nation and New Pon First Nation in northeastem Ontario 
were involved in a dispute with Abitibi-Consolidated over the company's plans to log 
t radit ional temtones. Both cornrnunities held rallies, blockades, and hunger mikes in 
protest. M e r  more than six months of impasse, an agreement was reached in November 
2000 protecting a sacred buriai ground and enhancing Aboriginal ernployment 
oppominities in the forestry sector. Canadian Press, 'Natives, Abitibi reach landmark 
deal.' TNnminr Dai& P m ,  3 November 2000. 



enoaging in extensive public consultations, decisions made behind closed doors, away fiom 

public scrutiny, as weU as the exclusion of Aboriginal intereas, demonstrate that the new land 

use system in Ontario essentiaily maintains the stanis quo; dominant interests continue to 

monopolize planning, carving up the province with minimal integration of public concems and 

no sigmficant participation fiom Aboriginal peoples. Ultimately then the concepts of equity 

and justice did not figure prominently during both the Lands for Life or Ontario's Living 

Legacy initiatives. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusions: Land Use Planning and Environmental Justice 

The Lands for Life planning initiative and the resultant Living Legacy policy exemplify 

the restrictive elements of natural resource management, indicating that the public sphere in 

provincial environmental politics is increasingly becoming privatized. The Lands for Life 

process epitornizes a changing planning syaem in Ontario which recognizes the need to 

integrate the plurality of views and activities pertaining to Crown lands. An extensive project 

mandated to address the creation of additionai parks and protected areas, Lands for Life also 

looked at provisions ensuring the continued access of industry to the province's natural 

resources. enhancing hunting and angiing rights. and expanding nonhem tounsm 

opponunities. 

Lands for Life. however, rnoved from a seemingly open exercise to ciosed doors. In 

the end. principles ofjus~ ice and equity did not figure prominently in Ontario's Living Legacy. 

[t becarne clear that the Lands for Life public consultation was a formality whereby the 

govemment took a piecerneal rather than a comprehensive approach to planning, appeasing 

diversent. and the mos powerful, interests-protecting the status quo. 

Deregulation and privatktion initiatives prornoted by the Cornmm S e m  Revolrrtio~i 

were a backdrop for land use planning. The urgency to create certainty, to ciearly delineate 

the allocation of naturai resources led to a rushed process and, with the use of roundtables 

stacked in favour of business interests, facilitated the privatintion of the public sphere in 

environmental politics. As such when the roundtables announced a minimal increase in 



protection of green spaces, the govemment was forced to concede in the face of growing 

opposition-an obstacle to the upcoming provincial election. lnviting specific interests to 

participate in private discussions demonstrates that corporatia tendencies are emerging in 

natural resource planning; oniy a few selected interests, in this case the most institutionaiized. 

have access to the comdors of power. In al1 of this, Aboriginal interests were excluded from 

the negotiating table indicating that the govemment refuses to recognke their Aborignai and 

treaty rights to the land. 

Wh? then, did Lands for Life move from an open context to private negotiations prior 

to the release of Ontario's Living Legacy agreement? The fira element points to the influence 

of environmental interests throughout the consultation process. Having created awareness 

about the stakes of Lands for Life. mainiy the need to conserve and protect natural areas from 

industrial development. individuals and groups within the ecologicai rnovement advocated for 

different arnounts and used different means to achieve their objectives. The 12 percent 

benchmark was demanded as a minimum to brins Ontario to par with biodiversity protection 

standards recognized by the United Nations Commission on Environment and Developrnent 

and the International Union of Conservation and Nature. Aiming to infuse the debate with 

alternative voices, environmental groups became catdysts toward getting a greater number 

of concerned citizens actively involved in the process. The use of modem technology such as 

the intemet and e-mail, as well as an extensive lobbying effort through the fom of letter 

writing. information sessions, roundtable presentations, and media campaigns funher t h s t  

resource allocation issues into the public's consciousness. By the time the MNR released the 

(krrsoiiu'atedReport in October 1998, the momentum built throughout the preiious year had 



sensitùed many Ontarians to the beneficial values of protecting more green spaces. 

Consequently, the roundtables' recommendations to protect an additional 1.6 percent of the 

land base in question instigated major opposition fiorn a cross-section of concerned citizens. 

In light of an ovewhelrning negative response during the public review, the Harris 

goverrunent was forced to acknowledge that after almoa two years of engaging the public 

inro a time consuming, compiicated, and controversial exercise, only to maintain the natus 

quo. was potentially detrimentai to its reputation, and could cause problems of legitimacy 

during the implementation stages of the process. In a rush to mitigate negative public 

react ion-instigated by environrnental groups-the govemment proceeded to start pnvate 

negotiations finding a compromise to increase the amount of protected areas. 

A second factor explainkg why Lands for Life moved behind closed doors points to 

the image conscious nature of the current governrnent. Concemed that it would become a 

central issue in an upcoming provincial election. Cabinet stniggled with the Lands for Life 

portfolio. intent on preventing its disputed contents fiom taking over the electoral agenda. 

Int erference fiom the executive branch d e r  the release of the Coi~solihed Repurr suggest s 

t hat the govemment recognized the roundtable recommendations could not achieve the 

Premier's persond comrnitment to complete the parks and protected areas system. The 

importance of increasing the protected landmass to 12 percent prompted the Progressive 

Conservatives to explore the option of private talks with specific interests. Here, groups that 

pmicipated in closed door negotiations represented the moa powerful forestry companies 

in the province. On the environrnental fion& the Partnership for Pubiic Lands represented the 

most institutionalized organizations within the provincial ecolo@cal movement. The personal 



and professional ties between these interests, the provincial governrnent, and the bureaucracy 

facilitated the outcome of an agreement implying that Ontario's Living Legacy was ultimately 

a product of élite accommodation. Although more empirical research needs to be done in this 

area. preliminary evidence suggests that both structural and normative elements were at 

play-constant persona1 interaction, similar socio-economic backgrounds. and similar 

preferences and understanding of the political system-which led to a consensus.' 

Pressure frorn the environmental lobby coupled with the preoccupation of enterine an 

election with a controversial environmental track record are the two factors that Ied to the 

Lands for Life program being concluded through private means. On the surface then the 

Comuiiciated Report, which was heavily criticized from al1 sides for not meeting the needs 

of participants. was the cause activating the Living Legacy negotiations. The underlying 

reason for the negative reaction to the recornmendations, however, is traced to the policy- 

making instruments utilized by the Ministry of Natural Resources dunng the consultation 

process. The reliance on roundtables as a policy formuiation tool structured the Lands for Life 

recommendations.' The latest trend in environmental policy development. multistakeholder 

roundtables are laroely recognized by poiicy-makers as a mode1 that implicitly addresses 

sustainable development objectives. Implernented by the MNR to integrate a diversity of 

'See Robert Presthus. EIite Accommodation in Cm~adian Politics (Toronto: 
Macmillan of Canada 1973), 1 1-1 2. The author notes that eiite accommodation is a 
fundamental component of dernocratic society. 

'A sirnilar public consultation process recently occuned in Aibena. See Loma 
Stefanick and Kathleen Wells, 'Albena7s Special Places 2000: Conservation, Conflict, and 
the Castle-Crown Wildemess,' in Biodiversity in Cm&: Ecology. Idkas, a n d h i o n ,  ed. 
S. Bocking (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2000)' 369-373, for a discussion of the 
problems associated with the use of roundtables in land use planning in that province. 



interests existing in the environmental and naturai resources policy communi~. roundtables 

are considered a public-private dispute resolurion mechanisrn:' an instrument. at least in 

theoq, able to address ongoing binary, and oflen debilitating, disputes between pro- 

development and environmental interests. In the Lands for Life program roundtables were 

responsible for facilitating the plethora of views informing particular interests which in the 

conte* ofnaturai resource management, have often been characterized by rhetorical positions 

advocating an eithedor approach to land use planning. Cnticized for its inconsistent. ad hoc. 

and ineffective consemation policies, the MNR's use of roundtables was meant to overcome 

existing and rising tensions over land use on Crown temtory in a comprehensive manner. 

Nthough roundtables are oaensibly 'neutral' policy-making instruments. the 

composition of the three regional roundtables ended up clouding the consultation process. 

With a rnajority of mernbers directly or indirectly cormected to industrial and recreational 

interests such as forestry. tourism and hunting, the roundtables were stacked accordins to a 

pro-drvelopment agenda. Cenainly representative of northern realities, members had either 

personal or professional ties to naturai resource industries thereby iduencing the manner in 

which the roundtables approached land use issues. On one hand, the pro-business views 

t ended to ignore protectionist and conservationist interests despite the latter being a viable 

force in nonhem rural communities. Instead, roundtable members reinforced the stereotypical 

exclusionary dualism of a pro- versus anti-jobs discourse. Conversely, it c m  be argued that 

while deeply entrenched personai and professional biases were inherently part of the 

roundtable experience, the fact that the govenunent appointed mernbers with minimai 

3 ~ o w ~ e t t .  'The Round Table Expenence', 58 1. 
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community involvement situated Lands for Life as a program with limited scope even before 

public consultations began. Given an original mandate to address induary's ensured access 

to nahiral resources, as well as improving tounsm opportunities. with the later addition of 

enhancing fishing and hunting rights, it is the language surrounding the completion of the 

natural areas system that informs how the roundtables approached the issue of protection. 

While the  three former objectives succinctly identified the govemment's 

inr entions-protecting vital socio-econornic interests in northem regions-enviionmental 

considerations were Framed by questions asking if, not how, green spaces should be 

protected. Arguments cailing for hcreased protection were overshadowed dunng the 

consultation process as ecoiogical issues were consistently set within a pro-development 

paradigm minimiring, even obscuring, alternative voices. This does not discount the fact that 

the environmental lobby was well oganized, poised to ensure that it had a presence during 

roundtable meetings and information sessions, nor the fact that some roundtable members 

were genuinely interested in eco Io&i  concems. 

.A second policy development tool, used exclusively during the review of the Living 

Legacy strategy. was the Envirmmetild Bill of Rights Registry . Although a major instrument 

used to assure informed participation through the posting of proposed policies. the registry's 

effectiveness, like the roundtables, was iduenced by the nature of, and accessibility to, 

information. as well as time restrictions available for public comment. During both the Lands 

for Life and Ontario's Living Legacy planning components, the arnount of information 

eenerated during the consultation exercise was difficult for roundtable members and MNR - 
support staff to assess in an in-depth and comprehensive manner. For the generai public too, 



the nature of technicd data rendered the task of selecting candidate areas difncult. Moreover. 

the flow of information between the Ministry of Naturai Resources, roundtable members. 

interest groups. and individuals was ofien hampered by a lack of communication and 

coordination. Access to some govemment documents in particular, was controlled by user 

fees and the need for personal identification. Strict time schedules during commentary periods 

added to the restrictions. T'he 30-day deadlines did not give many reviewen enough time to 

digest and comment on cornplex and oflen coficting land use options. 

Underlying the use of roundtables and the EBR Registry is the Progressive 

C onservat ive govemment 's preference for self-regulation incentives. While not direct 1 y used 

as a policy making tool, privatization and deregulation of the mining, forestry, and wiidlife 

management industries under the Cornrnott Sense Revolz~tiott served as a backdrop for land 

use planning. The drive toward greater deregulation became particulariy evident in the 

Ontario Living Legacy agreement and its related deals. In the forestry sector. for example, 

the Orrrario Foresr Accord provides more oppominities for the industry to potentially operate 

outside the confines of the Crown Forests S ~ ~ s t u i ~ ? u b i / i ~  Act and the Tirnber Class 

midelines. in addition to reconfigunng the regdatory system to integrate intensive forest 
C 

manasement. Self-regulation initiatives were also accompanied by subsidies to al1 three 

natural resource industries-the Living Legacy Trust being the main vehicle for funding 

forestry and wildlife prograrns, and the Ministry of Northem Development and Mining being 

responsible for financing exploration activities. The use of financial irnperatives arguably 

encourages innovation in policy formulation and legitimation during the implementation 



stages.' The interplay between deregulation and pnvatization of natural resource industries. 

coupled with govemmental subsidies is a paradoxical situation; most irnportantly though, it 

demonstrates that despite the new economic and political realities pemeating the provincial 

landscape. the Lands for Life/Living Legacy strategy did not move away fiom traditional 

approaches toward business. 

Indeed. enhanced econornic opponunities decided away from public scmtiny. as well 

as the restrictive aspects of roundtable consultation and EBR input, were obstacles to public 

panicipation, ultimately challenging assumptions of democratic decision-making. It can be 

concluded. therefore, that the latest land use planning program did not ensure meanin-&l 

citizen involvement. From this perspective, the consultation exercise may be viewed cynically 

as endorsing a fait accompli where the government actually used Lands for Life as a vehicle 

to confim its attempt to enshrine the existing land use designations and existing dominance 

of tenure holders over the land.' While this was case. there was a more complex aspect to 

comprehensive land use planning. In many ways. 'consulting the public' has become a mantra 

for policy-makers as govements have corne to redite, through pressure from the 

environmental movement, that it legitimates policy implementation. An avenue for public 

participation. consultation processes rely heavily on the collection and exchange of 

information. and it is this element that plays an important role in planning. This suggests that 

'Mchael Howlett and M. Ramesh, Sfzdjing Ptiblic Poltcy: Poli- Cycles and 
P o k y  Subsystems (Toronto: Odord University Press, 1995), 92-94. 

'Executive director, Wildlands League, interview by author. This was a sentiment 
expressed by a senior MNR officiai in an attempt to appease induary at a Board of Trade 
meeting pnor to Iaunch of Lands for Life in 1997. 



the process "may not be about involvement as much as it is about information education. 

public relations, or sirnply 'getting a project through' ... where the role of information is not 

to guide or iriform the process, but rather to guide and form the opinions of stakeholders-to 

persuade them to buy into policy.'" Information. and the knowledge that denves from it. is 

fluid and constantly changing being embedded in different sources; it invariabiy influences the 

marner in which questions to a problem are forrnulated. As such, the intangible aspects of 

information and its interconnections with social, political, and economic structures must be 

taken into account. The success of consultation, therefore, carmot be solely measured bv the 

degree of public involvement since participation introduces new information and 

int erpretations. in addition to diffising knowledge to interests at the periphery of the process. ' 

More detailed studies need to address how information and participation intersected during 

the Lands for Life initiative, especially considenng the role of Abonginal interests who were 

largely excluded from the planning process. 

The Lands for Life Poiicy Community and Network- 

While the bias of policy instruments detennined how land use issues were frarned. 

ultimately iduencing how the consultation proceeded, considenng the nature and structure 

of the policy community and network sheds some light as to why Lands for Life moved to a 

private forum pior to the release of the Ontario Living Legacy accord. First, the concessions 

'Kevin S. Hanna, 'The Paradox of Participation and the Hidden Role of 
Information: A Case S tudy,' Jotimai of the Americm Plmtning Assoctatioi~ 66:4 
(Autumn 2000), 399. 



made to the rnining, foreary, and wildlife sectors reflect the historical connections between 

the provincial stare and industry. These ties have been made more explicit by the Harris 

govemment's emphasis on keeping Ontario open for business, whereby the intricate interplay 

between namral resource companies, labour, potiticians, and bureaucrats has fùeled the 

province's econorny. and continues to do so as Ontario relies on the expon of primary sector 

products. Here, the relationship between corporate and administrative managers is also 

instructive as the personai and professional interchanges between the private and public 

domains both directly and indirectly affect policy-making decisions. In the Lands for Life 

srudy it became apparent that this was the case dunng both the roundtable consultation 

process and Fem discussions, confirrning that resource policy-making is not stnctly mediated 

by the govemment, but is a process by which pnvate interests are equai partners in policy and 

euidelines formulation. 
C 

Panly due to the politicai professionaUpersonal interplay, the institutionalization of 

industrial organizations is also responsible for accentuating ties between business and 

govemment. Financial resources. organizational capacities, political and bureaucratic * 

connections. media access, as well as ideologîcal underpinnings, have allowed corporations 

to infom bureaucracies about the state of the regdatory infrastructure. as well as technical 

knowledge pertaining to the management and development of naturd resources on Crown 

lands. In an era characterized by staff and budgetary cutbacks affecting the operations of the 

MNR information provided by interest associations is becoming increasingly vaiuable to 

polic y formulation and implementation. This, dong with industry 's influence t hrough bot h its 



social engagements and political presence via wise use groups advocating multiple use of the 

:and lend it legitimacy in communities, and by extension ir, the natural resource bureaucracy. 

Likewise, the emergence of institutionalized environmental groups in the policy 

network, narnely the Partnership for Public Lands, has provided the Ministry of Katural 

Resources with information relating to the scientific and technicd aspects of Crown land 

presewation. Lands for Life demonstrated how the Partnership, supponed by environmental 

coalitions such as Northwatch and Environment North was instrumental in mapping 

proposed candidate areas with the help of a data exchange agreement with the MNR. The 

pro fessionai/personal intersection between aate officiais and environmentalists also p laved 

an important role. The collective political experience of the World Wildlife Fund. the 

Wildlands Leaye. and the Federation of Ontario Naturalists reveals how the Pannership had 

access to the corridors of power. The president and some members ofthe WWF. for example. 

have political and corporate connections; the Wildlands League is a well known actitist group 

within the bureaucracy: while the FON is a revered naturalist organization dating back to the 

1930s In tems of land use planning, these groups were involved in the Strategic Land Use 

Planning ( S LLT) process twenty years ago. S tafT interchanges between these organizations 

and past experience have contnbuted to a sense of continuity, allowing for a more cohesive 

approach to naturai resource politics. As a respected entity within government. the 

Partnership for Public Lands has also earned the accolades from industry, specificaily the 

forestry sector. Although the rhetoric of jobs versus environment inflarned tensions between 

business and environmentdias as seen through media accounts, privately however. the 

relations between sorne forestry companies and the Partnership, facilitated an agreement. 



Here. micro-level analyses of bureaucratic interchanges can provide a better understandin9 

of the power dynamics between actors-an area necessitating more exploration. 

The changing role of government, mandated by the Cornmon Seme Revolirtiods 

dereplation privatizatioq and defunding directives, is invariably transforming the stmcture 

of the policy -stem, forcing a gradual reliance on non-govermental organitations for 

program deiivery-partnerships with the private sector being increasingly relevant. 

Negotiations between a select group of interests-forestry, environmentalists. and 

eovement-Ieading up to Ontario's Living Legacy clearly indicate that corporatist trends 
C 

are being considered as a viable policy style. The provincial govemment has recognized that 

the forest industry and the Partnership have organizationai capacities integral to decision- 

making and policy adrnini stration. Engendenng a more concentrated ap proach t O policy- 

rnakinç. corporatism implies a more closed, smctured, and reiatively equal relationship 

between competing actors. From this perspective, the changing role of the provincial 

eovemment. and by extension the state, explains the move toward this policy style. Pressure 
C 

From an increasingly globalking economy and the advent of a highly fiagmented society is 

forcing policy-makers to find different means of accommodating divergent interests-the 

Otrtnrin Forest Accord being the direct result. This was done. however, at the nsk of 

alienating other sectoral members fiom the policy cornrnunity who were excluded. Indeed, 

divisions surfaced within the environmental movement over the involvement of the 

Partnership in private discussions. In this way, as the primary environmental association 

within the corporatist structure, the coalition had to rnobilize their allies by providing updates 

on developments and mounting a public education carnpaign to legitirnize its 



position-arguably making it accountable to ot her environmental groups and its constituency . 

The relationship between the forea companies that took pan  in the Fern discussions and their 

counterparts who did not, remains to be studied especially since negotiations were not 

undertaken with an organization representing the industry, such as the Ontario Forest 

Industries Association. On a different Bont, the side deals made with the mining industry and 

the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters exemplified a bipartite approach to policy- 

making whereby natural resource allocation plans were fomulated without the public's 

howledge. reminiscent of traditional bargainhg styles between governrnent and business. 

The inclusion of corporatist elements in decision-making can serve as an indicator to 

determine the relative degree of state autonomy. The Cornmon Serise Revolirtion has altered 

the relationship between governent and citizens whereby the state has becorne more 

decentralized with respect to the environmental portfolio. The drive toward dereplation and 

devolution of responsibilities to lower levels of government and non-govermental entities 

has gadually corne to define naturai resource management. W l e  the Lands for Lifej'iving 

Legacy process was set within a decentralking politicai structure. the latest land use exercise 

has demonstrated that the govemment and the resource bureaucracy continue to retain a 

signifiant concentration of authority. This was seen through the imposition of the Lands for 

Life objectives and the extent to which senior politicians and bureaucrats proceeded to ensure 

that the public consultations and private negotiations met the economic needs of industry. At 

first glance then, it looks like the subnational state is relatively autonomous in matters 

penaining to resource management, being able to intervene and even change the course of the 

process in its favour; in other words, the Hamis govemment was able to get a deal with 



minimal opposition and emerge as a rnediator competently addressing multiple. and often 

contlicting, land uses. 

Upon further consideration thou* there are indications that the state may have a 

weak position within the land use planning policy comrnunity. This is especially evident when 

considering the influence of industry within the Ministry of Natural Resources. First. due to 

staff and financial reductions, the MNR is increasingly relying on the private sector for 

technicd and scientific information to formulate policies-the Lands for Life initiative showed 

that the Ministry is also relying on information from environmental groups who have the 

nrcessary information gathenng capacities. With a decreasing number of resources available. 

the MNR's ability to collect and interpret information is becoming increasingly limited. 

Second. the quest toward greater self-replation and pnvatization is effectively removing the 

state from traditional reglatory structures reducing its role as resource manager. Increasingiy 

identieing pressure goups as clients, a weak state tends to supercede the interest of the 

eeneral public.' The Ontario Forest Accord, along with the rnining and hunting side deais 
C 

revealed that the govemment is willing to fùrther concede its position as arbitrator to private 

interests while simultaneously continuing to subsidize these industries. The interaction 

between the MNR and other agencies such as the Miniary of Northem Deveiopment and 

Mining remains to be explored. Although the MM2 was the lead agency throughout Lands 

for Life. conflicting interpretations regarding exploration and rnining rights on candidate areas 

demonstrate a relatively uncoordinated approach to planning. 

'Michael M. Atkinson and William D. Colemm 'Strong States and Weak States: 
Sectoral Policy Networks in Advanced Capitalia Economies,' British JmcmaI of Political 
Scirrlce 19 ( l989), 52. 



Canadian natural resource management has been largely analyzed according to a 

pluralist policy-mahg perspective. Ln this vein, different interests have relatively equal 

opponunities to effect their demands-a stance espoused in the Lands for Life htroductory 

documents. Policy outcornes then, are the result of fair cornpetition between business and 

non-material interests interacting within the policy community for the attention and ultimate 

accommodation of policy-makers. Considering the Lands for Life results, this mode1 of 

inquiry would suggest that the Partnership for Public Lands was coopted by industry and 

eovemment since both have more leverage within the policy network. Conversely. analyzinç - 
the Lands for LifeRiving Legacy program through the corporatist lem suggests that that 

there is a syrnrnetncal relationship between competing interests. Despite both industry's and 

the Partnership's increasing power base over policy-making, the govemrnent's terms of 

reference and policy instruments mandating Lands for Life influenced the relationship between 

actors-invariably accommodating 'antagonistic' interests to forrnulate a comprehensive land 

use plan. .Mthough more research needs to be done to explore the Lands for Lifekiving 

Legacy initiative along the pluralism-corporatism continuum9 land use planning was not 

based exclusively on either model, but was forrnulated through the integration of both 

corporatist and pluralist policy styles. 

What does this say for environmental justice in Ontario? The Iatest land use exercise 

confirmed how the public sphere is increasingly becorning pnvatized. Traditionally a closed 

policy sector. natural resource management has incrementally opened up due to the influence 

'Sec Peter J. Williamson, Corporatiim in Perspective: An Introductory Ciciide tu 
C'urporatisr Theoty (London: SAGE Publications, 1989), 49-74. 



of activists espousing the concepts of environmental assessrnent and sustainable development 

over the past thirty years. The approach taken toward the Formulation of Ontario's Living 

Legacy. however. indicates that land use planning continues to be a restrictive exercise 

despite the inciusion of a massive public consultation. The Lands for Life and Living Legacy 

programs ultimately reveal an economic rationale. The notion of public mst-For the benefit 

of al1 citizens-is being challenged by the provincial govemment which has embarked on a 

program that transfers enforceable political and economic right to natural resource industries. 

Lands for Life, therefore, is part of a neo-conservative project that "aims a? a restrictive 

definition of politics, the counterpart of which is looked for in the market, the family. or 

science. This search for the unpoliticai is hoped to lead to a narrower and more viable concept 

of politics. one that 'reprivatizes' those conflias and issues that are not to Se dealt with 

properly by means of public auth~rity.'"~ By funher limiting space for political action the 

provincial govemment has not only transformed its relationship with Ontarians. but has 

reinforced and validated a close-ended approach to policy rnaking suggesting that the drive 

toward a corporatist policy style is an impediment to environmental justice. 

By its nature, the phrase Lands for Life implies sustainability for future generations 

imbued wit h a sense of justice. Despite meeting the 12 percent protection target. Lands for 

Life was set within development discourses restricting discussions about environmental values 

and alternative, more sustainable, resource extraction. tt was the means by which more 

protection was achieved that mua be to be challenged. The end result of Lands for Life is 

'oclaus Offe, 'New Social Movements: Challenging the Boundaries of hnitutional 
Politics.' Socid Research 5 2 4  (Wuiter 1985), 8 19. 



considered by many as a victory, a game in which panicipants had to 'play by the niles' to 

amve at a consensus. As this 'niccessfui7 planning exercise is now being implemented. the 

controversies surrounding it are slowly being erased fiom the public eye primarily in light of 

the btW's media campaigns. 

The most striking aspect of the Lands for Life and Living Legacy pro_mam however. 

is the exclusion of Abonginal interests. There are various ways of analyzing this reality First. 

because indigenous concerns are equated as a special interest by the Harris goverment. the 

pluralist policy design would imply that they have an equal chance of partakine in the 

decision-making process. This was not the case however. Indeed, this perspective denies that 

access to power is mitieated by institutional racism within the bureaucracy. and the fact that 

manv First Nations and Métis do not consider the MNR as stewards of their land. resisting 

the abro-ation of their Aboriginal and treaty n@s. Here, the Lands for Life exercise showed 

the fallacy of panicipation in a comprehensive land use program. The Crown land under 

consideration ultimately belongs to First Nations as they never ceded their rights to manage 

the land. Despite this. Lands for Life fùnher consolidated the privatization of traditional 

territories for the benefit of industriai, recreational. and environmental interests ultimately 

reinforcine the colonial paradigrn. 

Second. while environmentdists can be credited for ensuring that the consultation 

process remained opened, evidence suggests that there was Iirtle communication between the 

Pamership for Public Lands and Aboriginal representatives throughout Lands for Life. This 

is not to say that other environmental groups like Northwatch and OPRG did not have 

ongoing contact with First Nations. Here. the assumption that indigenous interests are simiiar 



to ecological ones is problematic. At a time when Aboriginal peoples are stmggiing against 

poverty and injustice, the development of naniral resources is considered as a viable option 

in their quest to increase their economic base. Though anachment to the land may be 

considered in parallel to ecological values, it is becoming increasingly clear that Abonginal 

peo ples have a different agenda t han environmentaiists-t he idea that indigenous peoples are 

isolated From a globalking economy reinforces the stereotype that they oppose development. 

Likewise. accusations that Abonginal peoples are carelessly depleting natural resources are 

grouiny in light of the Delgamuzïkw and MarsItd Supreme Court decisions, mlings 

upholding their rights to the Iand-racial conflicts are on the rise as First Nations and Métis 

are increasin~ly asserting their rights, as seen in the Bmce Peninsuia Ojibwa commercial 

fisheryl' and the East Coast iobster fishery at Esgenoôpetitj (Bumt Church New Brunswick). 

.As tensions over resource allocations continue to define the political landscape. .Abori_einal 

peoples are not ody forced to delineate themselves according to either a pro- or anti- 

development dichotomy. but are consistently being denied the necessary tools to manase 

resources as rhey deem appropriate. In many ways, the lack of financial capacity and expenise 

is an impediment to rnanagement-which continues to be informed predominantly by western 

scientific knowledge-but this does not preclude the fact that policy-rnakers are breaking 

constitutional law while naturai resources continue to be exploited pkm-ily benefitting 

southem markets at the expense of Aboriginal cornmunities. 

1 1  See Roberta Avery, 'Hoaility grows in town over native fishing,' Toror~ro Srar. 7 
January 200 1. A 2  



Third. while different views of the land have influenced indipnous-environmentai 

interactions the govemment's new landuse mandate ako determined the relationship between 

these interests. Lands for Life was characterized by a biitzkrieg, fast-paced approach creating 

a sense of urgency to allocate Crown land as fast as possible in order to senle conflicts 

perceived to be detnmental to the province's investment potential. The govemrnent ' s general 

anti-Aboriginal stance inherently placed indigenous concerns at the periphery of land use 

planning, despite introductory statements promishg to respect Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

This. along with the rush to finalize consensus, did not facilitate the interaction berween 

environmentalists, specifically the Partnership for Public Lands. and Fint Nations 

representatives. Without govemmental direction ensunng indigenous participation. Lands for 

Li fe ultimately becarne a carving project where the most powerful interests exercised their 

prero-ative without considering Aboriginal rights. Although the federal govemment has a 

fiduciary responsibility toward First Nations, the provincial govemment has the oblieation to 

deal wirh indigenous govemments according to a nation-to-nation basis; clearly, this was not 

the case during the Lands for LifeLiving Legacy initiative. As such it is not up to interest 

irroups within the policy cornmunity to ensure that peripherai actors are included in the - 
decision-making process. The move to deveiop Crown land north of the 50-5 l a  parallels is 

forcing environmentalists, industry, and the MNR to consider the involvement of Aboriginal 

communities in hture management plans, the Northern Boreal Initiative being one example. 

The exclusion of indigenous interests from Lands for Life and Ontario's Living Legacy 

sugçests that questions ofjustice and equity were not activeiy incorporated within land use 

planning. Indeed. Lands for Life was not an open process since its inception This preiiminary 



policy study has shown how the govemment's choice of decision-making instniments. dong 

with its view that Aboriginal peoples are a special interest. intluenced the framing of land use 

questions. 

It remains to be seen how Ontario's Living Legacy will be remembered in future 

allocation programs. As long as sustainability discourses are set within an economic 

development contes, questions ofjustice and equity will remain at the periphery of land use 

planning. 



APPENDIX A 

Intemews and Consent Form 

The following people were in te~ewed for the purpose of this research: 

[an Attridge. Georgian Bay Land Tmst corporate counsel (Peterborough) 3 Febniary 3000. 
Tim Gray, Wildlands League executive director (Toronto) 3 1 October 2000. 
h i t a  Krajric, Peacefùl Parks Coalition activist (Toronto) 10 December 1999. 
Mian Holensteiq Environment North president (Thunder Bay) 20 October 2000. 
Bremain Lloyd. Northwatch CO-ordinator (North Bay) 30 January 2000. 
Bruce Petersen. Boreal West roundtable mernber (Thunder Bay) 16 November 1000. 

It is important to note that Monte Hummel, president of the World Wildlife Fund: Eva Ligeti. 
h e r  Environmental Cornmissioner of Ontario; and Ben Cheechoo, Boreal East roundtable 
member declined to be interviewed for this project. 

Consent Fonn approved by the Trent University Cornmittee on Human Research 
and the Trent University Aboriginal Education Council 

1, the undersigned, have been told by the researcher the purpose and goals of the 
projeci relating to the Lands for Life/Ontario's Living Legacy land-use initiative. The 
information and quotations gathered during the interview@) will solely be used toward the 
completion of a Master's thesis in the Canadian Studies and Native Studies, Frost Centre 
progam at Trent University. 

My participation in the research is voluntary: 1 have the nght not to answer questions 
if I feel uncomfonable and I can discontinue my pmicipation in the research at any time. 1 
understand that rny anonymity will be guaranteed, but the narne of my workpiace will be 
identified in the research project. 1 am also aware that the information gathered will be 
securely stored in a file box and will only be accessible to the researcher. 

Please initial reqrrested cotrditiotrs: 
+ 1 agree to my interview being tape-recorded. 
+ i would like a copy of the thesis after completion. 
+ Other conditions: (please speci&) 

1 am fully informed of the above-mentioned conditions and freely give my consent to 
panicipate in the research. 

(Signature) 
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(Date) 



APPESDIS B 

The Lands for Life Geographical Area 

Source: Ontario3 Living Leeacy. Proposed Land Use Snategy. March 1 999. 
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June to -Mid 
Oct. 97 

Sept. to 
Oct. 97 

Oct. to 
Nov. 97 

NOL.. to 
Dec. 97 

Dec. 97 to 
Jan. 98 

-4PPENDIX C 

Proposed Steps in the Regional Planning Process 

Round Table Establishment 
and Terms of Reference 

Objectives and Targets, 
Background Information, 

Issue Identification, Analysis 

1 Preferred Land Use Option 1 

1 Invitation to Panicipate 1 

Public Consideration of 
Background Information 

PubIic Review of Options 

Mid Jan. 98 
to Feb. 98 

P ?blic Review of 
Prefen ed Land Use Option 

Dr& Regional Land Use Strategy 
(submitted to the Minister by 

the Round Table) 

Prelirninary Regional Land Use 
Strategy (Miniary Response) 

Approved Regional 
Land Use Strategy 

MSR An Iiltrodt~c~ioiz ro Regrotd h 1 d  Use Sirategres 
(Toronto: Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1997), 5. 

Public Inspection with 
Appeal Opportunity 



APPENlDIX D 

Land Use Options Coosidered by the Regional Roundtables 

Boreal West 

3oreal East 

I 
-- ---- 

T o d  Rase Area 14_811,641 1 
lTable based on the roundtable option with the most protection 

b 

Existing Protected Area 

New Protected Area* 

*Table based on the roundtable option with the most protection 

Percentage of Total 
Area Protected 

9.2% 

1.8% 
1 

Area 

Existing Protected Area 

Yew Protected Area* 

1-e Area 

Percentage of 
Total Area 
Protected 

Area 

*Table based on the roundtable option with the most protection 

Hectares 

1,936,706 

383,582 

71 035 989 

Hectares 

4 1 7.975 

644.03 1 

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 

Source: Partnership for Public Lands, intemet site: www. web.net/web/wildnarest. htm 

2.89i1 
1 

4.j0,, 

L 

Percentape of 
Total 

Area Protected 
1 

5.9% 

3.3V0 

Area 

Eisting Protected Area 

New Protected -4reaZ 

Hectares 

6 1 5,222 

343,928 



APPENDIS E 

Advertisement Promoting Multiple Use During Lands for Life 



A PUBLIC RESPONSE TO LANDS FOR LIFE 

Wc. the itndersigned believe thar the Lands-fÙr Lrfe process represenrs a-final chance ro ensurc a 
hraitb rcologrcal and economicfirntre for Ontario. The process wifi on& srtcceed rn thls 
objecrr ve. however. ! f i t  adopts realistic and measurable conservanon objecnves and pais.  and 
recognrzrs ihr link hetween a healrhy environment and healthy commrrnitzes. 

GOALS AND OBJECTTVES 

COMMUNITY GOAL 
To establish land-use allocations, policies and procedures for managing our public lands that support 
healthy, sustainable communhies wxth an economic base capable of providing continu@ and diversrty 
of emploperrt, an attractive investmerrî dimate and the same range of community services amilable 
in the rest of Ontario. 

L M D  PROTECTION GOAL 
To protect Ontario's biological and geologcal diversny ghrough a comprehensive network of 
distinctive and representative lands protected frorn mining, loggmg, and hydro-electric development. 

LAXD STEW*.UIDSHIP GOAL 
To ensure that public lands outside protecteû areas are rnanaged such that plans, praaices. processes 
and timing of resource-use operations are conducteci to maintain the ecùlogical integrity of the region. 

7o mnvc roward rhr proposed goals. the-followng ob~ecnves di provide, direcnon and n.rims+fer 
t~cr~on: 

CObiiMùTUI7Y ELIPLOYMENT OBJECTIVE 
Establish a system of land-use allocation that will develop greater comrnuntty and regional employnent 
th rough land-use diversrty and greater "added value". For examp le, industries that p rovide satisfkctory 
assurances of added ernpIoymedunit of resource used should receive greater initial allocations. 
Establish targets for increased ernployrnent attributable to improved land and resource allocation. 

COMMLNITY TRANSITION OBJECTiVE 
A comrnunity transition program should be established, funded fiom resourceextraaion or general 
provincial revenues, to provide cornrnunlties with access to venture capital fOr value-added business, 
economic diversification, retraining to enhance employment and productivrty, support for Communrty 
Forest Boards, and Firsî Nation forest programsograms 

FOREST STEWARDSHIP OBJECTTVE 
Ensure that harvest operations meet the highest possible environmental standards, adapt to new 
technologies and maximize cornmunrty beneh  d m  a management regme that maintains natural 
landscape processes, wildlifk habitat and biological diversity. Old-growth forests in the production 
forest require specifk consideration and must be maintaineci through modifieci harvestinç and harvest- 
scheduling. A minimum of 10% of each forest type m u s  be maintaineci in this stage within the 
production forest of each forest management unit. Where land is allocated for mdumial forest uses, 



excellent practices should be required and poor practices penalized. The adoption of voluntary third- 
pa- forest certification standards should be encouraged. 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABLLITY OBJECTIVE 
Ensure that communities and the public at large have the authority and resources to oversee and 
monitor pu blic-Iand management. Provide public access to resource information and guarantee annual 
report h g  of key statistics on public-land issues. 

CQMBiNED PROTECTED AREAS OBJECTlVE 
Ontario should formally designate and protect not less than 15 to 20% of the lands tn each ecological 
district for rernote wilderness, old growth forests, wdands, parks or protead areas and for 
wilderness-based recreation and employment opportunities. The completion of a protected system also 
contributes to the achievement of vollmtary forest-certification standards and the protection of 
international markets. 

(Thrs percentuge is a goal for the Lands-for L@ Planning area as a whoie and matB be hrghcr or 
lower in partmrlar areas. Some pratected areas wiif be wiihin parks and be roadiess or conrarn old- 
grtm~th~fiwcsts: arhm rnuy be conservarion reserves or wiidir fe management ureus. Therr ~ ~ t r n z h ~ r w  
orea shouM be rn the range of 15 to 20% ofthe total land-base.) 

PROTECTED AREAS iNDICATORS 
Remote Roadless Areas 
At least 159.6 of each ecological site district must be protected and rnamtahed in a road-fiee. 
unfragmenteci condrtion, in areas of 10,000 ha or more. 
Old-Growth Forests 
The arnount of old-growth forest maintaineci in each ecological site district should reflect the amount 
that would naturally occur withm each ecological site district. Selection cnteria for protected areas 
establishment should fivour forests that are in a later successional state and have been undistuhed by 
human ammies. The amount of old-growth forest area to be proteded in each site district should be 
bas& upon an assessment of the remaining exrent of each old-growth fores type. Remainmg rare old- 
growth forest types should be more fuily protected. Our old-growth forest system should be anchored 
III rhe protected areas system and the balance of the old-growth forests should be maintameci in the 
rnanaged forest area (refer to forest stewardship target). 
Wildlife 
Sufficient natural habitat to maintain the full range of native species in Ontario must be assured when 
evaiuatmg land-use altemauves and designating profected areas. 
Wetlands 
Provincially signifiant wetlands must be identified and designated *in the proteaed areas systern. 
Parks and Ecological Representation 
in order to meet the Premier's cornmitment to protected areas, sufficient and appropriate lands should 
be reserved to camplete the protected areas system to represent a l  67 site districts; chicfly within the 
parks systern. It is estimateci that this will q u i r e  doubling of the extent of protected areas within the 
Lands for Life planning area. 

As of May 25, 1998 

Source: Partnership for Public Lands. 
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